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FilRT I. THE ROYAL AIR FORCE IN EGYPT

1939 - JUJi T940'"

INTRODUCTION

The complex problem of Egypt had divided France and England towards
By the perversity of fate Englandthe end of the nineteenth century,

had stumbled into the inheritance which properly belonged to Prarce,
The French had conquered and modernised Egyptj French enterprise had
dug the canal; but England had bought the Khedive'b foundation
and although France had joined with her to restore Egypt after the
extravagant ravages of ISEillL she had elected to be a sleeping partner.
¥hen she tardily awoke from her timid slumbers it was to find Britain
the dominating p>ov/er in Egypt. It has since been British policy to
retain that position. The balance was to some extent adjusted in I902
when Joseph Chamberlain and Paul Cambon were overheard at a party at
Marlborough House talking of Egypt and Morocco. In the resulting
transaction France recognised Britain's rights in Egypt while Britain
acknowledged France’s position in Morocco,

snares

The strategic significance of Egypt increased rather than
diminished with the rise of the aeroplane,
it had been a crossroads of the world's land routes,

de Lessops made it an intersection of sea higlways.
become a vital staging post in air communications between Europe and
the East,

From the earliest days
In 1867
Now it has

To the heirs of Gottlinb Daimler the Middle East had an added
importance,

Through Palestine the pipeline runs to Haifa,
supply of the United Kingdom came from, Iraq and Persia; but with an
ritlantic made hazardous by U-boats and the resources of Russia and
Rumania denied, the Iranian supply was of increased 'importance,
Egypt then -was not only a main link in the chain of Imperial
communications but v/as also the southern protector of these oil-fields.

The decision in 1921 to hand over the ItAperial defence of Iraq
to the Royal Air Force made air defence in the Middle East an important
commitment which became increasingly difficult to cover as the clouds
of war gathered over the Libyan desert.

In territories covering vast areas of Africa and Asia, much of
which is desert and uncharted or mountainous and inaccessible, the
aeroplane offered an apt solution to the keeping of the peace. Military
expeditions take time to' organise and where means of ground transport
are few their arrival at the seat of disorder is inevitably delayed.
Aircraft on the other hand can quickly reach the scene and probably
quell the unrest before it has time to spread. Air"power was also
cheap, offering "control without occupation", and its mobility
permi-tted it' to take action at a wide radius from static bases,

gave rise in Egypt to a highly centralised organisation of air
forces depeiAdent on well-developed bases and the ability rapidly to
reinforce any area which required instant assistance. This principle
underlay all the war plans and the early campaigns in the Middle East
and admitted the possibility of making a little, as indeed it was,
go a long v^ay,

From Iraq the Iranian oil-fields are controlled.
A twelfth of the oil

This
feature

iiPC(j)82

-In order to effect this policy for our air forces in the Middle
East it v/as necessary to have a base nearer to the seat of probable
operations than England,
central area where in peace the air force could be effectively trained
and administered in a tolerable climate and good living conditions,
war its geographical position would enable airibrces to operate in many
directions.

Egypt provided the answer. It was a

In

This sys-tem was dependent on -tv/o cardinal conditions.
If the mobility of the air foz'ce was to be exploited, it must be
possible to switch it in force to a threatened point at a time of

This could only be done if the chain of Imperial airemergency.

G.181877 / communication s'“
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commurjications vms intact well stocked and serviceable,

of war itj the Mediterranean, Gibraltar and Malta v/ere likely to be the
life line of Egypt.
Mobility and reinforcement of the air force.
Was that the air force must not be tied down to the centro.1 area by

Squadrons on airfields in the

In the even

A neglected link in this chain would impair the
The' second condition

inclusion in the local garrison.

t

Middle Eastwereto be regarded in the same light as battleships in the
■ Grand Plarbour,

The effectivehesB of the base depended to a great extent on the
internal security of Egypt; a bugbear which continually raised its
fuzzy head to the discomfort of all except perhaps Sir Hugh Trenchard
who regarded "the Egyptian as a chicken-hearted .savage, v/hich he would
remain"

with them,

be an Italian one, the problem of internal security became serious.

The economy of the R.A.P. compared with,the army as a policing
power recommended it to pre-war politicians who were prepared to give
the air force the opporturiity of development and experience even if
its targets v/ere limited to Mad Mullahs and recalcitrant sheikhs.
Consequently the Royal Air Force in the Middle East remained active
and progressive during a period of retrenchment and disarmament,
it was not until Italy struck at Abyssinia and the Fleet abandoned Malta
to avoid the air .threat from Sicily and Calabria that the air forces in
Egypt became a matter of major consideration. Although the Fleet moved
to Alexandria it could still be attacked by long range bombers' from
Cyrenaica and the Dodecanese, ' '

reinforced from the United Kingdom,
was to bring Italian military objectives in Cyrenaica within the range
of our bombers (Harts) v/hich were unable to reach the frontier from
bases in the Delta,

Alexandria and the Delta from their airfields at Benghazi and Tobruk.
The only solution was to dispose our aircraft on forward airfields in
the Western Desert, Accordingly an R.A.P. force moved out to Meraa
Matruh to operate squo.drons from Advanced landing grounds, principally
Sidi Barrani axjd a service of ten others further forward.

and who was convinced that one bomb vrould settle sjiy trouble
When it later appeared highly probable that the bomb would

Howeve

The R.A.F. in Egypt v/as therefore
The main problem at the tirr^B

The Italians on the other hand could attack

r

TRU FORCE'

REPORT

The experiences of this force,-provided a foretaste of what
the'Vfestern Desert would mean. When the crisis was over the force
returned to tell a tale which four years later was to ring incessantly
in the ears of staff officers in Cairo and Whitehall. They spoke
of the impossible shortage of personnel, the crippling lack of equipment,
the scarcity of intelligence and the dust which had to be seen to be
believed.

v/ar in

Great dust storms raged from upwards of three days to three
The’ discomfort of the men was indescribable,

peri.ods thoy, could' neither eat nor sleep in comfort,
they wore gas masks to keep out the dust.

weeks. During these
In self-defence

Nights were often spent in
preventing tents, stores and aircraft' from blowing away and office work
had to be carried out on typewriters choked with dust under canvas which

Technially aircraft suffered severely.
Nothing less than a vacuum, cleaner would remove all the dust which
collected inside aircraft. Most of the difficulties experienced
with engines and controls undoubtedly arose from the ingress of dust
or from stones ihrov/n up from the desert landing grounds. Despite
these difficulties exercises were carried out from the forward landing
grounds, a.supply system, set up and the experience had served
prelimineiry canter for the war which was to come.

offered little protection.

as a

/PREPARATIONS
G.181877
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PREPARATIONS FOR ?^AR

'  A. PIANWING

Backgroimd to plajining

It-.was not imtil July 1937 that the
reversed the Cabinet's previous decision

-Committee of Imperial Defence
^  ̂ to exclude any expenditure

The Comraittee recommended and the Cabinet

approved that some steps (v/hich should involve no very large
Cab(30)37 expenditure) should be taken to bring tlie ddfence of ports in the
Cmd 5

CID 296th
Mtg.5*7.37 for defence against Italy,

Mediterranean up-to-date and to increase their efficiency.

At Air Ministry in March 1938 the Italian threat was carefully
It was estimated that Italy could attack Egypt with tv/o

motorised divisions supported by a considerable weight of air pov/er
•  v/hich she was in a strong geographical position to reinforce easily and

rapidly from her metropolitan air force,
outbreak of v/ar Italy might be able to direct some 730 aircraft against

Of this total 174 aircraft v/ere estimated to be already in
Libya (see Appendix X).
of that number by drawing on Palestine, Iraq and India,
would be a deterrent to attack it would not provide adequate defence.
In contra distinction to the rapid reinforcement v/hich the Italian air
forces in Libya could expect, the R.A.E. in Egypt would only.receive
reinforcements slov/ly and gradually for it ?/as to be assumed that
Italian air action would temporarily close the Sicilian narravs so that
shipping to Egypt would be diverted round the Cape,
would be liable to air attack in the Red Sea.

were also at war v/ith Germany reinforcements from England would not be
despatched for some time,

early plans v/ere formed, on the assumption that Italy v/ould be the
principal enemy in the Middle East.

The Air Officer Commanding in Egypt v/as authorised to exercise

general co-ordination of the Air Forces in Iraq, Aden and Malta on
important matters which concerned the Middle East plan,
the post was upgraded to that of Air Marshal a/id in the following April
given the title and status of Air Officer Commo.nding-in-Chief.
order to meet the added commitments of co-ordinating plans for all the
air forces in

a small staff

arrangements were made by the Army in August 1939.
appointed G.O.C.-in-C,, Middle East.

A Joint Planning Staff v/as then created to provide the machinery to
co-ordinate the plans of the Senior Staff Officers of the three

Commanders-in-Chief,/Middle East Intelligence

Origin of the Combined Plan

reviewed.

Within two months of the'

Egypt.

In opposition v/e could perhaps muster a third
While this

Even so ships
If Britain and Prance

It was against this background that the

In April I938

In

^Jhe Middle East the Air Ministry approred the addition of
to Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East, Similar

General Wavell was

Oelitre.

As 8. basis for discussing joint action with the Egyptian Government
the Chiefs of Staff had called for a combined plan from the local
comaianders in Middle East in order to ensure immediate co-ordination

in an emergency,
as experience in tte recent crisis of 1938 had shown that the Egyptian
Government v/ould require careful handling if complete co-operation of all
■arms for the Air Defence of Egypt was to be achieved,
when Air Vice Marshal Nicholl had made suggestions to the Egyptian War
Minister concerning the dispositions of the Royal Egyptian Air Force he

■  /had

From the air point of view this was very necessary

Previously,

1 November 1933
2) 1 W/C and 2 F/Lts Intelligence and S/Ldr Plans.

G. 181877
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had met vi^ith a flat refusal, nor would the Minister agree to the
control of the air raid warning system by the Royal Air Force,
then both the &,0.C. and A.O.C. had pressed the Egyptian Government to
organise a comprehensive warning system but none yet existed in
February 1939.
Bahariya was under way, but in the words of Air Vice-Marshal Nicholl
"it will be many years before they can be expected to produce an
efficient system

Since

An air observer line of sorts from Mersa Matruh to

with the type of person available reports t^de
are likely to be extremely inaccurate and their transmission slow and
uncertain".

* * * *

Evidently Nicholl had no higher opinion of the Egyptians
than Trenchard,

Co-ordination v/ith the Egyptian Government

Nevertheless, Sir. Mile a Lampson the Ambassador to Egypt had
achieved partial success in establishing some standing machinery for
effecting a measure of co-ordination which had been wholly lacking in
the recent crisis. (1958). He had first suggested that the An^o-E^gyptian
Defence Committee formed during the Abyssinian crisis should be re
established, but the Egyptian Premier opposed the idea lest it should be
thought that ho was playing...into the hands of the British. Finally

A.M;. File

S.47479

it.was agreed that there should bo tvro committees, one British and one
Egyptian.

Embassy presided over the Egyptian and acted as liaison to the British
committee.

Amin Osman Pasha who was persona grata at the British

The. latter adopted the'practice 'of,sitting in camera
.  during the morning and inviting the pasha to attend in the afte
By this clumsy means it was possible- to press such schemas as the
storage of supplies, the warning system, accommodation'^
iiir iirra, the pj^ovision- of landing grounds and other problems which had
to be solved in concert with the Egyptian Government.

moon.

for the Fleet

However, in the preparation of the Combined Plan 1939 submitted
by the local commanders the Egyptians had played no part. On this
ground the authors of the plan objected.to the use of the word
"combined" in the title, as no plan, they said, could be regarded as
combined without the participation of the Egyptian Government.

System of Command

A.M.Pile

S. 47151
■  . , In drawing up the; plan the commanders incorporated recommendations

which had been made by the Cairo Conference in the previous Novera,ber
and later approved by the Chief of the Air

.. suggested that the system of R.A.F. Command
should be reorganised to include a bomber group headquarters in Egypt
and the expansion of R.A^.F. Station Kelwan to throw off a bomber wing
and Ismailia to throw off a fighter wing,
that these, should be formed in war, but the crisis had shown that the
delay caused by a reorganisation in an emergency called for their
establishment in peace. In the organisation set out in the plan
these headquarters were'provided. Under H.Q. R.A.P. M.E.a bomber
group Headquarters would control the long range bomber squadrons and
reconnaissance aircraft located in the back areas,
bomber force was to. assist the Army in delaying the Italian land
assault on Egypt and to attack Italian aerodromes and other objectives
.in order to reduce, the scale .of Italian air offensive,
direction of the. Commandsr-in-Chief Mediterranean,-, a General
Reconnaissance Group Headquarters at Alexandria v/ould control

Staff, The conference- had

5  ' in the Middle East

It had been the intention

The task of the

Under the

oversea

Combined

Plan 1939

. reconnaissance, thence to midway to Malta and along -the coastline from,
•Mersa Matruh-to Haifa. Fighter- aircraft all.o.cated to the home

/defence

Lake Mariut scheme

See plan of existing organisation. Appendix I.

G. 181877
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defence of Alexandria, Cairo, Suez etc, v/ere to be controlled by
Howe^'Br. aircraft whicha fighter wing under H.Q. R.A.P. M.E

specifically allotted to the defence of Alexandria would corae
In general it.was

• «

were

under the direction of the Portress commander,
proposed to employ the fighters in the defence of Alexandria and on
offensive patrols in support of co-operation and ground attack
squadrons in the Vfestern Desert,
would have to be withdrawn to defend the Cairo and Suez ai’eas. In
the Alexandria Defence Scheme standing patrols in daylight were proposed.

If the situation demanded, aircraft

In the Western Desert an Advanced Wing v/ould control and administer
the bomber squadrons supporting the Mobile Division in the forward area

The armyand also the fighter squadron allotted to the Western Desert,
co-operation squadron, which was under the operational control of the
G.O.C. Mobile Division, would be administered by the wing,
generally showed a restricted view of the emplojmient of the air forces.

The plan

Air Defence

The principles of air defence observed by the Air Ministry were
flexibility by centralising control, a co-ordinated system of warning
at a report and broadcast centre, and co-operation of artillery and
fighter defence *v?ith special protection for vital points vteatever the
enemy's approach,
principles,
allotting fighters to the Portress commander ignored the tactical
flexibility oi* air power,
squadron the British and Egyptian air defence resources required an
organisation which would ensure the most flexible and economical
employment and give the maximum defensive concentration at a threatened
point.

The combined plan did not conform to these
The system of dividing the small fighter force by

With the addition of a third fighter

A.M.Pile
S.47862

The key to air defence, said tho Air Council, was to shoot down as
many enemy bombers as possible before they reached the target. To do
this it was essential to liave an efficient warning system, good
communications and centralised control of a proper sector organisation
which covered every line of approach. The allocation of a few
fighters to each vital point i?ciiid be totally ineffective and long
experience had amply shw/n that standing patrols such as had been
proposed for the protection of the Pleot were uneconomical and
inefficient. Moreover with the limited resources then available in
the Middle East it was quite impracticable and w^ould only wear out both
aircraft and crev/s at d time when there was little hope of replacements
and the repair organisation was already strained, The system should
be capable of concentrating every available fighter in defence of the
Fleet when it v/as the principal object of attack; equally the Fighter
Commander should be able to reinforce other sectox'-s when they were
heavily threatened.

A.M.Pile
S.47862

■  The Air Ministry suggested the formatiorj oi' a central operations
room w/here the PLgViter Commander could control
and the warning organisation,
patrols as the situation demanded and strengthen sectors T/hich v/ere
heavily committed. By this means it v/ould be possible to intercept
raiders before they reached-their objectives. At the time there was
only one radar set at Alexandria, The proposed organisation would
need three more to cover the Wadi Natrun, Payourn and Daoiietta sectors.
The fighter squadron in the Western Desert although under,the control
of■ the C.O.C. should be in direct contact with the Fighter Commander
so that it could shoot down bombers returning from Egypt,
infliction of casualties would be tho greatest deterrent against air

When supporting the army the squadron could be best

the sector operations roo

The

attack,

ms
He would then be able to allocate

employed against the enemy's forward airfields and over our own troops
when they were s-ctually engaged.

/TheG.181877
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The Air Council also proposed that the bomber group approved
after the Cairo Conference should be further e^q^anded in war to form an

Egypt group for the direction of all air operations in the Western
The advanced wing would become a subordinateDesert and Libya,

formation of this.group.

These points were explained by the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff

to the AOC-in-C on the 21st March 1939 but they remained under

discussion with the Admiralty and the Y/ar Office, until they were
officially communicated to the AOC-in-C Middle East on 15th June,1939•
On the matter of general-.reconnaissance aircraft the Air Ministry was
of the opinion that the control of these aircraft sho.,ld not be T/ith-

drawn from the AOC-in-C and, prop)Osed that command should be exercised

through an area combined headquarters,
debate with the Admiralty. i

This point remained under

(See.Naval Co-operation Narrative).

.  Control of Oi^erations in the 'Jestem Desert

Certain of these recommendations had been put into effect before

App.C to the Air Council’s proposals were officially put forv/ard. In a . ,
ME Op.Plan directive to the AOC Egypt, the AOC-in-C placed him in command of all
Apl 39 units allocated by H.Q. R.A.P. Iffi. for operations in the vYestern Desert,

He would command in war the t^ro bomber wings in the Delta and the

Advanced Wing whose headquarters (formed primarily from HQ Ismailia)
was to move Y/ith two bomber squadrons, an army co-operation and a

fighter squadron to the YYestern Desert, The 'directive indicated how

■  co-operation with the army was to be effected. The normal channel
between G.O.C. and A.O.C. would 'be through the Officer Commanding the
Advanced Wing, It was intended that the latter should be near Mobile

Division headquarters in order that he might operate in close
collaboration with the G.O.C. To effect liaison between the G.O.C.

and the O.C. Advanced Wing, it was proposed to attach a senior air
staff officer to the division?;s headquarters. This officer was to

be so informed of the ground and air situation as to be able to advise

the G.O.C. "at any moment" ?/hat air support he could eapect and also to
.  warn O.C. Advanced'^Ving of anticipated targets or vital areas requiring

air defence. It was adoaitted that "this connecting link Yvas not an

ideal organisation" and suggested that the O.C. Y/ing should take every
opportunity of personal contact with the G.O.C. Although the army
co-operation squadron v^as to be under the direct control of the G.O.C,

the directive to the A.O.C. Egypt laid it down as the responsibility of
the O.C. YYing to advise the former on its emplo;^aent. Sgiially the
O.C, Wing was to be at all times avyare of the operations, and intentions

of the army co-operation squadron in order that the Operations of his
own squadrons could bo co-ordinated v/ith them. In viev/ of the

difficulty, if not impossibility, of replacing crews and aircraft the

force would have to be employed v/ith economy and only strictly military
targets were, to be bombarded. The fighter and general reconnaissance

organisation remained as in the combined plan.

Note on the Plan

The tendency in these plans Y/as to si^lit up the air, force into

penny packets, a squadron to the G.O.C. in the desert, some of the

fighters to the Portress Commander at Alexandria and general reconnaissance
aircraft to C-in-C. Mediterranean,

organisation of the fighters,
desirable in view of the numerical superiority of the Italians,

Need for a Quick Offensive

In the opinion of the Director of Operations at Air Ministry, the
fact that-we were faced by superior air forces made it all the more

important to try and throw the enemy back on to the wrong foot at the
outset by a quick offensive v/hich might eventually penalise his effort.

This was most api^arent in the
Concentration v/as particularly

A.M. File

S.IO46
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An important factor which might govern air policy was whether Italy
would have command of the sea to send stocks to Libya,
of the Italian air force might be governed for some time by stocks held
in Libya in peace. To attack these stocks might pay the best
dividends. Another obvious fact was our inferiority in strength to
the Italian air force. Attacks on their air force bases and repair
facilities might best reduce this margin. It was appreciated that the
Italians in Libya had no maintenance unit comparable to our Depot
which was capable of undertaking complete overhauls,
wastage v/as mainly made good by

Middle East Operational Plan.

The effort

Aircraft

sea or air reinforcement from Italy.

September 1939

M.E.Pile

W(MA

HQ.kE Air

Staff/
Sept*39

OHB App.2

These considerations were reflected in the Operational Plan
produced by HQ.ME in September 1939. The primary role of the air
force in Egypt had been amended from assistance to the land forces to
action against Italian air forces and their bases and supply lines
and, in co-operation with the Royal Navy (and the French),
communications to Eastern Libya. The method of'employment and the
strength to be allotted for each role of the air forces in Egypt was
to be determined by the A.O.C.-in-C. but the actual operations and
choice of targets would be the responsibility of A.O.C. Egypt Group,
The latter could meet requests from military commanders for close
support and if the situation demanded this support should be given
first priority for as long as necessary.

sea

Reorganisation of Air Defence

As might be expected, the greatest change was in the fighter
organisation. A RAF Fighter Commander was to control all fighter units
other than those in the forward area in the Western Desert. This
included such Fleet Air Arm units as the C,-in-C. Mediterranean made
available for the defence of Egypt and the Royal Egyptian Air Force
Fighter squadron. A sector orgaidsation was provided in this Plan
with Sector Headquarters complete with Operations rooms, RDF, DF and
R/T control at Alexandria, Bir Hooker’ (central sector), Almaza and -
later at Port Said when the second Royal Egyptian Air Force Fighter

HQ.ME., squadron was available.
orb/Oct,39 existed
Air Staff

App .2

In conjunction with the RDF posts there
a system of air observation to repiort raiders approaching the

Delta and Oanal Zone, All reports were received at an air report
centre at Hex wtere they were x^lotted on an oxaerations room table.
The inforraation derived from these plots was made available to those
concerned in the active and passive air defence of the Delta and Canal
Zone either by direct observation or rex^etition to other operations
rooms. The centre v;as in a sqaecial building in the quarries near
Mex 8.1ongside the. military road, about a mile east 5f the Egyptian
Array barracks. Under the R.A.F. Fighter Commander and at the Air
Report. Centre were the operational headquarters of the 1st Egyptian
A.A. Brigade which controlled and o^jerated its ov/n guns and the A.R.P.
representative of the Ministry of the Interior who was responsible
for the warnings.

There were three authorities for manning the air observation
The frontier administration was responsible for all posts

other than those on the Delta and Nile valley which were manned'by ’
the police under the Ministry of the Interior and those a.long the
coastline of the Delta and adjacent to the Suez Canal which ?/ere manned
by the Coast Guards Service.

posts.

The Director-General of Frontier

Administration ¥/as, however, in executive control of adl land sections
All RDF stations wefe manned andof the air observation system,

operated by the British Royal Air Force,
the whole system rested with the A.O.G.-in-C,
would make a request direct to the Minister of National Defence for
this to be done,

notified by Headquarters Middle East to Headquarters British Troops
in Egypt so that the.ground defences could be informed,
the outer posts in the Western Desert took up to 48 hours.

The authority for mannin

Any chnages in readiness of the system would be

To man

g
In that event he

G. 181877 At



At the iiir Report Centre the R.A.P. Fighter Commemder operated
Royal. Air Force, Fleet Air Arm and Royal Egyptian Air Force fighter
a.ircraft. He was also responsible for plotting on the table
infonuation received by RDF and for estimating and recording the
E.T.A. of raids over the target areas. The decision whether an
aircraft was hostile or friendly rested with him.
cotMander at Alexandria passed to the Centre reports received from H.M.
shipjs and warnings of Fleet Air Arm movements over the air observation
system.

The Portress

The plotting on the table of aircraft reports was an
Egyptian responsibility. At Cairo the information on the table at
the Air Report_Centre was^reproduced in the operations room at ■
Headquarters Middle East.lv Here was represented the Officer
Commanding Egyptian A.A.-Brigade v/ho was responsible for the anti
aircraft defence of Cairo and for a quick interchange betv/een the
Brigade and the Cairo,Sector of information concerning our fighters
and hostile aircraft. Air raid v/arnings for the Cairo area would be
given by the Ministry of the Interior from the Cairo Sector operations
room.

These arrangements v/ere a considerable- improvement on the earlier
The warning system v/as more co-ordinated. Instead of comingplan.

under the direction of the Portress commander the Fighter commander
appointed a liaison officer to him. The role of the fighters (amounting
to seventy-five, discounting the Fleet Air Arm and the second Royal
Egyptian Air Pcice squadron) was broadly described as''the destruction
of enemy aircraft attacking any objective in Lower Egypt". Particular
reference was made to the protection of the Fleet base at Alexandria,
the capital in Cairo aj.d the Suez Canal, Such terms of reference
should allow the "tactical flexibility" demanded by the Air Ministry.
Naval Co-operation

Naval co-operation had been a matter of sustained discussion with
the Admiralty in 1939, as Air
part of the year the Air Off

Ministry was concerned that in the early
xcer Commanding-in-Chief was agreeing ■ to’■a

A.M.Pile
S.4715I

system, of control which handed over the oiseration of general reconnaissance
aircraft to the Navy, I,n explanation the Air Officer Commandint-in-
Chief admitted that he ?/as in difficulties in providing adequate
co-operation for the Commander-in-Ghief Mediterranean at Alexandria,
tendency was for the. Acimira.l to be more and sit Alexandria where
the Fleet, the general reconnaissance squadrons and the disembarked
Fleet Air Arm T/ould be in v/ar.

T

In the absence of an existing General

M.E.Pile

WGM/2 he

Reconnaissance Group control. .of these aircraft was bound to fall into
the hands of the Portre.ss coramtinder. 'Sir V/illiam Mitchell said that the
Admiral was not anxious for this, but through the lack of an R.
organisation it would hai^jpen,' ' In July the Deputy Director of Plans
v/ent out to discuss the problem with the Air Officer Commanding and
Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean.

A.P.

It was agreed that the Air Officer
Commanding Mediterranean would be under the command and general direction
of the Air Officer Coromanding-in-Chief but would deal direct v/ith the
Naval Commander-in-Chief concerning the operation of naval co-operation

HQ.Iffi/ aircraft. This v/as incorporated in the September Plan. ' Initially the
ORB/Sept.39 Air Officer Commanding Mediterranean would be at Malta but "later

possibly at the Fleet base whenever Tjracticable".
hesitance indicated the difficulties involved.
Commanding moved fr.'m Malta he would delegate his local resj)onsibilities
for defence and general reconnaissance to a Group Commander on the
island. At Alexandria there was to be- a nucleus group for the
operation of general reconnaissance aircraft in the eastern Medite-rranean.
When the A.O.C.
staff.

App. 1 The adverbial
If the Air Officer

left Malta he would take with him a small operational
He would then join the Fleet either at Alexandria (where he

/would

(1) Later this Sector OpsJ'bom was transferred to Helwan
G.181877
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would amalgamate with the general reconnaissance group) or elsev/here.
Consequently on, 18th September 201 Group forraed at Alexajidria to
operate all general reconnaissance aircraft in,Egypt under the direct
control of A.O.C. Mediterranean.( )

Sundry Units

The A.O.G,-in-C was to control directly the .two bomber transport
squadrons which v/ould be used intially for the movement of squadrons

,  to war stations,
fighter squadrons the Royal Egyptian Air Force v/ould have for
reconnaissance duties an army co-operation squadron which would be
employed in two flights, one at Suez under the ond)rs of the Brigadier,
Canal Brigade and one at Alraaza at the disposal of the G.O.C.-in-C. .

It was anticipated that in addition to the

B. EEINF0RaEI'.5ENT

Existing Squadrons

The execution of the plan was dependent upon the reinforcement
of the air forces in Egypt from the adjoining territories and India,
The squadrons in Egypt.in early 1939 were one army co-operation
squadron, three bomber, one fighter and one bomber transport squadron.
To these could be ^ded t?/o or possibly three bomber squadrons from
Iraq and a further bomber and a fighter squadron from Palestine and
Trans-Jordan Command, It had alv/ays been realised that in the event
of Wa.r with Italy the closing of the Mediterranean would greatly
complicate reinforcements. Reinforcements from U.K. would take
seventy days to-,reach Egypt by the Red Sea and ninety via Basra. The
Cairo Conference had put forv/ard as a sol,ution a. self sufficiency
policy which was endorsed by the Chiefs of Staff in their strategic
appreciation in April 1939*' It was proposed to hold a reserve of

CID 3^4th ninety days stores, supplies and petrol ffi r the- garrison. This was
finally agreed in July by the Committee of Imperial Defence. In the
initial stages of war the R.A.F. would be committed to a policy of
conserving its , strength. By air action against Italian troop
concentrations and supply lines the build up of the Italian assault

D.P.(P)43 iight be delayed, giving us valuable time to reinforce Egypt.

Mtg

In. May 1939 the new reinforcement plan assuming  a multilateral
The plan recognised that reinforcements from

U.K. would not be forthcoming for some time after hostilities had
begun.
Headquarters and Nos.

s set out in the plan were a bomber Wing
30 and 55 bomber squadrons from Iraq to Egypt

A.M. Signal war v;as completed.
X977
24/5/39 The move

(with the possibility of No.84 squadron if relieved in India and
not required in Aden) followed by a mobile A.S.P.' No.202 G.R.Squadron
v/ould move from Malta to Egypt and it was possible that .a bomber

However all moves weresquadron would be available from India,
dependent on the situation in the, reinforcing cpramands.

A.M.Pile
S.38173

The two squadrons promised from Iraq were re-equipped with
Blenheim, aircraft. In Egypt No,211 squadron received Blenheims in
April 1939j No.45 squadron in June and No.113 squadron re-equipped
with Blenheims in September,
additional fighter squadron. No,112, arrived.in June, making a total
of three Gladiator squadrons.
No.202 in the Mediterranean in May, but v/as returned to England when
war broke out in Europe, ■

Aircraft and personnel for the

G.R. squadron had arrived to join

In August 1939 the Chiefs of Staff reviev/ed oUr air strength
and commitments with the reinforcement plans as am.ounting to a

’• '■ ' ■ /hundred

COS

932 J.P.

(1) See Narrative: The R.A.P. and Naval Go-operation.in the
Me d i te rrane an.

G.181877
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(seventy^ existing and sixty^^^hundred and thirty tv/o bombers
reinforcement),

by war
If India released another squadron for Egypt the total

would be raised to a hundred and forty four. This force would be
•responsible for the neutralisation of the Italian air striking force, the
denial of the east Libyan ports to Italian shipping and attacks on their
bases and supplies,
for the army.

In addition they were to provide close support

Forecast of Requirements

The air defence of Egypt in August 1939 was entrusted t
British, and one Egyptian squadrons amounting to seventy five
aircraft operating from three Delta and one forward stations,
formed and trained another Egyptian squadron would operate from a fourth
station in the Delta,
inade quate.

hree

first lin65

It had already boon agreed that this was
On the basis of alloiiying one squadron in the air at any

e

When

given time in.the Cairo and Alexandria sectors the Chiefs of Staff
estimated that each of the two sectors "would need throe squadrons,
further three would be

A

required for the Port Said sector, and two for a

W.P,. (39)
148

rmy
This amounted to a total of elevencover in the forward area,

squadrons of which six squadrons were to be found from Imperial sources
and five by the Egyptian Government. To realise this we would have to
produce three more, fighter squadrons and the Egyptians(^) tv/o.

Idem The number of General Reconnaissance aircraft was also inadequate.
At Malta there were tv/o squadrons and one amphibious squadron at Gibraltar.
It was accepted that seven were required. This involved an increase of / .
four squadrons, two for Alexandria and one apiece for Malta and Gibraltar.

It was estimated in the Chiefs of Staffs paper that shortly after the
outbreak of war our army strength in Egypt would be two divisions and that
the scale of operations in the Western Desert was likely to increase,
existing squadron might be increased to eighteen aircraft or another
provided to meet the requirement,-

. In anticipation of the arrival of up to tv/elve heavy^^)
•squadrons from the United Kingdom administrative preparations for their
reception were to be commenced.' The existing bomber transport squadrons
would form the nucleus of this he&vf bomber force,

The

bomber

Idem

Unfortunately these v/ere estimated requirements and not exis'ting
squadrons and if the best use of the present limited resources v/as to "be
made the Chief of the Air Staff had to have the power freely to reinforce
•any particular area in an amergency, Air Ministry therefore pressed
for authority to move units from Kenya, Trans-Jordan and Iraq to Egypt as
soon as the occasion arose,.

Idem

C. ADMINISTRATIVE EACKGROUKD '1939/40

’ Shortage of Spare s

The administrative background to these plans was not wholly
satisfactory. In spring 1939 the lack of spares in the Command caused
Sir William Mitchell "much concern". In explaining the situation to

/the

(1) 72 bombers in Squadrons Ro. 14, 45,113,211,216(b.T.) and No.1
R.E.A.P. ' ■ •

(2) 6o bombers in Squadrons No, 30,55,84,70 and 28, to.,be'transferred
from India and Iraq,
Note. The establishment of bomber squadrons v/as 12 Initial

Equipment" and Immediate Reserve.

(3) 75 fighters in Squadrons No.33, 80, 112 at 21 I.E. plus 11 I,R,
and No.2 R.E.A.P. at 12 I.E. plus 6 i.p.

4) There was already one Egyptian ilrmy Co-operation squadron.
5) See Narrative: R.A.P. and Naval Co-operation in bhe Mediterranean
o) Later categorised as Medium

G.181877
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Y/GM/2 ■
the Director of Equipment at Air Ministry he pointed out that the spares
then held for both Blenheim and Lysandcr squadrons were insufficient to
keep them in operation under war conditions for more than a short period.
As an example only two spare petrol tanks were allowed to a Blenheim
s quadron.

a number of aircraft would soon be immobilised.
Equipment replied in June that hitherto no allowance had been made in
the reserves for war damage. Hcnr/evor this had been reconsidered by
the Committee of Imperial Defence who v/ere now permitting Air Ministry
to seek financial approval for a war reserve of three months stock for
the Middle East as part of the general programme. Normally these
stocks would take a year to supply but the Director intended to borrow
from the Metropolitan Air Force.

As bullets through tanks were a common occurrence in v/ar
The Director of

In the light of the international
situation in the summer of 1939, Sir William had good cause to be
concerned, particularly as he himself observed the Middle East might
have to subsist on its resources for many months after the outbreak
of war whereas the Metropolitan Air Force had the industries close
behind them.

The Repair Organisation

Another cause for concern was that the aircraft depot at
Alexandria by reason of its position v/as extremely vulnerable to air
attack and sabotage. During the previous crisis certain sectors
bad been dispersed to Abu Sueir as a precautionary measure,
time of the Cairo Conference the A.O.C.-in-C. had represented its
removal to the Canal area as an urgent necessity, and the Chief of
the Air Staff had subsequently approved that the aircraft storage and
equipment units should be located at Abu Sueir. The M.T. Depot was
also to be in the Canal Zone and the ammunition and petrol .dump
Helwan. ^ This would allow the essential expansion of the depot

'this end the A.O,C.-in-C, urged Air Ministry in June
1939 to agree to the removal of No.4 S.F.T.S. from Abu Sueir to Iraq
in peacetime so that the v/orkshops could be taken over by the depot.

At the

at

M.E.Pile

WGM/4

Sir William also complained to the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff
that the depot, v/as not only overworked but also under establishment in
skilled trades. The change over under the re-arming programme to

M.E.Pile

WGM/2

twin-engine aircraft had added to its work, there was an increased
number of squadrons to. cope with,■maintenance for the Fleet Air Arm
had to be carried out and the re-arming completed Moreover thereWGM/4 ,
was still an "abnormal delay
Kingdom,

in the arrival of spares from the United
To this tale was added the packing and despatch of obsolete

aircraft to the Afghans who were already complaining to London that
they were arriving in a poor state.

The outbreak of war in Europe gave an added urgency to these needs.
On 7th September a subsidiary aircraft depot was formed at Abu Sueir to
supply operational squadrons with serviceable aircraft. An equipment
section v/as added to the aircraft storage section there for the supplyof replacement spares, aircraft equipment and stores. Plying Training
School moved to Iraq. In October the M.T. repair flight moved from
the. depot to the premises of Messrs. Cook in Cairo. At the beginning
of November a light M.T. repair section formed at No,1 Advanced Repair
Section at Fuka.lv

Re se rve s

M.E.Pi:i,e
HRN/10 .
Ft.2

The emergency of the previous year had shown that the provision of
M.T. was totally inadequate to place the squadrons on a mobile basis.
Lack of M.T. had delayed their moves to advanced stations for v/ar,
counteract this the. M.T. repair organisation had been expanded as
indicated above s.nd numbers of vehicles had been purchased or’

/commandeered
(1) No.1 A.R.S. was formed by milking four squadrons of their

Squadron Servicing Parties,

To

A.M.File
S.46838
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commandeered locally,
bombs.

Messrs. Cooks v/ex’e modifying lorries to carry
But the shortage was not confined to M.T. The crisis had

demonstrated that the Command was v/ithout the reserves to turn immobile
•  ■HM/'IO , into mobile squadrons without robbing Peter to pay Paul.
■Pt.2. ■ change over was essential to the concentration of air forces to meet the

Italian threat.

M.E.Pile

This

At that time it-had also been found impossible to
fofmthe additional units such as operations rooms, supply and transport
:sections, salvage parties, ammunition and petrol depots and additional
headquarters staffs all demanded by a state of tension or war.
Personnel

M.E.Pile

mN/10
Pt. 2,

The shortage in personnel.was acute and it was suggested that an
adequate, pool must be formed in peace time.
Conference had re commended the

To this end the Cairo
opening of R.A.P .V.R. centres in EgjTt.

The civilian substitution scheme had not been successful.
Personnel Staff Officer at Headquarters Middle East at that time'
pictured "a squadron, being ordered to move at dawn after being bombed
overnight an.d then finding that their native drivers had deserted
probably with their fastest vehicles".

The Senior

Stores

Experience had also shov/n that in moving squadrons from distant
locations to their war stations in the desert it was necessary to have
certain essential stores laid down in- advance of their arrival.
Consequently in .September,1939> ton's of petrol'reserves were

:  deposited between. Puka and Mersa Matruh and the petrol reserves in the
Western Desert increased to cover tv/o weeks maximum effort v/ith an
additional ^0% allowance for. extra squadrons. On 15th September the
immediate reserve of aircraft for desert stations was brought up to 50^.

HQ.ME .
ORB . .

Sept,39

Staff

The se ■ shortage s, v/Qrc the growing pains of the Middle. East and
felt from, the squadrons upv/ards to the highest level. At Headquarters
Middle East periods of tension had shown that the A.O.C.-in-C, not only
required, to be free.to control the whole Middle East air war by off
loading local administration on to an A.O.C. in Egyi.)t but also that his
own staff. v/ould have to be increased for planning, organisation, control
of. operations and the collection of intelligence, The apx^ointment
in -v/ar of. an A.0.G.--in-G. -with the rank of Air Chief Marshal, the
expansion of planning and intelligence staffs, small as it was, marked
the beginning of the recognition of the ne'w state of affairs.

were

S.4315.9

Administrative Planning

The advent of war in the v/est had tightened the polj.cy whereby
first priority was given to forces at home and in Prance.
East reserves would have to be built up slov/ly to the three months scale
approved by the C.omraittee of Imperial Defence as and when prior demands
had been met and shipping was available. It was agreed that the ^
resources of India.should be used when possible. At a meeting in
October 1939 the Chiefs of Staff accepted the R.A.F. reserves in the
Middle^East as being between two and three months, aircraft reserves
amounting to 140^^of initial equipment rising to 200^ when aircraft
became available;

Middle

explosives and full reserves as being up to three

COS (3.9)
60

months and the latter being increased by five weeks shortly. Viewed
through the eyes of those in the Middle East the prospect v/as less

> prejudiced as it was by a lack of spares aind other critical' items.

COS(39)
146
GOS(39)
54th Mtg.

The main factor which governed our build up in the Middle East
was our inability to operate additional forces until.bases and
communications had. been developed. • *lt was essential to consolidate
the.present position before undertaking new enterprises. As the Chie f

/of
G.181877
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of.the Imperial. General Staff explained to the Chiefs of Staff, he was
building up forces as rapidly.as possible but they still fell short
particularly in ammunition and air co-operation units. A statement of

Cabinet policy Vi/ould enable our forces and administrative facilities
to be developed on a sound basis. Furthermore such a statement

migut ensure that the French conformed, and would serve to check
attempts by them to dictate allied strategy in the Middle East, a
tendency which the Chiefs of Staff \?ished to counteract,
I^sccmber the War Cabinet consijdered the recommendation that v/e should

C0S(39)14d go ahead with administrative arrangements in the Middle East.

COS(39)
22nd Mtg

On 17th

• They
regarded this as a lengthy process and by making  a start then we should
be able to operate reinforcements as soon as they became available'.
In the matter of air forces the Chiefs of Staff took a less optimistic
view than earlier. War in the V70st had delayed the time when it would
be possible to provide adequate air forces to counter the Italian
attacks and it vi/ould be still longer before reserves could be built up.
The first essential now v/as to increase the mobility of the existing
squadrons so that maximum v/oight could speedily be brought to bear at
a threatened point.

The long term target increases which the Chiefs of Staff had in
mind for the Middle East v/ere twelve bomber squadrons and ten fighter
squadrons, five army co-operation and facilities for eight general
reconnaissance squadrons to co-operate with the Navy in the Mediterranean
and Red Sea, The addition of a Fleet Air Arm complement of two
carriers was also being examined.

Even if these reinforcements had been immediately available on the
outbreak of War with Italy the problem of routelng them to Egypt with
the Mediterranean closed, and the .Red Sea menaced by Italian

'in East'Africa v;as formidable, '
air forces

There remained the overland route from
Basra to Palestine or Morabassa to Egypt, but these had not sufficient
capacity to maintain the existing garrison, let alone additional forces.
A reinforcing route from West Af^rica v/as being opened and it might be
possi'ble to fly in aircraft via Malta. Cn this precarious supply
position we would.from the beginning be committed to defend Egypt,
Aden and Dudan, Somaliland and Kenya, Force of circumstances v/as
forcing a self-sufficiency policy on the MiddleEast. although the
degree of sufficiency was doubtful.

. Airfields

.  ,, the ̂ outbreak of war. in September 1939, there ware five permanent
with Mr.Fay R.A.F. Stations in Egypt, which had been in existence before the Anglo-
29 Aug.45 Egyptian treaty of 193^. They wore Aboukir, Ismailia, Abu Sueir,

Heliopolis and Helwan. There wore vo.rious Desert Landing Grounds in
the Western Desert up. to Mersa Matruh, and South to Luxor and ?/adi
Haifa, and a number of^emergency Landing Grounds in the Canal and Red
Sea areas, ̂ Of the. Desert Landing Grounds, Mersa’Matruh was a good
civil airfield, with some permanent technical accommodation.

Immediately prior to the v/ar, consideration v/as being given to the
implementation of the terms of the Anglo Egyptian Treaty, which allowed
for the construction of five new permanent .stations in the Canal zone,
besides^the two stations already existing there (ismailia and Abu Sueir).
It was intended that these stations should.be built and paid for by the
Egyptian Government, At the outbreak of'war, immediate action was
taken to provide them as additional requirements to the Force, quite
apart from the terms of. the treaty, and responsibility for construction
was transferred to the Air Ministry,Y/orks Directorate. An additional
station (Dever Soir) was added to the programme,.making six new stations
in all, and work on these v/as completed in I941.

V/estern Desert Landing Groisnds

Lessons

learned
One of the lessons learned during the 1938 crisis was that the

operation of Squadrons in the Y7estern Desert,might have been severely

/handicapped
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in_ 1938 handicapped if hostilities had suddenly broken out, o;ving to the absence
/  oi* Prepared Landing G-rounds, and at. the Intercomuand Conference held

GSbb/13/10 in October of that yeo.r, it v/as decided that . operational Landing
Para,5 G-rounds should be maintained in the Yfestern Desert T/ith camp facilities
Inter-Com-■ selected sites, v/hich were to be stocked v/ith bombs and
rnand Confer--^®'*'^'^^* work on these was to be undertaken by the Egyptian

Government,ence

Oct.1938.
-iQ RAF IvlE
O.R.B.

Surainary
for

Sept.1939

When v/ar did breaic out, tv/elve landing grounds, constructed under
the tsras of the Anglo-Eg^Ttian Treaty of I936, were accepted by the
Royal Air Force as being fully operational.

Khataba

Ma'aten Bagush
Ikingi Mariut
Burg El ilrab

These were:-

Amriya
El Haxtimam
Dab a

Qasaba

Fuka
Mcrsa Matruh
Bir Hooker
Sidi Barrani

Landing Grounds near the Bahariya Oasis had also been constructed
the instigation of the Royal Egyptian Air Force for operational
All three v/ere inspected and found to bo '
monoplane aircraft, except in an emergency.

. . , early, days of the war many Landing Grounds vrere cleared byinterviev//3 the fforks Department to provide operational facilities for the Royal Air
Aug.45 Force in connection with the first '

in the Western Desert,

at
use.

unsuitable for high speed

Mr. Pay

advance of the Army against Italians

O.R.B.208
Squadron

Squadrons also made their own Landing Grounds,No.208 Squadron clearingat Bir Ke nay is, where they "prepared quite a reasonable landing
ground, with'telephonic communication with Quasaba", and No.33 Squadron
constructing one at Garawla.

The Y/estern Des(

one.

Landing Grounds were not generally of a highMr. Pay
intGrview/3 standard, and they varied considerably in quality from a hard gravel
25 Aug.45 surface to loose drift sand. The areas selected, however, v/ere

reasonably flat, and little work, apart from clearance, of scrub, was
'  cessary to convert them into reasonably satisfactory landing areas;
when, after being in use for some time, they be.came badly rutted, it
was not a difficult matter to change their locations.

ne

^Landing Grounds constructed by the 'Works Directorate v/ere all
provided v/ith camp fa.cilities on a tented basis; cookhouses and dining
rooms for the troops were usually built of prefabricated sectional
hutting, and technical facilities were provided by the erection of
Bessoneau or similar type hajagars. . ,

During November a number of landing grounds were made unserviceable
from time to time by heavy rainstorms, and these conditions prevailed
until April. It was found, however, that five or six hours of sun
wex-e usually enough to. dry them out and make them operational-again.

HQ RAF ME
War Diary
Monthly
summaries

for Nov.,
Dec. and

April
Supply Policy

To summarise, our forces in co-operation with the French
thought to be adequate■ (except in aircraft and A.A. units) to meet
the Italians alone, but action v/ould be limited to defence or diversion.
Air action ih particular v/ould be restricted to the defence of Egypt.
Additional forces would be necess’ary if a second enemy began operations
in the theatre.

were

But the o,increase of our air forces which
necessary could only be at the expense of the R.A.P. in the v/est.

C0S(39)/'102 Unhappily the Me-bropolitan Air Force

was s

was still short of all classes of

/aircraft

G.181877
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(1) and aaircraft and despite dn ambitious programmo of air expansion
■  'production aimed at 2,550.(2) aircraft each month,

not expect aircraft or personnel for some time,
was,

resources of Egypt,
factories of South Africa and India, to increase the mobility of
existing formations and gfAdually add squadrons up to the target
figures' as the situation permitted.

The interests in the Middle'East at the close of 1939 were_
regarded as important but n'ot' so pressing as the security of Britain,

.  Prance or Singapore.*
keep priorities of the various theatres under constant reviev/.

Middle East could
Meanwhile the poli

It was' the intention of the Chiefs of Staff t

cy
of necessity, to build up administratively using the local

Palestine and elsev/here east of Suez, and the

o

Administrative Position - January 1940

At Headquarters Middle East the Whole administrative position was
under examination. Yfhen Air Vice-Marshal'Maund'arrived from Iraq
in December 1939 to take over the post of Air Officer Administrative
at Headquarters, R.A.P. Middle East, he immediately applied him,self to
inve’stigating this problem. The situation revealed was serious.
For example replacement facilities for aero-engines at the depot were
still based on single-engined aircraft. Blenheims required engine
replacement after approximately 225 flying hours. Assuming that a

Blenheim flies 110 hours per month in v/ar, sixty engine replacements
(excluding casualties) would be needed each month. The facilities
which existed might provide ten Blenheims per month. The shortage
of spares for these aircraft still persisted. War stocks of 250 lb
bombs which were normally used by our bombers only amounted to
fourteen days'intensive effort. Stocks of Brovming and K guns were '
low and there was a deficiency of spares. , After six months in the
desert the R.A.P. tentage, which had been manufactured in the Great War

’ T/as rapidly wearing out cither due to old age or deterioration after
camouflaging. Sand was doing its worst. Air cleaners for
Blenheims had to be serviced every five hours flying, a job which
takes some three hours of maintenance v/ork. A replacement cleaner
takes only fifteen minutes to fit, but there were in January 1940 only
six spares in the Command, As anticipated, Vokes cleaners were a
disappointment. The air intake on the Blenheim is particularly
near the ground, so that during running up and take off a column of
dust was sucked in. At the depot, now renamed 103 M.U., experiments
were being made v/ith a special fitting for taxying and running up which
would be removed oh take off, Messrs Cooks wore manufactui'ing sand
mats of canvas reinforced and v/eighted with sevm in metal for running
up. Sand penetrated into the instruments, dust and dirt interfered
with the variable pitch air screws so that the screw would not pass to
coarse pitch in the air. The heat of the desert sun exceeded the
plastic temperature applied when moulding the Perspex sheets, v/hich as
a result blew out and cracked. These difficulties, v/hen added to
the normal task of repairing and maintaining the air force,taxed
severely the engineer and equiioraent organisation, improvisation was
possible up to a point but not to the extent of manufacturing some of
essential engine and machine repairs for modern aircraft.

HQ.202 Gp
S.4/1

ME.Misc

Papers

HQ.HE ORB
Nov.39

HQ.ME.ORB
Jan.40

Air Vice-Marshal Maund's Visit to U.K.

In order to try and clear up some of these personnel and equipment
problems and to discuss plans for Balkan operations the A.O.C.-in-G.

/decided
ICE. Pile

woac/2

(1) Tv/o hundred millions vierc authorised for the expansion of the
R.A.P. for the fiscal year of 1939. The estimates introduced by
Churchill before leaving the A.M. in 1921 were 18,41'IjOOO for
1921/22.

(2) The annual output of aircraft at the end of the Great War was
32,000 odd. This works out at slightly more than the COS figure,
(Trcnchard in Lords 24/5/38).

G.181877
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decided in January -1940 to send A.V.M. Maund home to visit Air
Ministry, As Sir William Mitchell explained to the C.A.S. it
was impossible to jjlan new campaigns (e.g. Turkey) until the personnel
position improved. Pie was unaware at the time that Air Ministry had
put a boji on trooping to the Middle East.

At the beginning of his visit to Air Ministry A.V.M. Maund
received a set-back. The Director of Organisation,met him with
proposals for reducing non-participating units to  a care and
maintenance basis and eliminating the depot in favour of small salvage
and repair sections. A.V.M. Maund was opposed to the plan and re
ferred the matter to his A.O.C.-in-C. who leplied that he could not
roll up any combatant units, and although some personnel might be
throvm up by the reduction of certain units they would be limited. He
reiterated that any analogy with units in Prance ignored the fact that
our forces in the Middle East had not an aircraft industry within
reasonable dista.nce. The core of the matter was that assuming
Italian neutrality thoughts in Whitehall were turning towards South
eastern Europe and for this Middle East would be milked. However,
Sir William stated roundly that the forces at his disposal were quite

Had he known, he said later,
that Air Ministry had placed a ban on trooping to the Middle East he
would have spoken even more plainly.

inadequate for operations in Turkey.

The discussions continued and a week later on the 26th January,
A.M.Signal A.V.M. Maund, was able to say that suitable war establishments had been

agreed with the Director of Organisation, that the position of Middle
East on the priorities list vis-a-vis Prance and U.K. v/as being raised,
that many of the.badly needed spares were ^eing shipped and the ban on
trooping was being amended to allow deficiencies in £jeace and war
establishments to be filled,

authorities in Whitehall had been reached, but the difficulty of
reconciling the two points of view persisted,
and A.C.M. Longmoro had complaints to make on the subject of

unsatisfactory liaison with Air Ministry,

X794

A better understanding with the

Both A.M, Mitchell

/D.
G. 181877
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rfely

,  The Prime Minister, in 1937 had expressed the view that Italy,
although unlikely to be agressive v/ithout the assurance of German
support, could no longer be regarded as a reliable friend,

expenditures to guard against a hostile Italy had therefore been
authorised.

Limit

Prom, then onwards periodic reviews of our position

ed

in

relation to Italy had been made.

War Potential

It has already been observed that Italy holds a strong
geographical position in the Central Mediterranean which permitted'her
not only to reinforce ra^udly her air forces^^.^ in Libya from the
Metropolitan Air Force but also to dominate the Sicilian Narrows from

her airfields in Pantellaria, Sicily and Calabria, thus cutting our
principal sea route to Egypt. In addition she could menace our
secondary route by the Red Sea v/ith her navy and air forces in East

Africa, On the other hand politically, financially and economically
Great Britain was stronger. Strategically Great Britain was better
placed as she controlled both the eastern and the western exits from

Thus she could sever Italy from her East African
Italy herself, although

D.P.(P)45 the Mediterranean,
empire and her trade with the outer seas,

almost self sufficient in food stuffs, lacked most industrial rav;
materials and her manufacturing capacity concentrated in the north was
weak. However, if she could maintain her sea communications within

the Mediterranean, to the Black Sea, she might be able to exert an
intensive war effort for a considerable period.

To maintain her East African empire it would bo essential for

Italy to gain control of the Suez Canal,

command the eastern Mediterranean this could only be done by a land
assault against Egypt from Libya,
would have to be certain of her communications to Tripoli or build up

In such a campaign the forces v/ould
Prom. Tripoli to Alexandria is

As the British Fleet would

If this was to be successful she

large stores in Libya in peace,
be limited by distance.and water,
some 1,100 miles and the line of advance offered little protection from
air attack.

D.P.(P)45 In apring of 1939 Italy was acknowledged to be numerically superior
on land and in the air but Britain was stronger economically and on the

As the eastern and western Mediterranean would in v/ar besea.

.. controlled by Britain and Prance^
tecting her route to Libya by air and light surface' forces and
submarines.

Italy would concentrate o

She would be cut off from.her seaborne trade an

n pro-

d East

African possessions and in view of her inferiority in capital ships
the Italian Navy could be expected to avoid engagement with our ships.
■Our shipping would be diverted round the Cape. V/hile our forces

adopted a defensive policy, immediate economic pressure could be applied
to reduce the enemy's power of resistance and the allies would intensif-y
their industrial output v/hich was fed from their greater resources.

The British European Appreciation (see Appendix XIl) estimated
that at 1st April 1939 the strength of the Italian Metropolitan Air
Force was 1,393 of which 444 wore borubers with an equal number of

In Libya and the Dodecanese there were probably 9^ bombers,
in East Africa 138 aircraft;

Our forces in the Middle .East amounted to
246 including those in the Sudan, Kenya, Aden, .Malta, and Iraq,
French in North Africa and the Levant could raise 323.

fighters.
81 Aiwy Co-op, 9 Recce and 90 fightex's;
a total of 414 aircraft.

The

/Anglo-French

(1) Sec Appendix XI for Normal Itali.an Air Force in Libya,

G. 181877
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Anglo-Ersnch Counteraction

In the Anglo-French conversations to investigate how best the
Italian position in Libya and Ethiopia could be rendered untenable,
the French rightly pointed out that Egypt offered to the Italians the
weakest spot and the greatest prize. The British representatives  were
aware, they said, of Italian intentions and preparations, and calculated
that the enemy could maintain t\7o motorised divisions and one small

:  mobile division under desert conditions. The lack of prepared lines
did not indicate that His Majesty's Government underrated the
capabailities of the Italians to seize Egypt, but, in contrast to the
Maroth line, the Egyptian desert v/as not suited to static defences for
the going was good on a wide front and there were no defiles which
could be easily defended. The British army was not planning a
passive defence but a limited offensive aimed at capturing perhaps
Bardia and later the important naval and air station at Tobruk,
■greatest danger was the Regia aeronautica in Libya, Sicily and
Pantellaria which constrasted unhappily for the Allies With the
R.A.F. in. Egypt and. the weak French air forces in North Africa,
situation was summed up by the.head of the French delegation
undoubtedly dangerous but probably within the pov/cr of our defending
forces to meet.

The

meagre
The

as

ii.F.G. (j)
5th Mtg.

The plan put forward by the representatives was that should the
Italians- advance on Egypt the British mobile division would, if time ■

.permitted, concentrate at Mersa Matruh to engage this invader,
there was not time the defence line V70uld'. be'Daba. This division,
reinforced-during the first month with one infantry Brigade and a
field regiment, v/as deemed sufficient to hold the Italians while the
French launched an offensive from Tunisia.

If

If, on the other hand,the Italians .attacked along the Mareth line in'order to protect their
base at Tripoli, the British in Egypt 7/ould undertake their limi'ted
offensive which would prevent the reduction of I-talian forces in
Gyrenaica,

Intelligence

The collection of adequate information about the Italian situation
in Libya was a matter of concern both to Headquarters Middle East and
Air Ministry, As early as March 1939 the Director of Operations had

A.H.Pile
S.IO46

been anxious on this point a.nd the lack of information reaching Egypt
froni Libya was fully realized by the A.O.C.-in-G. One of the main
difficulties v/as that no trade existed between the two countries and
there was therefore no direct channel of communication,
extremely difficult to obtain information since it -\'/as not possible
to introduce reliable agents into Libya under adequate'cover,
through Italy itself and Greece which traded with Libya could
sufficient commercial cover be obtained. Furthermore the policy of
avoiding provocation to Italy hampered activities. In any case
permission to employ agents had to bo obtained from London; and
granted that, the money allov/ed 7vas inadequate, in the opinion of the
A.O.C.-in-G.

It v/as

Only

WGfiA

Italian Air Force in Libya

WGlfA On the outbreak of war with Germany, Air Commodore Collishaw
produced a memorandum on the Italian' Air Force for the information
of his squadron commanders and flying persoiinel.
that if the teaching of General Douhet at the Italian Air Force War
College- was follov/ed we could expect massed ba-nbing attacks against
vital Centres, The Italians had ^recently conducted an exercise
in moving 4OO healvy bombers from Italy to North .ifrica demonstrating
the ability to reinforce rapidly the existing air forces in Libya.
These were estimated at some 200 aircraft the majority being fighters,
reconnaissance and. light bombers but comprising two regiments^"')

:„;.Af

He warned them

(1) Regiment equals 4 squadrons of 6 aircraft.
G.181877
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of bomber aircraft each consisting of twenty-four 3.81 Bombers
which were capable of reaching objectives in the Delta when carrying
a 2,000 lb bomb load.
it v/ould be possible for S.81 aircraft to carry  a 4,000 lb bomb load.
Assuming one raid a day for each aircraft, 48 of these machines could

drop a total of 86 tons in a day.
^it was a principle of the Italian Air Force that bomber aircraft should
be relieved as far as possible of the responsibility of pr’otecting
themselves in order to allow them to concentrate on their main task.

Consequently, whenever possible, fighters would accompany the bombers
in cdose escort.

If the Italians concentrated on Alexandria

Tho memorandum pointed out that

ir Commodore Coll.ishaw warned No.33 squadron that

WGM/4

the Italians believed in allocating numbers of aircraft to attack

troops from a low level altitude by a. combination of machine g'un fire
and anti-personnel bombs,
this warning,
skeleton force of anti-aircraft artillery and searchlights existed

in Libya at the time,
not greatly hinder the 'fast flying' (sic) Blenheims,
outset v/eak ii.A. defences v/crc expected at Benghasi and Tobruk,

Accounts from Europe lent substance to

The information available indicated that only a

It was piresumed that A.A. vould therefore
At the

Reference has already been made to the poor maintenance
facilities for Italian airci’aft in Libya and the necessity for wastage
to be made good from Italy,
suppose that shortage of fjetrol or bombs would hamper the Italian air

forces in Libya in the eorly stages of the war.

There v/as, however, no reason to

Policy of non-provocation

005(35) The Chiefs of Staff had decided in July 1939 that there were no

309th Mtg* grounds for assuming that Italy would be knocked out in the early
stages of the v/ar. A French offensive from, Tunisia was considered

to offer the main chance of early success. But assured Italian
neutrality, they thought, was preferable to Italian hostility. As
events in Europe cxreered towards open war, the Chiefs of Staff decreed

two guiding principles for further precautions against Italy, First,
any reasonable defence measure to meet a. hostile Italy was to be

taken; tho necessity of a full scale garrison was stressed as fears

of the bombing of civilians and paratroop invasion increased.

Secondly, Italy v/as not to be provoked. This attitude dominated our

policy until war with Italy was inevitable.

While the R.A.F. established itself in Prance, Itaily preserved
a precarious neutrality,
to reinforce Libya and the Dodecanese with troops and air forces,

home it was feared that an allied revei-se might still bring in Italy
against us.
numerical disparity but\?een the R.A.P, smd the German Air Force by
careful conservation and development of resources,
was hoped to redress the unpleasant equation produced earlier by the
C.A.S. that G.A.P. = 2 (R.A.F. and P.A.F.).
that they would have to curtail their activities to the minimum v/hich
Y/ould produce reasonable operational efficiency and meet training
requirements, as the output of the aircraft industry would be fully
absorbed by Europe for som.e time,
"our air forces overseas have deliberately been kept short of their

full requirements in equipment and personnel in order to assist in

building up our strength in the metropolitan sphere, and are not' at
present in a condition to undertake operations on  a serious scale".

It is not difficult to see v/hy it had been decided to try and keep

Italy out, and in tho face of this statement the later success of

these air forces may be set.

Although outv/ardly friendly she continued
A

In the meantime, tho great concern was to reduce the

In this v/ay it

Middle East were told

It was frankly admitted that

HQ ME 0KB
Air Staff

Sept*39

t

AM Signal

XI61 6/11
ME ORB 39

003(40)279

/Deterrent
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Deterrent Measures.

During the early months of 1940 Italy's attitude, remained
indeterminate, and the C.I.G.S. warned that no reliance could be

The idea of a detente had already been

Commenting on. the meeting -in,.the Brenner
placed on her neuti-ality003(39)84
'discussed and abandoned.

Pass between:'the heads of the German and Italian States, .the Chiefs
of Staff observed that the intervention of Italy would gtea^y
complicate our-difficulties. Meanwhile, British policy hfvered
betv:/een a conciliatory attitude, which tne Chiefs .of Staff .feared
might be taken for v/ealeness, and a dam.onstx’ation of force which
might be construed as provocative. The Chiefs of Staff decided this
was a question ,for the Supreme. War Council. ' Accordingly, they

C0S(40)275 prepared an aide meraoire setting out the military and ec.pjgomic
measures which might -be applied, if tlie War Cabinet decided to make a
show, of force to deter Italy from entering the war and sp,’modify their
previous policy of deliberately avoiding offence to Italian suscept
ibilities. .

27/3/40

The courses of action which 'implicated the air .forces were first,
an increased activity on the airfields in the" South of Prance, inith
not too carefully concealed discussions of preparations to receive

.  British units; secondly, a reconstitution of the French troops and
air forces, in Tunisia, combined with a concentration of British forces
in Egypt and Palestine. ■ This latter might be achieved, by ,transferring
two of India'.s squadrons from Singapore to Egypt, one Rho.desian
squadron from Kenya and one Austrlian squadron from Australia to
Pale stine.

The reconstitution of 'the French forces in Tunisia referred to

their recent v/ithdrawal for operations contemplated in Southeaste'rn. i
The French air forces in North Africa at that time ‘wereEurope •

on a much reduced scale as a result of a re-cquipping programme which
This had been discussed at..HQ.R.A.P.lE.carried out.was being

at the end of January during the visit of Commandant de'Chassey from
. Algiers,
abandoned the idea of an early offensive against Tripoli and v/ere

more concerned Y\?ith operations in Southeastern Europe.

De Chassey had then indicated that the French had

Moreover,

,  the situation had changed since the French h-ad undertaken to open an
offensive against Libya within one month of the commencment of
hostilities,

defences, and the French were in particular need of more heavy
artillery,
poned.

In the interim, the Italians had strengthene.d their

Their offensive against Libya would therefore be post-
As our troops in Egypt were depending on the French attack

COS(40)
66th Mtg

to give them the opportunity of a limited offensive, the British
role in the new situation would have to remain defensive until the

This development was hardly welcome'French tbok the initiative,

in.the light of Sir Percy Lorraine's recent telegram in which he
expressed the view that Italy might come into the war against us.
If she did, it vrns expected .to coincide v/ith a German offensive in
the West,

Before coming to a decision concerning measures to deter Italy,
the War Cabinet on the 18th April invited the Chiefs of Staff to

consider the implications pf war with that country.
Planning Sub-Committee therefore weighed the advantages of war with
Italy against the disadvantages. A state of war would enable the
Allies to tighten their economic blockade of Germany, to whom Italy
might became an economic liability. Ultimately she might also
become a military liability^, pajrticularly inview of the lack of

preparedness of her land and air forces and the vulnerability of

her industrial areas and sea communications to her African colonies.

On the other hand, we v/ere, at that time, heavily committed in
Scarjdinavia and the West,

further dispersal of forces already strained to meet the threat.

The interruption by naval/air action of our sea corDraunications  in
the Mediterranean, and probably the Red Sea, would place an added

/burden

The Joint

Y/ar in the Middle East would mean a

C0S(40)303
(J.p.)
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burden on our mercantile marine. With the existing strength of our
forces it would not be possible to give any direct assistance to
countries with whom we had contractual obligations. On the balance,
the Chiefs of Staff again decided that the intervention of Italy
would add greatly to our difficulties and concluded that Italy must be
kept out, if possible, until we v/ere in a position to attack directly
her colonies and herself, Initially some measure of offensive might

COS(40)303 be achieved if agreement was reached with the French to attack the
industries concentrated in Northern Italy. This would also have the
effect of drawing off fighters from the Mediterranean for the protection
of the industrial area.

The idea of a demonstration of power to deter Italy was finally
003(40)309 quashed when tho Supreme War Council agreed on 23rd April that it

should be a governing consideration that no action should be taken
which would be likely to precipitate hostilities with Italy before
the necessary concentration of allied naval and air strength in the
Middle East had been completed.

Internal Security in Egypt

At HQ. 11A.P. ME. the general shortage in the R.A.P, and the needs

of the Vfestern European theatre were fully realised by the A.O.C.-in-'C,
,who accepted that the situation in the Middle East was equally
appreciated at home,

willing to believe that the Air Ministry and the War Office were fully
aware of the position,

The Ambassador oh the other hand was leas

Despite the restraint of the G.O.C.-in-C. and

wm/1

the A,O.C.-in-C, who explained that referring the matter higher was
merely flogging a dead horse. His Excellency felt that the carcase
should be produced at intervals for inspection in the shape of
voluminous diatribes to the Foreign Office,
however, was at pains to dissociate himself from these communications.

The A.O.C.-in-C,

A matter of general concern ?/as the apprehension of the bombing
of the populated areas of Egypt,
by the increasing anti-British propaganda instigated by the Axis
before the outbreak of w/ar v.?ith Germany. In April 1939 the Governor
of Cairo had visited the A.O.C,-in-C. in order to ejqjlain his concern

about the attitude of the people, v/hovere influenced by propaganda that
the British had neither enough troops nor aeroplanes to defend Egypt,
At the request of the Governor, the A.O.C.-in-C. arranged for the

R.A.F. to carry out some formation flying over Cairo and the Delta with
the object of restoring morale,
caddie to an R.A.P. officer on the Gezeira golf course at the time,
the demonstration had Ibe opposite effect,
may before the Italians come” he remarked when told that they were
British planes.

Mobile Division through Cairo to show the flag and raise morale.
Locally, it was a great success, and the effect excellent, until the
War Office issued a statement that the troops in Egypt had not, and
would not, be increased.

This state of mind v/as aggravated

To an Egyptian who was acting as

I suppose they ore flying

A more significant sequel followed the march of the

Fearing repiusals the Egyptian Cabinet was divided in September
008(39)12 1939 on the question of declaring war on Germany, It appeared that

there was a deep-rooted fear that Britain contemplated a strategic
sacrifice of Egypt, and their government v/as not satisfied that the
British troops in Egypt were sufficient to repel an attack by Italy,
When the Ambassador ejiplained the deplorable effect of the non

belligerent attitude of the government, the Egyptian Prime Minister

ejipressed his desire that, on this first such crisis in the history of
independent Egypt, unanimity should be obtained. By treaty, Egypt
was bound to come to the aid of Britain if the latter were engaged in
war, and to furnish all facilities and assistance in their pcwerj.
however no specific reference had been made to the need for a formal
declaration of war, Y/ith a non-belligerent Egypt, difficulties
would inevitably arise concerning internal security and confiscation
of contraband.

/The
G*181877
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The Ambassador suggested that the arrival of the brigade from
Palestine and firm assurances of our intentions v/ould probably allay
the fears of the E-gyptians and enable their Prime Minister to
come the opposition of his colleagues. Although the Chiefs of Staff
decided to ,reinforce immediately the land forces in Egypt that country
merely broke off relationswith Germany and did not declare
King had surrounded himself with anti-British advisers.
Turco-Egyptians, unimpressed by the strength of the Allies and
defeatist in attitude themselves, found comfort in the Italian ■

. Minister's suggestion that Egypt need not go to v/ar.
foreign communities although pro-ally ?/ere quick to react to
either way,
emergency pov/er of the Prime Minister;
Britian for low market prices.
East was fought against the uncertain background of a non-belligerent
Egypt, a position which both the Ambassador and the A.O.C.-in-C,
regarded as impracticable in March 1940; Sir William adding that to
sit and cower under the protection of a non-belligerent Egypt was
unbecoming to a first class pcmer,
Germans in Norv/ay aided by subversive action, pointed to the need for
a sound state of internal security in Egypt.

A.A. Defence of Egypt

Under the terms of the Angl-Egyptian treaty, the ground defences
of Egypt T/ere to be handed over to the Egyptian government. In 1938,
the British Army began the transfer.

The control of the A.A. guns was discussed at length botv/een the
Air Ministry;and the War Office during 1939. It was considered by
the Air Staff that, while close liaison and co-operation v/ould be
required between^ the a.iiti-aircraft artillery commanders, there need
be no question yet of the guns coming under the operational control
of the Air Force.

over-

v;ar. The

Vfealthy

Levantine and

news

The Middle class vore democratic, but resented the
the lov7cr class blamed

Consequently the v/ar in the Middle

The recent successes of the

COS(39)
6th Mtg

COS(39)
22nd Mtg

HQ . .iviE ORB

■ Sept,3'9. ,

Wffl^l/7

S.47862
Revised

Plan,

Defence

of Egypt.
Annex 1

para,17

The guns and lights available in June I939 were as follows:-

36 Army A.A, guns and 39 lights, and the guns and lights
of the Fleet when in harbour,
situation was:-

In May I940 the L.n,

s.47862
Draft ME

Defence

Plan,

June 1939
Annex 1

Para.3

Area No Typo Static or Mobile

( 8 7. ft
j M

ccs(40)35l
Annex 3

9.5.40

Alexandria 12 3.7 M

14 3 Egyptian mannedM

4 3.7
16Cairo 3 M

( 4 40 mm

Suez 4 3 M

Mersa Matruh 2 3 M

For disposal by G. in C., M.E.

4 3.7 Arrived Alexandria 2.5.4O.M

8 3.7"
3.7"
40 mm

S
12 ti.S
12 Left Gibraltar for

Alexandria 6.5.40

C0S(40)447 In June 1940, the O.I.G.S.
12.6.40 East in the light of Italy

revie-wed the A.ii. position in the Middle
:  v/ar.'s entry into the

/He
G. 181877
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He did not recommend moving units from the Far to the Middle East;;
but that the defences of the Middle East should be built up from new
production. It would be dangerous to have more resources on the move.

(^)
Defences existing;-

Area No, Static or Mobile, etc.Type

8 3 M

20 3.7 S) British manned
16 ^ 3.7 MAlexandria
14 7,11

M Egyptian manned
British manned

Egyptian manned

12 Bofors

Bofcrs4

]
4 3.7 M

Cairo Egyptian manned20 3 M

Approved for Alexandria

32 he

32 light giins

As has been indicated the Egyptiaii A.A. Brigade operated and
controlled their own guns through representatives in the various
fighter operations.

avy A.A. guns

C0S(40)454
.b.ifO13

In reviewing the effects of the non-belligerency of Egypt, the
British Chiefs of Staff observed that the Egyptian anti-aircraft guns
might refuse to fire at enemy aircraft,
guns would be useless at night unless the searchlights which were
manned by the Egyptians v/ere operated.

Also'our own anti-aircraft

Other serious effects would

be that the Egyptian coastal defences might refuse to fire on
approaching Italian ships and the Egyptian motor patrols on the
frontier might refuse to fight on contact v/ith the enemy.
Matruh the defending garrison was partly Egyptian.

At Mersa

E. Hedeployment

Betv/een September 1939 and June 1940 plans did not alter
Certain adjustments Tverc made in the organisationfundamentally,

and our commitments vroro increased by the collapse of the French armed
force s,

In the Spring of I94O the strength of the Italian lai^d forces
in Libya was given at 170,000' ' and air reinforcements v/ere known to
have been sent recently to Eritrea,

.put the King of Egypt into a state of considerable panic, in which his
main concern was the air forces available for the defence of his

country,
placed on the inadequacy of our air forces in the Middle East which were
regarded as dangerously weak in the early days of May, although the
land forces were considered adequate to ensure our vital interests. By
the 25th May, however, the Chief of the Air Staff was able to tell the
Chiefs of Staff Committee that he had given orders for fifty fighters
to be modified to enable them to operate under sand storei;' conditions.

News of tte Brenner meeting

As the situation deteriorated, more and more emphasis was

vrw/7

C0S(40)
145th Mtg

/Six

(1) The ?/ar Office Summary of Operations, 12.6.40, gives the
following figures for the Egyptian manrjed gurs:-

8 heavy guns
20 heavy guns 4 light guns
4 heavy guns
4 heavy guns

Alexandria

Cairo

Mersa Matruh

Qasaba

(2) W.O. gives the strength as: Tripolitania - 9 Divisions,
Overall total 180,000 in all ranks.Cyrenaica - 5 Division

G. 181877
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Six had already been cotnplcted but for long range tanks. These
aircraft would augment the air protection for the Battle Fleet which
had been sent to the Mediterranean. Appropriate aircraft stores
were being sent round the Cape. Having released these aircraft
C.A.S. made a stand and informed the meeting that he would feel
bound to oppose any further weakening of the home fighter defences.

By the middle of May not only had the situation vis-k-vis Italy
deteriorated rapidly but also oui' hope of a French offensive from
North Africa had dwindled until even a local offensive operation by
the French was conditional on direct British air support,
clearly impracticable.

Comment on the French Cemmitment

This was

COS(40)357

HQ m ORB There was much discussion with the French in Africa and Syria
concerning co-operation between the two air forces, following upon
talks in London, Rabat and Algiers. Close contact by means of
General Wave11's liaison officers and visits from the Ricme Bureau
had been established with the authorities in Beyrouth and Algiers
and a complete exchange of information in North Africa was ’
arranged. But the British air forces in Egypt were too small and
the Armee de I'air in North Africa too variable to permit much
constructive air planning. m the first instance, it had seemed as
If^the French would be able to undertake an offensive from Tunisia
which would case the pressure on the British in Egypt,
the offensive became conditional
Morocco.

At Rabat,
the assured neutrality of Spanish

Until that was certain

AFC 37

, the majority of the French
Independent Air Force and some of the Army Co-operation Force
Africa would bo contained in that area.

on

in North
The French were deficient

in bombers and fighters, and were apprehensive about the reduction of
the^North African air forces in favour of the Fatherland,
Tunisian airfields offered great advantages, but the R.A.F. was in no
position to provide forces to operate from them, although it v/as
realised that they might be of capital importance at a later stage.

The

HQ ME ORB In October 1939 a staffefficer from General Bouscat's Headquarters
in Algiers had visited Cairo to discuss the co-ordihation. of the tv/o
air forces. Although he had spoken with confidence of the French
offensive agaihst Tripoli, he indicated that the Farman aircraft
had already been withdrawn to France, leaving only obsolescent
bombers in Tunisia, of which two squadrons wore being detained in the
rear for retaliation against Sicily. of the .fighters, half were
new Moranes. The Frenchman sought information concerning the
extent of British air assistance which could be expected, but
satisfactory answer could be made. In January 1940, came Commandant
de ChassGy from Algiers. His account was less encouraging,
effective air striking/^orce was much reduced as  a result of
re-equipment programme'^ ̂  which was due to be completed in April.
The idea of an early French offensive against Tripoli had been
abandoned and plans Y/ero focused on South-Eastern Europe.
A.O.C.-in-C. detected a distinct note of V/ait and
policy.

no

The

a

The

see' in the French

The striking power of the French air forces in North Africa
appeared doubtful in 1940. The loss to the R.A.F., v/hen it came,
was principally one of strategic airfields,valuable both for attack
and reinforcement. Had French North Africa remained in Allied
hands, the interruption of Italian supplies to Libya would have
been effective earlier. When the initiative passed to the allies

A

(1) Provided 100 Modern Bombers
78 Morane
12 Potez

66 Fighters
63 Reoce q./g.

G.181877 ■
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a powerful air offensive against the tv/o Sicilies and Calabria could
have been developed immediately from the Tunisian airfields.
Furthermore, the Italian air force would have been kept in an urjenviable
Janus position,
might close the Mediterranean,
certainty,
and run the gaimtlet through the Red Sea,
deeper into Metropolitan France, and the attitude of Italy became
increasingly bellicose, this contingency seemed more than probable.

Command of the Royal Air Force Middle East

It had already been admitted that Italian air power
A French collapse would make, it a

Supplies for Egypt would have to circumnavigate the Capie
As German arm,our penetrated

On 15th May 1940, Sir Arthur Longmore relieved Sir William Mitchell
as Air Officer Commanding-in~Chief, Middle East, Uncertain of his

.  exact relationship, particularly in administration, to other Middle East
Commands, Sir Arthur asked for a statement from Air Ministry,
directive which he received, he v/as put in command of all British air
forces in the Middle East including adjacent territories and seas,
Egypt, the Sudan, Palestine and Transjordan, ho had full administrative
control,, but Aden, Iraq and Malta-dealt directly with Air Ministry
concerning administration,
had authority to draw on or interchange their resources as necessary.
This meant that he might transfer units from, one operational area to
another v/ithin his Command, and allot additional reinforcements  to the
various formations according to the development of the strategic
situation.

In the

In

However, A.C.M. Longmore as A.O.C.-in-G.

DO ml/

At tte outset of hostilities A.C.M. Longmore intended to determine
the general lines on v/hich units in Egypt were to be employed and the
strength of effort to be allotted to the fulfilment of each role,
had also been agreed that tte A.O.C.-ih-C. should control the operations
of the Egyptian squadrons except when placed under an Army Commander.
The control of operations in the Western Desert had been delegated to
Air Commodore Collishaw,
free hand but Sir Arthur Longmore, with sui eye to conserving the force,
v/ished to confine its use to the most rev^arding and economical
objectives,

QPERATIOML air bombardments in Libya should be selected by Headquarters Middle
PIAN East, but No, 202 Groupl') T/ould be responsible for the actual conduct
NS/101 of operations; a ruling which v/as described by the Air Staff at No,202
Min,2 Group as a "muzzling order",

control over the fighters (No.252 Wing) and general reconnaissance
aircraft, the bomber transport squadrons and such reconnaissance  units
as did not come under the Army,
air forces was the defence of Egypt and the Suez: Canal and the
maintenance of Red Sea communications,
forces being used for other plans approved by the Chiefs of Staff was
not precluded.

It

The latter was naturally anxious to have a

RA.F ME Consequently A.C.M. Longraore decided that tai’gets for

The A.O.C.-in-C, also exercised general

The primary role of the Middle East

But the possibility of these

(Appendix III Location of Units)

For the defence of Egypt A.G.ivI. Longmore decided that his immediate
objective should be the Italian air force, wherever it could be reached,
as this constituted perhaps the greatest threat to Egypt and the Fleet.
Air bases and supply lines were therefore laid down as targets of primary
importance, although direct support for land and naval forces might,
from, time to time and for limited periods, supervene,
require air co-operation in interrupting supplies to Eastern Libya, For
this air reconnaissance of enemy ports and seas would be needed. Enemy
war ships and transports would have to be attacked, convoys protected
and troops and bases defended from air attack.
Sir Arthur Longmore observed that the lack of radar was a grave handicap
to defence, particularly as no observer system was possible over the sea.
This made high altitude approach from the north and west difficult to
detect*

The Navy would

In the latter connection

HQ RAF ME
O.R.B.
May 40

/These

(1) Previously the Egypt Group

G,181877
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These tasks v/ould stretch the existing strength and equipment in
the Middle East to the maximum. In addition such possibilities as
the intervention of the Ger-man air force and the support of operations
further afield had to be faced.

Preparations and He organisation

Most of the squadrons in Egypt had been at their war stations
since September 1939> although some units were withdrawn temporarily
during the winter for training. The Advanced 7/ing was in the Western
Desert with a fighter, an army co-operation and tv/o bomber squadrons.
Three further bomber squadrons, stationed in the Delta,
to use advanced landing grounds in the Western Desert,
squadrons had remained at their war stations throughout the winter
undergoing intensive training and taking part in exercises. The
demand for more army co-operation aircraft, occasioned by the increased

.land forces in the ares., was raet by the reorganisation of No«6
squadron on a three flight basis armed with Lysanders instead of
Gauntlets. r

be allocated to him.

were prepared
Most of the

General Wavell pressed for a portion of the bombers to

S.I79I

19.4.40

s.43159

_  _ _ _ This was opposed both by the A.O.C.-in-G. and
,  i. Air Ministry as an unnecessary and uneconomical dispersal of the

force which v/as available.
small

HQ ME ORB

Sept,39-
May 40

In the interval between the outbreak of hostilities with Germany
and the Italian declaration of war, preparations were- pushed forward
in Egypt. Exercises were frequently held to train staffs for
operations duties and these were attended by Egyptian anti-aircraft
and A.R.P. representatives. The oi:>erations room which controlled
the Cairo sectors was moved from HQ.H,iP.Iffl. to the fighter station at
Holwan. At Abu Sueir anti-submarine and ^ "
carried out and co-oxjeration with the Elect and
practised.

convoy escort courses were

— merchant shipping was
Refresher courses were held to bring rusty pilots up to

a'iP Helwan

O.H.B.

standard bn high speed monojplaiiGs and conversion courses to introduce
newly trained pilots to modern aircraft. Navigation courses wore

. begun but the shortage-of spares pz’evented flying experience,
tte scope ■ of the convers^ion piolicy, crews were brought up to as
igh a pitch of training- as p>cssxblo by means of courses ranging from
air firing to-arniy co-operation.

Within

HQ. ME.
O.R.B.

•  j. ground staffs there were administrative arid drill courses,
intelligence and A.R.P. courses, fire, fighting and gas courses and
even police courses. Comprehensive instructions varying from routeing
and recognition to attacks on enemy submarines were circulated to all
concerned. The Air Ministry and the Egyptian Civil Aviation
Meteorological services combined to give a wider range over desert
areas. Exercises were conducted to test the coastal defences, the
blackout and A.R.P., and finally a full dress rehearsal on 7th to 13th
May 1940 to try the air defences of Egypt,
took over command on the last day of the

,-iir Chief Marshal Lorigmore
exercise.

A fol-tnight later he bagan a tour of the Yfestern Desert taking
with him Air Commodore Collishaw, A.O.C. No.202 Group, whose
headquarters was then at Heliopolis. Leaving the green and populous
Delta behind tciem, they set course across the barren solitude of the
Western Desert. Their first port of call was Maaten Bagush where
Collishaw had stationed the Advanced Wing (No.253 Wing) under Group
Captain L.O. Bram through whom air support for the Mobile Division
was arranged. Maaten Baugsh v/as a simple camp under the lea of
the sand dunes which separated it from the wide sweep of the
Mediterranean. After a brief ijgspection. Sir Arthur Longmore flew
on to Qasaba where 'C Plight of No.208 Army Co-operation Squadron
was stationed, although the main squadron headquarters v/as still
at Heliopolis. Qasaba was also the war station of N0.I Royal
Egyptian Air Force Squadroh.

/Later

G.181877
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Later in the day the A.O.G.-in-C. went on to Meraa Matruh, our
main defensive position in the \7estern Desert and pivot of the Artnourod
Division. Seen from the air, Matruh appeared the quintessence of a

Mediterranean village, its v/hite buildings and silver sandhills
bordering the blue sea.
defences but as yet it v/as unscathed,
of dugouts and'offices wheie operations could be controlled during air
raids. Not only was this the forv/ard base of our mobile forces, but
it also had a supiply of v/ater, port facilities and an aerodrome. Here
A.C.M. Longmore visited No,202 Group's only fighter squadron, No,33.
which co-operated with the Egyptian anti-aircraft battery and the
British guris for the defence of the area,

engaged, the enemy aircro.ft the guns were to cease fire and not re-open
while our aircraft were in the vicinity.

It was already ringed about with ditches an

When the R.A.F, fighters

d
Below the surface run a network

Matruh

Defence

Scheme

1940

At dawn the next day A.G.M. Longmpre flew up to the frontier to
look over the defences and our forward landing grounds, before flying
back to 'breakfast at Puka, where he met the officers of No,45 Blenheim

squadron. The squadron had^had a hard vi/inter, for in November they had
been flooded out by a desert rain storm. Undaunted, they constructed
a new camp on a drier site where they achieved the distinction of

Some seventy officers
Also at Puka were

Salvage section and No.31 (M.E.) Air

throwing the first cocktail p)arty in the desert,
frort) other units and headquarte

Section,^ J
rs had attended.

the Advanced Repair

O.R.B.

(See
Mainte

nance

Narrative)

Stores Park which maintained Air Gommodore Gollishaw's force.

On the same day the A.O.G.-in-C. visited No,211 Blenheim, squadron
at Dhaba where despite some severe dust storms during the winter they
had succeeded in digging themselves in,- 'Sir Arthur Longmore had now
seen all the squadrons which were stationed in the Western Desert, and
he was impressed with the quality of the pilots ho had met and also
the technical efficiency of the ground crews who maintained the aircraft.

Longmore
Memoirs

On his return A.C.M, Longmore decided to concentrate the v/hole

War with Italy at the beginning of
Throughout May the state of readiness in the '

At the beginning of the month
On 17th May all R.A.P. units were

of No.202 Group in the desert.
June seemed certain.

Command had been steadily tightened,
it was brought up to 48 hours,
ordered to standby and readiness in daylight v/as intensified to four
hours. On 29th all LiC-ve- was cancelled. By the turn of the month
the A.O.C.-in-C. had been warned that Britain now had to face the

possibility of the collai^se of Prance. But the strategy remained

urjchanged. Although defensive in principle, with the object of
securing allied interests, our action in the Mediterranean would sever

Italy's communications v/ith the outer seas and East Africa. Immediately
economic pressure v/ould be imposed upon her. Prom the first the

Chiefs of Staff placed great emxjhasis on local offensive operations,
and urged the Commanders in the Middle East to take the initiative at
the earliest moment.

003(40)
421 J.P.

To consolidate the air striking force A.C.M.Longmore issued orders

/for

(1) The functions of the Advanced Repair Section were:-
1, Collect crashed aircraft,

2, Routine inspections.
3. Return-of aircraft to R.S.U. or M.U,

4, Minor repairs to airframes.
5. Enginechanges.
6, Inspect and repair M.T.
7, 180 hours inspections,
8. Overhaul and maintenance of air screws.

9. Blenheim and Gladiators maintenance.

G.181877
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for Air Gomaodore Collishaw with his headquarters No.202 Group to
move up to Maaten Bagush aud combine v/ith No,2^3 Wing.

253 Wing eliminated one link in the chain of command and made Group Captain
Brovm available for whole time liaison with the Mobile Division. ('^)
At the'.same time, tv/o of the Blenheim squadrons at Ismailia v/ere
move.d to the Yi/'estern Desert, No.55 Squadron to Puka and No,113
Squadron to Maaten Bagush.
at'Qasaba,

•  . . bombing or strategical reconnai
control of Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East.

App.B
O.R.B. This

No.208 T/as ordered to join its Plight
The remaining squadron, No.30, stayed in reserve for

lance at Ismailia under the direct

Thereafter Air Commodore

Collishav/ was relieved of responsibility for the Delta stations and
v/as able to devote himself to the control of the squadrons in the
desert.

ss

The opposing Forces - June 1940

C0S(40)
387 JIC.

Meanv/hile Italy had in recent weeks been busily engaged in

Her troops in Libya had been further increased,preparation for v/ar,

and by .the end of May it was estimated that her air force would be
ready for active operations,
although the date was still uncertain,
some 215,000 .troops,
troops,

Italy apparently had decided upon war
In Libya there were mounted

These ?/ere opposed by about 3^,000 British
V^avell's

De spatch

Information concerning the Italian forces in Libya was
considerably hampered by H.B.M. Government’s instructions that nothing
whatever was to be done v/hich might impair our relations with Italy,
This not only prevented the establishment of an intelligence service
in Italian territories, but also made it impossible to counter hostile

Longraore's Axis propaganda. Immediately before Italy's entry into the v/ar the
• Despatch Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief estimated that there were in Libya

at least 200 Italian bombers and 200 fighters. These figures
exceeded the Air Ministry intelligence estimate on 21st May I940 v/hen
the total number of Italian aircraft in Libya v/as given as 341,
The lowest available estimate waS' that made by D.D.Y40. at Air

Ministry on 9th June, this, put the existing strength in Libya as 24.8
aircraft. Their serviceability was considered to be low,
approximately 60;:, If the ,A.0.C.-in-O's figure is correct then the
Italian Air Force in Libya had been nearly doubled since September
1939 when it v/as approximately its nun.;ial strength. (Appendix^XII)

Air Ministry Intelligerjce gives the dispositions of the Italian
squadrons in Libya on the, 21st Hay, as eight squadrons at Castel Benito,
eight at Benghazi, and five at Benina, In addition there were the

colonial squadrons; three at Mellaha, one at Sirte and two apiece
at Benghazi and El Adem. There were also some 20 aircraft of

various units administered by the Saharan battalion. The greatest
concentration was therefore in the Benghazi area. This air force
represented about one seventh of the whole Italian Air Force and

could be rapidly augmented from the metropolitan air force.

s.61219

M.A.P. in Egypt (and available ffomGladiators and 1 Hurricane, 72^3;
/Blenheim

(1) Under the nev/ arrangement the Army Co-operation-aircraft were
controlled by the Corps Commander through the Group Captain.
The squadron was connected to Corps H.Q. by telephone and

had a small section of military A.I.L.O's. (lIj6/49/6(i))
(2) No.33, 112 and 80 squadrons at an I.E. of 21 aircraft:

Longmore Despatch gives 40 Gladiators.

(3) N0.II3, 45» 211, 55, 30 (in rcsez-'vc) 11 sqnds(air ectelon
only - a/c distributed to 30, 55 ai:d 112 sqdns).

On the eve of v/ar tb

Palestine) amounted to 63I
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80 Sqdn ORB Blenheim bombers, 24 Bombays and Valentias, 24( )Lysanders, and ten
11.6,40 Sunderland flying boats.(^) In the case of Gladiators, Blenheims
Longraore's and Lysanders there v/as a reserve of approximately lOO^o but the poor
Despatch prospect of reinforcement made conservation of resources essential.

The Gladiator biplane with its four .303 machine guns and speed of
'Longmore's 230 m.p.h. was an even match for the Italian CR42. The Italian S.7I
Memoirs bomber on the other hand had a better endurance and bomb load than

the Blenheim I. The Bombays .-/ere slow but could be used for lohg
range night bombing.. . Lysanders v/ei’e also slew and cut of date for
army co-operation. The Royal Air Force in Egypt 'was thei-efore about
half the force opposing it in Libya and was in need of modern fighters
such as Hurricanes and Spitfires and else long range bombers,
the credit side

On

our pilots had impressed Air Chief Marshal Longmore
on his first tour of the squadrons as being of superior quality. And
despite their numerical superiority the Italian maintenance v/as knov/n
to be poor. It was the task of S.A.P. Middle East to destroy the
superior numbers of the enemy v/ithout v/earing itself out or
sustaining heav_y; casualties. (Appendices IV, V & XIIl).
Lack of Modern Fighter Aircraft

Although Sir Arthur Longmore was confident of the fighting ■  ■

qualities of his pilots, he was seriously perturbed by the lack of
modern fighters. As the situation- deteriorated alarmist reports

■from all sources continued to be received concerning Italy's intentions -
that she was about to attack the next day, or even in a matter of
hours. A considerable n\xnber of aircraft had recently been moved
up between-Benghazi and the Egyptian frontiers. However, A.C.M.Longmore
was av/are that the Italian air forces were not in a high state of

D0/AI\IL/2 preparedness. Vfith the imminent prospect of v/ar the Egyptians were
Pt.I 15a slithering badly and were flirting with the idea of declaring their

neutrality. They naturally resented the Yugoslavs and the Turks
having Hurricanes and the Greeks long nosed Blenheims, After hearing
on the radio of the wonderful exploits of Hurricanes and Spitfires in
the west, they re garded their ov/n country as inadequately defended with

DO/AML/3 Gladiators alone. Britain had, in fact, given Turkey some of her best
equipment at the expense of the air forces in Middle East. This state
of affairs prompted the Egyptiaiis to propose that Cairo should be
declared an open town which would not be defended and from, which
military organisations should be removed. Both Sir Arthur Longmore

DC/AML/2 and General Wavell agreed that their Headquarters could not be removed
Pt.I 8a from Cairo at the present. In Air Chief Marshal Longmore's opinion

Royal Air Force strength in Egypt would have a-more steadying effect
on Greeks and Turks then 'hush money' in the shape of aircrai't which
we needed badly. He, therefore, joined with the Ambassador in
appealing to Y/hitehall foi’ Hurricanes and Blenheims XV to be flown out
from the United Kingdom via Malta v/hile it was still possible. The
Chief of Air Staff had previously given orders for fifty Hurricanes to
be tropicalized, but in view/ of the intense fighting in the West they
were not to be released. He explained that we v/ere fighting for our

DO/AML/2 lives on the V/estern Front and soon v/ould be in the United Kingdom.
X640 5/6 Cn the 5th June, however, tte A.O.G.-in-C. was relieved to hear that

six Hurricajnes v/ould be flov/n out during the next few days; but he was
warned that this should not be taken as an indication that re-equipment

ditto 14a was imminent, because Middle East was unlikely to re ceive many
replacement aircraft -until the supply position at home v/as more
favourable, and there was no chance of an early supply of suitable
aircraft from the U.S.A.

/Although

(1) Given in CCS(40)351 as 21 Lysanders, i.e, 12 of 2C8 sqnd
9 of 6 sqdn.

(2) Including 228 Squadron which arrived in M.E. 11.5»40.
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Although grateful for this crunb froti) the high table, A.C.M.

Lohgmore -was still worried about shortages of personnel and spares.
Of ttie latter he wrote to the Director of Operations (Overseas) on
7th June:-1'5a

Perhaps your plans department is not in sufficiently close

touch with the appalling spare parts situation which exists

at the present uioraent.
that my'chances of getting any replace;r;ient aircraft for the

present are very small and tMs has influenced me in the

plans I have made in the event of war with Italy,
very pleased to get Air Ministry signal X64O 5/^ with regard
to the. six .Hurricanes being flown out.
will be a valuable contribution,"

I am already resigned to the fact

I v/as

I feel sure they

Targets

In satisfaction of the Chiefs of Staffs instruction that

everything should bo done to.gain the initiative at the first

possible moment,
to the A.O.C. 202 Group empowering him to attack certain objectives,
without referring back to Cairo, immediately war was declared,

first objective in priority was El Adem, the aircraft, the petrol
and ammunition dunjps.and the aerodrome; next the fort and aircraft

on the aerodrome at Amseat, aircraft on the landings grounds at
Tobruk, Derna (El Patayah), Bardia (Mcnastir) .Sidi azziz and Schegga,
then the defence posts along the frontier, particularly Schegga,
where troops might be concentrated, and lastly any military objective
iii the Bardia'area except those in the main V/adi running down to the

Oil storage and establishments at Tobruk, establishments

Sir Arthur Longniorc issued an operational order

The

harbour,

HQ. ME
O.R.B.

at Derna or the Italian Pie. t v/ere not to be attacked without first

referring to 'HQ. RAP. ME.
attacks takihg place at the earliest possible moment so that, by
surpri'se the best results might be achieved,
authorised to initiate operations without waiting for further

instructions if he intercepted o.n officio! broadcast announcing war

with Italy, or in the event of a defii.;itely hostile act by Italian
forces either taking'place or being officially reported.

The order stressed the importance of

The A.O.C. was

The Eve of Hostilities

ove into the field on 10th June v/asAir Commodore Collishav/

only just in time.
and pitched his tents at M-aaten
had declared war.

warned them of the. -irflrainenco of hostilities.,

aircraft to be made ready for immediate operations,
promised v/eli, for it had been a hot day with a clear sky.

No sooner had he drawn up his office lorries
gush than it v/as rufhoursd that Italy

Air Commodore’ Collishaw paraded all ranks and
Then ho ordered all

The vjeather

202 Gp.
O.R.B.

Immediately on the outbreak of war it ?/as of first importance
to all three services to gain as rapidly as possible aii insight
into the enemy's in-fcentions.
Collishaw intended to send out aircraft to report on, and record

photographically the strength, composition and disposition of the

enemy’s land, sea and air forces in the area iraimediately to the west
of the coastal end of the Egyptian-Libyan frontier. To each area

a number had been given so that the aircraft could be ordered to
their sorties vvith the minimum of briefing,

report any enemy land and sea movements, or concentrations in the
All reconnaissance aircraft were ordered to carry  a full

Por this purpose Air Commodore

The aircraft were to

areas,

load of 250 lb bombs so that they would have immediate means of

attacking important targets which vrere observed during reoo.nnaissance.

Hov'/ever, their primary role v/as reconnaissance with special emphasis
on operational airfields,
reconnaissance they had to bo sent to No.45 Squadron at Puka where

they could be processed in their photographic lorry.

To reproduce the photographs taten on

/All
G.181877
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All preparations had been made; targets had been fixed,
reconnaissance routes plotted and operational orders issued,

remained to put them into effect.
Collishav/'s squadrons uere at the alert on their desert landing
grounds in the vicinity,
of No.252 Wing, with whom he would have to co-operate to shoot dov/n

Italian bombers attacking target's in the Delta,
the Wing had Blenheims of No.30 Squadrori' standing by to shadov/ the
raiders back to their air bases.

It b

All but one of Air Commodore

Behind him lay the fighter organisation

The Commander of

The information wouldIhen be

ut

passed to No,202 Group, so that they could intercept or attack them

as soon as possible after landing. In his underground defence centre

in the quarries near Alexandria, the Commander of the V/ing avvaited
the first Italian raiders to be plotted on his operations room table.
In the same room the Representative of the Ministry of the Interior
waited to sound the first air raid warning, the Commander of the
Egyptian A.A. Brigade watched for his first target. The operations
officers vrere ready to pass on the information to Helwan and Cairo,

In Alexandria itself. No.201 Group awaited anxiously the arrival of
their second flying boat squadron and oast envious glances at the
Italian yacht club, v/hich they proposed shoiildbe their war-time headquarters.

O.R.B^.

N0.I

G.R.U.

To counter the threat of the enemy mining Alexandria harbour

and the Suez Canal, N0.I G.R. Unit had been despatched from Mansion in
England to Ismailia where it arrived at the end of May. By dint
of working day and night the D.W.I. aircraft were modified to suit
local conditions. On the eve of the outbreak of warj 10th June,
three aircraft were ready and carried out their first operation of
sweeping in formation the harbour at Alexandria and the Great Pass,

(See Naval Co-operation narrative).

As the sultry June night wore on, Air Commodore Collishaw
Shortly before midnightprepared to put his plans into operation,

he received an order from A.C.M.Longmore "to come to immediate

readiness for war ’.'/ith Italy but await (r) await further instructions
He did not have to wait long, for

A state of war
before initiating hostile act",
nine minutes after midnight Longmore gave the word:

If \

O.R.B.

33 Sqdn.

with Italy exists. Carry out reconnaissance as a Bombingrranged,
formation as available should accompany reconnaissance in Northern

area favourable targets observed especially concentrations of
aircraft".

G,181877
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PART II

Tra _ IT^IAN lOTASION _ pP,__Sir^;/

THE OPENING PHASE

.^.l^eginxd.ng__o f_ Jh£jUr_ Offensive

Air Conunodore Collishaw took the first opportunity to wage
■a quick offensive against the Italian Air Forces in, Libya. By
striking immediately against their air bases and ports of supply,

•  he hoped to gain the initiative' and so delay the Italian advance
on Egypt. For political reasons also, it was necessary to make a
demonstration of force in order to bolster up the morale of the
Egyptians.

OC/AAL/L 26a

45 Squadron
O.R.B.

During the night of the 10th June, Air Commodore Collishaw
issued orders for No.''45 Blenheim Squadron to attack at davm, the
Italian airfield at El Adem. The series of reconnaissance opera
tions to gain early information of the enemy dispositions were ' ’
carried out at first light by No. 211 Squa:dron.
enemy had similar intentions for their bombers, all No. 202 Group
units were warned that heavy bombing attacks could be expected
about 8 o'clock on the following day and that all aircraft and
motor transport should be widely dispersed. Where practicable
aircraft were ordered to satellite aerodromes and dummy aircraft
T/ere erected to draw the attacks. In the early morning.
Gladiators of No. 35 Squadron canned out patnls between Matruh
and Dhaba but the Italian raids did not materialise, since Signor
Mussolini apparently neglected to inform his advanced troops that
he had declared war.on Great Britain and France. Consequently '  '
the eight aircraft of No. 45 Squadi'on making a low level attack by'
flights achieved complete surprise in the early hours of the morn-'
ing. The aircraft dropped small H.E. and, incshdiary bombs and
also fired their guns. No opposition was met from enemy fighters
but the gro-hrid defences came into action. ; As the flights turned'
away to rejoih' out to'sea, one- Blenheim' from the last attack was
seen to crash into the water off Tobruk with flames coming from
beneath the fuselage. On the return journey another Blenheim
was forCed to put down at Sidi Barrani where it burst into flames
on landing. Both these aircraft were lost mth their crews. A
third pilot also made a forced landing west of Sidi Barrani as a
result of engine failure after leaving the target, but the aircraft
was repairable and none of the crew were injured. The experience
of this first raid on the Western Desert showed that much caution •
would have to be exercised if our slender resources were not to be

In case the

).

202 Group
O.R.B.

33 Squadron
O.R.B.

S.58163/22 ’

depleted by constant casualties.

While this raid was in progress a Lysander of No. 208 Army
Co-operation Squadron from Qasaba flew a dawn tactical reconnais
sance sortie from Solium to Fort Maddalena for the 7th Armoured
Division,
observed and the aircraft encountered no opposition.
Division moved forward during the day and B flight^'/
SquadTOn was moved up to Sidi Barrani advanced landing ground to
operate under them.

The weather was good but no enemy movements were
The

of No. 208

208 Squadron
O.R.B.

208 Squadron
O.R. B.

Counter Air Force Operations

The a.ttack on El Adem- aerodrome was repeated during the

/afternoon

("I) 4 aircraft, 5 pilots and 32 airmen with an A.I.L.O.
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afternoon by nine Blenheims of No,55 Squadron and nine of Nc.113
Squadron, when both Squadrons were in the process of moving up
from Ismailia to Puka. The aircraft left the Delta in the early
morning, landed at Puka to refuel and bomb up before setting out
for their target. The approach was made from the sea, just east
of Tobruk where the formation broke up and carried out the attack

by flights. Several hits v;ere observed on many aircraft on the

ground and fires were started among the hangars, but accurate
assessment of damage was hindered by the dust raised from the

bomb bursts. B flight made a second run over the target and two

aircraft were hit by fairly accurate A,A. fire before they were
chased out to sea by twelve Piats CR.32 which were unable to come

within firing range. The raid cost two aircraft damaged and the
seizure of one engine.

55 Squadron
O.R.B,

H. Q. R. A.P. ,
M.E. O.R.B.

216 Squadron
O.R.B.

With the intention of continuing the offensive during the

night of the 1l/l2th, the A.O.C.-in-C., hadmdved ten Bombays,
each with 8 x 250 lb. bombs, from their base*at Heliopolis to

Dhaba in the Western Desert where they were to operate against
Tobruk under the orders of the A.O.C. 202- Group. This opera-

H.Q. R.A.P., tion, which was to prepare the way for a fleet bombardment was,* •
1.1.E. O.R.B. however, cancelled as it v/as considered essential to avoid the

risk of bombing non-military targets.

Enemy reaction in the air was ineffective throughout the

day in the ?festern Desert, but a succession of hostile air raids

against Malta began at 0450,

Nayal_ Support

On the follov/ing day, 12th June, the'R.A.P. gave full -

support to a naval sweep directed against Tobruk’at dawn. The.

H.Q. RiA.P., role of the aircraft vra.s to drive out patrols'and shipping from ■
M.E. O.R.B. the harbour by air action or hit them in the harbour. ̂ Air
Op. Order N0.4 attacks on Tobruk aerodrome were also ordered to keep-down enemy

air'action against our own fleet. It was'hoped that'this naval
and air bombardment would serve to stiffen the Egyptians in mak-

ing up their'mind to break off diplomatic relations with the
enemy, to dismiss the It'aliari Ambassador, and to intern a number
of Italian suspects.

DO/AML/2
Pt.1 26A

A force of twenty four Blenheims from Nos'.45» '>13 and 211

Squadrons was despatched to be over Tobruk at dawn.
45 Squadron ately several mishaps depleted their numbers. Weather Condi-
0, r.b. tions were bad, due to fog and low cloud. As a result the six

Squadron aircraft from No. 45 Squadron were unable to locate the target
Of the nine Blenheims from No.211

Unfortun-

211

and returned to Puka.O.R.B. '

Squadron two crashed on take off and one collided with a Bombay
of No.216 Squadron. The remaining six aircraft continued to

the target, A number--of enemy fighters, Piats CR42, attempted
to engage our aircraft but fell back as the Blenheims proved
too fast for them. C flight however, claimed to have shot

down two of them. During the raid A.A. fire was efficient and

ships in the harbour co-operated. On the return journey an

other mishap occurred when the airscrew of one Blenheim flew off.
Portunately the pilot was able to make a safe landing at Puka,

'  No.55 Squadron fared even worse, five aircraft were detail
ed for the x*a.C.d, but the engine of one could not be started and
the observer of another was struck by the propellor, Pinally
three aircraft took off but one developed engine trouble over

Matruh and had to turn back. When the two surviving aircraft

were in sight of their objective and approaching from the sea

they encountered about fifty fighters of the CR.32 type.
Since many of the enemy fighters v/ere in a menacing position
above them, the Blenheims decided to return to base. The

/enemy

55 Squadron
0 • R* B«
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eneny did not attack and ¥/ere satisfied to see our bombers turn
back. The nine aircraft of No.1i3 Squadron took off at O425 to
bomb Tobruk and, in the absence of any information to the contrary,
it must be assumed they .hit the target,
serviceability of the .aircraft detailed for this raid, the assess
ment of the results was encouraging. A large ship believed to be
the old cruiser San Giorgio was set on fire and later shown on
photographs to be beached near the oil tankers. The naval jetty
was also fired.

Considering the very poor

202 Group
O.E.B. '

202 Group
O.R.B.

On land the Army made a thrust across the frontier assisted
by long distance reconnaissance by Blenheims of No.113 Squadron
and by tactical reconnaissance by No.208 Squadron's Lysanders one
of which attacked Port Gpuzzo with 8 x.20 lbs. Despite his
efforts to'sting the enemy into activity the pilot was still only
able to report "no movement". Apart from this attack-the air
forces were ordered to abstain from bombing troops in the Sidi-
Amseat area where our Army was operating. During the day No. 33
Squadron carried out defensive patrols forward and seawards of
Mersa Matruh. Although they had nothing to report in the way of
enemy aircraft they v/ere. able to pass on the vrelcome -news that,
three precious Hurricanes escorted by a Hudson had arrived from
the United Kingdom.

33 Squadron
O.R.B.

Having hit the enemy twice in full strength, the A.0.0.
decided to relax bombing operations for the next day, 13th June.
Reconnaissance' sorties were carried out to build up a picture of
the enemy's dispositions and particularly of the frontier posts
which the Army intended to attack on the following day.
the respite Squadrons took the opportunity to disperse .aircraft
as much as possible.. 'B' flight of No. 208 Squadron moved forward
again for tvfo days to Buq Buq to be near .Divisional .Headquarters and
a flight of six aircraft from No.33 Squadron with  a small ground ■ •
party was moved up to. Sidi Barrani in order to be within range for
escorting bomber's on j;he.next day.

During

H.Q. R.A.P.,
M.E. O.R.B..

33 Squadron
O.R.B.

Prom the information collected it appeared that the Italian
frontier fort, Ridotta Capuzzo vms held only by a weak force.
Army Commander, therefore, decided to attack in the'forenoon of
14th June,
to assist by putting one bomber squadron on to ilidetta Capuzzo which
was an old Turkish fort of red brick and easily destruotable.
the same time a second bomber squadron was to atta,ck the other

211 Squadron posts by flights. Accordingly eight(0
O.R.B. ron bombed Fort Capuzzo in the early morning,

reported to b
with delay
delay fuses failed and the bombs exploded instantaneously damaging
most of the aircraft.

The

Before the Array reached the fort, the,Air Force planned202 Group_
Ops. Order
No. 18 At

aircraft of No.211 Squad-
As the fort was

e weakly held, the aircraft made low flying attacks
Unfortunately some of theaction 250 pound bombs.

The fort, which offered little opposition,
The, Army took the postwas extensively damaged and a dump hit.

W.O. Summary shortly afterwards together with eight officers and two hundred
other ranks.

Squadron carried out offensive sweeps over the frontier as far as
Bardia.

To protect the bombers and our troops, _No,33of Opera
tions.

There were a number of inconclusive encounters over
Solium, but over Capuzzo the Gladiators succeeded in shooting do¥vn^

OR. 32 and one Caproni 133> a^id carried out a successful low
flying attack on Ghibli aircraft at Sidi Azeiz.
one

/In

(1) One aircraft of the original- nine turned back, due to
engine failure. ' , ■ :

(2) 11 seconds.
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In accordance vdth the plan, No.45 Squadron sent tivo air
craft to attack Sidi Azeiz and three to Port Maddalena where the

A second attacktarget was hit, but the fort was not destroyed,
was made about noon and was followed up by British Armoured fight
ing vehicles which later occupied the fort,
carried out one sortie against Giarabub, but the aircraft failed
to return,

near the target.

No.45 Squadron also

Later reconnaissance discovered a burnt out machine

Enemy reaction to our activities v/as now increasing slightly.
In retaliation, our frontier posts at Shegga, Weshka and Solium

which had already been evacuated, were bombed but casualties were

negligible. It was becoming clear that our bombers were able to

outpace enemy fighters. On the other hand enemy bombers enjoyed
sorae-thing of the same advantage. Not only were the Gladiators

slow but the warning organisation rarely gave them sufficient

time to scranible. During dangerous periods, such as dawn and

dusk over Matruh or during Army movement, patrols had to be
carried out.

Tobruk

DO/AlviL/2
Pt. 1 26a

Reconnaissance- showed that Tobruk harbour was congested with

shipping v/hich offered a favourable target to the Air Force. In

addition there were along the waterfront large naval oil reserves,
in the town a Corps, an Arioy and an ̂Air headquarte
thirty four aircraft on the two landing grounds''"' 

'

In order to reach these targets one Bombay of No.21 6 Squadron was
placed nightly under the control of A.O.C., 202 Group for .the .

week of the moon period,

was flown up to an advanced landing ground at Matruh where it

•arrived at dusk, returning to Heliopolis at dawn after the opera
tion; thus reducing the chance of damage by air attack at Matruh

216 Squadron during daylight.
O.R.B.

rs and some202 Group
Op. Order No.17 near the town.

For the actual operations the aircraft

During the first raid on the night of 14/l5th
the aircraft arrived over the target in moonlight, but visibility

•

was slightly obscured by a haze. The attacks were made with

eight 250 lb» bombs from a height of 10,000 feet. Direct hits
on small craft and one large warship were confirmed by photo

graphs, but no results were observed on the oil tanks,
enemy v/era evidently surprised by these night attacks; there was

no A.A. nor fighter opposition. The attack was repeated on the

following night by a single aircraft, but this time the enemy -we
prepared. Hea'vy and accurate A.A. fire and 'flaming onions'v2;
were encountered, but a dense cloud of- smoke rising frcm the oil
tanks indicated that the raid was a success.

The

re

The night operation was followed,up at dawn on 1 6th by
Again maintenance

H.Q. M.E. ,
Table of Ops. No.113 and No.55 Squadrons in company,

difficulties depleted the force of eighteen aircraft when three
55 Squadron machines failed to reach the targets which were the
Tobruk airfields at El Gubbi and El Adem. The raid provoked

considerable fighter opposition and although small bombs fell

among aircraft it was- estimated that no great damage v/as dons.

To provide protective patrols for the bombers six aircraft of
No.33 Squadron were flown up to Sidi Barrani but were forced to

During the flight
No.113 Squadron

55 Squadron
O.R.B.

return as the airfield was covered in mist.
:202 Group one.-j Gladiator dived into the sea and v/a.s lost,
continued the attacks in the evening with three aircraft0. R.B.

/operating

one. on the edge of the town(1) One L.G. 2 miles S. of town:
known as the Town L.G.

(2) These are the bursts of a stream of light A.A.
are fitted with a percussion and a self destroying fuze.

shells which

G.181954
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operating singly against dispersed aircraft and hangars at El Adem.
At the smo time one Bombay again attacked the oil tanks. Enemy
fighters were seen but they did not attack. .■ The town Tiras protected
by approximately twenty searchlights. . . . When these failed to hold
the aircraft they dimmed and the defence relied on the A.A. batter
ies concentrated near the town and the guns of the ships in and off
the harbour. Our aircraft attempted to surprise the defences by
approaching high over the sea and gliding over the target without
engines. , ,

Review of the Period

202 Group
O.E.B.

So far. , the, quick air offensive of the Air Force had prospered.
A.C.M. Longmpre,;.recprds that "it obviously took the Italians by
surprise andp in: the case .of ■,aerodromes, before they had effected
adequate dispersal of aircraft and supplies'.'. Support had been
given, to the Naval sweep off Tobruk and. to the Army attacks on the
frontier posts. A, series of, raids against the- port and airfields
of Tobruk had been carried' out and although little damage
confirmed by photographs, the-attacks served to put the enemy on
the defensive in his back areas. The mass raids against Egypt
ha.d not materialised .and a measure of this imiounity can be attri
buted to the aggressiveness displayed by the R.A.F. The enemy's
air offensive had so far been confined to our forvyard .positions at
Solium, the airfield at Sidi Baranni and Matruh which .had .been .
bombed by formations of up to a dozen bombers. On the other, hand
oue offensive which had received the full support of the Eg3rptian
press had undoubtedly stiffened the local government and populace.

Fighter Interception

was

The difficult problem was to .intercept enemy raiders.
H. Q. R.A.P., Although much attentio.n had been paid to the :warning arrangements
M.E. O.R.B. .
App. 63

in the Delta, the air raid warning system in the forward areas,
particularly Matruh, had been improved little, since November 1 939.
The introduction of an efficient mobile observer system was
prevented by a lack of.Army .and Air Force personnel,
present No.202 Group had to rdly on an improvised system using the
Army advanced units for.providing warnings. . The A.O.C., admitted
that fighter: contact with enemy bombers was 'largely cne of chance'.
Air Commodore Gollishaw was already doubtful whether Gladiators
could deal with the 5^79 and asked for a flight of Hurricanes.
Although A.G.M. Longraore recognised the need, he was unable to
supply a whole flight when his total assets in this particular

DO AML/2 were only four Hurricanes. On the other hand twelve Blenheims of
Pt.1 26a No.30 Squadron were already converted to fighters, so a flight of

two Blenheim fighters from No. 30 Squadron and. the Hurricane .from
No.80 Squadron was formed and attached on 1 7t.h June to No. 33
Squadron now at the newly constructed, airfield at Maaten Gerawla.
This Hurricane^w was popularly known as Collishaw's battleship
which by operating frequently from different landing grounds tried
to bluff the enemy into thinking we had many of this type,
remaining three Hurricanes were retained for the defence of

For the

202 Group
O.R.B.

TheBoughton
"They flew
through Sand" Alexandria and the Delta.

2020 Group In order to make the most of his own Hurricane which was
O.E.B. "Memor- attached to No. 33 Squadron, Air Commodore Collishaw ordered that
andum on the
Tactical

Employment ._ .
of Hurricane ing, were to climb to 15>000 feet N.N.W. of Matruh and th^ty
aircraft" five miles out to sea. On this patrol line they should intercept

it should be flown only by special pilots and that as far as
possible it should operate with the fighter Blenheims,
defensive role the Hurricane and Blenheims, on receiving a warn-

In a

/enemy

(1 ) Houghton says this first Hurricane arrived in the ¥.D. at
This error is repeated by Guedalla.the end of August 194^^*
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enemy aircraft flying east. For special operations the Hurricane
and Blenheims could use an advanced landing ground at Bug Bug and
accompany our bombers on raids on enemy airfields with the object
of inflicting casualties on enemy fighters. As a general policy
the Hurricane pilots were urged :to adopt aggressive tactics to
frighten the enemy. "Success-will adversely affect Italian morale

. as he will be fearful that Hurricane fighters may attack at any
moment" so ran the instruction..

The five-front gun Blenheims, although capable of destroying
bombers, and o\ving to their long range of shadowing them to their
bases, were not suitable for engaging highly manoeuvrable
fighters. For this reason they had to maintain considerable
height on patrol and were closely supported by Gladiators.
Hurricanes and Blenheims achieved their first successes on the

The

morning of the 19th June.
Hurricane•over the Solium area encountered a formation of twelve

Fiat G.R.42.

shot do’-vn into the sea and another on land v/hile a third was

Four Gladiators on patrol with a

In the combat which ensued, one enemy fighter was

forced dovm at Sollum^and captured*
similar patrol with fighter Blenheims engaged a formation near
Bug Bug.

Later in the morning a

The Hurricane shot down one C.R.42, and the fighter
Blenheims two., while more aircraft v/ere damaged find probably
failed to reach home. The combats were most successful but it

was also apparent that the.Hurricane had, to exercise caution with
Thesuperior numbers of C.R.42s v/hich could turn very quickly.H.Q. R.A.F.,

M.NJ. O.R.B.

App. 69
A.O.G.-in-C., congratulated the Group "on splendid work of

fighters this morning. Results are most encouraging".

The Reinforcement Prospect

DO MIL/ On the,matter of reinforcement there was prospect of slight
tv"'). Writing to the Deputy Ghief of Air Staff on

•  16th June, A.G.M. Longmore referred to the many signals which had
The situation now is that three

iraprovemen

passed concerning Hurricanes,

26A

have arrived here and have been fitted with their guns and are

We thus have four Hurricane fighters., Two, more and a
The stock of. spares which had

ready.
Hudson are waiting at Tunis,
reached Gibraltar in H.M.S. Delhi was dumped ashore there and now

appears to have gone for a.ride in a. merchant ship round the Gape,
,  .goodness knows when we shall get them. You have jus.t 'signalled
news of-twelve more Hurricanes and twelve Mark IV. Blenheims and'

If their spares can be, sent through ' 'they will be very welcome,
the Mediterranean by fast destroyer, it will be better still.

The situation at home was too critical for a definite plan
of reinforcement of the Middle East to be.carried out. France

was collapsing and meanwhile Britain was doing her best to secure

as much French equipment and as., many overseas bases' as,possible.
■  Although faced vcLth the invasion of Britain, the Empire had taken

the decision to fight.on single-handed and to defend'her position
in the Middle East, which formed an important sector in the
economic blockade of Europe* Our ability,.to maintain our posi
tion in the Middle East was to a great extent, dependent on rein

forcements reaching Egypt, These reinforcements had to come

mainly round the Gape and through the Red Sea as it was already
recognised that the Western Mediterranean was closed. Air
reinforcements could arrive in small numbers through Malta if we

held the island and by■the Takoradi route which was being devel-
If the Red. Sea was closed, it v/as unlikely' that ■

Mean-

while the policy was to husband resources in U.K. against the
trial of strength.in the air vrhich was impending, and to release
equipment for Egypt whenever possible. Such equipment was

/intended

oped urgently,
the alternative leind route via Basra •would be adequate.

C.O.S.(40)
465

G.0.S.(40)
512 J.P.

G.0.3.(40)
465

G.O.S.(70)
51 2 J.P.

(1) For details on reinforcements see Appendix XXIV
G. 181 954
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intended initially to re-equip squadrons with more modem aircraft
and to replace wastage, rather than to increase the first llhe ' ’
strength. . . , . ,

Against our handful of aircreft the opposition in Libya Was' '
estimated by the Chiefs of Staff as betv/een three and four hundred
bombers of the Italian Air Force whose morale was gauged as in
different and whose maintenance was poor. This figure Y/as a
marked increaself) on Sir Arthur Longmore's estimate that there
were 200 Italian bombers in Libya oh the outbreak of
these considerations tyro essentials were clear, first that the
Red Sea was vital to the survival of the Middle East forces; and
secondly that the existing forces Yvould have to be used with the

greatest economy. To meet the case A.C.M. Longmore decided to
vdthdraYT- from the Desert one of the Blenheim squadrons, No. 45,
to reinforce the Sudan, and to curtail air operations in the
Western Desert as much as possible. In explaining the situation
to Air Commodore Collishayr, Air Commodore Drummond pointed out
that we might have to face' bo^h the German and Italian land and
air forces in Libya. The loss of control of the Western Mediter

ranean ruled out the possibility of preventing the arrival of
Germans in Africa. Moreover he added "it is clear that it would

be a'long T/hile before v/e get any substantial Yvastage replacements
for^our forces which we .shall ultimately need most desperately to '

holding this country (Egypt). I therefore feel
that we must consider very carefully every air operation we embark

upon." Support of Array a.nd Navy operations in future had to be‘

restricted to those of strategic importance as we could not afford

to lose even a few aircraft on operations which only had a tactical

significance.

Promv/ar.

insure our

DO AML/2
Pt.1 26a

MS/1 07
20.6.40.

The Lull

Air operations from 1 7th to 21 st June consisted mainly of- -

night attacks of single aircraft of Nos.216 and 113 Squadrons
against the airfields of El Adein and El Guibbi, on each of which

approximately a hundred aircraft had been observed,
number of effective sorties.on these raids only amounted to ten.

A typical instance was on the night of 19th/20th when No.21 6
Squadron sent one Bombay to El Guibbi and one to El Adem.

guided to their targets by a Blenheim of No.113 Squadron
which dropped one stick of bombs on each target to illuminate and
render the defences conspicuous. ■ • -

The total

They

were

202 Giro up

O.R.B. Op.
Order Ifo.lS

Regular recoiinaissance missions were carried out every day
by Lysanders which collected tactical information and by Blenheims
of No.113 on strategic reconnaissance which was passed back both

to the A.O.G.-in-C., and the C.-in-C., Mediterranean. _

cal reconnaissance a detached flight of Lysanders was kept forward
at Sidi Barrani.

For tacti-

In order to protect these aircraft and also to-

s. 58163/22

provide a fighter screen to prevent the enemy interfering with
, a flight of No.33 Squadron also operated
These flights v/ere frequently replaced by

our advanced patrols
from Sidi Barrani.

ofhers from the same squadrons.

Enemy Air Activity

On 1 9th June our forces withdrew temporarily to positions
The enemy made a determined attempton our side of the wire,

between 15th and I9th to force us to abandon the advanced

/airfields

(1) M.-E. YiT. I.S. for the first fortnight of the war gives no-
infopmation concerning the arrival of new units in Libya.
Units concentrated towards the Egyptian frontier.
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airfields at Sidi Barrani by sustained air raids. After a prelude
H.Q. R.A.F., of threatening leaflets, the -effort was, then switched against
M.E. O.R.B. Matruh as the enemy had evidently obtained intelligence of our

ammunition and petrol dumps there. After they, had been straddled

H.Q. R.A.P., several times with 500 lb. bombs it was decided to remove the

M.E. O.R.B. dumps. The enemy intelligence service failed t"' appreciate this
and the position was still bombed. Towards the end of the month
the attacks('l) on the, airfields at Sidi Barrani and-Matruh were
intensified in a renewed attempt to render our forward landing
grounds unserviceable. ,. - The raid o,n R.A.P. Station Mersa Matruh

on 28th June was the first in strength. The attacks were made

between 0900 and 1 000 hours by ,t^ Vic formations of six and five

aircraft respectively bombing in close succession from about

10,000 feet, A glide approach ;was made sp that personnel on the

ground were given little or no warni^ng«. ,-A pattern of bomb

craters twenty to thirty yards apart was put down on the southern

half of the aerodrome rendering it temporarily unserviceable,
The railxvay siding, dumps and the Lido Hotel were also hit. It

took twenty labourers with two -lorries working a day- to fill in

the fifty odd craters on the aerodrome. The enemy also employed
jam-tin(2J bombs against M. T. and troops in the forward area.

S.20090

80 Squadron
O.R.B.

During the night of 22nd June, Alexandria received Its first
air raid. , Italian bombers came in from the west in a clear moon

light sky to bomb the British Fleet in the harbour. The duty
112 Squadron, battle flight of No.1l2 Squadron and tw3 aircraft of No.80
0.,R.B. Squadron took off to intercept. They received much attention

from our o\m A.A. guns and searchlights due to the absence of

adequate means of recognition. No interceptions ware made and the

enemy bombers dropped seventeen bombs near the harbour in two
raids. Bombs were also aiiued at the A.M.E. Station at Daba on the

This station had caused some excitement on the
A Blenheim of

No.211 Squadron attacked the position twice and an oil patch was
The submarine was later observed- on the bottom, where it

return journey.

seen,

211 Squadron I8th June by detecting a submarine off the coast.
O.R.B.

was thought to be lying damaged, but there was no confirmation of

its sinking.

Naval Bombardment of Bardia

The lull in R.A.P. operations was broken o-n 21st June by a
series of operations to assist the naval bombardment of Bardia.
At first the S.A.S.O. at Middle East was reluctant to co-operate
because he doubted the value of the operation,
decided to provide a flight from No.33 Squadron to protect the
ships and the naval spotter aircraft and to bomb Tobruk harbour

and airfield to prevent interference by enemy forces,
preliminary No.113 Squadron made a photographic_mosaic of Tobruk

harbour and No.201 Group carried out a-davm reconnaissance during
Nine aircraft of No.55 Squadron

To counteract

Finally it was

As a

MS/107'

No.55 Squad- which one Sunderland was lost,
were detailed to attack warships in the harbour,
engine failures each flight had a reserve aircraft standing by
to take off.

ron

A^aJid B flights reached, the objective without
mishap but only;one of "C" flight aircraft stayed the course.

The target was clearly,seen and after a good run up all bombs

were dropped,
enemy fighters chased "B" flight out,to sea without its being
able to make an attack,

bombed -so-me ten minutes later, observed a large ship on fire at

the entrance of the harbour. , On the return journey t\TO CR.42s

Immediately a heavy barrage opened up and two

The remaining four aircraft, which

/attacked

(l ) The majority of the attacks were carried out by formations
of 3, or 6, aircraft from medium or high level.

(2) These are 4” round and 8” long with central detonator,
case is light thin tin with shrapnell in the H.E.

Th

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 3
e
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attacked the Blenheinis which net then with the concentrated fire of
the fomation. Both the eneny fighters were damaged and probably

211 Squadron unable to return hone. Meanv/hile No.211 Squadron attacked Tobruk
aerodi'one with one aircraft and El Aden with four. .  At daybreak
the bonbafdiTisnt of eneny positions and dunps at Bardia -was carried
out by the cruisers Orion, Neptune, Sydney and' the French battleship
Lorraine under fighter protection.
Sidi Barrani carried out offensive patrols between the frontier and
Bardia.

At the same time fighters from

i'

On the same morning (21st June) eleven Blenheims of No.1.1 3
Squadron attacked, at the urgent request of the.G.O.C., Western
Deseft Force, a large concentration of troops of the Libya Division ■
at Bir el Gobi, which was being developed as- a fortified position
and forward supply point.- Bombing, in the . area was then suspended
while our troops.advanced. Sidi Azeiz was occupied, the airfield

■ cratered and a dummy aircraft captured. , It was suspected that
dummies were also being used at El Adem and El Gobi. This was

later corroborated by an Italian prisoner. Reconnaissance air
craft continued to watch the concentration which by the 24th June
consisted of approximately 10,000 troops, partly mechanised. On

that date nine Blenheims of No.55 Squadron,were ordered to attack
the targets by flights. 'The eight machines v/hich reached the,

objective achieved complete surprise; no’fighters or A.A. fire
was encountered and the majority of their bombs were seen to fall

in the target area. The enemy concentration-in the north continued,
however, and on 28th June, the'Italians recaptured Sidi Azeiz and ■

Port Capuzzo.

202 Group
O.R.B.

On 24th June a captured Italian prisoner started,  a rumour that
the enemy intended to land a brigade between Solium and Matruh. A

careful watch was kept on Derna but the raid -did not materialize.

On the 26th, however, Italian cruisers shelled the Solium ridge and
aircraft dropped a number of .250 lb.- bombs in.an unsuccessful

attempt to destroy the escarpment road. , .

Our remaining air effort for the month .was directed tovrards

continuing the offensive against the Tobruk airfields. There was

an attack on El Adem by a single aircraft on the night 22/23rd
June -when the pilot took advantage of being 'homed' onto the target
as a supposedly friendly aircraft. On the 28th there w;ere indica
tions that the aircraft from El; Adem had been moved to El Gubbi,

4 miles S.E. of Tobruk; so Nos. 55 and 211 Squadrons were ordered .

No.211 and to attack the latter at dusk. Approximately a hundred aircraft

No.55 Squad- including transports were seen on the ground and were attacked by
rons' 0.E.BS. our twelve aircraft. Again the: raid was a complete surprise but

very heavy A.A. fire soon opened up. from the ships in harbour.
Two other aircraft attacked the town landing ground at Tobruk.

In both raids aircraft and petrol stores were damaged,
confirmed by photographs.

The enemy was given no chance to disperse his aircraft after

this raid, for nine Blenheims (No.113 Squadron) attacked them
again soon after daybreak, when direct hits with H.E. and incendi
ary bombs were observed. The enemy however reacted promptly v/ith
a heavy barrage, and C.R.42 came up in force. An extended air
battle ensued in which one C.R.42 was shot down into the sea and

Two Blenheims v/ere shot down, '

_  ’. A captured.Italian prisoner stated that the
enemy had been forced to abandon the aerodrome at Tobruk.which
was later used as an M.T. park. Another prisoner reported^that 

'

according to Rome Radio, Marshe.1 Balbo wad killed during this
raid, when his aircraft was hit and set oh fire just after

/landing,

This was

M.E.1V.1 .S.

No. 3

202 Group
0. R.B.

second was confirmed destroyed.a

and one damaged.

202 Group
0. R. B.
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landing, but it was later reported that Tobruk guns, made a little
nervous perhaps by the recent visits of the R.A.P., had shot down • :

■  -the Marshal and this was later cohfirraed in a captured Italian
diary’. He v/as succeeded by Marshal .Graz^aai,

■ ■ ' -R.A.F. Fighter Successes

-  Shortly after the raid on El Cubb on 29th, three aircraft
(No. 33 Squadron) were on patrol in the Gapuzzo area ?;-hen they
countered three C.R.42s. A dog fight developed during which

112 Squadron Pit. Off. Woodward forced one of the aircraft down and then

pursued another to Bardia where he engaged and destroyed it. On
a sinilar patrol a pilot of' one of the fighter Blenheios attached

Table of Ops. from No.1l2 Squadron destroyed a RO. 37 and two C.'R.32s while
These; successes v«T6re repeated, on the next day

when a flight of Gladiators patrolling over Bardia aerodroine where
they caught three aircraft taking off.' Two of the Gladiators
attacked and shot dorm in flames two of the enemy, one C.R. 32
and one G.R.42. ■

en-

O.R, B.

H.Q. M.E.*

on

M. E. W.LS. No.3 patrol over Libya.
22 Squadron
0 • R. B'»

f

35 Squadron
O.R.B.

To exploit these successes Air Commodore.Collishaw felt
justified in increasing, the effort from the advanced landing
ground at Sidi Barrani by sending.up a further six aircraft for
offensive patrols, S.A.S.“0. No. 202 Group went forward to control
the operations. Italian fighters now began to show much greater
determination. Standing patrols .of ten aircraft' were met at El
Gubbi and single.aircraft and patrols of two in the Capuzzo area.
No major clash took place, however, until the 4th July, when a
li'orning patrol in the Solium area where the 7th Hussars were
countering an enemy thrust, engaged two C.R.42s. In the ensuing
combat one Italian plane crashed in ilames, the pilot escaping by
parachute,while the other was forced to land.. Both pilots were

No.112'Squad- taken prisoner. Later in the day the escort of a Lysander en-
ron O.R.B. countered nine Fiat fighters taking off from Merrastir landing

ground. The leader of the' section of four 'aircraft engaged the
enemy and succeeded 'in shooting down four enemy fighters himself
while the other two members of the flight accounted for three

more. Meanwhile the other section joined the attacks and tTO

more enemy fighters were shot down. Our casualties were one

slightly damaged and one completely lost, the pilot descending by
parachute inside Egyptian territory. The Lysander completed its

No.208 Squad- mission and reported a considerable concentration of enemy
ron O.R.B. vehicles west of Bardiav This was confirmed on the following

morning and was successfully attacked by nine Blenheims (No.113
Squadron). However the experience of the Lysander led to the
decision that they must in "future always be escorted.

M.E. W.I.S.

No.3

33 Squadron
O.R.B.

On the same day v/hile our advanced fighters were successfully
engaging the enemy across the frontier, Gladiators attempted to
shoot doYm a formation of ten 3.79s bombing A.lexandria.
attacks were made all the bombers escaped except one which was
believed to have been shot down'.

Although

Tyyo bombs fell on the quay

80 Squadron
O.R.B.

causing slight damage, fourteen on Aboukir without damaging R.A.F.
property and the rest in the water.

M.E. W.I.S.

No.3

Attacks on Supplies

No.55 Squadron rounded off a busy day (4th July) for the
R.A.P, with a raid on Bir El Gobi. ' Photographs on the previous
day had confirmed that this was the rail head for Italian Army
supplies.
Italians had accumulated "sufficient military stores for import-

Seven aircraft bombed the target but photo-

No.202 Group estimated that in the dumps there the

ant operations",

55 Squadron
O.R.B.

202 Group
O.R.B.

M.E. W.I.S.

No.3 graphs did not confirm any considerable damage.

/On
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On 5th July a photographic reconnaissance of Tobruk was carried

out by No.113 Squadron in order to make a mosaic to assist the Fleet
Admiral James Air Arm in its first attack on the harbour on the following evening.

Twenty seven ships were counted in the harbour including four

destroyers and three submarines.

202 Group
0. R. B.

Report
202 Group
O.R.B.

In order to divert the enemy air force from the Fleet Air Arm,
211 Squadron eleven Blenheims attacked the aerodrome at El Gubbi, with small

bombs. _ While the. raid was in progress tv/o flights of No. 33
Squadron carried,out patrols over Tobruk,
ground these aircraft by a sudden attack when they were refuelling

I'B" flight just managed to get off■ the ground before

O.R.B.

33 Squadron
O.R.B.

The enemy attempted to

at -Bug Beg.
H.Q. R.A.F., the bombing but "C", flight was caught and two,aircraft slightly
M.E. Table damaged
Operations i Swordfish claimed eight hits on shipping,

next day shovred the harbour to be completely disorganised,
the raid one: destroyer Zeffiro was confirmed sunk and the vessels
Ligurin (15,354 tons), Manzoni (3,955 tons) and the Serenitas
(5,171. tons).

The Fleet Air Arm attack was successful and the nine
A reconnaissance on t

AfteOpium 27
he
r

Summary-- '

Information concerning the reinforcement, strength and loca
tion of the .-Italian Air Forces in Libya were still meagre,
situation on-5th July is given at Appendix XIII. The period of
eighteen days 1 7th June - 5'th July was marked mainly by an increase

.in,enemy, activity in -the Desert area and over the Delta. Our
fighters enjoyed marked success in the forward area, having shot

On the other hand our

TheM.E. -W.I.S.
No. 3

.do-wn thirty-four enemy aircraft confirmed,
bomber effort was-on a small scale amounting to about a hundred

the short period of the initial offensive 11th-l6th
June this had been exceeded in five days by a bomber effort of a

In this first period, however,
we lost one

sorties. In:

hundred and... six effective sorties,
only t-wo enemy aircraft were confirmed destroyed;

r'

In the later period we los,t fiveBlenheim but no fighters,

M.E.. : W.I.S.
No. 3

bombers and one fighter, whereas the enemy losses were thirty-four
Taking into consideration

It Y/as
aircraft confirmed in Egypt and Libya,
the odds , tlqQ R.A.F. in Egypt had made a promising start,
reasonable to presume that any purely Italian offensive against^
Egypt could be held, although the danger spot v^as still their Air

The policy remained the saxae, generally defensive, but
taking every opportuni'ty for local offensive actioii.
Force.

DO/AML/2

The_ Ra't tern pf _ Op era tions

The pattern of operations for the defensive period was now
set-1 Blenheims (No.1l3 Squadron) did the long range strategical
.'SQonnaissance of enemy ports and dispositions. Lysanders (No.208'
Squadron) escorted by Gladiators (No.33 Squadron) provided tactical
reconnaissance of the forward area and observation for artillery

Forward fighter patrols _^were carried out by Gladiators
(No.33 Squadron) and a Hurricane and fighter Blenheims (attached
from No.l 1 2 Squadron) operating by flights from Sidi Barrani.
When Blenheims were attacking objectives in Libya fighters provid
ed a protective screen to cover their withdrawal. Bombing opera
tions were undertaken with great economy by Blenheims, (Nos.55, 113V
and 211 Squadrons) and during the moon periods by Bombays. ^
Targets -would be photographed afterwards by No.113 Squadron so that
the results could be assessed. For periods of up to five days no
bombing operations would take place, but the reconnaissance air
craft would be busy; collecting information about the enemy and our
fighters protecting Sidi Barrani and Matruh from the raids of the

r

shoots.

enemy*

The tactics of our bombers were to go out to the target over
then turn in about thirty miles off shore. Attacks were

the spa,

/made
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nade fron high oi*. nediui'n level in flights astern,
jouraey a patrol of^fighters usually operated forward of the

frontier to cover the withdrav/al of the bombers and protect
stragglers.

On the return

Resources

H.Q. R.A.P. /
M.E. 'O.E.B.

Conservatipn of.resources 'was the watchword.

M.T. concentration on 5th .July when a pilot v/as wounded and the

observer killed as a result of a low flying attack, provoked sharp
criticism from the A.0:.G.-in-G. . He wrote to Air Commodore’

Collishaw: "Whilst fully.appreciating the initiative and spirit.
shoT/vn by the squadrons operating under your command in the Western

Desert, I must draw your immediate attention to the urgent neces
sity for conserving resources,
when Blenheims are being used for low machine gun attacks against
defended camps and aerodromes.
5th.

our limited resources of v/hich you are well aware.
Collishav/ excused the incident as a deviation from instructions and

took ' suitable action';. ■

The raid on an

Instances are still occurring

He quoted the incident on the
I consider such operations unjustified having regard to

■ Air Commodore

It was appreciated in London that the retention of ..our posi
tion in . the Middle East fo’rmSd an important part of our grand
strategy,
dependent on adequate air reinforcements reaching Egypt,
problem was considered by the Re-equipment and Expansion Policy
Committee at Air Ministry. . They decided to dispatch immediately
to the Middle East a dozen each of Hurricanes, Blenheims IV and

LySandersC"I J and thereafter a monthly delivery of twelve^ Hurricanes,,
twelve Blenheims IV and aix Lysanders with equivalent spares.'
addition some 1 50 Glen Martins off French orders and due within the

next six months were promised to Middle East.

XXIV).

Our success., in'the area, hov/ever, -was to a great extent
This

In ‘

(See Appendix

7th Meeting

DO/Ai.IL/2
40A.

As it was not expected that the Taicoradi route would be

working until September, the first and second consignments were to

be sent round the Cape in fast ships to be assembled at other

ports. A.C.M. Longniore, therefore, had some figures on which to

plan.

K?PyCJD ,._ ACTIVITY.. ,.,6th st JIR;Y

Prom the 6th July up to the end of the month air operations
were of necessity on a small scale. A trickle of reinforcement
aircraft had been promised from Whitehall but there was a long
time lag before the aircraft would enter the battle line in Egypt.
Meanwhile it was A.C.M. Longraore's constant care to keep in being
the handful of aircraft which were holding the Italian Air Force

at bay in the Western Desert, If he was to succeed in this,
even stricter conservation of resources would have to be observed.

H.Q. R.A.F., On 17th July he wrote to Air Commodore Collishaw: "We are rapidly
M.E. O.R.B.' consuming available reserves of all types of aircraft in the

command and must in consequence exercise still greater economy in

their employment as there is no immediate prospect of wastage
replacements arriving from U.K." Reconnaissance flights had to

be restricted to those essential to the security of our forces and

those necessary to obtain the greatest advantage from our bombing
operations. These latter were further reduced to the, minimum

/necessary

(1) C.0.5.(40)573 states: aircraft recently sent via Cape in

fast ship, 12 long nosed Blenheims, 24 Hurricanes, 12 Lysanders.
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necessary to prevent the enemy thinking that we had gone over
completely to the defensive,
supply of replacement aircraft was in sight, only a, small part of
the striking force was normally used and attacks by more than one
squadron on military concentrations were confined to those calcu

lated to assist the Amy in operations of major importance.

Within the severe limitations of this policy Air Commodore
Collishaw continued his offensive against the enemy's lines of
communication between Derna and the frontier,

port and depots were attacked in order to restrict the enemy's ' ’
supplies an.d hamper all movement along the main coastal road,

this way it Y/as hoped to prevent the enemy from moving his rein
forcements into" the fomard area and so retard the date when he

might be in a position^ to take the offensive.

Until.a regular and sufficient

All forms of trans-

In

S.58I 63/22

In early July the Italian East Cyrenaican Main Command petrol
and amjmunition dumpl'l) was reported by intelligence sources to be
five miles southwest of Tobruk. . Tvro squadrons (Wos.211 and 55)
assisted by. three aircraft of No. 11 3'Squadron v/ere ordered to attack

this target on 10th July. A section of Gladiators from No.33
Squadron was moved forward to Sidi Barrani to pirovide',defensive

patrols during the operation. Twenty-tyra aircraft reached the

target v/hich consisted of piles of 45 gallon drums covered over with
loose earth removed from the excavations in the hill alongside, but
cloud over the objective made,it difficult to assess the damage done.

)

Night Operations

For the rest of the month,the Tobruk area remained the focal

point for the R.A.F,. bombers. Advantage was taken of the moon

period to'employ the Bombays in night attacks against this target.*
No.21 6 Squadron was therefore placed at the disposal of No.202
Group for one Y/eek during the moonlight, period,
indicated, tha.t there were approximately thirty ships in the
harbour.

Reconnaissance

Air Commodore Collishaw decided to attack these first on

202 Group
Form 0.R.B.

App.A
the night of 12th July, then as the moonlight increased to strike

at the oil tanks along the north foreshore where lay the main

wharves and supply stores. ■ • ■ - - .. .
H. Q • R« A. F •,
M.E. O.R.B.

Although operating under the orders bf No.202 Group the Borabays,
as pre'viously, remained based at Heliopolis. To avoid the danger
of daylight bombing attacks the aircraft were called up to Fuka at
dusk, operated during the night and returned to Heliopolis each

At Fuka the squadron kept a small'party of about ten menmorning,

to refuel the b:,mbers. and control the night flying.

On the first night (l2/l 3th) one Bombay attacked shipping in . -
On the following

21 6 Squadron
0 • R. B. Tobruk harbour but ho .results were observed,

night the raid was repeated by six aircraft operating singly. ‘In- •
order to mislead the enemy A.A. gunners, fake orders yrere given to
the Borabays over the r/T telling them to make a. low level attack.
This ruse had the desired effect, some pilots saw the barrage

By a similar method the im
pression was. given that fighter escorts were' operating at night.
The air at this time was pregnant yrith bogus messages as the

Italians were also issuing false instructions _to bur aircraft

ordering them tg. carry out their attack at a particular manner and

at prescribed height.
R/T silence within forty miles of the objective.

bursting well below the aircraft.

Our ansY/sr to this was to impose rigidly

202 Group
O.R.B.

/On

(1) 59th Petrol De-pot consisting of underground reservoirs and
collections of barrels buried in pits.

O.R.B. App.A
H.Q. 202 ax)qp
Op. Order No. 23
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On the night of the 14th^ attacks were switched' to..the naval
oil tanks which were bombed by another six Bombays. .  In, addition
to the barrage some biplane.fighters were’s$en, but they.did net
.open fire. ̂ -'All crews reported that most 'of their bombs ;burst in
the:target area. Two aircraft failed to return to their base,

, one being found later south of Matruh. -

Bad weather qonditions, emphasised the need, for D/F system.
M:.T; headlights were’ used;a.,s. guiding beacons but these were often
•bombed by the'enemy. As a result of these losses Headquarters
::Middle'Ehst confined further attacks on the oil tanks to sections

0/, when the harbour was
and the. 1 6th, after which

202 Group
O.R.B,.,,

...of three Bombays on the night of the 15th
' edvered’ with dense clouds of ;black smoke,
i. the Bombays returned to the Delta.

'  on Tobruk were sustained until the 23rd July by
.■ .Blenheims of Nos.55» 211 and 113 Squadrons; on I8th by three
.'■aircraft and on the 1 9th by seventeen Blenheims which had been
ordered to attack an Italian icruiser plying between Crete, and

The aircraft

.-■(

,  i. Tobruk with units of the British Fleet in pursuit,
failed to find the cruiser and instead bombed Tobruk harbour where

■  twenty-eight ships were lying at anchor.. On this occasion A.A.
fire was severe butthis ceased when three OR. 42 fighters cams up

.  to engage the last flight of Blenheims. One of the fighter
pilots came right up under the wing of the second bomber and des
pite all efforts to dislodge him, he succeeded in staying in this
position until Bardia was passed and the Blenheims, met.their

211 Squadron fighter patrols (No.33 Squadron). The face of the pilot.could be
seen quite plainly as he. waited his chance to tilt the nose of his

. , 'machine upwards in order to give the leader of the formation a
burst, but the high speed of the Blenheims made this impossible 1 .
without falling into, .range of the rear guns. On the other, hand
fire from the other Blenheims would have endangered No'. 2 aircraft.

0. R.B.

This raid on Tobruk was followed' up on the same night by six
Swordfish of No.824 F.A.A. Squadron in a successful torpedo attack
which put out of action two destroyers - Ostro and Membo- and the
merchantman Sevene (2,333 tons) which were'sunk by torpedoes..
The July raids on Tobruk closed with tvro attacks'on the nights 21/
22nd and 22/23rd respectively when single aircraft ,(No.211 and
No.113 Squadrons) attacked the submarine jetty. .Results were, not
ascertained.-

H. Q. M.^E.
Opsum No.45

Towards the end of the month, there were indications that the202 Group
O.R.B. enemy was becoming apprehensive as a result of our air and naval

action concerning tlie failure of Tobruk as a major base qnd port.
On 24th June a reconnaissance pilot reported that the only activeH.Q. M.E.

Opsum Nb.45 ■ warships in the.harbour were a submarine and the Guardship San
Giorgio. If pressure were continued it might be possible to

• force the Italians to rely exclusively in Benghazi..

The assessment of results presented a difficult task, at
Visualthis time as photographic coverage was still meagre,

assessments always vary in value, but were particularly suspect
at this time as reports were received that the Italians were
igniting a powder called Volpi -which gave our pilots a false

Unserviceable' aircraft were alsoimpression of the results,
used to create dust storms which would obscure airfields during
air raids and also prevented an accurate assessment of damage.

/The

(1) No,55 O.R.B. and Opsum says 1 Bombay failed to return..
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The target area of next importance to Tobruk waa Bardia, .
The vital points were not so much the harbour which was now little
used but the depots and stores* These were attacked several times
during the next ten days; in the first raid tvfo Blenheims received
a bogus order from' the Italians on the R.T. to bomb at a certain
height, and on two occasions a total of seven Blenheims success

fully attacked military stores, the results of a third raid by a
single aircraft were unobserved, but on the 24th  a Squadron of
Blenheims attacked as an alternative target an ammunition dump which
was in the open waiting storage. . Eight aircraft reached the target,
part of which exploded in a series of long blue flashes. Gladiators
of No.33 Squadron Detachment at Barrani flew offensive patrols over
Bardia at,the time and were successful in shooting down four of the
18 CE.42s\"'/ which cane up to the attack. One Gladiator was missing
from -the engagement and one Blenheim damaged.

Attacks on Landing Grounds

H. Q. R. A. P.,
M.E.

■ Op sum No. 45

Counter Air Force operations were continued as far as avail

ability of aircraft permitted,

of the 12th, the l8th and 21.st by Blenheims operating singly.
15th July two squadrons were ordered to attack aircraft on El

No. 55 Squadron (9 aircraft) successfully
attacked the target, although one Blenheim crashed in flames near

Bug Bug.

El Gubbi was attacked on the nigh
On

Gazzala aerodrome.

No.211 Squadron, however, on the return journey failed

ts

to

find Gazala due to faulty navigation and dropped their bombs in
Apollonia.

ran out of petrol and were forced to land, fortunately on the

Egyptian side of the frontier.

After being airborne for over four hours the aircraft

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 6

Following a photographic reconnaissance which indicated that

the majority of the enemy's bombers were concentrated on Derna

No.211 Squad- landing ground, No.211 Squadron was ordered to attack using the
Sidi Barrani landing ground for refuelling,
six reached the target where bombs were dropped among fifty bombers
packed closely together on the airfield.
A.A. fire was encountered over the targets and on the return journey

the squadron kept Y/ell out to sea to escape the attention of fighters
based on Tobruk and Bardia.

Of the nine machines.ron O.R.B.

No enemy aircraft or

In the distance the mountains of Crete

This raid was followed by nine aircraft ofcould be clearly seen.
N0.II3 Squadron which attacked the-same concentration of aircraft.

A subsequent photographic reconnaissance showed that half a dozen

During both raids Gladiatorsaircraft were badly damaged,

202 Group
O.R.B.

provided patrols seaward of Bardia.

Raids'on forward positions and troop concentrations were

limited to a few attacks by single aircraft.

Increas Ppposition

The Italians in Libya were now showing signs of recovering
from the effects, mainly moral, of our initial air offensive.
Their bombers operated from aerodromes beyond the easy reach of

the Blenheims and were in a position to intensify their bombardment

of ground forces and the aerodromes in the coastal region,
ability to prevent them was still limited by insufficient Radar,
A.A. defence and high performance fighters. Throughout July there
were signs that the enemy was preparing to go over to the offensive
and reoccupy the frontier positions. All Western Desert units were

warned to prepare for the rapid destruction of all petrol stocks in
the event of enemy mechanised forces approaching.

Our

There were no

DO/AML/2
46a

202 Group
0. E.B.

/important

(1) 4 confirmed and 1 unconfirmed.
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important changes in the dispositions of the enemy air force their
attacks were carried out in formations of five to ten aircraft
principally on our forward aerodromes in the Sidi Barrani and
Matruh area, hut extending their activity in the middle of the
month along the coast to Dhaha.

. paths fortunately drew some of the fire.
Dummy aircraft and decoy flare

Raiders reached

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 5,

Alexandria, on a; few occasions but the damage done was slight.
Twice during the month Haifa was bombed; in the first attack
tiiree oil tanks were, set on fire.

On 23rd July activity increased in the Western Desert as the

enemy adopted tip and run tactics from the sea, attacking our
armoured cars in the forward area and setting fire to two of them.
At the request of the G.O.G. Gladiators were sent to provide '
protection but their limited endurance rendered them ineffective.

To prevent this interference with our troops, A.C.M, Longmore
attached four fighter Blenheims to N0.II3 Squadron,
which was considered dangerous at Whitehall,
craft met with marked success on the following day while escort
ing a reconnaissance plane which was engaged by enemy fighters.
One fighter Blenheim engaged five of them and shot down
OR.42;
seven,

were ordered to return immediately to Mo.30 Squadron.

A practice
Two of these air-

one

the second destroyed one OR.32 out of a formation of
After this, distinguished, interlude the Blenheim fighters

DO/AML/2
94A

202 Group
O.R.B. .

!

202 Group
O'.R.B.

Enemy reconnaissance aircraft showed marked interest in the

Dhaba area where bomb, t>etrol and oil dumps were situated.
19th July an enemy aircraft made, repeated runs Over the area as

were

On

if making a photographic mosaic^, On 28th July orders
issued for the dumps to be moved to the small wadis north of
Ghazal railway station. ■ ■ ■

The heaviest attacks during this period were a raid by twenty
bombers on Solium on 29th July and a series of attacks against
units of the Fleet at sea. The total strength of the Italian
Air Force, in Libya at this time was estimated to be not more- than
376 aircraft in this proportion:-

DO/AML/2
,46a

Bombers

Fighters
Reconnaissance

Seaplanes
Colonial Ghibli

121

146
49

17

43

MJl. W.I.S. N0.5 The rate of unserviceability was believed to be only 2C^ of the
AM. W.LS. No.Z)/ first line strength,

to be particulanly low.
was now supercharged, but as no air filters had been fitted there
was constant engine trouble under desert conditions*

Serviceability among fighters was reported
A captured pilot stated that the CR»42

So far the Italian Air Force had not been used in full

If it concentrated on heavy attacks on our airfieldsstrength,

ground forces and lines of communication, A.C.M. Longmore had
grave doubts whether he could command effective counter measures
with the forces then available to him.

>

DO/AML/2
46A

Political Background

An additional cause for anxiety was the unstable political
background against which the war in- the Middle East was being
fought,

temporarily quiescent but fundamentally it was volcanic,
recent meeting the Ambassador had explained to the Commanders-
in-Chief the unsatisfactory position at the Palace where the King
harboured advisors who were regarded with contempt and suspicion

With the change of'Prime Minister the situation was
At a .

Ay
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by his Britarmic Majesty's Gtoverniaent. and whose dismissal
demanded by the Ambassador.

was

Many of the middle class Egyptians
were well disposed towards the British cause but even amongst the
most staunch there was a growing doubt whether our armed forces

sufficient to defend Egypt. The fear of heavy bombardment
from the air was widespread and prompted by.this fear the King had
already^requested the move of the Military and Air Force Pleadquarters
from Cairo; a request to which the Ambassador and the CoiTimanders-
in-Chief did not intend to accede.

were

Prompted by these fears the Egyptian Government continued in'
its policy of non-belligerency which so embarrassed the British

This indeterminate policy of the Egyptians may, how
ever, have restrained the Italian High Command from ordering heavy
raids on populated districts in Egypt in order not to cause dis
affection in a people whom they hoped would-revolt against British
domination. 'Aether this is so is a matter of conjecture.Tl)
On the other hand the Egyptian Army and Air Force remained an untried
quantity. When the Egyptian Armoured Brigade moved up to Qasaba,
A.C.M. Longffiore tried unsuccessfully to persuade Hassan Abdul Wahab
Pasha, Director of the Royal Egyptian Air Force, to send a fighter
flight forward to defend the Brigade., As aircraft were more likely
to become involved in hostilities than Army units during a static
period, the Director was unwilling to commit himself. Egyptian
aircraft, however, carried out patrols in defence of Cairo and Suez,

Reinforcement Policy Reviewed . . .

As the result of a forecast by the Ministry of Aircraft Produc
tion the Chiefs of Staff were now able to consider Middle East .

requirements in more definite terras. Oh the question.of reinforce
ment it was decided that Egypt's need was paramount. Reserves up
to five months were to be despatched round the Cape and the conse-.
quent diversion of the factory output which this would entail
accepted. These aircraft were to be used to re-equip existing
squadrons in the Middle East with more modern aircraft. The urgency
of these supplies increased as the hot season of summer abated, and
the more temperate weather for campaigning drew near, for consign
ments had to be .planned and despatched several months.before they
were to be employed in Egypt. This was a disadvantage which the . .
Italians with their interior lines of communication did not suffer.

Commanders.

was

DO/AML/2
56a

C.O.3.(40)
573

Of the various kinds of equipment required in Egypt it was

agreed that air reinforcements were of the utmost importance,
a Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff on 1st August, the C.A.S. was able
to announce an acceleration in the programme.
Blenheim was increased to thirty-six and the Bombay squadrons were
to be re-equipped with Wellingtons flown to Egypt via Malta at the
rate of six per month,
sent each month with an additional twenty-four in H.M.S., : Argus
when it could be arranged,
twenty-four Hurricanes were to be sent to the South African Air
Force and twelve to Middle East.

At

The monthly rate of

Eighteen Hurricane fighters were now to be

Over and above these allocations, .

As soon as possible Hurricane

C.0.S.(40)
242nd

Meeting

8th E.R.P.

Meeting

reinforcements ?/ere to be maintained pt a rate sufficient to support
three squadrons in the Middle East, including the S.A.A.P. in Kenya,
and half a squadron in Malta.,

/PREPARATIONS

(j ) In the absence of the appropriate Italiein documents.
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PREPAMTIONS TO MEET THE IT/iLIAN OFFENSIVE

WlTnxli-_o.w(^ Pul icy'

Throughout August' it became increasingly appr..vout thut the
Italian advance'into Egypt touIcI not be long delayed. The enemy's
strength in the northern sector was constantly grovnng and his

bombers were active against our forward positions, particularly Sidi
Barrani and Bug Bug.' Bug Bug landing ground had to be abandoned
early in August as the bomb holes in the dry lake bed filled with
water and could not'be repaired.' It was also under constant
observation' by the enemy. Thebe was a marked increase in enemy
fighter activity as fighter squadrons concentrated on the forward
area to protect the massing of troops. The Italian pilots however,
remained reluctant to engage our Pighters despite their numerical
superiority. On land the enemy's increased strength and the wear
and tear on our Armoured fighting vehicles obliged us to restrict

patrol activity and withdraw the amour for repair.

The Air Force bomber squadrons which were now'well dispersed
and using satellite aerodromes remained the same (Nos.113, 211 and
55)* '.NOi33 (Fighter) Squadron, however, was withdrawn into
reserve-lto refit at Helwan. Its place in the V/estern Desert ,was
taken by two flights of No.112 Squadron and'one flight of No.80
Squadron. This reduced the fighter-protectioh of Alexandria to

one Hurricane flight and a Blenheim fighter squadron. From the
point of view of the Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, the reduc
tion was inopportune as he was in the middle of a major docking
programme which would continue through the moonlight nights which
were approaching. In oirder to meet this need of the Navy, the
A.O.0.-in-C., moved one 'flight of No.33 Squadron from Helwan to

Anirya to join No,80 Squadron And the R.E.A.F. in maintaining
constant patrols of tv/o fighters throughout the daylight hours.

202 Group
0. R. B.

M.-E. W.I.S.

No.8 .

i •.

H.Q. R.A.F.,
M.E. O.R.B.

H.Q. R.A.F.,
M.Eo 0..R.B»

22 Squadron
u.R.B.

The strength of the Italian forces on the frontier and the

enforced retirement of' the armoured units, comi'nitted the British
Army to a general plan of defence which provided 'unat no serious

attempt should be made to halt the enemy's advance until the

Matruh defences were reached. This policy was not' popular with the
Air Force since it involved the loss of the vital airfield at Sidi

Barrani which was used extensively to bring within range of our
aircraft important targets in Cyrenaica, to extend the range of
fighter patrols in enemy territory and also as a landing ground for
aircraft flying to Egypt through Malta.

H.Q. R.A.P. ,
M.E. O.R.B,

Bardia

Meanwhile the Air Force continued its policy of active defence,
devoting the greater part of its attention to Dema and Tobruk and '

No.55 Squad- -the various dunps in eastern Cyrenaica,
Squadron achieved spectacular'and unforeseen results.
August twelve aircraft of the squadron attacked an ammunition dump
which the Italians had been digging into the hillside 2^ miles
■southwest of Bardia,

On such a mission No.55
On 1 stron O.R.B.

Violent explosions folio-wed the' attack and
the' dump' was,'later observed by ■ reconnaissance to be ablaze.
Photographs confirmed that-it was destroyed,
only damage,
ed that a lucky shot from one of the Blenheims had hit a store of
four gallon tins of soup which disgorged their contents in a sticky
mess over the surrounding desert.

But this was not fhe
Information obtained from a prisoner pf war disclos-

Mi E.' ''(¥.'1.3. ■
No. 7

The only other raid on Bardia during this period was on
7th August when a reconnaissance pilot reported tv/o warships

/anchored
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Two flights of Blenheims(■•)anchored off Bardia.
attack during the afternoon,
was a mist over the target and the ships could not be
was therefore decided to attack the alternative target, stores on
the foreshore.

were ordered t

seen. It

At the last moment No.55 Squadron flight discern

o
When the formation arrived there

ed
the ships and turned to attack them, but no hits were observed.
The second flight continued on its course and attacked the stores,
inflicting some damage.

Derna

The principal target for the month was Derna v/hich lies to the
H.Q. R.A.F., west of Tobruk and the Gulf of Bomba. Following a reconnaissance'
M.E. Opsum 54 of the harbour v/here seven merchant ships and a flying boat were ' ■
211 Squadron observed, tv/enty three Blenheims were ordered to attack on 3rd
O.R.B. August. On the flight out, three aircraft had to return due to ‘ •
55 Squadron engine trouble, but the remainder made a high level attack during

v/hich bombs were seen falling round the ship, the Jetty and on the
113 Squadron landing ground. , “

Dedeletta (2,322 tons) was sunk.
Subsequent information disclosed that the vessel

O.R.B. During the operation fighters
flew the usual protective patrols over Sidi Barrani and west of
Bardia.

Italian
Admissions

Attacks on Derna were not resumed until the moonlight period
21 6 Squadron when Bombays undef-took the task. On the first night (l7/l8th)

the raid y/as mads abortive by dense cloud, but on the following
night shipping in the harbour y/as attacked. Cloud was 6/l0th and
results could not be seen. Tyro nights later a single Bombay bombed
the aerodrome at Derna v/here thirty planes had been seen during a
late reconnaissance of northern Gyrenaica. (This indicates that our
counter Air Force operations had obliged the enemy to base his
bombers much further back in the Derna region). An immense ney/
construction, believed to be the main M.T. repair workshop for East
Cyrenaica was also observed and subsequently bombed on 22nd August
by eight Blenheims (No.211 Squadron). Shipping in the harbour was
again attacked on 2yth August by seventeen Blenheims (Nos»211 and'
55 Squadrons), dropping bombs in a wide spread on ships and jetties.
No.211 Squadron, v/hich was forced by cloud to bomb from low level,
observed one ship on fire fore and aft; this was confirmed by photo
graphs. Pilots over Derna reported that the recent attacks, which'
amounted during this period to forty-eight sorties had considerably

0. R. B.

H.Q. R.A.F. ,
M.E. Opsum 71
DO. AivIL/2
55a

55 and. 211
Squadrons
O.R.B. .

M.E. W.I.S.
No. 11

No.211 Squad- reduced activity in the harbour,
roh O.R.B.

Tobruk

(2)Tobruk yms attacked in strength by.three squadrons
9th August and again by No.211 Squadronw) on 12th., TT

on

he focal

point was a floating crane which persistently escaped damage,
thereafter until the end of the month consisted of four sorties by
single Bombays during the moonlight period,
taken as a retaliatory measure each time the Italians bombed Alex-

For this purpose a special Bombay and crews were placed at
the disposal of A.0.0. No.202 Group,
on Tobruk, up to 30th, was 41 sorties.

Raid

These raids yyere under

The total of the August raids

s

-

H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B. .  andria.

In prepai'ation for the v/ithdrawal plan the land forces re
grouped to enable them to carry out a general retirement on Matruh.

/One

W.C. Narra
tive

('1 ) 4 aircraft from No.55 Squadron and 3 aircraft from No.113 Squadron
27 aircraft - 9 each from Nos. 211 , 1'1 3 and .55 Squadrons
9 aircraft
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One of the difficulties of Army Go-operattion at this time was the
distance, son.is twenty-five niiles of No.208 Squadron Forward Detach
ment from General Staff 7th Division. It was impossible v/ith the
abandonjusnt of Buq Buq landing ground to remedy this because the
terrain forv^ard of Sidi Barrani was unsuitable. One compensating202 Group

O.E.B.* ■ feature of the withdrawal plan was that there would be more land-
Meanwhile theing grounds adjacent to the Army, headquarters,

second flight of No.80 fighter squadron which had been sent up to
the desert v/as accomodated temporarily on the landing ground
seventeen miles east of Sidi Barrani.

Army Co-operation aircraft at the beginning of August.vrere
Reports were receiv-, .meeting with pronounced fighter opposition,

ed that the enemy were intercepting aircraft W/T and then despatch
ing a large force of fighters to the forward area. For exaiuple
on Ath August a Lysander escorted by four Gladiators was carrying
out a reconnaissance of a troop concentration at Bir El Gobbi for. .
the Army, when they were confronted by a,large('') formation of
CR..42 fighters,
for the loss of one Gladiator.

During the combat three QR.A2s were destroyed
A raid of six Blenheims was based

H.Q. R.A.F.,
M.E. Opsum
No. 60

H.Q. R.A.F.,
M.E. Qpsum
No. 56

on the information brought back and these were also engaged by a
large(2) formation of fighters one of which v/as shot down,
counter measure, No.202 Group organised a special operation. A
ground W/T set simulated. No.208 Squadron's aircraft testing-on the
.ground before a reconnaissance flight* Meanwhile thirteen

No.80 Squ;ad- - Gladiators were despatched(3) to the forv/ard
ron O.R.B. .encountered twenty-seven CR.32. and CR.A2 fighters about thirty

:  miles vrest of Sidi Omar. During the engagement which followed
fifteen enemy aircraft were destroyed. . Two Gladiators failed to
return but one of the pilots was brought back uninjured to our
lines by our advanced troops. -This,: success evoked a particular
signal of congratulation from the Secretary of State for Air.

As a

area where they

The principal support for the Army during August was given
^  on I0th, when the G.O.C. Western Des.ert Force, requested

55,Squadron attack on an enemy concentration halfway between Bir El Gobbi and
211 Squadron Sidi Omar-(31° 28' N, 24° .24' E). This position was, threatening

the Army's safe withdrawal. Accordingly ten Blenheims were des-
113 Squadron patched to attack it under cover of fighters, from, No.80 Squadron.

.  Nuioerous fires were observed as the aircraft withdrew.

an air

and

O.R.Bs.

Meanv/hile air operations continued in the Western Desert

within stricb limitations, designed to preserve the. Air Force for -
The Army was asked on 1 3th Augustthe struggle ’which lay ahead,

not to, call for attacks on land targets unless it was clear that
the enemy offensive was imminent,
observed

This request was carefully
d and from then until the end of the month only 'wo

,  both by single Blenheims, were, made against

t

attacks

targets.

Liaison Visit to London

Early in August, General Wave.ll, Commander-in-Chief Middle

East Forces, returned to London to report to the War Office.
Air Chief Marshal Longimore took the opportunity .to send on a

visit to Air Ministry Group Captain 7/iggles-worth*
felt that liaison bet’ween his own headquarters,and Air Ministry was

A.G.M. Longmore

(1)
(2)

H.Q. R.A.F., M.E. Opsum No.56 says 50 CR.42s.
202 Group F.540 gives Approx. 50: 113 Squadron P.54O gives
Approx. 36: 24 Squadron F.540 gives Approx. 40/50.
8th August. • • 1
Military Gamps near Bir El Gobbi
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bad. R3plies from the latter took too,, , - - long and when they did
arrive they showed a lack of appreciation of the problems confront
ing the 7iir Forces in the Middle East. In his memoirs A.C.M.
Longmore later confessed that few people in Middle East realized
the gravity of the situation in the United Kingdom.

P.10

C.0.S,(40)X. Meeting of the Chiefs of Staff, General Wavell
255th Meeting outlined the situation in the Middle East. After a successful

opening phase during which armoured patrols had penetrated far
behind the enemy'3 lines, it was now necessary to withdraw the
vehicles for an overhaul. The Italians had brought up a quantity
of guns and had re-occupied Port Capuzzo. If large enemy forces
appeared in that area a limited withdra^ml would be inevitable.
There vj-ere so far no positive indications that German Forces were in
Libya but it T,vould not be difficult for the enemy to send them.
Infonoation concerning the movement of enemy troops was still scanty
as a result of our pre-war policy v^hich prevented channels of informa
tion being established and bcca.use of the activities of the Italian
Security Service. In order to counteract these shortcomings
General Wavell was most anxious that the number and range of
reconnaissance aircraft should be increased. He represented to the
y.C.A.S. that the need for long range reconnaissance in Libya, and
in particular Bengliazi, was an urgent and immediate requirement.
Air Ministry responded by ordering two Mark IV Blenheims to Egypt
via Malta, The Wellingtons which were being prepared for the
flight out to Egypt would provide a small striking force for
bombing Benghazi.

DO AIv£L/2
73A

The greatest danger to the defence of Egypt would be a deter
mined advance towards the Delta on a broad front which would turn
our Matruh defences. The participation of large numbers of enemy
bombers and transport aircraft would further aggravate
state of affairs,- s-ince the Army was ill protected against low
flying aircraft, having only a limited, number of A.A. guns, most of
which were manned by Egyptians of doubtful reliability,
in mind General Wavell urged the Chiefs of Staff to reinforce the
Royal Air Force in the Middle East with modern fighter and bomber
aircraft.

a serious

With this

DO. MSL/2 At Air Ministry, Group Captain Wigglesvrorth investigated the
prospects of reinforcement aircraft reaching the Middle East,
found that the plans for 1941 and 1 942 were encouraging but that
there was little hope of any immediate increase beyond the small
quarters already promised as the situation at home was still un
certain,

concern to A.C.M. Longjnore.
accompanied by intensive air attack and which would have to be

countered if British Forces were to hold their position in the
Western Desert, was expected in the next few weeks,
believed it to be imminent and accordingly issued  a directive
the Commanders-in-Chief in which he ordered that the largest possi
ble Army should be deployed towands the Western front of Egypt.
The fortification of the Matruh position was to be completed with

/the

He

It was this immediate period which was of the greatest
The Italian attacks, which might be

Mr. Chu^c^ilt

84A

DO. AML/2 lo78A

COS. (40)
637

(1) The directive considered the problem of resisting the Italian

advance almost entirely from the point of view of the land
forces,

without any apparent attention to the advantage this would

give the enemy when attacking the Fleet base at Alexandria
and targets in the Delta,

be greatly handicapped and enemy bombers could make double

sorties escorted by fighters.

Withdrawal to the verge of the Delta was envisaged

Our warning organisation would

G. 181954
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the utmost speed and a further line of defence developed from
Alexandria along the cultivated verge of the Delta,
posture thep
Delta will, await the Italian invasion".

In this

the Minister of Defence concluded, "The Army of the

Indeed it seemed in the early part of August that the storm
was about to breaks, Squadrons in the Desert were facing pro
nounced Italian air superiority, particularly in fighters(').
As a countermeasure Italy's Metropolitan Fighter.Force was kept on
the alert by night bombers from Britain attacking industrial
targets ip Northern Italy.
Command because not only had they the bomber force immediately
available but also the distance from Mildenhall to Turin was less
than the distsnce from Malta(2)

This task was assigned,to Bomber

which had neither the maintenance

DO AiVlL/2
59A

c.o.s. (40)
650 facilities nor the personnel to operate bomber squadrons,

additional reason for this arrangement was that Malta, although
admirably situated for attacks on Southern and Central Italy, was
itself ill defended at this time.

An

The Chiefs of Staff, there
fore, considered that it would be unwise to begin offensive opera
tions from Malta until the scale of defences was sufficient to

protect the island against reprisal raids.

There was much official apprehension,at this time concerning
the influence which the Italian Air Force^*^/ might have on the
battle. On this matter General Wavell who consistently impressed
A.C.M. Longmore's case on y/hitehall-, eiiphasised to the G. I.G.S.
that in his opinion the successful defence of Egypt and the naval
base at Alexandria was dependent on sufficient air.reinforcements

being sent. If a strong air force was maintained, he considered
that the enemy attack was unlikely to succeed; conversely the
strongest ground force would have difficulty in securing Eg/pt if
the enemy gained control in the air.

On 20th August the Deputy A.O.G.-in-C., informed Air
Goramodore Collishaw of the probability of an imminent land offen

sive against Egypt, v^ith the reservation that the enemy might
choose tc wait until later in the year when ’the weather would be
cooler and there would be more water in the coastal \7ells.

the attack was made on a large scale No.45 Squadron and probably
No. 84 Squadron from Iraq would be transferred to the Western Desert.
A.G.M. Longmore decided to leave Air Gommodore Gollishaw free to

work out a plan for the employment of the bomber force in conjunc
tion with the G.O.C. Western Desert Force.

If

H.Q. M.E.
O.R.B.

Bomba

As a result of attacks on H.M. ships by Italian flying boats,
G.-in-G. Mediterranean requested that raids should be carried but

on Bomba Flying Boat Base,
showed fifteen seaplanes in Menalaio Bay, nine Blenheims
aocampanied by six fighters of No.30 Squadron made a

low level attack after which bombs v/ere'seen bursting on the shore,
slipv/ay and among the flying boats,
converging attack with machine gun fire until all the front gun
ammunition was exhausted.

Following a reconnaissance which

No.30 Squadron delivered a

A petrel dump of about 300 drums near

55 Squadron
0-R.B.

30 Squadron
O.R.B.

the slipway was set alight and the fire spread to an equipment
store and to two of the aircraft which blew up.

Later it was confirmed that

The raid

encountered little opposition,202 Group
O.R.B. . twelve Hydroplanes were put out of action.

/By

1) M.E. V/.I.S. No.9« This decreased in mid-August.
2^ Mildenhall - Turin = 6OO miles. Malta - Turin  = 725 miles.
3) I.A.F. estimated by Longpiore on 27.8.4O. to be four tiimes

R.a.F. in Egypt0
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By 20th August, No.202 Group suspected that submarines, which
had been absent from Tobruk, had been established'-at Bomba and
accordingly -ordered a series of attacks,
moonlight attack on 20/21 st august to test the defences and to find
out if there were any indications of a torpedo net.
successful and was followed on the next night by an attack by a

CB.04050/43 Bombay. On the 22nd three Swordfish under the operational control
(8) Admiralty of No. 202 Grcnp found t/vo submarines and a destroyer' and a ship
Monthly ilnti- anchored off Jezira el Marakeb in the Gulf of Bomba.
Submarine was most successful and subsequent evidence showed that a submarine
Report. and the Monte Gargane (1,976 tons) were sunk.
August 1943*

First a Blenheim made a

The raid was

The attack •

Bombardment of Bardia and Capuzzo

The bombardment of Bardia and Capuzzo which was undertaken by
the Royal Navy on the early morning of 17th August, entailed the
disposition of the fighter force on landing grounds along the
coast from v/hich aircraft could provide fighter protection for the
battleships, cruisers and the spotter aircraft of the Fleet Air Arm.
During bombardment and the withdrawal the Bardia force was protected
by one section of No.80 Squadron, and the Capuzzo force by another
section of No.80 Squadron and a section of the Fleet Air Arm, all
operating.from a satellite landing ground at Sidi Barrani.
bombardment, v/hich was carried out according to plan on 17th August
between O7OO and 0730 hours, was designed to disorganize the enemy's
supply centre at a time when an advance seemed imminent.
Capuzzo the target was well hit but the cliff face which masks the

town at Bardia prevented serious damage being done. The fleet then
v/ithdrew, but was later, shadov/sd by a Cant flying boat which was

engaged by No.80 Squadron Detachment and shot down in flames at 0945*
Three quarters of an hour later.enemy bombers found the fleet, up
wards of twenty S.79s attacking in flights of three to five,

standard of bombing v/as poor, largely due to the presence of our

escort fighters v/hich forced many of the bombers to jettison their
loads in order to avoid being engaged,
able success, eight S.79s v/ere confirmed destroyed, v/ith two others
unconfirmed.

The

At

The

Our fighters had consider-

202 Group
0.R.B.

15.8.40...

H.Q. M.E.

Opsum No. 71

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 10

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 10

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 10

In order to co-ordinate the operations of the Royal Air Force

with the Royal Navy, Group Captain L.O. Brown accompanied the

Commander-in-^Chief, Mediterranean to sea.
worked well, but it ’was suspected that the enemy had intelligence of
our intentions and had taken dispersal measures.

8A A.O.C.-in-C., Admiral Cunningham generously attributed the success

of the day to the co-operation of the Royal Air Force,
tion provided valuable experience in the co-ordination of two
services.

In general the operation

In a letter.to th

The opera-

e

DO ML/6

Fumigation

On 30th August all squadrons of No. 202 Group 7/ere ordered to

be at the height of readiness for operations on the folloT/ing morning
in connection with the escort of naval reinforcements passing east

wards through the Mediterranean and the protection of a convoy from
Malta to Egypt.

The first series of operation^'^-tlere carried out on 31 st August
/when

30 Squadron - 2 sections of
Blenheims - Fuka

F.A.A. Gladiators - 1 section

- Sidi Barrani Sat.

80 Squa.dron Det, - 2 flights
- Sidi Barrani Sat.

(1) No.33 Squadron - Gerawla
N0.II2 Squadron-- 1 Flight L.G.Y. •

■  1 Plight L.G. Z.

1 Hurricane and 4 French Fighters
- Maaten Bagush
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when the whole of Air Commodore Collishav/'s bomber force, support
ed by protective fighter patrols of No.80 and No.1l2 Squadrons,
carried out attacks on enemy landing grounds in Eastern Cyrenaica
with object of suppressing hostile air activity as our Fleet
steamed towards Malta. Throughout the day aircraft were des
patched in pairs to attack these airfields on which previous
reconnaissance had reported aircraft which might menace the Fleet.
In all fif ty-threel ) sorties v/ere carried out by the three Blen
heim squadrons whose efforts kept the fighters busy and prevented
any enemy bombers attacking the ships which v/ere within easy reach
of landing grounds at Timimi, Tobruk, Gazala, Bardia, Dema and
the seaplane .base at Bomba, all of which were bombed.

Squadron
O.E.B.

On the return of the Mediterranean Fleet from Malta Virith a
convoy^ under escort the same landing grounds were attacked through
out the greater part of the day by pairs of Blenheims v/hich made a
total of thirty-six sorties. Once again these operations had the
effect of preventing the enemy attacking our ships.

202 Group
O.R.B.

Re-organisation'of the Fighter Squadrons

The arrival of a few reinforcement aircraft enabled A.C.M.
Longmore to re-organise the fighter squadrons.

iA existing squadrons of 21 I.E., he decided to form four squadrons
of 16 I.E. No.112 Squadron reformed into'a two flight squadron
in the Western Desert, the third flight in the Sudan eventually

• becoming a separate squadron. No.80 Squadron reformed into a
two flight Gladiator Squadron in the Western Desert and No.33
Squadron remained at Amriya as a t^vo flight non-mobile squadron.
The third flight of No. 33 Squadpn and a flight of Hurricanes from
No,80 Squadron were then formed(2) into the new No*274 Squadron
under the operational control of No,252 Wing. There was in
addition No.30 Squadron with fighter Blenheims whose value was not
yet confirmed.

Out of the three
DO Al/IL/2

Raids on enemy airfields v/ere confined during August to a
few attacks in order to give the impression that we had not aban
doned the offensive. El Gubbi was attacked twice by single air
craft and El Adem, where a large concentration of fighters
reported to be, three times by small numbers of aircraft; the
largest raid of this type was made by eight aircraft v>rhich attack
ed a concentration of S.79 bombers on Tmini landing ground.
Cloud obscured the target during the approach but the formation
broke through it in tins to make a good run up.
the landing ground were well dispersed, so that pilots had to
select their o^7n targets. Complete surprise was achieved and
neither fighters nor A.A. guns engaged the Blenheims ivhich
obtained a hit on one 3.79 and probably damaged two

were

The aircraft on

more.

55 Squadron
O.R.B.

M.E. W.I.S.

No.10

Enemy Opposition in the Air

The Italian fighter opposition which had been pronounced at
the beginning of the month declined by the Middle of August.
Night raids against widespread targets continued but the bombing
was poor, little attention being paid to course or y/ind.
was

There

, so far, no indication of the bomber effort being intensified.
On 26th August the total strength of the Italian Air Force in
Libya was estimated to be 600 aircraft which represented an
increase of approximately 169 since the outbreak of
was also news of the arrival of German aircraft in connection
with the German Air Mission which had been sent to Libya to
examine Air Force problems. In the political sphere .tension
betv/een Italy and Greece increased during August, and on the
credit side French Equatorial Africa declared for General de Gaulle.

Therewar.

M.E. 17.1. S.

No,10

1 M.E. W.I.S. gives a total of 56 sorties.

2) Formation given on 19*8,40. of No.252 Wing F.540.
G. 181954
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THE ADVANCE

At the beginning of September, it was estimated at Head
quarters Middle East that the Italians had probablycompleted
their org^isation and main distribution of forces for the opening
phase of the war. As the output of the Italian aircraft inLstiy
had not yet exceeded a hundred per month, it was not believed that
new aircraft had done much more than replace, wastage and obsoles-
cent types. The Italian Air Force in Libya, however, enjoyed a
marked numerical superiority(l) to the Royal Air Force in E^t
in all types of aircraft, and presumably could without difficulty
provide adequate air support for an advance into Egypt. In
considering the scale of attack which might be expected the Middle
East joint Planning Staff observed that from the information avail
able to them the enemy apparently had not yet sufficient annoured
forces to. overrun our defences and establish himself in the-Delta.

^  Our patrols west of the wire practically ceased at the end of
August and t|ie forward observation post withdrew to the Hafid

rx V TO nidge. The. enemy then carried out reconnaissance in force in the
M  Azeiz area before, beginning to shell Solium and Musaid.
w n \ A -o carried out almost daily from 1 st to 9th September. Bomber

operations were intensified against objectives in Egypt. The
M.j;. Opsums principle objective was Matruh which was- attacked regularly by

formations of twelve to fifteen aircraft. Gladiators usually
'  succeeded in intercepting but were unable to bring the fast enemy

to action.' On 8th an enemy raid on Matruh in the afternoon dropped
fifty bombs, cutting the main railway line and destroying 500
gallons of petrol. Otherwise little material damage resulted.

202 Group As a counter-measure two Hurricanes and two fighter Blenheims
O.R.B. • moved to Bagush. By the end of the first week of/September

considerable movement i,vas observed in the Bardia - Azeiz area and •
it. was obvious t^t an attack was imminent..

m.e. w.i.s.
No.12

S.45612

This

were

208 Squadron
O.R.B.

In preparation for a withdrawal towards Matruh No. 202 Group
reduced and finally with^ew the forward detachments of Nos. 208

No. 202 Group and 80 Squadron and ordered the, bulk of the bomb, and fuel dump at
O.R.B. 6.9«40» Qasaba to be moved to Puka. To meet the attack the A.O.C*-in-C.,

already had detailed plans' to increase th^ Air Force in the
Western Ddsert by moving(2) No.84 Squadron from Iraq to the
Western Desert, No. 6 (A. C.) Squadron from Palestine to Shineifa
and establishing the newly arrived No. 3 R.A.A.F. Army Co-operation
Squadron at Gerawla.

During the period between the passage, of the convoy to
Alexandria (4 'and the first indications that the actual advance
had begun (9/9)> the R.A.F. reduced its activities to -the minimum
in order to prevent v/astage and build up serviceability. However,
on the 9th September the,three Blenheim Squadrons carried out raids
on airfields, motor transport and supply points* Tobruk harbour

the town airfield, which wa's now being used as an M.T. Depot,
211 Squadrons were attacked by twenty-one aircraft.

On this day the enemy undertook a fighter sweep of twenty-seven
aircraft in the Buq Buq area. .Counter Air Force operations were,- •

Nos.55 QJ^d therefore, resumed with attacks(^/ on the; landing grounds at Tmirai,
113 Squadrcna El Gazala and Dema(A-) and also the slipway at Bomba. The same
O.R.B. objectives were again attacked on the following afternoon by single

Nos. 55 and

Several explosions resulted.
0. R. B.

/aircraft

1) Calculated by A.C.M. Longmore to be 4 : i “ AML/12
2V Moved on 22/1.0: two flights only. •
3) by.11 aircraft
4) 1 aircraft attacked the harbour. » •
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In addition stores at Bardia and
That

aircraft or aircraft in pairs,
aircraft at El G-ubbi were bombed by individual aircraft*
evening (l0/9) a reconnaissance aircraft reported seven himdred
M.T*’ moving eastwards towards Amseat. No«113 Squadron was des

pat ched' to • bomb them and al tho ugh darkne s  s prevented - some -of the
aircraft from attacking, the remainder managed to set fire to some

The enemy now began low level attacks on our■' of the vehicles,

troops and continued for several days.

Attacks on these motor transport Groups were the princip^
contribution which the Royal Air Force made to resisting the
enemy's advance. In these formations motor cyclists usually

•provided an advanced screen^ bravely drawing our fire while-behind
them came the main columns of lorried infantry headed by groups of

The lorries moved in clusters with infantry in the centre
At night the columns

tanks*
supported by field,machine and A.A. guns,
formed into, leaguers protected by guns, lights and barbed wire
pallasades. In this wise Marshal Grazia^i's invading columns
lumbered eastwards across the fi?ontier harassed on the ground by
our covering forces and from the' air by the Royal Air For.ce.
This panoplied procession which, lacked only the colourful costume
of a tattoo was continually .observed by reconnaissance aircraft-
•which were able to provide information for the briefing of the

• bomber pilots.

On 11 th September, No.113 Squadron reported two large groups
of M.T. near Sidi Omar, each consisting of some 300 vehicles.

■  The group on the west side was then attacked-by  . nine aircraft of
No *211 Squadron with incendiary bombs which caused several large
fires. Reconnaissance oh the following day showed that the two
concentrations were still advancing, the one in the Amseat area the
other .near Sidi Omar, but the motor transport was now protected by
about fifty fighters patrolling in the vicinity. Another attack

No.211 Squad- was carried'out against the concentration at Sidi Omar by nine
ron O.R.B. Blenheims at dusk as part of a harassing operation by the Army.

'Ag^ili the pilots reported several fires flaring up as they left
*  . th^Scrget. The position on the evening of the i2th was that . the .

enei^ had concentrated 2,000 infantry and approximately 700 motor
transport and armoured'vehicles alongside the frontier force . . .
between Sidi Omar and Amseat; presumably as a prelude to an inva
sion of Egypt. Squadrons were warned to.be ready to operate from
dawn oh the 1st, but favourable targets-C'J) did not develop as the
enemy occupied Solium barracks and began to infiltrate down the
escarpment. Instead, a formation*of six aircraft was despatched
to attack the seaplane base at Bomba.

Meanwhile the Y^stem Desert Force, had taken up. their first^
' stations for the withdrawal and. were' opposing’ the enemy from posi-

'  tions astride the two tracks, running- from the foot of Halfaya pass
During the day of the 14th, enemy M«T. cameto the Buq Buq area,

do'vm the escarpment road north of Solium in a continuous stream.
These columns were attacked on the afternoon (l4th September) by.
Blenheims of-Nos. 55 and 21.1 Squadrons protected by fighters. It
was now clear that the long awaited advance* was under way.
No.202 Group ordered all observer posts to retire.eastwards on
Matruh and the remaining aircraft of the forward detachments were
o'rdered to join their parent squadron. No.202 Group Headquarters
itself was split(2) into an advanced echelon to control operations
and a rear H.Q. composed of the administrative services*.

202 Group
O.R. B.

202 Group
O.R. B.

/Throughout

(l) Opsum H.Q. R.A.F, M.B. states 8 Blenheims attacked M.T. at
Sidi Omar.

(2) w. e.f. 15/9#
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Nos. 211 & 55
Squadrons
0.R.BS. .

advance continued'under the harassing
forward elements were within

oJ Buq Buq where they were attacked by a small formation^)
01 Blenheims. The enemy was easily found as the lorries had their
headlights on and bombs were seen bursting among the vehicles start
ing fires which were still visible when the aircraft-were forty

approached Sidi. Barrani on the evening of
1 bth September, two squadrons of Blenheims attacked the coluims a
pairs. All crews reported intense fire from small arms, A.A. and
pom-poms but claimed to have started fires among the vehicles,
evening the enemy had occupied Sidi Barrani, having concentrated
line of advance along the coastal strip. In order to broaden his
front the enemy now pushed forces south-east along the
as far as Sofafi which was reached'on 20th.

in

By
his

escarpment
f

.  This was a modification
01 the original plan to advance in t;vo columns from the frontier.
The reason for the change given in an Italian press communique was
that the opposition on the right wing was greater than expected.

W. C. Narra

tive

M.E. vf.I.S.

No.lJ
The - enemy Air Force at this point gave increased support to

the offensive and was employed with unusual enterprise. Bomber
attacks were directed mainly against forward aerodromes and troop
positions, principally at Sidi Barrani, Matruh'and Bagush.
speed and the long range of the S.79 were exploited by employing
it on offensive reconnaissance. Fighters in formations of up to
a hundred aircraft operated oyer the advancing Italian troops and
the CR.42 which was previously only used as a fighter was armed to
attack our columns with anti-personnel bombs as' well as machine
gun fire.

The

Particularly troublesome were the small delay action
bombs which were frequently dropped on aerodromes at night render
ing them unserviceable for several hours. . The largest formation
yet reported, sixty bombers escorted by twelve fighters, attacked
Mersa.Matruh on 20th September causing minor damage to the railv/ay
line and some motor transport. Having reached the line Sidi
Barrani - Sofafi the enemy halted and devoted his energies to con
solidating his gains. It had been appreciated earlier that, the
Army was not in a position to prevent this limited advance and
their policy had been to inflict as many casualties as possible,
without allowing themselves to be pinned down.

'fl.C, Narra

tive

The most important consequence of the advance .was the loss to
Thethe R.A.F. of the advanced landing grounds at Sidi Barrani.

possession of these airfields’ had enabled our fighters, to use an
advanced base from which to protect the bombers, to obtain tactical

Thoseinformation■and■to refuel bombers on long distance raids,
advantages now lay with the enemy,
staging post for reinforcement aircraft flying'from U.K. to Egypt
via Malta.

It had also been used as a

,In reporting this loss to the Chief of Air Staff,
Youwill appreciate that the consequencesDO AML/2

19.9.40.
95A A.C.M. Longmore wrote:

of the rapid and extensive retirement of our Army eastwards most
seriously reduces the effectiveness of our air operations and any
■further retirement will hamper the operations of even my few long
range aircraft,
up the Aimy defences to the full extent of my available air
resources and I must continue to do so until such time as the
G.O.C.-in-C., is better able to resist the Italian advance."

I have therefore ‘deemed it advisable to bolster

Italian Bomber Losses

The Italian bombers while they were operating intensively
against targets in Egypt suffered heavily at the hands of the Royal

During the period 9th-23rd, September thirty-four enemy
aircraft were confirmed destroyed of which twenty-five were known

/to

M.E. W.I.S.
Nos.13 and ' Air Force.

14

(1) 4 aircraft
G-.I8I 954
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to be bombers. A particularly successful engagement occurred
over;Sidi Barrani on 15th September when fighter Blenheims,
Hurricanes and Gladiators encountered two formations of S.79s
over Sidi Barrani. At- the sight of our aircraft the enemy jetti
soned their bombs and fled, hotly pursued by our pilots v/ho
claimed hits on a number of aircraft. A later assessment gave aM.S. F.I.S.

No. 13 total of seven S.79s confiraed destroyed and'one unconfirmed.
The Wo Hurricanes ..accounted for four of the victims and the
fighter Blenheims three.

Attacks on Italian Camps and Cor.Trnunications

In order to hinder the enemy's consolidation at Sidi Barrani
and to discourage heavy attacks on our forward troops A.C.
Collishaw directed his Blenheims in force onto this target from
16th to 21st September, making a total of sixty sorties. The
concentration was attacked frequently by aircraft in small numbers. • *
Despite the severe.A.A. and the dispersal cf the vehicles pilots
reported much damage to transport. After 21 st the target was
given a respite until 28th September when three Blenheims attack- •
ing M.T. reported that dispersal was extremely.good and A.A.
intense. .

Night attacks against military encampments between Sidi
Barrani and Derna were undertaken during the sajoe period by Bombays
of .No.216 Squadron which used.Puka satellite as an advanced landing
ground.. On'the first night (17/I8th) one Bombay carried out

■  armed reconnaissance of the Bardia - Tobruk - Derna road where a
convoy.of lorries was discovered and attacked. On the following
three nights Bombays were despatched in formations of six, two and
six respectively against military positions along the road.
Reconnaissance on 20th reported a column of some hundred M.T. with
■headlights, on moving from Tobruk to Solium and also concentrations
of, several.hundred M.T. at Sidi Barrani.

an

These targets were
attacked during the night by Bombays as part of an offensive
action by the Army in the Sidi Barrani
convoy was attacked on the night of 27th by a single Bombay but
definite results v/ere .not observed,
tions were bombed for continuous periods of four hours, during
one of which 320 bombs were released.

A similar motorarea.

On two occasions'concentr

H. Q. R.A. R
M.'E. Opsum
No. 104

«>

a-

The effort against Sidi Barrani was interrupod on- 18th
September by a series of operations against enemy airfields in
order to suppress air attacks against H.M.S. Kent which'had been
damaged off Bardia on the previous night by a torpedo released
from a S.79 v/hile Italian 'bombers were causing  a diversion.
Throughout the next day (l8th) H.M.S. Kent was towed slowly back
to base under fighter protectiom'^).
the whole effortr2)

IVhile this was in progress
of Nos,55 and 211 Squadrons was directed

Bothagainst some ten landing grounds in Eastern Gyrenaica,
■ offensive and defensive actions were successful and H.M.S. Kent

was safely withdrawn.

Long Range Bombing

A conjunction of circumstances enabled the, Royal Air Force
to counter the Italian advance by an increase in long range bomb
ing activity. The moonlight period which favoured the employment
of Bombays coincided with the Italians arrival at Sidi Barrani;

/N0.II3 ■

(1) Pour Blenheims (30 Squadron; Hurricanes (274 Squadron);
and Gladiators (80 and 112 Squadrons).

(2) 29 sorties.
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N0.II3 Squadron became fully equipped on the 9th September vd.th
Mark IV Blenheims v/hich had arrived by the Malta route('l):
more significant still, six of the lohg- promised Wellingtons from
England arrived via Malta.

and

This force consisting of one squadro

A.M.L./12

n
of long range Blenheims, one of Borabays and by the end of the
month one of Wellingtons greatly increased the scope of strategic
bombing in the Middle East.

216 Squadron
O.R.B.

'On the evening of 1 6th operations began against the Benghazi
On that night six Bombays operating from an advanced base

at Puka attacked the aerodrome at Benina where reconnaissance had
sho'wn large numbers of planes. Hangars and buildings were hit, and
aircraft bombed and machine gunned, photographs subsequently
confirming a hangar, buildings and at least four bombers heavily
damaged. The raid v/as repeated on the folloTiring day (l7th) by
nine Blenheims of Wo»113 Squadron. As only slight opposition was
encountered a low bombing attack was made during which a hangar and
a petrol dump were set on fire and at least three bombers were burnt

out. This second raid ims planned in conjunction with the Navy
which attacked at the saioe time shipping in Benghazi harbour with
carrier borne aircraft, sinking one Italian destroyer, the Borea and
two Italian ships, the Gloria Stella (5,490 tons) and the Maxia
Eugenia 4,702 tons. . On the nights-of 1 9/20th/20/2l st and 21/22nd
a formation of Wellingtons operating from Fuka satellite under the
orders of 202 Group(2) attacked Benghazi harbour. The A. A. barrage
was ineffectual and aiming of bombs presented no difficulty so that
on each occasion bombs straddled ships and quays causing consider
able damage.

area.

Italian

Admissions

(J.G.N.I.)
- Italian

Admissions

70 Squadron
O.R.B.

.Benghazi was not- the first target in the Middle East to be

attacked by Wellingtons, they had made their debut on l8th September
when they bombed aerodromes in the Dodecanese. Maritza airfield

the landing ground at Callabo Bay on Rhodes, and the hangars at

Port La^go Bay, Leros, were attacked, the main object of the raid
being to discourage enemy bombers.from continuing their increasingly
frequent operations from the Dodecanese against Palestine and

Alexandria. The Fleet Air Arm had previously made two successful
attacks from the carriers Illustrious and Eagle against the Rhodes

aerodromes.on the 4th and 6th September. The raids, however did
not deter the Italians from bombing Alexandria and Haifa which

suffered considerable damage on 21st September; Cyprus which had

hitherto been spared was also attacked.-

70 Squadron
O.R.B.

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 12

Of the ports in Eastern Cyrenaica DernaC^) and Bardia^^^ were
attacked by the Fleet Air Ann, and Tobruk by a total of fifty-one
Blenheims on 23rd, 25th and,30th» All crews reported "heavy and
accurate barrage over Tobruk", but direct hits on buildings and

near misses on ships were claimed. One ship was- admitted damaged
in an Italian communique.

Counte^r Ai^

A small force of Blenheims attacking Menastir on 20th
OneSeptember successfully bombed fighters, on the;ground,

fighter attempting to take off,flew into the bursting bombs and

T/as believed destroyed. ■ A subsequent reconnaissance showed that

the number of fighters on the landing ground had increased to

/seventy

(1 Unfortunately six were lost en route.

(2) No.70 Squadron Wellingtons normally based at Kabut.
(3) 16th September.
(4) 21st September.
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seventy.

Collishaw ordered a dozen Blenheims to attack at dusk on 22nd.
The failing,light made observation difficult but bombs

Taking advantage of this concentration Air Commodor

were se

e
Nos.55 and

211 Squadrons
O.E.Bs,

en

to rail across the aerodrome* ' On 26th this was to have been a
raid on a group of fifty tents previously identified as Italian
Army Headquarters, but no tents could be found by the Blenheims
despatched during the afternoon and the flight broke company,

attacking the landing ground where three aircraft were
hitU; and three a group of huts near Solium.

No.55 Squad
ron O.R.B.

In order to provide a diversion while the Fleet Air Arm ' '
attacked a convoy off GeziraEl Maracheb in the Gulf of Bomba, a
Blenheim bombed, the nearby landing ground at Gazala.
pilot was over his target he,saw two explosions among the convoy,
followed by columns of smoke.

As the
H» Q. R.A.P.,
M.E. Opsum
No.112

The last counter air force operation of the month
30th when seven Blenheims successfully attacked thirty-eight S.?9s
at Maraua landing gi-ound in Apollonia where the feebleness of the
enemy defences justified a low bombing attack.

vms on

The squadron

202 Group
O.R.B.

claimed to have demolished two buildings, set fire to one and
blown up two of the bombers. On the homeward journey at a point
some sixty miles off Tobruk the formation ¥/as intercepted by
fifteen CE,42s.

the enemy machines were destroyed and a third fell in flames.
One Blenheim v/as shot down by the Italian fighters.

A general engagement ensued during which two of

The Threat to Siwa

With the enemy's advance to the Sidi Barrani-Sofosi line the
probability of an attack on Siwa was much increased. If this
contingency arose the A.O.C.-in-C., ¥vas anxious that No.202 Group
should take every opportunity to hit the advancing columns. On
19th September, the Army suspecting that an attack was imminent,
placed a British company under orders to move to Siwa. After
consulting with G.O.G., Yfestern Desert, Air Commodore Ccllishaw- ■

decided to detach two Lysanders from No.208 Squadron to Siwa.
Prom there the Lysanders could keep a close watch on Giarabub and
report any advance by the southern route in time for No.202 Group
to arrange a bomber attack at the right moment. The flight
became operational at Siwa at 1100 hours on 21st September and

tactical reconnaissances were immediately begun. Despite regular
sorties no traffic was observed until the 26th when enemy movement
tov/ards Giarabub was reported. This was confirmed on the follow
ing morning when a column of approximately seventy vehicles was
sighted by a Lysander between Port Kaddalena and Giarabub, An

attack by two squadrons of Blenheims was ordered for the afternoon,
crews being particularly warned against bombing holjr places.
No*211 Squadron(2) found the target and scored hits on what were,
judging by the fires and explosions, petrol and ammunition lorries.

The other squadron. No.55. being unable to find the convoy,
attacked the Port at Giarabub. Two of the aircraft failed to

bomb on the first run over the target and so bombed on the second
■ run.

stragglers and were, engaged by seven CE.ifSs.
which follov/ed one CR.42 was definitely shot down but a Blenheim

was caught in the enemy's fire from the rear*
was seen to jump by parachute before the plane came down,

the hope of finding him on the next day a pilot from the squadron

By doing so, they fell behind the formation, became
During the fight

The air gunner
In

/searched I

(1) Confirmed by photographs.
(2) 9 Blenheims
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searched the area without success• Reluctant to return quite
empty, handed he dropped a load of small hombs on Port Maddalena
on his v/ay home.

-X,

No«208 S quad-
ron O.R.B.

Although small convoys of M.T.
the Giarabub

were.subsequently reported in
area, no armoured units vrere.observed and signs of

an.attach did not develop. - Neither on this southern flank nor
at Sidi. Barrani did the enemy show signs of advancing further into
Egypt*, ■ Stores were brought up and camps defended^T 

'

Graziani evinced-a marked tendency to rest on his laurels.
Offensive action
the Rome Radio.

but Marshal

was confined to high sounding proclamations over

s.

. ..

Dispositions of the Air Force after the Withdrawal

Our forces in the Western Desert at.the end of September
concentrated between Bir Kenakyis and Matruh with screening forces
holding a series of defended positions along the line of a wadi
which:stretched southward from a point a few miles east of the
fortress at Mersa Matruh*

out systematic patrols in order to meet any outflanking movement by
the Italians.

were

Armoured formations to the south carrie

Eastwards from the front to Dabs^'Air Commodore

DO At/IL/2 ■
Ft. II 18A'-

d

Collishaw had disposed the squadrons'of No.202 Group along the
coastal strip; Nos.SO and 112 Gladiator Squadrons, No,33 Hurricane
Squadron, No. 11 3 Squadron with Blenheims IV which in addition to
bombing provided long distance strategical reconnaissance for the
Army, and Nos.211 and,55 Squadrons still with Blenheims I.
the operational control of the G.O.C. Western Desert were No.208
Squadron and a flight each of No. 6 and 3 R.A.A.P. Squadrons.
No.6 Squadron flight had anrived on a six weeks attachment to
No.208 Squadron in order to give the pilots experience of the
Western Desert so that they might operate if the need arose,
was intended that the other flights should be sent on similar
attachiaents.

Under

It

For the same reason a flight of No,3 R.A.A.F.

V

■ Squadron, whose personnel had just arrived from Australia, was
attached to No.208 while the main part of the squadron was training
at ■ H'elwan.

To the west and south-ivest of Alexandria and for its defence

as well as the canal zone were Nos,30 Fighter Blenheims and 274
Hurricane Squadrons. These were controlled by No.252 Wing from
the Combined Headquarters and Air Raid Centre, but from time to
time detachments of aircraft from both squadrons were sent to the
Western Desert. Also on the order of battle were N0.I Eg3rptian
Gladiator squadron at Alniaza and half of another at Suez, but it
was not knoYwi whether they -would really attack enemy formations
as their country was still non-belligerent.

Heliopolis was still the bass for No.21 6 Squadron's bombing
and communications activities and at Kabrit, the first of the

Treaty aerodromes N0.7O Squadron was gradually re-equipping with
Wellingtons(2).

Effects of the Withdrawal

The advantages which the Italians gained by their advance to

Sidi Barrani were few* Their maintenance problems were greatly
increased as they were now obliged to construct a road from the

frontier to their new positions. Their advance along the coastal

No.202 Group
O.R.B.

/plain

(1‘) M.E. W.I.S. No,1 6 estiioated that there-v/ere approximately
1,600 M.T., 100 tanks and probably 60,000 troops.

(2) There were 10 Wellingtons on 13*11*40.
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plain depended for its supplies partly upon the existing coastal
road which at certain places was most vulnerable from the sea, a
condition v^-hioh Adr^iral Cunninghai'n continually exploited by
directing harassing fire against the Italian road Theyconvoys. 'II J6/17/2
gained no port facilities of any iraportance and no pronounced
geographical advantage, the Half ay a pass being only a hazard of
local value. The main advantage as has■already been mentioned
was the capture of the Sidi Barrani landing grounds from which the
Italians could, if they chose operate fighters to protect their
bombers. Pull use, however, v/as not made of their acquisition and
the effect w'as rather to deny to us the use of a forward fighter
base and so expose our bombers to a heavy scale of fighter opposi
tion without our being able to give them adequate protection.
This factor restricted A.C.M. Longraore's ability to carry out
"fumigation" operations against enemy airfields when units of the
Mediterranean Fleet were operating off Cyrenaicao
operating on the saioe scale under the new conditions would be to
risk unduly the available bomber force.

To continue

H.Q. R.A.P
M.E. O.R.B.
26.9*40.

•  >

202 Group
O.R.B.
22.9.40.

Another serious result of our withdrawal was the disorganis
ing effect which it had upon the air raid warning organisation at
a time when it was required to be particularly efficient.
Military precautions prevented air observers being placed far
forward of Matruh. Consequently although our fighters were
constantly active against the Italian bombers very few intercept*
tions were made. As a temporary measure No.202 Group ordered
.Nos.80 and 112 Squadrons constant patrols over Matruh from 0800
until 1930.
force, v/hich was already hard pressed trying to cope with the
Italian air offensive against our forward positions. During the
week following the capture of Sidi Barrani the enemy bomber
effort was maintainedv'l) but his fighter activity showed a
decided increase.

This placed a considerable strain on the fighter
M.E. W.I.S.
No. 14

In the political sphere, the withdrawal had made the
Egyptians even less convinced that Britain vrould. van the war;
the other hand they were impressed by the successes of the R.A.P,
in England and to a lesser degree in Africa,
in the main now well disposed to the British cause, but the King
and his immediate entourage were dangerously pro-Italian.

on

The Government was

DO AVIL/2
Pt.II 18A

V

(1) Some 20 raids involving over 1 20 bombers.
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PART III

THE BRITISH CONQUEST OF CIEENAICA

PREPARATIONS POE THE COUNTER STROKE

Expansion of the Forces

A more cheerful sign, although no bigger than a man's hand
was the beginning of a regular reinforcement of aircraft, the first
which were already trickling into Egypt. But the routes by ¥/hich
they came were long, involving a heavy wastage calculated at the
time to be over

Wellingtons, v;hich were to serve the Middle East campaigns so well
and for so long, extended the scope of our night bombing. As evi
dence acGU,mulated of the passage of German mechanised forces through
Italy, so it became increasingly important to direct as much of the
R.A.P. bomber effort against Benghazi, Optimistic views concerning
the results v/hich could be obtained vfith such a small bomber force
against a target so far distant, were entertained in high places,
"If Benghazi could be made unusable", signalled the Chiefs of Staff
to A.C.M. Longmore, "any plans for large scale Axis advance against
Egypt would be seriously delayed, if not entirely dislocated."
Shades of Namsos haunted the corridors of Whitehall. Benghazi
which had hitherto been undisturbed except by Blenheims on recon
naissance had now become a regular Wellington target, v^rhich could
also be reached by Mark IV Blenheims operating at extreme range.
With the existing resources the scale of attack was limited to three
Bombays and three Wellingtons each night. As soon as further long
range bombers arrived A.C.M. Longmore intended to increase the
pressure against the Italian ports in North Africa. For the
present the scale of attack was as great as resources penrdtted.
A proportion of Wo.21 6 Squadron also operated against Benghazi, but
its essential communication commitments were so great that the whole
squadron could not be devoted to bombing.

The arrival on the 10th November of the first

DO AiIL/2
Pt.II 4A

DO AVIL/2
Pt.II 10A

DO Al,K,/2
Pt.II 11A

The Hurricane re-equipment prograiimie was beginning to take
The new squadron No.27Awas now formed and operating. Atsha.ps,

the end of September there were sufficient Hurricanes to re-equip
a flight of No,33 Squadron,
moved from Helwan to Puka satellite, from where it was able to

The flight of nine
At the same time arrangements

On 22nd September this squadron v/as

provide protective patrols over the Matruh area.
Hurricanes arrived on 3i*d October,

No.33 Squad
ron O.R.B.

were being made to provide No. 208 Squadron with  a flight of
Hurricanes for reconnaissance work. Experience both in Prance and
the Middle East had shown that the Lysander required strong fighter
escort for recormaissances of even very limited depth into enemy
territory where fighter opposition might be expected,
ment of Lysanders, therefore tied up a larger proportion of the
fighter force than the value of reconnaissance normally justified.
It was principally the .difficulty of allocating sufficient fighter
protection that prevented the R.A.F. from meeting the full demands
of the Araiy for reconnaissance.
War Office to abandon the traditional tactical reconnaissance methods
and to employ the same type of aircraft as for close support whenever
fighter opposition was probable. For this reason No.3 R.A.A.F.
Squadron was given fighter aircraft,
improvement of reconnaissance was the despatch to Middle East in
September by the Takoradi route of three Hurricanes modified for
photographic reconnaissance. These aircraft and three Glen Martins
176 were to form the nucleus of a Photographic Reconnaissance Unit
at Heliopolis.

The employ-

In August it was agreed with the

Another measure for the

DO A^'IL/2
Pt.I 81A

S.49342 1A
and 2A

/The
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The withdrav/al on Matruh had once again emphasised the need
for the nobility of the squadrons in the Yfestern Desert to be
improved. ^On 13th September the Expansion and Re-equipment
Policy Committee in London agreed that three fighter and three
bomber squadrons in Egypt should be put on a mobile basis.

Future Prospects

At the beginning of October the future of the Middle East
forces vms very much to the fore in the ground strategy which was
being planned in Y/hitehall.

tary Policy in the Middle East had forcibly reminded the War
Cabinet that our Air Forces v/ere inferior to the Regia Aeronautica
in Africa and that i.f the German Air Force arrived on the
the whole position would be imperilled. The Committee urged that
the existing rate of reinforcement was insufficient and emphasised
that new squadrons could not operate unless the necessary ground
staffs preceded tixom-,

sideration of Imperial policy towards the Middle East in the
light of the new circumstances which now obtained.

The Ministerial Committee on Mili-

scene

The time had come for a serious recon-

The successful outcome of the Battle of Britain and the
deterioration in the weather as v/inter approached had reduced the
likelihood of a German invasion of Britain.

England lessened there v/ere indications that the Axis powers were
directing their attention towards south eastern Europe and the
Middle East.

As the threat to

German troop movements through Italy had already
been observed, tension between the Italians and the Greeks was
mounting and German tourists v/ere seeping into the Balkans,
signing of the Tripartite Agreement between Germany, Italy and
JSpan, which was countered by the reopening of the Burma road gave
an oriental slant to strategic deliberationso
Great Britain had gained three valuable months during which she
had not only strengthened her defences, destroyed  a large number of
German aircraft, and subjected the homeland of her enemies to air
attack, but also she had secured a greater measure of material
help from the United States»
the Prime Minister irPomed the Chiefs of Staff that the time had
come to decide between the rival claims of the Eorae Defences and
the Middle East.

The

On the credit side

With these considerations in mind

COS.(40)819

COS.(40)817

Conflicting Claims of the Home and Middle East Establishments

Any reinforcement of the Middle East inevitably meant a
corresponding reduction in the allocations made to the Metropoli
tan Air Forces

were manifold;

ly affected by eneviij'’ action, so that the air forces in England
would immediately feel the pinch if aircraft and crews were
diverted to Middle Easts A.D.G.B. was still short of seventeen

squadrons out of the authorised eighty-five and the strength of
Bomber Command i.vas as yet quite inadequateo On the other hand
R.A.F. Middle East would only benefit after an appreciable time-
lag, during which the aircraft would be in transit and out of
action. Experience had shown that there was no method of rein
forcing Egypt v/hich v/as short and at the same time safe; and
this was no time to be taking unjustifiable risks v/ith our
slender resources. Experience had also shown that hurried
arrangements to rush reinforcement aircraft out to Middle East

through Malta might result in heavy wasta.ge in personnel and
material. The loss of the landing grounds at Sidi Barrani had
made high wastage on this route even more probableo Moreover
the route through Malta might serve for a programme of re
equipment or limited expansion of existing units, but it could
not be used for sending additional squadrons which would need a

/full

The consequences of diverting resources to Egypt
production in the United Kingdom had been serious-

S. 21 299 6a
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full establishment of ground crews and technical vehicles of v/hich
•  R.A.P. Middle East were particularly short. These had to take

the long sea route round the Cape of Good Hope.

Against these risks had to be set the dire need of the Middle
In the face of an air force which was now

estimated to be some seven hundred aircraft strong, Air Chief
Marshal Longmore had gallantly protected the Army and the bases in
Egypt from serious damage, and despite the odds had even established
a moral ascendency over the Italian pilots. Unstinted praise for
these achievements of the R.A.P. were frequently given by the
G.O.C.-in-C.,, Middle East, but success under these conditions could
not be assured without substantial reinforcements, and for these
General Wavell, Admiral Cunningham and Mr. Eden joined A.C.M.
Longmore in pleading to Whitehall; a technique of collective
bargaining which was particularly distasteful to the Air Ministry.

East air forces.

E.R.P.A5

DO AML/2
18A 14.10.40.

C.O.3.(40)
817 AnnCT V

In the conflict of claims the decision went in favour of

It was a courageous decision and
Por reasons which

reinforcing the Middle East,
subsequent events proved it to be correct,
have already been given, substantial results could not be obtained
immediately, but the way was now clear for a firmer and more
encouraging programme of aircraft deliveries to'Egypt,
of the Middle East air forces were now paramount and the home
commands were told that Middle East's demands for crew reinforce-

The needs

S.21299

10.10.40.

raents were to be regarded as having first call on their resources
"whatever effect they may have upon their immediate operations."

Increases in the Middle East Establishment authorised

The principal methods of putting into effect this decision
were to accelerate the re-equipment and expansion of the squadrons
in Egypt with more, modern and powerful types, in preference to the

more exacting and lengthy task of shipping out whole new squadrons.
In the matter of re-equipment the substitution of Hurricanes in

fighter squadrons was to be augmented by American fighters,
delivery of Wellington bombers was to be hastened so that there

would be as soon as possible, two squadrons of an initial equipment
of twelve aircraft and some reserves.

The

It was then proposed to
effect an immediate expansion of the present initial equipment of
bomber squadrons from twelve to sixteen, so that the overall gain
for the Middle East bomber squadrons would be fifty-six aircraft('1).
The initial equipment of the R.A.P. fighter squadrons was already
at sixteen, but the South African squadrons were still at twelve;
these were to be raised to sixteem

The Air Staff v/as not in a position to make precise recommenda

tions concerning the raising of additional squadrons for the Middle
East. An undertaking had already been given to the War Office

that there would be four fully mobile Array Co-operation squadrons
in the Middle East by the spring of 1 941 ♦ Additionally plans were
being discussed to raise three new fighter squadrons by using as a
nucleus existing flights and the South African pilots v/hich had

been offered by General Smuts,
to an increase of six squadrons,
need was for the three fighter squadrons which he wanted immedi

ately to counter the Italian Air Force in Libya. In emphasising
the urgency to Air Ministry he contended that frequently the
Italians allotted to one patrol a number of fighters which exceed
ed the total(2) of R.A.F. fighters in the forward area.

These measures amounted approxi-

A.C.M. Longmore's most urgentC.0.S.(40)
827

S.21299 6A

/Closely

(1) Existing squadrons 2 H.B. + 12 M.G, a 1 68 a/c at 1 2 I. E.
At 161 E. = 224 a/c.

(2) i.e. I.E,
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Closely bound up v/ith reinforcements for Egypt was the air
force in Malta whose air defence was dependent on  a flight of
Hurricanes and the island's guns
was.increased Malta could not be used as ah offensive base, neither
for the air force nor the

Until the scale of defences

navy. To attempt offensive action
prematurely would be to invite a measure of counter attacks which
might neutralise bur forces there. Preparations were, therefore,
being made' to send as soon as possible ground personnel and
ing equipment for four Hurricane squadrons to Malta, With strong
defences at Malta the Fleet could return'and together with air
craft operate against the Italian lines of communication to Libya,
thus reducing the scale of attack \7hiGh could be directed against
Egypt. '/ The employment and reinforcement of Malta was treated as
an integral part of Middle East strategy.

servic-

C.0.S.(40)
343rd Mtg.
10,10.40. .

t

Visit of the Secretary_qf State

The Secretary of State for Y/ar, Mr. Eden, who visited the
Middle East at the beginning of October was able to investigate
the needs of the Middle East on the spot and so impress upon the
War Cabinet the weakness of the air forces in Egypt,
that weakness in the air v/as causing anxiety ajnong the An:iy
Commanders’who felt that with the reinforcements they had now
received the Western Desert Force had sufficient strength at Matruh
to oppose and defeat the Italians, provided adequate aii‘ support
was forthcoming,
planned, the date being dependent on the arrival of certain equip
ment.

He found

British offensive operations were now being'

Meanwhile our armoured cars, mobile artillery and infantry

C.0.S.(40)

1 6o10.40.
837

were harrassing the enemy as he strengthened his nsv/ positions
between Sidi Barrani and the frontiers The R.A.P, supported the
general plan of preventing the Italians from amassing sufficient
strength to advance further by attacking all lines of communica
tion eastwards from Benghazi,
success, but when it came to a land offensive the discrepancy
between the rate of land and air reinforcements would be most
marked.

This was having considerable

In summing up the situation Mr. Eden paid tribute to the
R.A.P,

"Liaison betv/een the Army and Air Force is excellent and the
R.A.F. are giving support for which no pr'aise can be too high
v/ithin their limited resources.

A.O.0.-in-C., are 'emphatic that present strength of air force

in Middle East does not permit of that support being given to
the Army which is essential for success,
the R.A.F. is the pressing need of the hour here and will, I
am convinced prove to he the decisive factor,"

But both C.-in-'O,, and

Reinforcement of

C.O.3.(40)

1 6.10c40.
837

The Y/eakness of the R.A.F., Mr. Eden pointed out, v/ould have dis-

asterous political consequences if it vms unable to prevent heavy
air bombardment of Egypt's densely populated cities.
Royal Air Force had maintained by brilliant tactical skill a

bluff which might be called at any moment,
to the intervention of the Secretary of State a.nd the authori'by
which his first hand knowledge gave him that reinforcements of

aircraft were obtained from- England and the plan for the offen

sive only postponed until December, rather than shelved.

So far the

It v/as largely due

Telegram
AE/9/22826
from Cairo

1 6,10.40.

IIJ 6/48

Operations during October

During the first half of October the YYsstern Desert front
remained static,

targets in the forv/ard area were poor,
ed that the enemy was supplying his forward troops by means of a

/pipe

The enemy achieved a Yd.de dispersal so that
It was hoYrever discover-
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M.E.W.I.S.
No.1 6 pipe line from a system of storage tanks at Buq Buq. This was

successfully.attacked by Blenheims and Hurricanes, the latter now
being used, with good results for ground attack. But apart from
this target the operational effort was directly mainly against the
Italian supply ports in Gyrenaica in order to hinder their chain
of supply by destroying the facilities for disembarking men and
material. The Italian reaction to these raids was to protect these
areas frequently with standing patrols, .especially during the.hours
before sunset. This practice contained a substantial portion of
th

M.E.W.I.S.
No.17 eir fighter force.

Offensive action by the Italian air force was confined at this
time to attacks by single aircraft at low level. r;
about twenty raids in the second week of October only three were
reported to-have caused damage. Both sides took advantage of the
moon period in the middle of the month. The Italians carried out
a night offensive against our forward landing grounds and raid
communications, mainly Matruh, Euka, Daba and Qotofia*
also took the opportunity afforded by the moonlight to operate three
?/ellingtons at night and one Bombay from Fuka against Benghazi,
Tobruk, and when the moon was full, the Dodecanese.

Of a total of

The R.A.P.

M.E.W.I.S.
Nos.18 and
19

By continued attacks on Tobruk the R.A.F. attempted with
success to prevent the disembarkation of tanks there and so oblige
the Italians to move them up by road from Benghazi,
most of the tanks arrived in the forward area with their tracks T?jorn
out and other maintenance troubles.

some

As a result

This became apparent during
the December operations when the enemy was handicapped by tank
failures.

Diversions to Greece

Counting on the reinforcements which he had recently been
promised from England, Air Chief Marshal Longmore turned his
attention towards the support of an offensive against the Italians
in the Western Desert. Operations in October were successful in
denying any additional advantage to the enemy and it seemed probable
that the aircraft supply position v/ould be appreciably improved by
the opening of the Takoradi route with its theoretical delivery of
forty-eight Blenheims, tv/enty-four Hurricanes and other types each
month. But the horizon which was beginning to brighten, threatened
to be obscured by the rapid deterioration of Ital^o-Greek relations
which by the end of October plunged into a state^f war.

Prom the first it v/as clear that Britain would have to provide
assistance to the Greeks as she was pledged to do. It was in the
air that the quickest aid could be given, and it was assistance in
the air which was most acceptable to the Greeks. Realising this,
Sir Arthur Longmore T/as faced with a difficult situation. He
already regarded his forces in the Western Desert as insufficient
for the offensive which the Army hoped shortly to undertake. He
feared that if forces were despatched to Greece on the ground that
reinforcements for Egypt were on the v/ay, a dangerous hiatus would
be created which might fatally compromise air support for the
Western Desert Force. Prom the British Ajnbassador in Athens and
from the authorities at home he was pressed to assist the Greeks.
As Air Chief Marshal Longraore pointed out situations such as this -
and they were likely to recur - demanded that there should be
available within the Command a reserve on which he could draw air
and ground crews, aircraft and a nucleus staff for new coramitraents.

DO. AML/9
41A

DO. AML/2
37A

Despite these grave objections Sir Arthur Longmore decided
that he must send as a political necessity a token force to the
Greeks who had been exhorted constantly by our Minister to resist
the Italians* On the -31 st October he ordered one squadron of

DO. AML/2
29A

/Blenheims I
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Blenheims I to Greece, He chose No.30 Squadron which was
It was alsoequipped half with fighters and half with bombers,

the least indispensable as for some 7/eeks there had been no, day
light raids or reconnaissance over iilexandria. This decision' was
acknov/ledged with approbation by the Prime Minister.

Sir Arthur had only anticipated the Chiefs of Staff by a few
But the one squadron which he had sent was the thin end

On 4th November the Chiefs of Staff
It has been decided that

days,
of a substantial wedge,
telegraphed to the Commander-in-Chief,
it is necessary to give Greece the greatest possible material and
moral support at the earliest possible moment",
from our air forces in Egypt was to be three Blenheim squadrons
and a Gladiator squadron, followed later by a second Gladiator

Steps were being taken, the A.O.G.-in-C. was assured,/•>
Thirty-four Hurricanes'''

and pilots were to be despatched by aircraft carrier, thirty-two
Wellingtons via Malta and the necessary ground personnel and
stores through the Mediterranean,

to be maintained at Malta of twenty-four Wellingtons, personnel
and stores being sent by cruiser,
a dangerous gap between the departure of the squadrons for Gre
and the arrival of the reinforcements in Egypt.

The diversion

squadron,

to, replace these squadrons from England.

In addition a bomber force was

But inevitably there would be
see

C, 0, s,

telegram
No, 23

4.11.40,

DO A.M.L/2
Pt.ll 48A

Sir Arthur Longraore voiced his apprehensions to the Chief of
"There is naturally consternation particularly with

the Ambassador", he wrote,
large proportion of the air force in Egypt, more particularly after
having gained approval for three additional fighter squadrons
the minimum possible to make things less dangerous here
have reiterated the great danger of over optimistic forecasts of
v/hen air replacements and reinforcements actually
then stressed the immobility of the R.A.P. squadrons compared with
the Italians who worked a garage system,
whether Malta was yet in a position to operate as many as twenty-
four Wellingtons, ■ Hitherto, Wellingtons consigned to the Middle
East as reinforcements had been held at Malta for strategic bomb
ing raids against targets in Southern Italy,
already been achieved.

Air Staff;
over the removal of what constitutes a

as

I

Hearrive,

He was also doubtful

Some success had

46a

These operations were carried out under the control of Air
Ministry, but v/ith the extension of Malta's bombing effort to
support the Greeks, both Air Ministry and Middle East with
sional suggestions from the Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean
made demands on the Wellingtons.

ooca-

When Sir Arthur Longraore poin

DO AML/2
Pt.II 48A

ted
this out to the Chief of the Air Staff, he v/as instructed on the
6th November to assume control of bomber operations from Malta
immediately'''^^, and to concentrate their effort to support the

51A

72A

Greeks. This Wellington detachij^ent continued to operate
temporary basis until early in December when A.G.C. Malta asked
that,it should be formed into a distinct and permanent unit.
The reason for his request was that the lack of unity and the
temporary nature of the detachment were proving detrimental to
morale.

on a

This reduction of the air forces in Egypt precluded the launch
ing of an offensive in the Western Desert in November,

was postponed until the end of the first week in December provided
the air situation was then such as to make it possible.

The date

/Siocl^taking

(1) E.T.A. 2.12.40.
(2) On 8.11,40, A.O.C.-in-C, countermanded this order and

instructed Malta that Air Ministry would resume control.
This was reversed by C.A.S. on 11.11,40.

DO AML/9
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Sjocktakijig^of the Middle East--^■y

Sir ilrthur Longmore's predicament occasioned
stocktaking of the number of aircraft which
at his disposal.

in Whitehall a
,  . the A.O.C.-in-C., had

s'^bject formed the basis of a sustained
argument between the staffs in London and Cairo for a matter of
years. The greater part of the misunderstanding concerned the
prcportion of serviceable to unserviceable aircraft:
the latter category that the discussion thrived,
serviceable aircraft, whose nuiubers could be assessed fairly
accurately on any particular day, there ranged innumerable
gories of aircraft which

it was upon
Behind the

cate-

were not available for operations . There
were aircraft undergoing minor repairs or inspections, there were
aircraft returned to maintenance units for complete overhauls
aircraft awaiting spares, aircraft v/aiting to be scrapped, aircraft
used for training and communications, aircraft still in crates
awaiting erection, aircraft on the high seas. The number or pieces
of aircraft not available for operations could be represented as
very high, depending on the use made of the various definitions.

The Air Staff in London presented to the Prime Minister a
statement of the number of aircraft at the disposal of the Air
Officer Commanding-in-Chief,

a

Con„  , . - The figure was formidable,
fronted with the total the Prime Minister v/ho vra.s making

-

every -
eiiort to speed up the arrival of Hurricanes et cetera to the
Middle Last was prompted to v/rite to the A.O.C.-in-C., in critical
terras: "J am astonished to find that you have nearly a thousand
aircraft, and a thousand pilots and sixteen thousand air personnel in
the Middle East excluding, Kenya, I’ am most anxious, to re-equip you
with modern machines at the earliest moment, but surely out of all
this establishment you ought to be .able, if the machines are forth
coming, to produce a substantially larger number of modern aircraft
operationally fit". The implication-was that the Middle East
repair organisation could do better. The repair organisation,
however laboured under many crippling disadvantages. It was short
of technicians, equipment and spare parts;
behind it on which it could draw;
its aircraft over vast distances;
climatic conditions dominated by all pervading duststorms and
yet it was only beginning its grov/ing pains.

it had no industries
it had to collect and despatch
it was faced with difficult

as

Before condemning

DO AI'IL/2

the Middle East repair organisation - and this is no defence of it -
it should be established that it had the tools to do the job.
As an instance of the unnecessary'burdens imposed on it by Air
Ministry, No,73 Squadron reported that tremendous trouble and
confusion was caused through their stores and equipment and those
of Nos.37 and 38 Squadrons all being marked identically v/ithout
anything to show to v/hich squadron any particular case or box
belonged. It was estimated that it would take three ?/eeks to

No,73 Squad
ron O.R.B.
5.12.40.

sort out these stores.

Exijlaining the high figures to the Prime Minister, Sir
Arthur Longmore emphasised that- a large x>roportion of the aircraft
were non-operational’and that although he was satisfied that every
thing was being done at home to reinforce Egypt, the fact remained
that those measures took a considerable time to become effective in
Egypt,
raents

In an aside to A.O.C., Aden he added "Promised reinforce-
.. are taking much longer than the Prime Minister is lead

to believe from what the Air Ministry tells him.
is that vre shall always have very much less than he thinks we have
got
doubtful neutral within reach".

The consequence

when deciding on assisting Greece, Turkey or any other
Indeed it is clear that Sir

Arthur Longmore feared that- plans might overreach our capabilities.
In warning the Chief of the Air Staff against extensive plans in
the Balkans which could not be met by the existing rate of rein
forcements he stated:

• • • •

Even our existing commitments ane right
DO A]>,'IL/2
Part iii 8A

/out
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out of step with our air strength even with what is immediately in
sight, yet we are already being asked what immediate assistance
can be given to Turkey in the event of her being involved.
Operation Compass will need every available operational aircraft
in Egypt to support it if the British Army is to avoid being badly
mauled by the Italian air force in Libya whose morale through
vastly superior numbers should not be under-rated."

Shortage of Fighter Aircraft

The despatch of two fighter' squadrons to Greece created a
critical situation in Egypt where there remained two squadrons only
of Hurricanes complete with reserves, one in the Western Desert and
one defending Alexandria. proposal to convert Blenheims to

DO MEj/2
Pt.II 58a

fighters wras still baulked by the disappearance in June of the
necessary equipment which had not been seen since its trans-shipment
at Gibraltar. In Sir Arthur Longmore's opinion the fighters had
been reduced below the safety margin; a state of affairs he
expected „to last two months. The possibility of drawing on Malta
for fighters was doomed by the catastrophe which overtook the dozen
Hurricanes flown off the aircraft carrier Argus. Eight were lost
in the sea. ^ The departure of the Gladiators made it impossible for
the A.p.C.-in-C., to continue his policy of combining in fighter
formations the speed of the Hurricane and the manoeuvrability of the

^  Gladiator,, a technique which had proved very effective but which
Sir Charles Portal felt could be achieved by Hurricanes alone,
first the Hurricanes had found that the CR.42s were able to out-
maiioeuvre them at low heights, whereas the Gladiators were more than
a match for the CR.42 in this respect. Lat^r the Hurricane pilots
developed appropriate tactics by using their speed to climb above
the OR.42s and deliver a diving attack,
were very successful.

At

Eventually these tactics

DO MIL/2
Pt.II 95A

The risks involved in denuding Egypt of fighters were realized
at hone and orders were given for the carrier Furious to
full speed to Takoradi with thirty-four Hurricanes and pilots.

^ouTid crews were despatched to arrive at the same time
(,26th November) in Egypt.- By this means Sir Charles Portal hoped
to raise the Hurricane strength in Egypt to between eight and ninety
aircraft by the time offensive operations began in the Western
Desert.

proceed at
The

Meanwhile the A.O.C.-in-C., had to fill the gap as best he
open to him was to daKip do^m operations in

other theatres and move their aircraft to Egypt until the promised
reinforcements arrived. On 21st November-he ordered Wos.11 and
39 Squadrons to move_complete from Aden and No.45 Squa;.lroh from the
Sudan to P^^pt.- This left the Red Sea route in-danger, "but"
remarked Sir Arthur, "we are already takinrr snch r.nln.Q.Qni i--?
that I am really becoming shock-proof."

DO AI.IL/4
31A

"to distract the attention of the Italian fighters in
the Western Desert the A.O,C.-in-C., suggested to Air Commodore
Collishaw that it might be advisable in the event of an offensive
to depart from the previous policy of keeping fighters high up to
engage fighters; and.instead to use Hurricanes for ground straff-
ing of motor transport and motorised infantry on the move behind
the -front, (see Appendix XXIl). In this way large- nurAers of
OR.42 aircraft might be persuaded to dissipate- their efforts
mg Hurricanes ineffectively. Sir Arthur Longraore hoped to
relieve the situation by sending out the new Hurricane squadron
due -from England in early December. He offered. Air Coramodore
Collishaw the comfort of the reflection that "big risks ore being
taken ̂ d our resources are very slender, but we are used to that
now after six months end the situation is not much worse than
before".

chas-

DO Al.IL/5
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So acute was the shortage of fighters that when the first

6a , Hurricane equipped for photographic reconnaissance arrived in Egypt,
orders v;ere given for it to he converted back to  a standard Hurri

cane with two cameras in place of two of the guns,
modification had been completed the aircraft was despatched to

No.208 Squadron as the first of the Hurricane flight.

When the

S.49342

A further contribution to the fighter strength in Egypt was

made by Air Headquarters East Africa who after discussion with

the 0.0.C., agreed to send five Hurricanes and four Gladiators

from Kenya. These resources from within the Command were augmented
by skilful use of the Takoradi route along ?/hich twenty-seven
Hurricanes out of thirty-four, flovm off Furious on the 28th

November, in company with five Blenheims, reached Heliopolis by
the 8th December.

DO Af.JL/9
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Operations preliminary to. General Wavell's Offensive

Operations in the Western Desert from the entry of Greece into

the war until the beginning of General Wavell's offensive against
the Italians in Libya were directed principally against ports and
bases in Cyrenaica in a continued attempt to prevent the enemy
accumulating sufficient suqiplies to renew his advance. The ■

number of sorties against this type of targetl'l) were approximately
twice that against aerodromesv^) or cami^s and lines of comraunica-
tion(^). If was necessary to maintain qjressure against Italian
aerodromes, particularly during the first half of November when

their bombers and fighters showed greater activity against forward
Berka aerodrome was principally attackedtroops and oui' bombers,

and good results obtained, including fires among the building and
barracks, and the explosion of an ammunition dump.

The Italian Amy was now well established in a number of

perimeter camps in the areas Sidi Barrani, Tummar, Sofafi and
Solium, where according to intelligence sources their forces con
sisted of Nos.1 and 2 Libyan divisions. Against these camps and
motor transport concentrations in the vicinity a number of daylight
bombing and front gun attacks by a total of forty aircraft includ

ing Lysanders and Hurricanes were made between the 4th and 7th
November.

the bombersThe enemy air forces were grouped in two areas;
being disposed in the Benghazi-Tmimi area T/ith fighter defence at
each aerodrome; the reconnaissance and fighter aircraft were
further forward in the airea Tobruk, El Adorn, Gambut. The enemy

closely escorting their bombers against our fighters,
On 3'1 st October fifteen

M.E. fort

nightly
Operational
Summary No.1

were now

but still they suffered heavy losses.
3.79s escorted by eighteen OR.42s attacked Matruh, Gerawla and

Qasaba when they were intercepted by a formation of a dozen
Hurricanes and ten Gladiators which together destroyed eight enemy
aircraft and damaged four others,
air effort until mid-November when the diversions to Greece began
to be felt. Although the nui'nber of objectives attacked was not

reduced, raids v/ere normally confined to single or pairs of air
craft.

The R.A.P. maintained a steady

On 7th November, No.6 Squadron Plight, v^hich had been
attached to No.208 Squadron since September, was replaced by
another flight from the Squadron H.Q. in Palestine. This

./arrangement

(1 98 Sorties

2) 52 Sorties
3) 58 Sorties
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arrangement^was in accordance with the policy of giving the pilots
experience in Western Desert operations (see page 63).

The protection of the Lysander, which had proved so vulner-
ahle, required that fighters should be diverted from their inde
pendent role to escorting these aircraft. Already Gladiators

■had been issued to No.3 R.A.A.P. squadron instead'of Lysanders and
on the 6th November, No.208 Squadron received some Hurricanes,
These fighters proved outstandingly useful for reconnaissance and
they frequently sought out and engaged enemy fighters in the area.
Despite handicaps the Lysander fought well as ms shown on the
16th November when a single aircraft of No.208 Squadron on recon
naissance v/as intercepted by three CR.42s. Although out gunned
and out manoeuvred, the Lysander fought off the fighters for some
time and shot down one of them before it was itself destroyed, the
pilot and the gunner escaping by parachute to be picked up later
by our forward^troops. Strategical reconnaissance was still

principally by N0.II3 Squadron (Blenheims IV) throughout these operations, in addition to the long distance bombing
sorties, with assistance from time to time from No.55 Squadron.

On the 20th November a strong formation was sent up to obtain
photographs of the enemy's forward camps, Lysanders of No,208
Squadron in company with a Blenheim of No,113 Squadron and protect
ed by nine Hurricanes and six Gladiators carried out
sance of the Sidi Barrani to Giarabub area. About sixty enemy
fighters, GR,42s, took off from El Gubbi, El Adem, Minastir and
Solium to prevent the reconnaissance, most of them' climbing to
attack the Hurricanes. The remainder attacked the Lysanders and
were engaged by the Gladiators'which shot down six and probably
destroyed three more. Meanwhile the Hurricanes shot down one
before breaking off the engagement to avoid being out manoeuvred.
Our aircraft emerged from the combat with all the photographs
required and without loss to themselves. The inforr;iation obtained
showed that.the enemy had constructed almost complete lines of anti
tank obstacles round most of his camps.

a reconnais-

M.E. fort
nightly
Operational
Summary Nb.1

Op sum 1 64

During November the efforts of the Wellingtons were devoted
principally' to supporting the Greek campaign. The•detachment at
Malta continued to operate against ports used by the enemy for
supplying troops in Albania, particularly Bari and Brindisi,
Naples was considered as a secondary target only and the reason why
Naples ^d Taranto received so much attention was that bad weather
irequently prevented operations over the east coast of Italy.Naples was raided four times from Malta between the beginning
November and_ the_ 9th December. On each occasion the main targets
were oil refineries and the railway junction where fires and
explosions were reported. Taranto was raided on 1 3th November
and Catania, which was used for flying aircraft to Libya, andAugusta were also successfully raided as alternative targets.
The weather in fact prevented the major effort being directed to
support the Greek campaign.

of

Immediately before the opening of the offensive in the Western
Dosert tho Wellingtons nade two destructive
dromes in the rear.

raids on Italian aero-
, ^ ^ ^ ^ On 7th December Wellingtons from Malta attack-ed Castel Benito aerodrome near Tripoli. Seventeen tons of G.P.

and three of incendiary bombs were dropped, five hangars hit and it
was estimated that much damage was done; The attack was a complete
surprise the Wellingtons were able to come down low setting
fire to eight aircraft on the ground with incendiary i3achine-gunfire. Only one GR.42 rose to the attack and damaged one Wellington.

Opsum 181

M.E.

No. 25
W.I.S. On the following night after an attack by nine Blenheim IVs

during which a hangar v/as burnt out, twenty Wellingtons from

/Egypt
G.181954
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Opsum 182 Egypt bombed the aerodrome at Benina inflicting further damage.
Air Chief Marshal Longmore considered that these two attacks had
considerable effect in reducing the scale of the attack at the
beginning of the British Offensive^ Apart from these raids, bad
weather, and severe sandstorms restricted normal air operations
apinst Libya during the fortnight before the offensive. , Never
theless Air Commodore Collishaw continued to attack targets
a wide area in order to disperse the Italian fighter force in ’
fruitless standing patrols and so keep them on the defensive.
On the 4th December a night raid was carried out against El Adem
aerodrome. With the exception of these operations there
little bomber activity during the first- week in December.

over

was

THE FIHST BRITISH QEPENSIVE IN THE WESTERN DESERT

The Plan

The offensive was originally planned to take place on
14th November but two days beforehand it was decided that dumping
arrangements were not sufficiently advanced and that certain Army
and Royal Air Force units would have to be sent to the Greek theatre.
Commanders were then told that the most probable date would be in
the second week of December when the moon was favourable for night
operations.

The original plan which was conceived before the Italian
advance intended the capture of Giarabub and Bardia with a further
advance to Tobruk. This was forestalled by the Italian move-, but
by mid-October when the enemy had been stationary for about
month General Wavell was already considering a swift counter stroke
which would last about five days with the limited objective of Sidi
Barrani.

a

He asked General Wilson to consider an attack at both

II J6/48

ends of the Italian Ijne but after discussion with General O'Connor,
G.O.C., Western Desert Force, the plan was adjusted in order to
concentrate the attack in the centre, as the Sofafi camps were
considered too strong to be taken by a frontal attack,
was now restricted to the destruction of the Turaraar and Nibeiwa

camps and to raid enemy installations in the Buq Buq area, where lay
the water and supx^ly centre, and the Sidi Barrani position.

The object

II j6/3 The R.A.F. plan was to bombard heavily the various defended
camps during sustained operations immediately before the attack by
our Army. The numerical superiority of the enemy air force made
concealment and deception an important part of the plan. Land
forces were to be filtered into the forward area before the attack
as unobtrusively as possible. During this period it was essential
that the R.A.F. should maintain local air superiority in the forward
area. Secrecy before 9th December was well kept because no single
individual was informed of the plan a moment before it was necessary
for him to be told and even then only such information as was essen
tial was imparted at any stage in the preparations,
written orders was a new and outstanding feature of the planning.
Practically nothing whatever was put on paper,
troop movements was the relief of a forward division and the enemy
was encouraged to think that we had been seriously weakened by with
drawals to Greece.

The absence of

The reason given for

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 28

II J6/I

The only instruction given by the A.O.G.-in-C., to Air Commodore

Collishaw was to try and put the Italian fighters on the defensive

by using Hurricanes for low flying attacks on Italian lines of

communication immediately in the rear of their forward troops, and
as soon as within range, to use them for low attacks on the fighter

/aerodromes.

II J1/7/1
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aerodromes. For the rest it was left to him to arrange with
General O'Connor how best he could employ his force to give' full
support to the Army.

Although the objectives of the offensive were modest, Gteneral
Wavell made it clear that bold action to exploit any advantage

■would be fully supported by the High Command and the \7ar Cabinet,
himself suggesting that it might be possible to convert the
defeat into an outstanding victory,
extravagant hopes for the operation.
12th December to General O'Connor set the task as the capture of
the Nibeiwa camps, followed by a thrust northwards to secure- Sidi

The full support of all the existing
resources of the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force were promised
for the battle.

enemy's
However he did not hold out

The final instruction on

.  Barrani and cut off Maktila.

Additional Air Force Units for the Offensive

In order to make good some of the withdrawals for the Greek
campaign. Sir Arthur Longmore placed No.11 and No.39 Squadrons
from Aden and No.45 from the Sudan under the orders of Air Comracdore
Collishaw. To provide some reserves for the Gladiators he moved
'K' B'light from the Sudan to Heliopolis where it was held to make

’■ good losses in the battle. By 8th December there were three
Wellington squadrons in the canal zone in addition to.No.21 6
Bombay Squadron at Heliopolis; these aircraft were frequently
placed at the disposal of No.202 Group for attacks on targets in
Libya, when they used advanced landing grounds in the Western
Desert. At the expense of the defence of Alexandria No.274
(Hurricane) Squadron complete was moved from Amiyra to Sidi Heneisb
where it operated under Air Commodore Collishaw. Only in this
way was it possible to provide the Army with adequate air cover and
support for the operation. The consequent risk to Alexandria and
the Delta had to be accepted despite the disconcerting estimate
that the Italian Air Force in Libya, in addition to 250 bombers,
had approximately 250 fighters as compared with'some sixty-five
fighters on the British side. Fortunately the latter included
thirty-five Hurricanes whose strength had been raised by aircraft
carrier operations to Takoradi, including the planes for No.73
Squadron which began to assemble in Egypt on 8th December.

Organisation for the Offensive

II J1/7/1

Air Commodore Collishaw was in complete charge of air opera-
His resources in No.202 Grouptions in support of the battle,

amounted to ten squadrons, to which were added two Army Co
operation Squadrons under the operational control of the G.O.C.,
Western Desert Force and at the discretion of the A.O.C.-in-C.,
control of the heavy bomber squadrons,
from Headquarters No. 202 Group whose staff was kept as small as
possible, amounting to some thirty-two officers in all.
convenience of liaison, it was situated near the headquarters of
the Army Commander who himself had at Corps Headquarters, a small
staff Of two R.A.F. officers, for the operation of the two Array
Co-operation Squadrons.

Operations were directed

For

The position of the Squadrons commanded by Air Commodore
Collishaw was some distance from the front line, but were near
his headquarters,
of the aerodromes.

Bomb and petrol stocks were kept to the rear
This policy, although v/asteful in engine

hours, kept the aircraft out of the way of enemy short range
fighters at a time when A.A. protection was very thin,
detail ttie squadrons concerned in the offensive wei'e:-

In

/No. 33
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No. 33 Squadron
No,274 Squadron
No. 3 R.A.A.P. Squadron - G-ladiators and. Gauntlets
No. 208 Squadron (Array Cb-operation) - Lysanders and Hurricane
No. 6 Squadron (

- Hurricanes

- Hurricanes

) - two flights of Lysanders -
attached No.208

N0.II3 Squadron
No. 55 Squadron

- Blenheims IV

- Blenheims- + Detachment of

No.11 Squadron
- Blenheims + Detacliment ofNo. 45 Squadron

No,39 Squadron
There was also the remains of No. 11 2 Squadron from which Gladiators
had been provided for Greece.

Directly under the control of Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East
wei-e: -

No. 37 Squadron - Wellingtons
No. 70 Squadron - Wellingtons
No. 38 Squadron - Wellingtons
No.216 Squadron - Borabays

This total - gave a theoretical strength of t-wo hundred and twenty
aircraft,

On the 8th December, No.73 Squadron began to arrive and
held temporarily for the air defence of the Delta,

was

The Opening of the Battle
■  'b .

During the day of the 8th December Gladiators and Hurricanes
(33, 112 and 274) maintained offensive patrols in the forward area
to protect the assembly of the British forces for the attack.
Except for a few reconnaissance sorties Italian aircraft were in

active over the forward area and the enemy apparently remained
ignorant of our intentions; fears that our Array would be subjected
to severe air attack during this critical phase were not realised.
At dusk the tank group began its march to its rendezvous(l) while
a Bombay flew overhead to drown the approach of the tanks, the
v/ind being in the direction of the enemy.

Opsum 182

It was a cold night, but the moon was good, giving vis^^ibility
up to two hundred yards. In the rear of the enemy the raid against
Benina 7/as taking place. Simultaneously Swordfish of the Fleet Air
Arm and an R.A.F. Blenheim co-operated with three naval units in a
bombardment of the enemy position at Maktila(2) and Sidi Barrani in
order to cause a diversion. Also in support of the Army’s attack

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 25

II j6/3
four Bombays each with six hundred twenty-pound bombs attacked
defended camps at Bardia and Sidi Barrani, -with the object of
hindering the enemy sending reinforcements into .the Buq Buq area.
These various operations were designed to confuse the enemy concern
ing our precise intentions,
when tanks advanced on the enemy, followed by an infantry assault
whose way was paved by bomber attacks on the defended camps at the
appropriate times, ■ ■■

The attack came as a complete surprise

Opsum 183

The preliminaries having been carried out with due considera

tion for the conservation of aircraft against the battle periods,
the Royal Air Force embarked on a full scale offensive of increasing

severity against enemy airfields, ports, supplies, troops and
transport. Despite great inferiority in numbers air superiority

/was

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 26

Point 587349
Leaflets were also dropped.
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was obtained from the outset .and nearly four hundred sorties were
flown in the first week for the. Ipss of only six aircraft and
three pilots whereas the enemy casualties amounted to thirty-five
confirmed destroyed and twelve unconfirmed.

offensive the main bomber
etlort of the Air Force was directed against the Tobruk group of
aerodromes to prevent the Italian aircraft interfering with our
advance. No.33 Squadron ground straffing along the' roads as far
as fifty miles beyond Bardia obtained valuable informati,on for the
G.O.C., concerning enemy movements and strength despite b§.d. visi
bility which was sometimes down to three hundred yards, Lysanders
of No.208 Squadron were constantly employed on the southern edge
of the battle, leaving deep reconnaissance to the Hurricanes.

The Italians on the other hand failed throughout these
operations to bomb our lines of communications and British
sufferedvery few casualties from the air. CR.43s were sometimes
very active but were successfully countered by Hurricanes,
using diving tactics.

troops

now

H.Q. E.A.P.,
M.E. O.R.B.

Jan. 1940,
App.56

Although the first day was overcast the Army successfully
captured Nibeiwa camp in the forenoon and Tummar East camp fell
in the afternoon to an attack on the northwest corner which air
reconnaissance showed'to be the weakest place. In addition to
the close support given by the Hurricanes, Gladiators carried out
offensive patrols over our advanced troops, and successfully
prevented interference from the enemy who devoted his efforts as
soon as the battle began, to harassing the British Army with bombs
and machine gun fire from large numbers of fighters. Air
Commodore Collishaw's plan was to have a constant stream of
fighters penetrating the enemy's defences and so induce a break
down in his air force and his supply system. At peak periods,
R.A.F. fighters made four sorties each day. In countering the
enemy's activity No,274 Squadron Hurricanes, twice encountered
formations which during the day ranged from single S.79s to some
thirty strong escorted by CR.42s,
the enemy to jettison their bombs.

on the first occasion forcing
In his pre-occupation with

Opsum 183

II J6/I

the laiid battle the enemy almost completely neglected counter air
force operations as well as strategic bombing. This was most
fortunate since the air defence of the Delta for the past ten days
had been sacrificed for fighter strength in the 'forward area. ■ '
However with the arrival from Takoradi .of the Hurricanes of the
additional fighter squadron, No.73> the situation was eased.

The results of the first day's operations both on land and
in the air were encouraging,. Air Chief Marshal Longmore wrote to
Sir Charles Portal, "At present we seem to be doing better than
I expected with our small .air force in support of the Army offen-

in the Western Desert which started successfully yesterday",

Early on the second morning Tumraar West camp fell. Under
cover of a heavy dust storm, which hindered our reconnaissance
and air support, the enemy withdrew before our advancing tanks
which by 1 64O hours had captured Sidi Barrani.
December the 1 st Libyan Division which had been garrisoning the
Maktila camp on the coast surrendered to the Matruh force, thus
securing the victory at Sidi Barrani. Although the main weight
of attack from the air during these three days was focussed on the
enemy's aerodromes priority was given on the 11th to bombing
enemy columns retiring from Sofafi area towards Halfway House,

Italian fighter opposition now stiffened and the A.0,C.-in-
C., strengthened No,202 Group by sending forward  a flight of
Hurricanes of No.73 Squadron. By 12th December the 7th Armoured
Division Headquarters was eight miles east of Bir Sofafi, with

/the

save

On the 11th

DO AML/2
Pt.III 16A

Opsum 185

H. Q. R. A, P.,
M. E. 0,R.B.

Dec. 1940,

App.18
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^  the 7th Armoured Brigade collecting prisoners in the Buq Buq area,
while the Support Group watched the passes through the escarpment.
Already the Royal Air Force had begun an intensive bombardment of
Bardia, which was the next objective, and to a lesser degree Tobruk.

■J''rom 12th to 1 6th December the Army exploited the advance in
the expectation that the enemy might v/ithdraw from Bardia. The
mili^;iry situation remained fluid, making it difficult to determine
the exact position and movement of troops. Often Army calls for
assistance were the first indications o'f their positions.
Italians now held the area Sidi Omar-Sollum-Bardia, and their Air
Force was concentrating on sustained bombing attacks supported by
fighters against our troops. R.A.F. fighters tried to intercept
them and indeed several air battles took place, but the.number of
fighters was limited and constant patrols could not be maintained,
so that an interval of about three hours usually elapsed. Owing
to the numerical superiority of the enemy and the need to conserve,Air Commodore Collishaw ordered fighters to patrol at 20,000 feetCO.

The

II J6/1

This was the only serious attempt on the pai't of the Italian
bomber force to dispute our advance by intensive attacks
armoured vehicles between Gapuzzo and SidiAzeiz.

on our

By operating
fighters singly.but frequently against the bombers, both outward
and homewai'd bound. Air Commodore Collishaw managed to inflict such
casualties on the 3.79s that they were not again employed in
strength during the campaign.

. . i , In the hope of reducing Bardia at once the air force, in co
operation with the Royal Navy, concentrated on bombarding the
defended area and its approaches in an attempt to make it' untenable,

.  the most severe .raid being on the night 15/I6th December v/hen five
squadrons joined with a detachment of the Fleet Air Arm, making a
total force of thirty-six aircraft,
defences of Bardia wpre strong and that both the army and the air
force would have to establi.sh themselves further forward for the
assault.

It then became clear that the

M.E.W.I.S.
No. 26

The Success of the Advance

Despite this failure to rush Bardia far more than had been
expected had already been achievedo All enemy troops had been
driven out of Egypt with the loss of the great part of five Italian
divisions. Large quantities of war material had been captured
including over half of their only armoured group in Egypt. In the
first week the R.A.F. had destroyed seven'by-four enemy aircraft con
firmed and a further eighteen unconfirmed, and had fully maintained
air superiority, Bardia and Tobruk had been heavily bombed,
according to the standards of the day and both were reported to have
been burning for several days in succession. In addition to their
victories the fighters had repeatedly and with marked success machine-
gunned troops and transport in the battle area where large nuiabers. of
the enemy made fruitless attempts to catch the JIurricanes (for Policy
see App. XXIl). Further afield V^ellingtons from Malta bombed Naples,
the assembly port for convoys, and the Flee-t Air Arm attacked Tripoli
harbour, the main port of arrival in North. Africa. Writing to
Sir Arthur Longmore the Under Secretary of State, Captain Balfour
parodied the Prime Minister "Never has so much been done with so
little equipment by so small a force".

M.E.W.I.S.
No. 26

M.E.W.I.S.
No. 26

/The
»

(l) It was the practice of the enemy bombers to fly at 6,000 feet
dropping to ground.level after releasing their bombs, while
their protecting fighters kept watch at i3>000 feet.
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The shortage of fighter aircraft was still acute»
in-C. wrote on the 13th December to Air Gommodore Collishaw
reserves of Gladiators are now practically exhausted,
consider adjusting your operations according to the fighter situa
tion, relying if necessary on night bombing.

The A.O.

You must

This in fact had t

G.-

Our>
i

o

No*3 R.A.A.P, Squadron which had provided close support
M.E. O.R.B. for our troops by offensive patrols against motor, transport and
December 1940 troops, had to curtail their operations after 13th December owing
App.37 _ to increasing unservioeability of the Gladiators for which there

were no reserves, there not being sufficient to maintain Nos.80
(in Greece), 112 and 3 R.A.A.P. Squadrons. As a matter of policy,
however. Air Ghief Marshal Longmore decided that he must keep up
supplies to No.3 Squadron as the Australian Division was now in the
front line. He proposed therefore to withdraw the flights of
No.112 Squadron and rearm it with Hurricanes as soon as these
arrived.

H.Q. R.A.F., be done.

DO AML/5
77A

Si*’.

Meanwhile congratulations on our victory poured in. General
Wavell replying,to the Prime-Minister said, "the operation could
not.have been executed without the.magnificent support given by the
Royal Air Force and the Royal Navy". To this co-operation between
the services the General attributed our initial success; the
effect of surprise and the fighting qualities and leadership of our
forces being the two other principal factors. Now the advance was
to be exploited, but difficulties of maintenance and of air support
increased the nearer established enemy air bases were approached and
the further we moved from our, own.

DO AI-lL/lS
14A

Sir Arthur Longmore described the situation on the 1 5th
Italian air resistance inDO ikIL/2

Pt.III 26A
December to the Ghief of the Air Staff,

the vicinity of the Libyan frontier had stiffened,and our armoured,
cars southwest of Bardia were getting heavily bombed.
Barrani had already been brought into use as an advanced landing
ground with great advantage to the fighter force which had disposed
of nineteen enemy aircraft on the 14th,
the advance the air force had also to improvise advanced desert
landing grounds which suffered from the lack of signals communica
tions.

Sidi

In order to keep up with

Our casualties so far had been light but unserviceability had
risen not only as a result of the intensity of operations but also
due to enemy explosive bullets. For instance nine Blenheims in a

raid on Bardia on 14th December encountered a patrol of fifty
Although only one Blenheim was lost, seven were damaged.

As has been shown Gladia-

GR,42s.

Fighter reserves were particularly low.
tors were beginning to run out and the Hurricane programme was not
sufficient to maintain both fighter and army co-operation squadrons.
The prospect was not made any lighter by a secret intelligence
report that large reinforcements of aircraft were reaching Libya
and the rumours of German troops and aircraft in Italy,

DO AML/2
Pt.III 31A
M.E.W.I.S.

No. 27

In order to alleviate the situation Air Ministry gave
instructions for a further forty Hurricanes to be sent by aircraft
carrier to Takoradi where they would be due to arrive in the first

half of January,

DO

1 6a

The Reduction of Bardia

I

In his congratulations on the victory at Sidi Barrani the
Prime Minister added an exhortation "to maul the Italian Army and
rip them off the African shore to the utmost possible extent,
feel convinced", he continued, "that it is only after you have made
sure that you can get no further that you will relinquish the main
hope in favour of the secondary action in the Sudaii or Dodecanese...

but neither of them ought to detract from the supreme task of

I

DO Aia/2
Pt.III 28A

/inflicting
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inflicting further defeats on the Italian army". And he added a
special message for the A.0,C.-in-C, "Pray convey my compliments
and congratulations to Longmore on his magnificent handling of the
R.A.P. and fine co-operation with the Army. I do hope -most of the
new Hurricanes have reached him safely. Tell ..him we are -filling
up Furious again with another even larger packet of flyables from
Takoradi"’,

V/hile forces, vrere being
week (l 6th-22hd) over a thihd
on^to the fortress, troop concentrations in the vicinity and the
supply dumps in the wadi northv/est of the town. But compared with
the first week of the offensive our operations on both sides were on

,  a smaller scale - less than half the effort of the previous week.

brought
,(1) of

against Bardia during the nekt
the bomber effort was directedTable of •

Ops.

In viev/ of the bad weather conditions on the Adriatic, the

A.O.C.-in-C. gave Tripoli and Benghazi, which were more important at
the time, as the primary objectives for the Wellingtons at Malta.
Of the two Benghazi was the .more likely to have an immediate effect
on the Libyan offensive. Unusually large concentrations of

(2; were reported at the Benghazi airfields and were 'attackedaircraft

DO AML/2
Pt. Ill 31A

on 17/18th December by nineteen Wellingtons in a raid on Beniha 'an'd
In the mainon l9/20th by nine Wellingtons in. a raid on Berka.

these .were reserve aircraft waiting to '.relieve Italian units' further
forward. On the following night nine 7/ellingtons bombed Castel

M.E.W.I.S.

No,,27-&
No. 28

Benito while Swordfish of the Fleet Air Arm attacked Tripoli.

Tlie enemy now employed his fighters mainly as escort for

bombers and during the few engagements which took place showed

greater determination in his attacks, always provided that numerical
His bombers continued to attack-oursuperiority was in his favour,

forward troops and regularly bombed Solium just after moonrise, in
an attempt to neutralise the harbour which was now being used to

These attacks were sometimes supported by
On the 16th a particularly hea-vy air attack

supply the army by sea,
naval gunfire,
developed against our armoured units in the Sidi Omar - Azeiz -

Bardia area v/hen fifty-seven S«79s escorted by thirty-six fighters
bombed A.F.Vs.

On 20th December the Xlth Hussars found Garabut evacuated.

It was to this regiment that the A.O.C.-in-G. had attached twelve
of the vehicles and orev/s of Noo2 R.A.P. Armoured Car Company which

The regiment which was usuallywas at that time based in Palestine,RDM/3
well forwai’d had recovered several R.A.P, pilots who had baled out

The attachment of R.A.P. armoured oarsin the Western Desert,

provided the regiment with vehicles which were badly needed and the

crews with operational experience®

Preparations for the Assault

Por some time,past Sir Arthur Longmore had been pressing for

a Deputy A.O.C.-in-C. who could relieve him of much of the routine
work in connection with the air forces in Egypt and so leave himself

freer to direct the. various campaigns in the Middle East,

the Air Ministry agreed, appointing .Air Marshal Boyd to the post.
Unfortunately the aircraft in which the Air Marshal was travelling
to Egypt force-landed by mistake in Sicily and he was taken prisoner.

,, The next choice fell on Air Vice-Marshal A.W. Tedder, C.B., then
Director General of Research and Development at the Ministry of

He arrived safely in Cairo on 10th December,

To this

Aircraft Production,

H.Q. R.A.P,
M.E.

Dec, 1940
Admin. ■ having inspected the Takoradi route on his way to Egypt,

/Shortly

Pa]
50 Sorties. ,

About 200 aircraft (H..Q. R.A.P. M.E. .P.54Q - December App.3D}
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Shortly after his arrival when our forces were preparinc; to
capture Bardia, Air Marshal Tedder temporarily relieved Air ®

H.Q. R.A.P 9°™f°"'® Collishaw,who was. sick. During the week that followed
M ̂  0 R R ’ operations were on an even smaller scale, bomber
Table of sorties amounting to a bai-e fifty, the majority being at night,able of Ops. No bombing was carried out on Christmas Day. The greater pa^t of

which the palians were then operating strong formations of
bombers ̂ d escorts, Gazala principally, Derna and Timimi.
Already El Aden and Gambut were reported to have beS^ evacuated,

were signs that Martuba was being taken into use in 
’

order to accommodate the units which had been withdrawn.

M.E.W.I.S,
Wo. 28

but there

'There was no increase during the v/eek in the enemy's bomber
entirely devoted to-attacks on shipping

and the harbour at Solium. Raids consisted of five to ten
escorted bombers and in one instance torpedo aircraft took part.
The fighters were now being used extensively to protect bombers,

usually being about two to one. The attack on
24th December was particularly accurate. In order'to deal vd.th
this problem an Advanced Fighter Wing Headquarters was formed at
bollum i^der No.202 Group, its function being to control opera-
iional tighter squadrons^ J in the forward areas of the V/estern
Desert. The Wing consisted of a Wing Commander, three controllers
with -chree assistants, an Adjutant and signals staff.

3.50489/Org.
H. Q. R. A.P.,
M.E, O.R.B.
December

M.E.A.M.

Order Wo.206

^  Despite the small scale of operations the initiative in the
air remained with the Royal Air Force. This was strikingly
demonstrated on Boxing Day when eight Gladiators on a protective
patrol during an artillery reconnaissance met ten S.?9s escorted
by forty GR.42s. When the Gladiators attacked, the main Italian
formation turned and made off while their top escort engaged the
Gladiators, using their usual acrobatic tactics which cost them
two aircraft confirmed destroyed and possibly two
Gladiators suffered no losses.

more. The

M.E.W.I.S.

No. 29

After three weeks operations in support of the advance Air
Chief Marshal Longjnore took stock of his reserves of medium
bombers. Of Blenheim IVs he informed the.Air Ministry, there were
nineteen in reserve but only six were serviceable. The total
reserve of Blenheim Is amounted to twenty-six of which all but two
were undergoing overhaul or extensive repairs in depot. This
reserve - if such it can be called - was intended to cover not
only the Libyan theatre but the rest of the Middle East Command.
In part the reason lay in the failure of reinforcement Blenheims
to arrive in sufficient numbers. Counting in shipments up to

DO AJ./IL/9
Pt.Ill 3OA

17th January, 1941^ the flow was deficient of ninety-one aircraft*
Another reason undoubtedly was the inability of the existing repair
organisation to cope with operational wastage, and the wear and tear
of the Takoradi route (see narrative on Repair and Maintenance).
On the 27th December the A,0.C.-in-C. reported that Nos,11 and 39
squadrons had only three and four aircraft resx)ectively, I
circumstances it was out of the question to increase as the Air
Ministry had suggested the Initial Equipment of the medium bomber
squadrons.

In these

The Assault on Bardia

As had already been shown during the first attempt to rush . ■.
its defences, the fortress of Bardia was formidable; impregnablethe Italians claimed. The configuration of the terrain made ground
reconnaissance of the fortifications difficult, but comprehensive

/air

(1) i.e. Nos.33* 73 and 274*
G. 181954
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II j6/3 air photographs were taken of the defences, whose perimeter ran from
its base on the sea northwest of Bardia for seventeen miles along a
flat dusty plain. ' ‘ ‘ "
tank ditch with sheer sides;
fence some twelve feet wide and further behind were two lines of
fortified posts with a switch defence line in the southern sector.

/ In the western sector the defences lay along a flat plateau for
about a mile and then the country was broken up by wadis stretch
ing down to the cliffs. In these wadis the enemy concealed M.T.
and stores which were constantly attacked by the Royal Air Force.

A careful study of these positions was made by Air and General
The G.O.C. Western Desert then planned to penetrate the

defences at the weakest point, some 4000 yards south of the Tobruk-
Bardia road, then to push south-west while a diversionary demonstra
tion was carried out against the southern defences and the armoured
formations moved forward to prevent relief reaching the fortress
from the west. In detail the plari intended that engineers should
clear an approach in the enemy’s minefield while the Royal Air Force
delivered sustained heavy bombing and fighter attacks against the
point of entry, advantage being taken of the division caused by the
large wadi in the centre of the defences which isolated one half of

the defended area'from the other. In support of the Army, the
Royal Air Force undertook to deliver bombing attacks immediately in
front of our troops at each stage of the advance. To hinder rein
forcement from the Tobruk area that port was bombed and fighters
constantly attacked the line of communication between it and Bardia.

Some counter Air Force operations were carried out against Gazala,
Derna, Martuba, Tmimi airfields principally on the day of the land
attack, but the principal target for the Air Force was Bardia and

its approaches against which nearly a hundred sorties were flown

between New Year's eve and the 4th January. Both day and night
sorties were made against the harbour, the town, ammunition dumps,
stores and artillery posts, but the main target was troop concentra
tions inside the northern defence line and M.T. west of the camp.
Photographs showed direct hits on tanks and transport, considerable

damage being done in' the Y/adi. There was much anti-aircraft fire

but it was mostly accurate.

The forward defences were covered by an anti-
;  behind the ditch was a thick wire

Staffs.

W.C. Narrh-'-

tive

W.C. Narra

tive

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 29

YYhile aircraft were engaged on softening up the defences, the

Royal Navy carried out daylight bombardments of the northern defences

on the 1 st and 2nd January.

In the early hours of 3rd January our guns moved into their

prepared positions, taking their targets from air photographs and

correlating them to the gun positions. ' At 0530 the attack opened
with a predicted artillery barrage after a night of heavy attacks
by Wellingtons and Borabaysv'').
infantry advanced successfully through the wire and across the ditch*
During the attack Hurricanes and-Gladiators maintained offensive

patrols over Bardia, while a Lysander co-operated with the artillery.
The Hurricanes were despatched singly every ten minutes with instruc
tions to dive over Bardia for reconnaissance information,

prepared for the advance by sustained bombing v/hich was calculated to

, wear down the enemy's resistance, the medium bomber force turned its
attention to enemy aerodromes in order to prevent the Italian Air

This effort

The barrage then lifted as the

Having

Force from interfering with the military operations,

RDM/3

H.Q.,R.A.F.
M.E. O.R.B.

7.1.41.
of the Blenheims at Bardia resulted in considerable damage to aircraft

the danger of operating Blenheims inDO Al,tL/2
Pt.III 46b daylight without cloud cover was becoming very clear.

which were hard to replace;I

/Twice
•  i

(1) 30,000 lbs. of bombs dropped.
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Twice, during the day fi.M.S. Terror, joined in the morning by
a squadron of capital ships and destroyers, carried out bombardments
and twice she was attacked by enemy aircraft,
occasion three ?rere destroyed and one damaged by  a Hurricane,
object of the naval bombardments was to neutralize and harass the
sector north of the main Bardia~Tobruk road in which large concen
trations of mechanical transport and tanks had been reported and
so prevent the formation of a counter-attacking force while the
Army and the E.A.P. attacked Bardia from the west and south. The
bombardment succeeded in suppressing all movement in the area and
diverted part of the fire of the heavy guns from their proper
targets.

On the second

The

Meanwhile the attack against tlie ’ffadi El Maatred in the south
was launched. Pierce fire was encountered and confused fighting
lasted for the rest of the day when about two-thirds of Bardia
occupied. The Australian Division regrouped on the 4th January
and attacked again so suddenly and so swiftly that the enemy
collapsed neglecting to destroy the v^ater supply and harbour,
the following day the Royal Tank Regiment attacked the southwest
corner of the defences and the enemy surrendered at 1300 hours.
Throughout the operation the main feature was the close combination
of the action of all three

On the conclusion of the Bardia battle, General O'Connor sent
the following message to the Officer Commanding, No.208 Squadron:
"I would like to convey to you my appreciation of the work carried
out by the squadron under your Command during the operations against
Bardia. The reconnaissances carried out, both tactical and
artillery were of a very high order and contributed largely to'the
ultimate success of the land operations,"

was

On

services.

W.C. Narra

tive

208 Squadron
O.R.B.

The Prime Minister also was warm in his congratulations for
the brilliant support which the Air Force had given to the Army and
its victory over the Italian Air Force in sxute of the heavy
numerical odds; an achievement which he suggested was of great
importance and might be ."cardinal for our affairs". Looking
further ahead Mr. Churchill dwelt on the importance of sustaining
the Greek Army, warning the A.O.C.-in-C., that probably four or
five squadrons would be required for Greece, even while supporting
the Army's advance in Libya.

DO AI/IL/2
Pt.II 51A

In the belief that on our support to Greece depended the
favourable attitude of Turkey, Russia and the United States, the

53A British Government decided on 10th January that assistance to
Greece must take priority over all operations in the Middle East
once Tobruk was captured.

. Benghazi if the opportunity occurred.
This did not preclude an advance to

In terms of squadrons

DO AML/9

this meant sending three Hurricane and two Blenheim IV squadrons
to Greece. The A.O.C.-in-C.'s first reaction was to oppose
strongly the proposal as most dangerous to the Army's protection
and as inviting the resurgence of the Italian Air Force in Libya.
The order however was repeated by the Prime Minister with the
observation that he expected and required prompt and active compli
ance with his decisions. Taking all things into consideration
the A.O.C.-in-C., decided to send Nos.11 and 112 squadrons which-
were accordingly withdrawn.

Prisoners taken at Bardia were carefully interrogated
concerning the effect of our bombing,
evidence shows that considerable disorganisation was caused, the
effect being moral rather than material.

An assessment of their •

General de Guida,

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 30

commanding the 63rd Cyrene Division described how before the
final assault the defending units had been harassed from the
by day and night, their morale being so reduced when the final

air

/assault
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assault came and they were hemmed in by artillery pounding them

'from the front and rear, naval guns from the sea and bombs and •

machine-gun fire from the air that they were reduced to utter

helplessness,
while hiding unceremoniously beneath some desert scrub; a

strategera which preserved his life, whereas of the two captains
with him, one was killed outright, while the other overcome by
the stress of these circumstances died of heart failure.

The General himself was attacked from the air

THE OCCUPATION OP GYEENAICA

The Investment of Tobruk

Before Bardia fell the Commanders-in-Ghief had agreed that

Tobruk should be attacked and already the Air Force had turned

its attention to that fortress carrying out fifty-six sorties

between the 4th and 6th January,
forces remaining in Cyrenaica were now centred on Tobruk with a
nucleus division at Meckili which was reinforced tov/ards the end

of the month.

It was estimated that the Italian

The perimeter defences of Tobruk ran from Marsa El Sabal on

the coast to Dahar Matauua, thence back to the sea at Wadi El
Zeitun.

ridge nine miles from the town} to the north the ground slopes
away to a steep escarpment with a second running parallel to it.

These escarpments were impassable to tanks except by the few
passes connecting Tobruk with Derna, El Adem and Bardia.
organisation of the defences were similar to, but not so complete,
as those at Bardia with wire, ditch and posts, behind which the

forts, Pilasterno, Solano and Marcucei protected the harbour.

Southeast of Tobruk the ground rises gradually to a

The

Following the capture of Berdia the 7th Armoured Brigade
moved on 5th January westward -/m-thout opposition and occupied El
Adera whence it operated to prevent the Italians escaping from
Tobruk,

bomber and fighters pilots, was the principal enemy airfield and

repair depot in
damaged aircraft
Italians being uiiable to repair them.

The aerodrome at El Adem, already familiar to both

enaica and on at were captured some eighty-sev

II j6/3

en
most of which had been shot up or bombed, the

On the following day the,
3rd Hussars took Acroma and later Tmirni and the Hth Hussars, Bir
El Gobi,

his aerodromes between Derna and Tobruk, thus putting his Air B'orce

at a great disadvantage during the attack when our local air

superiority prevented interference by their aircraft.

This thrust by our arraour forced the enemy to abandon

Meanwhile the 6th Australian Division moved into position east

and southeast of Tobruk, and with the Support Group patrolled the
defences from the 11th to 20th January,
at this time about 150 miles behind the Army,

culties were eaqjerienced when squadrons began to move to aerodromes

near Bardia because supplies of petrol and bombs could not be
obtained from Solium where the harbour was I'eceiving much attention

The situation was later aggravated by

The R.A.P. bases were

Unexpected diffi-

from the enemy Air Forces,
the advent of a detachment of the German Air Force at Benina whence..

they bombed Solium, Bardia, Malta and our shipping and mined the , ..
The latter in particularSuez Canal and the harbour at Solium.

/held

(l) A.G.M. Longmore in his despatch gives forty aircraft damaged
at El Adem and a further thirty-fix-e at Gazala.
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held up supplies so that R.A.P. had to employ motor transport
the bad roads from Mersa Matruh.

January, No.202 Group together with the Y/estern Desert squadrons
began to move forward. By the middle of the month Headquarters
No.202 Group was at Solium in the police barracks near the airfield,
the bomber and fighter squadrons in the Sollum-Bardia area, and the
Army Co-operation squadrons forward at Garabut.
progressed, the supply lines became attenuated and atlministrative
problems increased, particularly the provision of bombs for the
Blenheims.

over

Nevertheless.on the 10th

As the advance

R,D.M./5

The bombing of Tobruk was suspended on 10th January in anti
cipation of its early capture, but was resumed as soon as it was
clear that determined resistance was being offered. On the 12th
the Wellington effort available to A.O.C., No.202 Group was reduced
to six aircraft each night, as the remainder of the force
required to assist the Greek campaign,

The plan of attack on Tobruk was again based on a comprehen
sive mosaic photograph of the defences. The Army and the Air
Staffs agreed that the Australian Division should penetrate the
defences in the south at a point three miles east of the Tobruk-El
Aden road, supported by the bulk of XIII Corps Artillery, while
demonstration was made against the eastern perimeter and the west
and southwest defences.

was now

a

H.Q. R.A.P. ,
M.E. O.R.B.

10*1.41.

II j6/3

II j6/3 In the preliminary stage the R.A.P. assisted the, armoured
Brigade in isolating Tobruk by bombing lines of communications to
the fortress. During the week before the assault over a third of
the bombing effort was devoted to the Tobruk area.
C«, directed that the other main targets should be Benghazi with
its aerodromes Benina and Berka, to which the enemy had been forced
to T/ithdraw his bomber force, and Derna which was still in use.
But it was already clear that the aircraf'c losses inflicted on the
enemy both in the air and on the ground were reducing his activity
in the air.

The A.O.C.-in-

Prom now onwards the R.A.P. operated with comparative

E.D.Mo/3

The main reason for the collapse of the Italian Airimmunity.
Porce, given by Air Marshal Tedder, was the effectiveness of our

attacks on its aircraft on the ground - a technique which the
Germans claimed we had learnt from them, and which they could be
expected to use against us v/hen they were sufficiently established
in Africa.

H.Q. R.A.P.,
M.E. Air .

O.R.B.

25.1.41•
Malta's Contribution

Wellingtons from Malta played an important part not only in
damaging Italian aircraft out of range of bombers from Egypt but
also in hindering the establishment of the Luftv/affe in Sicily.
Prom the beginning of the offensive on the 9th December to the
fall of Benghazi on the 7th Pebruary over twenty-five operations
were carried out by Malta's Wellingtons (see Appendix XXl).
Between the 14th December and 7th January, Tripoli and Castel
Benito were the main objects of attacks,
drome resulted in daimage to buildings, hangars and parked aircraft;
four attacks on the port itself repeatedly caused fires and explo
sions which damaged jetties, buildings, ships and seaplanes at
anchor.

Two raids on the aero-

Swordfish of the Fleet Air Arm at Malta twice attacked

the same target and caused considerable damage inflicting much
damage particularly on shipping and the seaplane base.
8th and 9th January No.148 Squadron, as the Wellingtons on Malta
had now become, attacked the port of Naples and the Sicilian
ports of Messina and Palermo, the Swordfish repeating the Palermo
raid on the 10th.

On the

Shipping, naval units end harbour facilities

H.Q. R.A.P. ,
MrE. O.R.B.

air App.1 3
Jan. 1941

I

The main object of these raids waswere reported to be damaged,
to cause a-diversion, requested by the Commander-in-Ghief,

/Mediterranean,
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Mediterranean, from an important convoy sailing to Greece.

Prom 12th to 27th successful attacks from Malta vrere made
on Sicilian aerodromes where German Air Force units had been

reported since the beginning of January. These operations were
intended not only to discourage German intervention on the Libyan
front but also to counteract the new threat to Malta constituted

by the German bombers in Sicily. Another raid by No. 148 squadron
against the German Air Force on the night of the  1 3th had the
special object of minimising attacks on H.M.S. Illustrious which
was then in the Grand Harbour. The precision of the squadron's
raid was greatly assisted by the arrival in January of a Photo
graphic Reconnaissance Spitfire.

The last two raids of the period were carried out on the

31st January and the 2nd February against Tripoli and Castel Benito
v/here the enemy was collecting the scattered remnants of his bomber
force. At the harbour more shipping was damaged and a seaplane
destroyed; explosiions and fire enveloped the jetties and seaplane
hangars. At the aerodrome at least seven parked aircraft were
destroyed and a hangar blew up. Apart from the material damage
done, these flank attacks were highly disconcerting to all arms of

the Italian forces and were a real threat to the security of their
communications to Africa. It was for this reason that the Luft

waffe appeared in Sicily as protector of the Italian sea lanes and

disputant of Malta's offensive air power.

The Fall of Tobruk

Between the 14th and 21st January, T/hen the attack began,
operations wei-e not on a heavy scale due to the movement of units

after the fall of Bardia and to bad weather aggravated by dust
storms lasting up to four days which caused the postponement of the

assault for one day and which severely reduced Hurricane service

ability. The R.A.F. therefore concentrated on the principal
objectives, Tobruk itself, the ports and airfields of Benghazi and
Derna. There were no raids during this week from Malta against
Libyan targets.

On the 1 6th January the G.O.C., Western Desert Force requested
that the maximum air effort should be directed against Tobruk
before the attack in order to reduce resistance and our casualties.

Accordingly on 17th January priority for the Wellingtons was again,
given to Western Desert targets. On the nights previous to the

attack Tobruk was bombarded by the R.A.F. and on l9/20th and 20/21st
by the Royal Navy whose targets were Palestine, the road out of
Tobruk and the areas in the northwest.

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 31

H.Q. R.A.F.,
M.E. Air

0. R. B.

16.1.41 •

On 21st January R.A.F. Wellingtons carried out a bombardment
of Tobruk from 0300 to 0600 hours to cover the assembly of the

Bombs were directed against the outer and inner defences.tanks,
II j6/48

artillery batteries, the San Giorgio and military buildings,
dawn the British attack began with a creeping barrage and the R.A.F.
concentrated on bombing the Sidi Mahmud road junction to prevent the
movement of troops to the threatened area,
defence posts, where the breach was made, resisted strongly every
advance.

At

The Italians in theII j6/3

Throughout the day eighty-eight Blenheims as well as Hurricanes

and Lysanders gave direct support ahead of the attack, while fighter
cover was provided by Gladiators (No.3 R.A.A.F.) and Hurricanes
(No.73 and 274). The R.A.F. bombardment was particularly valuable
in maintaining pressure while the heavy artillery was being brought
up. By mid-day the bulk of the artillery had advanced within the
perimeter and by 1845 the 17th Australian Infantry Brigade held

/general

a

RDM/3

II j6/3

W.C. Narra

tive
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general line along the top of the escarpment. The Italian Air
Force hardly put in an appearance over the battlefield and only
one engagement took place, the E.A.P. having complete control
the air.

of
I

At dawn on 22nd the Australian Division continued their
advance, entering Tobruk at 1 01 9 hours. By noon all resistance
had ceased and the number of prisoners amounted to nearly 30,000.

The part played by the R.A.P. in the victory was considerable.
Throughout the preparations and the battle itself valuable recon
naissance information and photographs had been provided concerning
the minefields and defences, without which casualties would have
been higher. Aircraft had participated in breaching the defences
and co-operated closely with the ai-tillery shoots. Jia at Bardia
the greatest damage done by bombing was when warehouses were hit.
At Bardia a warehouse of food had been destroyed and
ers were suffering from acute hunger as a result;
there was a general breakdown in supplies.

many prison-
at Tobruk,

As far as casualties

were concerned more were caused by machine-gun fire from aircraft
than bombs. The San Georgio and some eighteen
other ships were found sunk in the harbour. The jetties were
also severely damaged. In the two nights and a day before the
fall of the town the R.A.P. dropped sixty tons of bombs on Tobruk
in about a hundred sorties, but the sum of the damage was accu-
lative over,a period of six months continual operations.

H.E. W.I.S.

No. 32

The German Air Force in the Mediterranean

Since the Chiefs of Staff decision that after Tobruk,  , - was

captured support to Greece should be paramount, two new factors
had arisen. The Greeks unwilling to provoke the Germans had
refused British assistance at Salonika; and secondly the long
dreaded arrival of the German Air Force in the Mediterranean had
been confirmed. It was now doubtful whether the risks taken in
the face of the Italian Air Force vrould be justifiable in the
presence of the German,

air defence of the back areas which hitherto had been so thin now'
The Chiefs of Staff therefore revised their

With German bombers over the Delta the

became precarious,DO AML/2
Ft.Ill 73A previous-policy and decided that the capture of Benghazi t--

of the greatest importance so that it could be developed into
stroiigly defended naval and air base,

sea could then take place of the long overl.md route,
ate the threat to,our comraunications to Greece and Turkey,
constituted by the presence of German bombers in the Dodecanese,
plans were to be made to capture the islands and  a strategic
reserve created for Turkey or Greece,
of Nos. 11 and 112 squadrons under the previous policy was to -take
place and No.33 held in readiness,

duty of the A.O.C.-in-C., was to make the Air Force at Malta
sufficient to sustain the island's defence,

also required for the capture of Sicily,
strategic pills was sugared with the announcement that H.M.S.
Furious would make a third voyage to Takoradi with a consignment
of fighters.

•was now

a

Supply along the coast by
To elimin

But the transfer to Greec

It was added that the first

Moreover plans were
This rather outsize in

Even so it was indeed difficult for Sir Arthur

-

e

DO AI.-IL/3
Ft.Ill 82A

Longinore to see hov/, with his present Air Force, he was to support
three campaigns and possibly a fourth* capture the Dodecanese and
then Sicily, defend Malta and the long African seaboard against
German and Italian air attack.

The State of the Italian Air Force

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 31
Admittedly the Italian Air Force in Libya showed  a marked

shrinkage since the beginning of the yefir; some units had dis
appeared, presumably by absorption into the depleted ranks of the

/others
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others, thus producing in the nevf units lack of unity and efficiency
and inducing denoralisation; and the percentage of unserviceability
was high, resulting not only from damage during air attacks but also
from a poor maintenance organisation, which whs aggravated by the
failure of the Italian air frames and aero engines to stand up to
the stress of war conditions,

between Solium and Derna were being denied the enemy and he was
already withdrawing his bombers west to Gastel Benito with advanced
aerodromes at Benghazi and Maraua.
the British armies, the Italians were forced to abandon approximate
ly eighty aerodromes and landing grounds, thirty of v/hich were knovm
to be operationally suitable.
Tripolitania the number of prepared aerodromes decreased.

All the airfields on the flat ground

As Gyrenaica swiftly fell to

As they drew west of Derna and into

A.M. -ff.I.S.

No. 76

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 32

A.M. ¥.1.3.

No. 76

They agreed
that the capture of Benghazi and the reduction of the Dodecanese
were of the utmost importance.

The Commandei's-in-Chief reviewed the situation.

But they stressed the danger of
extending our commitments in the present situation,
risks had been justifiable when dealing with an unenterprising

Even then the war had been conducted on an irreducible

Previously

enemy,

minimum force which was in fact well below the danger line.

Already the air defence problem was formidable.
Cyrenaica (v/hen the occupation was completed) including the base
at Benghazi, whose retention might well depend on adequate air

protection, were in the van of the air frontier; Egypt, Haifa
and Suez were threatened from the Dodecanese,

was captured the fighter defence of Egypt would have to be main

tained. . The A.O.G.-in-C., found it difficult enough to stretch

the fighter resources to meet the commitments he already had to
cover land bases and sea lanes.

Malta,

Until the latter

Accepting that Malta must be buttressed against the German .

air attacks from Sicily, six Hurricanes v/ith long-rarigs tanks, flev/
on 29th January from Egypt after being delayed for several days by
bad weather.

73 Squadron
O.E.B.

29.1 .41 .

The _C_ajgture_ of* D^na

It was suggested by General O'Connor during the second week

in January at a conference in Cairo that after the fall of Tobruk,
El Mechili should be attacked as an immediate threat to the

Italian positions in the hilly coastal belt. The Brigade Group
at Melchili v/itli a hundred and sixty tanks and the 60th Division
east of Dsrna comprised the remainder of the Italian forces in

Cyrenaica.
until the force at Mechili was eliminated,

issued on 23rd January for the 7th Armoured Division to advance on
Mechili while the 6th Australian Division invested Dema.

The plan adopted was to contain the enemy at Dema
Orders were therefore

R.D.M.IO

No.202 Group had novf moved forward to establish its head

quarters at Sidi Mabmoud with Nos. 73 and later 274 fighter squadrons
at Gazala, and No.3 R.A.A.Ih and No.208 Amy Co-operation squadrons
at Tmimi. One of the great difficulties of moving forward was to

obtain sufficient supplies of peti'ol and bombs. The arrival of
the German Air Eorce'’had made precarious the use of Tobruk, Bardia
and Solium, and enemy mines hampered our, use of the ports. ' Air
Commodore Collishaw also complained that the bombs and^petrol for
the R.A.P. \rere loaded at the bottom of the ships, making it more
difficult to obtain these items quickly,
resorted to bringing petrol and bombs up the long route from Mersa

Fortunately lai*ge quantities of
These windfalls

The R.A.P. consequently

Matruh to the Tobruk area.

Italian aviation petrol and bombs were captured,

R.D.M.3

were immediately appropriated by the R.A.P.

/By
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By agreenient between General Wavell find Air Chief Marshal
Longmore the operations of No.202 Group yrere directed wholly
against enemy aerodromes during the week following the fall of
Tobruk. Maraua Ironding ground was principally attacked, also
Derna, Apollonia aud Barce, where on 25th January enemy fighters
made one of their rare appearances and effectively prevented
bombers reaching the target, El Magrun and Solluch, But the
effort was sratJl; less than that expended during the first day
of the attack on Tobruk.

Our

A.M. S.I.S.

No. 74

On 23rd and 24th January the enemy strongly reinforced
with armoured troops, bringing the estimated total up to

9,000. Air photographs of the position v/ere taken and it was
found that there was an incomplete perimeter camp north of the
fort and a defensive knoll to the west. On the night 26/27th the
Italians unexpectedly withdrew from Mechili, managing to elude the
7th Armoured Division, thus leaving Derna exposed and the route to
Benghazi open. Air reconnaissance on 27th January, having indi
cated that the bulk of the eiiemy's force was withdrav/ing along the
El Mechili-El Paidia track, R.A.P, harrassed the retreating
Italian columns during the evening. Meanwhile the 6th Australian
Division increased pressure on Derna which the Italians evacuated
by davm on_30th January although they still held their positions
on the Wadi Derna for a short time.

IIJ 6/48

M.E. W.I.S.

No. 33
On 30th January and 1st February, Blenheims concentrated on

■bombing Barce aerodrome, carrying out twenty-eight sorties in the
two days. On most occasions A,A. was
inflicted on the airfield and hangars.

non-existent and damage was

The Rout of the Italians from Cyrenaica

Air reconnaissance on 3rd February provided definite evidence '
that the enemy was vdthdrawing further. Large columns of M.T.
protected by A.A. were moving westward in the Slonta area and
photographic reconnaissance showed about sixty tanks entrained at
Barce. A marked lull in enemy air operations suggested that the

R.D.M. 10

aerodromes south of Benghazi were being abandoned. Further west
strategic reconnaissance revealed continuous westward movement on
the roads, indicating that a full scale enemy retreat from Cyrenaica
had^begun. There was scarcely any shipping in Benghazi harbour and
Benina aerodrome was practically empty of aircraft, and there were
no signs of any ground defences for the town,
was decided at a Command Conference at Bomba to put into operation
at once the plan to move an armoured force across the desert to cut
the road south of Benghazi, General O'Connor therefore despatched
the 7th Armoured Division towards Msus vflth all available
so that it could operate from their either against Soluch
Agedabia, Meanwhile the Australian Division advancing on Benghazi
secured a line through Cyrene and El Paida, but the enepy had
broken contact.

On this evidence it

resources,
or

R.D.M. 7

A.O.C. No,202 Group fully supported the proposal to continue
the advance to Benghazi without a halt,
establish Air Forces in the Benghazi area whence important military
objectives in Italy and also Tripoli the only North African port
remaining to the Italians could be bombed from the air,
point of view of air defence our occupation of the whole of
Cyrsnaica would place the Italian Air Force in Libya out of range
of the Delta, Air Commodore Collishaw believed that these
siderations outweighed the shortage of petrol, ammunition and
rations in the forward area,. The R.A.F. therefore had to rely to
an increasing extent upon captured enemy petrol .and bomber squad
rons had to remain at their existing bases owing to the difficulty
of transport and moving bombs forward.

He was anxious to

From the

con-

R.D.LI./7

/The
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The R.A.F, were already bombing and straffing with fighters
all inoveaent on the roads between Derna and Benghazi to hamper the
retreat. The ra-ilway at Barce was bombed on the 3rd by threeM.E. W.I.S.

No. 33 aircraft to prevent the movement of the tanks which had been observ

ed and again on the 4th by four Blenheims as the enemy began to
withdraw. Prom 2nd to 4th February, the road and rail communica
tions centering on Paida, Maraua and Barce were repeatedly bombed,
nearly forty sorties by Blenheims being made in the three days.

Table of

Ops.

On 4th February a composite Plight from No. 208 Squadron, made
up of Hurricanes and Lysanders went to Mechili to operate with the
7th Armoured Division which was approaching Zouiet Msus. Already
it was clear from air reconnaissance that the enemy were now moving
in large numbers from Benghazi southwards. Although the Armoured
Division v^as so short of ammunition, petrol and food, a flying
column was despatched to intercept the enemy escaping down the
Bsnghazi-Agedabia road. This column, despite the heavy going and
the narrow margin of supplies, pressed forward until it was astride
the coastal road on the 5th February, while the E.A.F. bombed
Jedabaya airfield at the southern end of the route to prevent the
enemy Air Force interfering. The force had not long to wait before
an unending stream of transport, some five thousand strong were
sighted, approaching■ Beda Fomm, about thirty miles south of Sollui:n*
The Italians were completely surprised, but after the first shock
they tried to break through, supported by strong armoured formations;
The engagement continued fiercely through the 6th February, a day of
squall and blinding rain, and for a while the issue hung in the
balance, but on the following day the battle went in our favour and
the Italians surrendered. As a result of the action the 4th
Armoured Brigade destroyed fifty-one tanks and the force captured
eight thousand prisoners. The battlefield afterwards presented an
endless panorama of mutilated vehicles and abandoned equipment.

W.G. Narra
tive

Meanwhile the 6th Australian Division had moved forward from
Barce toweird Benina, Berka and Benghazi which were attacked from the
air by Wellingtons on the nights of the 4th and 5th February.
Bombs fell amongst aircraft and vehicles and on hangars and barracks,
and on the return journey, columns of M.T. were raked with machine-

In the late afternoon on the 6th a small party ofgun fire.
British and Australian troops entered Benghazi v/ith demands for
surrender,

coastal road occupying Agheila at noon on the 8th.
the British advance into Cyrenaica begun two months earlier during
which a force which never exceeded two divisions had virtually

Further south the 11 th Hussars continued down the
This completed

II J6/48
destroyed nine Italian divisions.

To the support of this remarkable victory the E.A.F. in Egypt
had brought every available aircraft from Hurricanes to Gauntlets,

The important bases in the Delta hadBlenheims and Lysanders.
been stripped of their air defence which was dependent at its thin
nest, period upon a few sea Gladiators of the Fleet Air Arm and
aircraft in reserve, or on a fighter squaidron assembling after its

- ‘ to the Middle East or another awaiting orders to leave for
Even when the German Air Force began laying mines in thepassage 1

Greece.
DO ^,1/2
Ft.Ill 95A

Suez Canal and the danger from the Dodecanese was increasing there
was only one squadron, No»33,»in a defensive role protecting
Alexandria and the Suez Canal.

The achievement of the Middle Bast Air Forces

Apart from the successful advance on land in which the E.A.F.
could justly claim a share, there was much to show purely from the
Air Force angle, that the E.A.F. had achieved a victory of its own.
Throughout the advance as airfields and ports fell into our hands,
there was ample evidence of the material destruction Ti?rought by the

/Eoyal
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Royal Air Force, often in conjunction v^ith naval bonbardaent.
Tobruk, Air Commodore Collishaw reported nineteen ships found out
of action, several of ten thousand tons

A

On enemy aero

t
E.M.D./7

dromes between Solium and Dema more than a hundred aircraft were
found abandoned.

or more.

(Many of these could have been repaired if the
means had been available, but lack of engineering facilities in
the field and lack of protection against dust conditions prevented
the Italians raising their very low degree of serviceability).
In the open desert there v/ere remains of scores of others which
had crashed after combat with the R.A.P. At the seaplane base at
Bomba which had frequently been raided by our bombers^ the wreck
age of a large number of seaplanes, destroyed by bombs and machine-
gun fire, were found. When the landing grounds at Gyrene,
Apollonia, El Faidia, Glqnta', Maraua and Barce were captured more
than sixty damaged enemy aircraft were counted by No.202 Group;
at Benina over a hundred Italian aircraft were taken and at Berka
some fifty odd. Most of these aircraft had been damaged during
R.A.F. attacks and the enemy had not been able to repair them.
In addition a large number of enemy aircraft were found crashed
between Derna and Benghazi. • In all, a total of 1 ,100 damaged
Italian aircraft fell into our hands during the advance into
Cyrenaica. These losses alone crippled the Italian Air Force,
but there were other factors. The aggressive quality of our
pilots soon gave to them a moral ascendancy over their opponents;
the destruction which they wrought in,the air and on the ground
undermined the fighting spirit not only of the Italian air crews
but also in some measure of the troops. Despite their great
numbers the Italian,Air Force was at a very early stage forced on
to the defensive, an attitude which became increasingly prevalent
as R.A.P. successes increased arid the Italians neglected to exploit
their Air power. This moral weakness was in no way counteracted
by any attempt at leadership, although on isolated occasions a few
individual pilots showed determination. When reverses came,
firstly on the .Greek front and later in ,the. Western Desert,
Italian morale declined rapidly. To some extent this was a state
general to the Italian Empire. Reports of defeatism were receiv

ed continually from Italy itself and followirig the,resignation of

Marshal Bagdolio and two other senior generals, it was believed
that there might be a rift in the Fascist structure. , Mr. Churchill

broadcast an appeal to the Italian people to disoiwn their

administration. Attacks were made on Northern Italy by Bomber
Command. But the Italian dictator took heed. Changes were made
in his entourage and he seemed to soraruble back into the saddle;
albeit at the end of a German leading rein.

The defensive policy forced upon the Regia Aeronautica
involved the maintenance of endless fighter patrols over bases and
lines of communication to meet the demands of the Italian generals
for air cover. Exploiting the situation Air Commodore Collishaw
employed his fighters singly over a wide area to attack transport
on the main roads smd aircraft on the, ground. Italian attempts

• to intercept these raiders involved the consumption of an enormous
number of engine hours with very little result. The practice of
our fighters of crossing the coast from seaward at maximum height
and radius and then losing height at high speed on the homeward

journey to shoot up enemy transport columns, prevented the Italians

having any important success. The policy of using fighters indi
vidually might have resulted in serious.casualties at the hands of

an enterprising opponent. As it was fighter squadron casualties
were light. The part played by the fighter squadrons in hampering
movement along the enemy's lines of communication was,an important
factor not only in the relegation of their air force to a protec
tive role, but also in reducing the enemy's ability to withstand
our advance.

/The
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The outstanding success of the bomber force was that it

succeeded in preventing the Italians from using to any great extent
ports betv/een the frontier and Benghazi, thus compelling them to use
the roads which became increasingly strenuous and dangerous,
the experience of the campaign, it seemed that the destruction of
warehouses produced the best return for aerial bombing,
damage otherwise was generally small in comparison with later years
and the destruction of aircraft when well dispersed was better
'achieved by gunfire or by small bombs,
effect of sustained bombing from the air even with such a small
force was great, particularly when continued through the night.

On

Material

On the other hand the moral

Conclusions

This first eight months of war in the Western Desert
brave period in the best chivalric traditions, a period when single
aircraft took on scores and held their own, a period of fearful odds

overcome by fearless pilots, commanded by an enterprising and

sagacious A.O.C. who matched the circumstances in which the R.A.P.

found itself in 1940.

Germans appeared in Afi’ica other qualities perhaps mattered more,
but at this time the offensive spirit of No, 202 Group v/hich was

typified by the A.O.C. laid the foundations of a great air force.

was a

Later when the organisation grew and the

Success had been achieved despite grave disadvantages; with

out the help of the Air Forces of the French Republic or the use of

their airfields in Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco,
air force had been virtually destroyed by a small R.A.F. Group such
as could be housed on three wartime airfields in England; a

signal demonstration of the importance of quality over quantity.

A whole skeleton

The principle underlying the air force strategy was the same as

that of the early plans - to concentrate the full available air

power against the objective best calculated to ensure success in the
battle,

of the Array, but the successful employment of fighters for army
co-operation and the very shortage of this type already pointed
towards their incorporation in the main air force,
operations of the three services had worked out well, but there was
still much for each to learn concerning the employment of the other

arms, not least of the correct role of air forces.

Admittedly there had been an Air Component under command

The combined

This midget British air force had turned to good account the

trial round of Mediterranean operations, while the Italians loitered
beneath the African sun.

the first Stuka bombing raids were beginiiing, the first contingent
of the Afrika Corps were already being shipped to Tripoli, the German

blitz on Malta had begun and Illustrious lay crippled in the Grand
Harbour,

But by the time our troops reached Agheila

The place of the defeated Regia Aeronautica - and it never

fully recovered - was being taken by a more formidable opponent who
was not so easily surprised and would not let an offensive be

marshalled beneath his very nose without interfering from the air,
who could hardly be expected to allow his tanks to be captured while
their crews slept, who would use his air force to prevent the free
movement of our forces behind the lines and who could carry the air
battles to our own aerodromes.

Risks could be taken against a demoralised enemy as had been

shown In the last stages of the Great ?/ar.
have more serious consequences, bluff less effect and ruses were

less likely to succeed.

In future risks would

The main lesson of the campaign was the urgent need to increase

the mobility of our squadrons. Air Marshal Tedder in a covering

/letter
G.181954
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os.8981 letter to A.V^M. Elmhurst's Eeport on the Operations in the Western
Desert (August 194O - February 1941) observes:

"The most racked dpfect.is perhaps the inherent immobility of
our operational units as at present organised. This is no

.  doubt due in part' to the fact' that the basis of our Royal Air
, Force orgariisation had been the building up of  a "Horne Deferce"
Air Force organised for economy reasons on a■station basis.
In. consequence the Ar;iy Co-operation Squadrons- have proved to

■  be. the only squadrons.reasonably organised for and trained in
operating independently. In the Western Desert campaign as
in the operations in other theatres of war in the Middle East,
it has been necessary to move units forward over long
distances over very bad roads or over desert, and also to
push forward flights or even whole squadrons to refuel and
operate from advanced landing grounds for particular
tions.

opera-
The. organisation of- our squadrons is quite unsuited

to such-conditions. They have neither the transport (air
■M/T) nor the personnel to operate efficiently. The C.O's
flight commanders and crev/s under present conditions have to
perform .administrative and 'maintenance duties which impose far
too heavy a burden on them when added'to active operations.
What is needed is. ,an administrative and maintenance organisa
tion which will relieve the flying personnel and operational
staffs of administrative and maintenance responsibilities."

or

T/arning Qrganisation

"A second point v/hich emerged was the need for the maintenance
in the front line, whether in advance or retreat, of a report
ing and warning, organisation and sector control for the
tion of fighters, and A.A. defences.

opsra-
Again and again the lack

of such an immediate organisation was apparent at Solium, at
Tobruk and finally at Benghazi,
and E.D.F. facilities and fighter sector control should'alwrays
be in a position on the frdnt line whether' in advance "

Wireless observation units

Air Vice Marshal Elmhurst who was commissioned to report on the in
structive aspects of the campaign confirms that the
allowed to get into their stride.

enemy were never
Their air force and their supply

system were consistently' -heimmered both by day -and by night up to the
extreme limit of endurance of the Royal.Air Force aircraft and crews.
The failure in morale and the subsequent collapse of the Italian Air
Force v/as due mainly to this hammering, and later to the dally fear
that their aerodromes might be surprised and captured by the British
Army.

Throughout the operations every effort was made by No,202 Group
to mystify, mislead and surprise the enemy,
obviously successful in the. tactical sphere.and also in making the
Italians believe.that our ,air forces.were'much larger than they
The arrival in December of the fcv/ additional Hurricanes caught the
Italians unavrares and they were,unable to organise any successful
oounter-ineasures, a failure which had disastrous efTects cn their morale.

These efforts ?/ere

v/ere.

It was a remarkable achievement that the R.A.F, squadrons
able to continue operations at very high pressure even when they
were separated by distances of over :a hundred miles from their supply
bases. Credit for this rests both,with the pilots and the ground
staffs (including Air Stores Parks- ,,and :Repair, end Salvage Unit) who
made desperate efforts to keep the aircraft sur
bombs in spite of the strain.

were

.pplied with petrol and
In this'connection’the Heavy Bomber

Wing, which was established on a, non-mobile basis in the canal zone,
experienced, difficulties, in providing adequate-Services at the
advanced landing grounds, v/hich they were cbnptelled,to use for re
fuelling, rearming and servicing the Wellingtons, as v/ell as defend
ing, supplying, housing and feeding ground ,staff and visiting crews.

These 'lessons .of nobility, organisation, of army co-operation in
which the difficulty of knowing where Our troops were and identifying
then was a considerable xJi’oblemp of’ cemmuhi'dations and anti-aircraft
defence were only beginning to be ex^dored. But this first campaign
provided some of the experience on v/hich iraprov-ement could be based;
for these operations had exercised our ingenuity and restricted’ '
resources to the utmost limit.
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EiRL’ IV

T!5E BRITISH RE'TRELlT PROM aGHBIIA TO THE PROETIER

PSBRUARI - APRIL 1941

SECTION I

INTRODUCTOHI - SITUATION POLLOWING THE CONQUEST

OP CYREMIOA

Tripoli or Greece?

The fall of Benghazi on 6 February 1941, and the
establishnaent of a line at El Agheila to the south-west of

the port marked the end of the first British offensive in the

Western Desert#(1) Since the beginning of the advance on
9 December 1940, the results achieved had far outstripped
even the most optimistic forecasts. In two months the
Italians had been forced to abandon their strongholds and air

fields in Cyrenaica and had been driven back over three
hundred miles from the Egyptian frontier. As the British
pressed steadily forward, capturing large numbers of vehicles,
armour, stores and prisoners, and as objectives further and
further to the westTvard came within their grasp, the possibi
lity of continuing the advance to Tripoli began to be

recognised.

EventsThis project was not to be attained however,
on the northern shores of the Mediterranean had already made

their iri^act on the Desert war, v/hen, in November 1940,
R.A.P. Squadi'ons had been sent to aid Greece in insisting an
Italian invasion.

Balkans became apparent, vifhen German troops began massing
along the Greco - Bulgarian frontier. The British forces in
tlie Middle East were the only ones available to provide
assistance and a choice load to be made between continuing

the Desert offensive and sending troops to the Balkans.
The latter alterrative was chosen, and, after Benghazi, the
advance v/as called to a halt.

Early in 1941 a new threat to the

Gro'wth of Pro-Greek Policy

Reports of German troop movements along the Bulgarian
frontier of Roumania had just reached London early in

January, when the British forces in tlie Desert had yet to
take Tobruk,

vrould make an advance on Thrace through Bulgaria in the near
future.

A.O.G.-in-G. Middle East tliat the Prime Minister v/as con-

teiiplating the dispatch of further air assistance to Greece,
and on the I0th the Gommanders-in-Ghief were informed that

His Majesty's Government had decided it was essential to

give the Greeks the maximum possible assistance, with the

object of ensuring that they resisted German demands by
force.

It was thought probable then that the Germans

On 8 January, the Ghief of Air Staff warned theWar Gabinet

Hist. Series

B.I. (Pinal)
(56)

Ibid. (40)

(l) For dispositions see Map 6.
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This decision Tvas made very largely for political ends.
It ■was considered that the extent and effectiveness of British
aid to the Greeks ■would be a deterniining factor in the
attitude of Turkey, and would influence both the United S-tates
of America, and Russia, The Chiefs of Staffs recognized that
this decision vrould mean "that assistance to Greece must take
priority over all operations in the Middle East once Tobruk
had been taken, since help for the Greeks would have to come,
in the first instance at least, entirely from the Middle East
Command. They considered, however, that this need not
prevent an advance to Benghazi, if all went well.

The reaction of the Commander-in-Chief to the Government’s
decision ■was not favourable. It was suggested in Cairo thatIbid (42)
the German concentration vas a move designed to help Italy by
upsetting Greek nerves and inducing the British to disperse
their forces in the Middle East, thus stopping the ad^vance in
Libya,
the Prime Minister, who gave, as proof, de-tails of the informa
tion available.

This suggestion, however, -was emphatically refuted by

His instructions to the Commanders-in-Chief

Ibid (44)

were that nothing -was to be allowed to hamper the capture of
Tobruk, but that thereafter all operations in Libya must be
subordinated to aiding Greece,

Moderation of Policy due to Greek hesi-bation and the ax’rival
of the Luftwaffe in I-baly

In order to effect an agreement writh the Greeks, the
G.0,C.-in-G. and A.O.O.-in-C. flew to Athens in mid-January,
Directly discussions began, however, it became clear that the
Greeks vrere not convinced that a Germs.n attack -was inevits.ble
and were very anxious to avoid all measures that might provoke

Consequently, while they were ready to receive f;irther
assistance in the air,("I) in the shape of three squadrons
already promised, they -were unwilling to allow British troqps
to land in the Salonika area before a German attack had been
launched,

help necessitated a reconsideration of policy since the oliances
cf successful intervention by an expeditionary force would be
very considerably reduced if it were not already prepared and
in position to repel the at-back when it came.
Air Commanders were therefore instructed to accept no comit-
ments involving the dispatch of an expeditionary force to
Greece until the War Cabinet had had an oppor-tunity to review
the situation.

it.

This unexpected reception of the British offer of

The Army and
Ibid (54)

At this moment a general reconsideration of policy -was
rendered all the more necessary by the introduction of a new
factor into -the Mediterranean theatre. For some time past
reports had been circulating that Luftwaffe units were being
established in Italy. On 10 January these reports were con
firmed, -v/hen units of the Royal Navy escorting  a convoy hear
Ifel-ta were heavily attacked by German bombers and Stukas,(2)

Ibid (62) The conclusions of the Defence Committee on the new
si-tuation were communicated to the Comraanders-in-Chief on

(1) The R.A.P. had been operating against the Italians in
Greece since Novembei- 1940.
An account of the attack can be found in the

A.H.B. Narrative, The Middle East Campaigns, Volume XI,
mita.

(2)
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It v/as decided that the capture of 3engl:iazi v®.s21 January.
now of the greatest importance, as the port was needed as a

strongly defended naval and air base from which attacks could
Importance wasbe made on the Italo-Libyan supply routes,

also at'bached to the early capture of the Dodecanese, since it
was feared that unless the British took possession of these

islands, the Germans T/yould establish themselves there in force*

Finally it was agreed that a strategic reserve must be created
in the Middle East with a view to rendering assistance to

Turkey or Greece within the next two months.

The End of the Offensive in Oyrenaica

Tobruk fell on 21 January, and preparations were made to

continue the advance to Benghazi,
estiiiiated that the port might be reached by the end of

February, but on 4th, the enemy was reported to be making a
hurried withdrawal i'rom Gyrene, and the British advance was

accelerated despite incomplete preparations,
occupied on 6 February and forward units reached Jedabya to the
south on the same day. Jfeny Italian troops were cut offhand
either killed or captured during the retreat, and the C.-in-<J»
considered that the extent of the enemy’s defeat at Benghazi
indicated that Tripoli might yield to a small force if this

were dispatched without undue delay.

At discussions in London, hovrever, the opinion v/as main

tained th-at owing to the iiraiiinence of a German attack in the
Balkans it was essential to concentrate all the available
forces in the Delta in preparation for the move to Europe*
It was decided that in the Western Desert, Benghazi should be

heU with the minirntmi forces necessary for a secure flank for

Egypt. Operation Mandibles, the capture of the Dodecanese,
Vi/as still considered of the first importance and was to be

undertaken at the earliest possible moment.

By 30 January the O.-in-G.

Benghazi Yra.s

Ibid (71)

Ibid (86)

Ibid (99)

War Gabinet.

Hist. Series.

B.1. (Final)
(103)

roid 3.2(Firiil)
(2)

Thus the first British offensive in the Desert was brought
In the advance to Benghazi more than 300 milesto an end.

from the frontier, all the . important ports along the

Gyrenaican seaboard had been captured. There still remained,
however, in enemy hands, the vital port of Tripoli through
VYhich the Axis poYfers could reinforce and revive the Italian

In the existing state of crisis in Southern Europe,
hoY\rever, the risk of an enemy build up in Africa was con

sidered more acceptable than a German occupation of the Ballcan

XJeninsula.
witlidraYWi from Gyrenaica, leaving behind only a small defensive

force, and the formation of a reserve for the Ballcans was com

menced in Egypt.

forces.

The buUc of the British forces was therefore

■Reorganisation of the Desert Forces

FolloY,ring the decision that the advance should not be con
tinued beyond Benghazi, and that all available forces should
be formed into a reserve for Greece, it Yms the first task of
the Coiramnders-in-Chief to reorganise and redistribute their
forces,
resume the offensive it YYOuld be at least tYvo months after the
landing of a German force at Tripoli before an advance could be
commenced, and that, 'bherefore, it was unlikely there would be

threat to the British position in Gyrenaica before

General T/avell estimated that if the eneii:iy were to

a serious

Ifar Cabinet
Narrative

Regarding the Italian Air Force, Air IfershalMay 1941.
Longmore considered that it had been so depleted as to be
incapable of offering any serious threat for the time being.
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In these circumstances it was considered strategically
sound to carry out large reductions in the Desert forces.
G.O.C.-in-C. considered that a garrison of one armoured brigade
and one division would be sufficient as a flank guard in

Cyrenaica, and that it would be safe to form these of con^sara-
tively untrained and unequipped troops, so long as training and
equipping would be completed by Jfe.y.
hoped, at least one Indian division from the Sudan would be

available as reinforcement. The army units which had taken

part in the advance had consisted of the 7th Armoured and 6th
Australian Divisions.

The

By that time, it was

The former had been fighting

I

I

continuously for over eight months, and mechanically, T/as incap
able of further action.

Cyrenaican cajtipaign from Bardia to Benghazi, and was seasoned,
fully equipped andhad not suffered many casualties,
decided to withdraw both divisions from Oyrenaica, the fomer

for refit and the latter for employment in Greece, and to

replace them by the 2nd Armoured Division less one brigade and
one support group, and the 9th Australian Division, which had

recently arrived in Egypt and was only partially trained and

equipped.

The latter had tsken part in the

It was

Of the air squadrons in Egypt and Cyrenaica several had

already been promised to Greece, and it was the intention of
the A.O.C.-in-G. to form a 'Balkan reserve’ of other squadrons

The first move vsas the withdrawal of No. 202 Groupin Eg3q)t.

A.M. Longmore's
Dispatch
(A.H.B./lIJi/8)

from Solium to the Delta, together v/ith Nos. 45 a-nd 113
Squadrons (Blenheims) and No. 274 Squadron (Hurricanes) from the
Sollum-Bardia area. These were followed, in late February by
.  208 Army Co-operation Squadron (lysanders and Hurricanes)

from Gambut, v/hich was replaced by No. 6 A.C. Squadron of which
two flights were already in Oyrenaica, the remainder of the

squadron being transferred from Aqir (Palestine).

No

H. Q. C3n?enaica was formed at Barce on 25 February under the

command of Group Captain L.O. Brown, and the squadrons remaining
in Gyrenaica in lEarch were subsequently disposed as follows ;-

No. 3 R.A.A.F. Squadron which had been rearmed with
Hurricanes v/as located at Benina for the defence of Bengl:iazi,
and No. 73 Squadron (already earmarked for Greece), at first
located at Gazala, ms moved on 14 March to Bu Amud to defend
the Tobruk area. These two squadrons were controlled by
No. 258 Fighter Control V/ing, which iiad its Headquarters at

Benghazi and a rear Headquarters at El Adem, near Tobruk. On
12 J./iarch the Headquarters at Benghazi became Advanced
Headquarters, and the main Headquarters moved back to Tobruk,
absorbing the Rear Headquarters.

The Headquarters and one Lysander Flight of No. 6 A.G.
Squadron were at Barce v^rhile the Hurricane Flight was at

Jedabya co-operating with the 2nd Armoured Division. The

second Lysander flight vfas in the Delta area, but returned to

the Desert on I5 l\'!arch to co-operate with the Australian Army
units investing Jarabub. After the capture of that place it
joined the squadron at Barce on 28 March.

Radar Defence consisted of two Mobile Radio Units, No. 216
at Benghazi and No. 235 at Tobruk.

The only bomber squadron under the control of H.Q.
Cyrenaica was No. 55 Squadron with Blenheim TV’s. During Jfe.roh

this squadron exchanged six of its aircraft for six fighter
Blenhiem TV's for low-flying attacks on enemy airfields.
Besides being the only bomber squadron available, this squadron
was the only one with aircraft of sufficient range to carry out

Unit O.R.B.s
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strategic reconnaissance in Tripolitania, and in this respect
particularly its coiranitments vrere very heavy.

The Tifellington Scpiidrons of No. 257 Wing (Nos» 37j 38 and
70 Squadrons) were sometimes available to ce.rry out operations
in Tripolitani^i, but they liad other commitments, not only in
support of the campaign in Greece, but also in operations
against the Dodecanese, for it tos from airfields on these

islands that Axis aircraft were operating against the Suez

Canal and against shipping.

For the defence of the Delta there was only one fighter

squadron availiible. No. 274 Squadron, Hurricanes,

Geripan Policy - The Decision to Intervene

The establishiment of German Army and Air Forces in the

Mediterranean theatre during the early months of 194'!, 'vra.s
undoubtedly instigated by the British offensive in the Desert.

On 12 November 19^iD, in Directive No. 18, Hitler stated that

intervention by Geman forces in North africa touM not be con

sidered until the Itali£>.ns had reached Mt.truh, and tliat even
then German air forces would not be instituted there until the

Italians had set up the necessary air bases,
hovirever, the day follov/ing the conmiencement of the British

offensive, Hitler issued the following orders

On 10 DecemberFuiehrer

Conferences on

Naval Affairs

(A.H.B./IIK/64)
German aircraft formtions will operate as soon as

possible from the south of Italy in the battle in the
Mediterranean, for a limited time.

Their most inportant task is to attack the British
Navy, particularly in the port of Aleiisandria but also in

the Suez Canal, v/here attacks are to be made on enemy
shipping and in the straits between Sicily and the north
coast of Africa.

Owing to the critical situation in the Mediterranean,
however, it may became necessary to operate in the
Ionian or Aegean. For this reason operations are to be

carried out with the entire understanding of the Italian
High Command.

Since Gei-many is not at vra.r ¥/ith Greece it is of
prime importance there shall be no operations directed
solely at Greece.

Enemy Documents

A.H.B.(6)
During December Fliegerkorps X \ra.s moved from Norv/ay to

the Mediterranean and its operational Headquarters was

es'tablished at Gkrtania in Sicily. This 'wa.s a significant
move as the Command had had experience in controlling overseas

opera-tions where units were scattered over a wide area. It

\vas led by General Geisler, with Colonel Harlinghausen, the

anti-shipping expert, as Chief of Staff. The latter left how
ever in March 1941.

The British had heard rumours of German troop movements

into Italy since mid-December, but it was not until early in
January tiiat it was definitely Icnown that German aircraft had
arrived tiiere.

formed in Sicily comprising up to two hundred bombers, includ

ing Heinlcel 111 and Junkers 87 or 88.

It was then believed that a force was being

The presence of a
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ilarge force of such bombers in Sicily was confirmed on

10 January, the day of the dive-bombing attack on  a convoy near
I,felta.(1)

The Bi'itish estimate of the bomber force tlie Germans

intended to build up in Sicily was accurate enough.
12 January the full strength of Pliegerkoips X was:

On

ServiceableStrength

121Bomber and bomber-recce 151

B)ive-bomber 80 43

164231Total Bomber

I16Fighter 34

265 180Grand Total

By no means all of the Pliegerkorps had completed the move from

Norvmy however,(2) and on 12 January the distribution of German
aircraft in Sicily was;

III/LG 1

Il/lG 1

1(P) 121

ii/kg 26

1 Ju.88Catania

4 Ju.88

6 Ju.88

28 He.Ill

Trapani 1 Do.17St.G3

44 Ju.87St.G 3

KG 26 1 He.111

iii/kg 26

IIl/ZG 26

3 He.111Comiso

25 lfe.110Palermo

5 Ju.87St.G 3

118Total

Hitler's

Conferences on

Naval affairs

(A.H.B./IIK/64)

At conferences on 8 and 9 January, Hitler gave further
He v/as determined toexplanations of his Mediterranean policy,

prevent Italy from losing North Africa, but he considered it was
no longer possible for Italy or Genmany to open an offensive

against Alexandria or Egypt with any success,
stated tiiat German army formations were to be transferred there

as soon as possible, equipped virith anti-tank guns, mines, heavy
tanks, and heavy and light Anti-aircraft guns,
vrere to be put under the command of Rommel. (3)

However, he

These forces

Mentioned on Page 96,
The build-up of l^iegerkorps X in Sicily in Jan/Peb is
indicc'-ted at Appendix XXX-•

(5) A Hitler directive of 5 February 1941 on the Conduct of
German Troops in Italian Theatres of War is given at
Appendix XXVTI.
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Hitler expected good results from the eniployrient of the

Luftwaffe in the Mediterranean, which in North Africa would be

stationed as far forward as Benghazi; if Libya was success

fully defended by the Axis a large scale offensive against
Alexandria might be possible later, but probably not before

the winter of 1942. This defensive policy in North Africa

was typical of Hitler’s attitude towards tlie Middle East war
at that time. The Fuehrer was convinced that the situation

in Europe could no longer develop unfavourably for Germany
even if the Axis lost the whole of North Africa; an attitude

of mind which, doubtless, was greeted virith little enthusiasm

by his ally. However, the orders given in Directive 22 on

11 Janiiary provided encouragement for the Italians. They
were:-

(a) The O.-in-G. Army is to form a regiment designed to
combat British Tank Divisions and to render
valuable assistance to our Allies in the defence of

Tripoli.

Top Level
Directive of

the German

Armed Forces

(A.H.E./nGl/67)(A)

(b) The X Pliegerkorps will retain Sicily as an opera
tional base.

English naval forces and sea routes between the west
and east Mediterranean.

Its most important task is to attack

(c) In addition, by using intermediate landing grounds
in Tripolitania the necessary conditions are to be
created for direct support of the Army Group under
Graziani, by attacking the enemy’s disembarkation
ports and supply bases on the west Egyptian coast
and in 03rrenaica.

At a conference between Hitler and Mussolini on 19 arid

20 January it v/as agreed it was desirable to dispatch the

forces assimed to Tripoli as soon as possible (Operation
Sonnenblume), They were to be sent out about 15 February,
and on their arrival were to be used immediately in combat

against the British armoured divisions, in the final effort to

resist the advance. Transports to Albania were cancelled so

that the reinforcements to Tripoli could be carried through in
the shortest possible time. On 6 February in a Keitel
Directive the German Air force was ordered, in addition to the

tasks already mentioned above

(a) To attack British supply shipments along the North
African Coast.

(b) To combat enemy forces advancing westwards in
Gyrenaica.

(°) To smash the concentrations of eneiny tank and
motorised units advancing in Western Cyrenaica by
using all available forces and the heaviest bombs.

The directive continued

For this purpose. Air Force Units, with their own
fighter and A.A. defences can be transferred to North
Africa, if necessary withdrawing them from warfare
against the British Isles
Furthermore it is the task of the Air Force, together
with the Italian Air Force to protect German

sea transports against attacks by enen^r air and naval
forces
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The transport of the Army unit designated for Libya is

to get under -way and be carried out as quickly as possible.
Contrary'- to previous plans the unit is to be reinforced
with tanks Plans should be made to bring the force
up to strength by means of a panzer division reinforced
with defence forces.

On 7 February shortly before Rommel's departure for North
Haider's Diary Africa a conference was held between him and Haider, the German

Chief of Army Staff, and it was agreed that the main task in
the Desert was to make sure that Graziani did not retreat on

Tripoli without a fight. On 10 February Rommel left Munich for
Rome, and the following day held conferences with the Italian

Generals Guzzoni and Roatta, when certain changes of plan were
agreed. The most important of these related to the defence of

Libya, which ms no longer to be baaed on Tripoli. On
12 February Rommel arrived in Tripoli and German proposals for a
more forward defence v/ere examined in detail.

(A.H.B.6)

D.A.K. Diary
A.H.B.(6)

At conferences with General Roatta concerning the enploy-
ment and command of air forces it was decided that the Italian

air forces Yirere to be amalgamated with the German and that

requests foi* their enplojmient were to be drawn up by Rommel and
forwarded to the Italian G.~in-0. General Gariboldi.

21 February the commander of the 5th Light Division, General

Streioh, and the commander of the Fliegerlcoips X, General

Geissler, arrived in Tripoli,
follows

On

General Geissler's task was as

(a) To move his airfields up as close as possible to the
front.

(b) t© reconnoitre and discover enemy dis-Primary task;
positions and strength in Cyrenaica.

(o) Prevent the establishment of bases along the coast and
close to the front.

(a) Destruction of enemy air forces in Cyrenaica.

(e) Prepare to counter the expected enemy attack.

(f) Close oo-operation with Italian air forces.

During the evening of 21 February Hitler's instruction arrived

that the German forces in Libya were to be called the German

Africa Corps. On the following day co-operation between
Fliegerkorps X and the German land forces vra,s discussed, but

owing to the absence of orders from Berlin it was not possible
to place Fliegerkorps X directly under Rommel. Towards the end

of the month plans were made for the forward movement of German

and Italian army units early in larch, but in the meantime
operations were confined to air attacks on British positions in
Cyrenaica and patrol activity in the El Agheila and El Nofilia

areas. Thus as early as I’ebruary plans and preparations for a

renewed effort in the Desex’t were underway. It remained to be
seen wrhether or not these would mature within the two months

estimated by General Wavell.
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SECTION II

THE ENElff BUILD UP

Early Reconnaissance Reports

The intervention of Gencan air units in the Desert Battle

became apparent inmediately after the fall of Benghazi, and
within another two weeks there was evidence of the presence of

German ground fox’ces in Tripolitania.
onwards machine gun at'tacks by Me«1l0‘s against ground troops,
M.T. and airfields in theBenghazi-Agheila area were reported,
and enemy bombing attacks against Cyrenaica took place daily.
Details of reconnaissance by Nos. 208 and 55 Squadrons are not

available up to 18 February, but as early as 7 February, a

report had been received tliat petrol was being laid down at

Tamet, and that the Germans vrould use this airfield as an^
operational base. On 15 February R.A.F. Headquarters, Itiddle
East instructed No.202 Group that when refuelling facilities
were available at Benghazi, \?ellingtons should be used for

attacks on shipping at Tripoli(1j and airfields in the Tripoli
area, particularly those occupied by German units, and on the
lyth it was again emphasised that the accumulation of reports
regarding the movement of German forces into Tripoli made the

regular reconnaissance of Tripoli shipping of great ijiportance.

On 19 February air rexoorts stated that the road between
Sirte and klisurata was congested T/ith troops moving west but

on the 25th a Blenheim of No.55 Squadron reported columns of

motor transport moving eastasards towards Agheila.
and 2i|- February reconnaissance reports indicated that German

light armoured units were operating in the forvra.rd area, and
.  on the 24th British Army units near Agheila fired on an enemy
patrol which was believed to be German,
convoy of I50 to 200 motor transport v;as reported moving south
from Tauorga towards El Gheddahia, and on the 26th I50 motor
transport were reported between Misurata and Buerat, another

100 in the Sirte area, 60 in the Nofilia area and 50 in the
Hassan area.

From 10 February

On 21,22

On 25 FeTsruary a

H.Q. R.A.P.

M.E., O.R.B.,
App. 10
Air Staff

Ibid. App. 25.

Enemy Air Activity Precludes the Use of Benghazi as a

Sux^ly Port.

At this stage, far the most serious result of the parti
cipation of the Luftwaffe ih the Desert battle, was its

successful operations against Benghazi harbour, which early
denied the port to shipping. The main problem of the British

li establishing a base at Benghazi lay in the fact that,
because of the withdrawal of air and army units for Greece,
there were insufficient defences for the adequate protection of

more than one supply port. For this reason, and because the

harbour at Benghazi had been badly dan:aged by our air attacks

and could not yet be used fully, Tobruk remained the chief

(1) Only one raid was carried out against Libya by heavy
bombers during February. This took place on the night of

24/25th when four Wellingtons of N»70 Squadron attacked
Tripoli with nine of N0.I48 Squadron from Malta. The
smallness of the effort v/as due largely to bad weather.
In addition enemy bombing raids on Benghazi in the morn

ing and evening made refuelling very dangerous, so that
there were no operations between I5 and 22 February.

No. 257 Wing
O.R.B.
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supply port for the tme-being. Its air defences included
A.A. guns, a flight of No. 73 (Hurricane) squadron based at
El Adera and controlled by No. 258 (Fighter Control) Y/ing, and
tvYo M.R.U.s, Nos. 216 and 235* On 6 February, when plans were
being made for the defence of Bengliazi, No, 202 Group Y/as
instructed to move neither M.R.U. from the Tobruk area until the

future position of the main supply base had been settled, but

on the 10th, No. 3 R.a.A.F. (Hurricane) Squadron moved forward
from Iv5artuba to Benina, the main airfield at Benghazi, YYith the

dual task of defending Benghazi and operating in the forward
area around El agheila.

H.Q., R.A.F.,
M.E., O.R.B.
Air Staff

AppK, 10
Ebb, 1941

Meara/hile it ms the intention of the Commandsr-in-Chief

Mediterranean to begin clearing Benghazi harbour as soon as

possible, and to run occasional convoys to the port with sup
plies, and a clearance party, imder the command of the Senior
Naval Officer Inshore Squadron, reached Benghazi from Tobruk on
12 February, The arrival of the naval vessels was the signal
for the commencement of Germn air attacks on harbour and town,
and although on a small scale, these were sufficiently effec
tive to cause the naval commander to press on I4 February for

the provision b3'' the military’' authorities of -the maximum poss
ible A.A. for the harbour. On the same day it was decided at a

meeting at Headquarters No. 202 Group, to move forv/ard part of
No. 258 Wing from Tobruk to Benghazi, and Tfith it one of the
M.R.U.s. This left Tobruk YYith only one M.R.U. 'No. 235» which
at that time liad a limited cover of about 90°; hoYTever steps
were being -taken to in^irove this. On I5 February, General

Ydlson, General Officer Commanding, Cyrenaica, asked that
Benghazi should be made the chief supply port instead of Tobruk,
since he Yvas unable to provide adequate A.A. to defend both

places. This proposal the Comraander-in-Ohief Mediterranean
refused to accept, but he s-tated that he would run an oocs-sional

convoy to Benghazi provided there was sufficient A.A. available

virhile the ships were unloaded. The convoy Afl1 had in fact
already left Alexandria for Benghazi and Yms due to arrive on
18 February, and the naval commander at Benghazi therefore again
urged upon the military authorities the nscessi-fcy for providing
adequate A.a. by then. The Na-val Coinraander-in-Chief *s deci

sion had in fact, brought about a situation in which
considerable defences v/ere required for both Tobruk and

Bengliazi, although it Yvas knoYvn that these could not be found

without great difficulty.

On I7 February, the monitor H.M.S, Terror arrived at
Benghazi to augment -the defences, but in the absence of a radar

vra.rning system neither A,A. guns nor fighters Yirere able to

achieve any appreciable successes against the enemy -raiders,
YY'hich, although not strong in numbers, were able to deliver

their attacks YYith considerable accuracy. No. 3 R.xl.A.P.
Squadron main-ta.ined s-banding patrols over the port as far as was

possible, but because of its varied comn'iitments the strength of
-bhe patrols Yra.s us-ually lirdted to one or -two aircraft. On

19 February in view of the persis-bence of enemy air activity the
squadron was reht-iforced by a flight of No, 73 Squadron from

Tobruk, and the proposed move of -the latter squadron to Greece
Yvas cancelled. Meanwhile No. 216 M.R.U, was on its Yvay to
BenglTazi, but it was not a highly mobile unit, and progress vi®.s
sloY--;-.

Na-va 1 Narra t ive .

No. 258 Wing
O.R.B.

Naval Narrative

Admiralty Ref.
M. 0989/42
Operations in
Support of the
Army off the
Western Desert.

Nos. 3 & 73
Sqdn. O.R.B.s.

Because of the unsatisfactory nature of the air defence,
the Senior No^val Officer, Inshore Squadron, diverted two of the
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four ships of convoy AC1 to Tobruk, but v/hen the remaining two

arrived at Benghazi on 18 February, no unloading was possible
because of the alarm aroused among the local labour by the

Since, under existingincreasing scale of enemy air activity,

Naval Narrative

Admiralty Ref.
M. 0989/42
Operations in
Support of the
Army off the
Western Desert.

conditions it would take eight days to unload the ships, the

Senior Naval Officer, Inshore Squadron ordered these also to

proceed to Tobruk. The General Officer Commanding was in full

agreement with him that while the air situation remained as it
was the risk to the ships was not justified. The naval clear

ing party remained at Benghazi, but the enemy raids continued
and at dawn on 22 February the Terror was damaged by dive-

»With noHer Commanding Officer’s report stated:bombers.

daT/n fighter protection as at present, consider it only a
matter of time before ship receives direct hit.' This report
was not strictly accurate, for a patrol of three Hurricanes was

over Benghazi on 22 February from 0645 until 0900 hours, during
which a Ju.88 was attacked and damaged, but on receiving the

signal from the Terror, the Commander—in-Chief Mediterranean
withdrew his forces from Benghazi. The Terror was again
attacked by enemy aircraft in the evening of the same day while
en route to Tobmak, and was sunk. At 2000 hours on this very
day. No 216 M.R.U., which had arrived on 2l February, began
operating, but the Navy made no further attempt to use Benghazi
and supplies had to be carried by road over the two—hundred
miles from Tobruk to the foarward area.

No 3 R.A.A.F.

Sqdn O.R.B.

Naval Narrative

In his dispatch for this period General Wavell wrote
‘(German air attacks on Benghazi) began soon after

our occupation, (of Cyrenaica), and in the absence of any
effective defence, since practically all the available
fighter aircraft and anti-aircraft guns were required for

Greece, it became hazardous to bring shipping into
Benghazi, until effective air defence could be provided’.

Commenting on this dispatch, both Air J-fe-rshal Tedder and Air

Commodore Brov/n agreed timt the Royal Navy had begun to use

tlie port before radar had been installed, and thus before the

air defences had been properly established, and this would

appear to have been the case. The Naval Commander-in-Chief
took the risk of sending ships to Benghazi knowing that tlie

defences were not yet adequate but that they would shortly be
ready. The rapid response of the Luftwaffe to this move
showed that it would liave been wiser to wait a few days until
they had been completed. These first German air operations
in Gyrenaica shov/ed clearly both the need for an early warning
system as a part of air defence against even small scale air

attacks, and the effectiveness of such attacks where defence

Yfas inadequate. The Luftwaffe carried out only thirteen
attacks on Benghazi between 12 and 22 February, and few of

these could be called heavy. Yet the result was a certain
amount of material damage and a considerable effect on

civilian morale, which together resulted in the British
abandoning for the time-being their plans for using Benghazi
as a supply port.

On 21 February the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
wiio was in Egypt for discussions on Greece, warned the Prime
IQnister that the German attacks on Benghazi had left the

A.O.C.-in-O. with a much smaller margin of modem aircraft
suitable for meeting German attacks than had been estimated,
and that even this would decrease as the air force continued

to encounter Germans instead of Italians. Moreover his

impression was that not all squadrons were up to the standard

Wavell*s Dispatch
(Including comments)

Cabinet Series

Hist.(B) 2
(Final) 35.
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of their counteiparts at home. Jfe.ny were tired, and the supply
of modern aircraft left much to be desired.

British Appreciation of Axis Intentions.

In view of the arrival of German armoured formations and

aircraft in Tripolitania tlie question of the defence commit

ments in Eg3G)t and Cyrenaica was reconsidered in London, and on

27 February, the Oommander-in-Ohief, Middle East, was asked to

submit a short appreciation of the situation. Despite the
arrival of considerable axis reinforcements in North Africa,
General Wavell maintained his opinion tliat the threat of an

offensive ?/as negligible. According to the latest information

recent reinforceiments to North Africa comprised two Italian

infantry divisions, two Italian motorised artillery regiments,
and German armoured ti'oops estimated at a maximum of one

armoured brigade. There was no evidence of motor transport
vehicles having been landed although air reconnaissance had

shown a considerable increase in m.otor transport on the Tripoli-
Sirte road. The Commander-in-Chief estimated that the enemy
must be very short of transport and that this, coupled with the

difficulty of imintaining water-supplies and the fact that

there was only one road along the coast from Tripoli to the

forward area, n^de the likelihood of an enemy advance extremely
remote. \7hile it was possible that the enemy might test the

British line at Agheila, and if he found it weak, push on to

Jedabya to move up his advanced landing grounds. General Wavell

did not thinlc that an attempt would be made to recover Benghazi.
Regarding the future, he considered that eventually tvro German

divisions might be employed in a large scale attack, and that

these with two infantry divisions would be the maximum that

could be maintained via Tripoli; shipping risks, difficulty of

communications and -the approach of hot weather would reduce the

lilcelihood that such an attack could develop before tlie end of
the summer.

Ibid (67)&(69)

The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief' s view of the situa-
He considered that although thetion was less optimistic.

Italian threat to Oyrenaica was almost negligible, the Germans,
who were already well established in the Ifediterranean liad

available for operations against sea communications, Jfe-lta and

Cyrenaica, and for the defence of their convoys and of

Tripolitania, approximately I70 bombers, 90 dive-bombers, 60
fighters, 18 reconnaissance and 180 transport aircraft.(I)

Ibid

(1) From enemy records-it is nowr known that this wra.s an over
estimate. .The German air order of battle at the end of

Februarj*" ~m.s as follows;-

Strength ' Serviceable

46German Records

with A.H.B.(6)
Bomber and bomber recce. . 109
Dive Bomber

Fighter

73
61

55

47

148243

68Transport aircraft;

All aircraft were on the strength of Fliegerkorps  X in

Sicily,

begin until Iferch.
The strength of the Italian Air Force in Libya at this
date is not Icnown.

92

The transfer of units to North Africa did not
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Prom bases in both Tripolitania and Sicily heavy scale air

attacks were being made on British forward troops, bases, and
lines of communication in Cyrenaicsu Against this force,
in view of other commitments, the British air forces,
permanently available to counter German land and air
activities against Cyrenaica, and to provide support for the

land forces, were not likely to exceed one fighter squadron,
one medium bomber squadron and one army co-operation squadron,
although the bombing effort might be augmented periodically by
heavy bombers working from Malta and C3nrenaica. The defence

of Egypt also had to be considered, l
particularly units operating from the Dodecanese(l)
becoming increasingly active in the Eastern Mediterranean and

had succeeded, temporarily, in virtually closing the canal
with aerial mines. There was only one fighter squadron
available for the whole area, and in order to reduce the air
threat to Egypt it had become necessary to divert the heavy
bomber effort from other important tasks to bomb the enemy
air bases in the Dodecanese,(2)

Despite the build-up of the enemy force in North Africa
plans for the dispatch of forces to Greece Y/ere continued.
In a signal to the Chief of the Air Staff on 7 March, the
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief agreed that whatever the

consequences it was now too late to withdraw the undertaking
to give all possible support to Greece in their defence
against the imminent German threat from the Balkans, He

emphasised, however, that a steady and heavy aircraft wastage
would be entailed, and in consequence, a lamentable air
weakness, especially in fighters, and urged that his proposals
for ensuring an adequate supply of aircraft to meet his
commitments should receive immediate consideration. The

British were now not only definitely committed to the Balkan

enterprise but were faced as v/ell with the task of defeating
the German air force in the Mediterranean, To meet such a

stiff proposition rapid reinforcement was essential.

German aircraft.
were

A.H,B,/IIJ1/183/
138(D), Enel, 5(a),

In reply the Chief of the Air Staff gave assurances that

every effort was being made to get aircraft reinforcements to
the Middle East vrith the utmost speed. The aim Y/as to

the capacity of the Talcoradi route by one hundred
The opening up of new routes

increase

and eighty aircraft per month,

D, Ops

O/S Polder
Reinforcements

also under consideration, but it was pointed out that
these would not pay dividends for five or six months.
Y/as

M,E,Pt,II

8 March 1 *

(A,H,B./IIJl/243/
9(B)),

During March, evidence of the German build-up in
Daily reconnaissanceTripolitania continued to accumulate,

flights to the limit of the range of the available Blenheim
aircraft of No. 55 Squadron was carried out along^the coast as
far as Tripoli, and in the forward area. ’A' Plight of

No. 6 Squadron, based at Jedabya, carried out an average of
three reconnaissances a day in co-operation Y»rith the 2nd
Armoured Division. This squadron coiamenced operations in

the desert Yfith one flight of Hurricanes and two of Lysanders.
There were only four Hurricanes at first, only one of which

fitted Y/ith photographic equipaent, so that it had to be
It Y/as found extremely

Y/as

reserved for this purpose.

Nos, 6 and 55

Sqdn O.R,B,s

(1) It Y/as believed that German aircraft based in Sicily and

South Italy attacked the Canal ai^er refuelling in the
Dodecanese.

Thirty—eight sorties Yrere floi'/n against these targets by
V'/ellingtons between 4 and 17 Pebruary,

A.H.B./IIJI/183/
22 (A), End.
20(b),

(2)
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difficult to provide the required numloer of tactical recoxmais-
sance sorties in the fonra.rd area, and aircraft liad to^be
loaned from No. 3 R.A.a.F. Squadron in oi-der to maintain the
minimLim n'.mnber necessary. No. 55 Squadron observed large
numbers of aircraft on the Tripolitanian airfields and much

traruiport movement along the roads, while No. 6 Squadron
reported much German activity and observed many Gorman
aircraft.(1)

As a result of these reconnaissances,
fields and smaller bases were attacked by bombers of No. 257

ying during the month, and on a very few occasions Blenheims
and"’Hurricanes attacked targets in the fo:^rd area. ̂  The
Y/ellingtons flew thirty-three sorties against Tripoli, and^
fourteen against miscellaneous -targets including rear airfields
at Mis'irata and Tamet, in addition to over thmrty sorties^
support of the operations in Greece and against enemy airfields
in the Dodecanese.

Tripoli, the air-

H.E.F.O.S.

(A.H.B,/nJ1/31/1).

intensification of enemy activity, itDes-oite the obvious

remained" the opinion at General Headquarters in Cairo, that
there was iittlo likelihood of an eneiny attack in the ̂near
future. Up to 17 mroh the Oommanders-in-Chief, ‘still con
sidered from the evidence available, that an enemy ̂attack was
unlikely before the beginning of April at the earliest .

During March hovrever, contact by the forward -troops of the 2nd
Armoured Division, v/ich enemy units, and reports from other

sources, vrould appear to have placed the presence of German
mobile forces in Tripolitania beyond doubt. There was however

a conflict of opinion on this point to the extent that although
the 1st King’s Dragoon Guards had identified German armoured
cars as their opponents, Lieutenant General Neame, at a con-
ference in the forv/ard area in the period 27/29 March denied the

presence of any Geri-nan troops in Tripoli^cania except for a few
tecl-mical experts. Yet vmen visiting G.H.Q. Cairo on 8 March
he had expressed the opinion -bhat the Germans had not come to
Libya for nothing and would not long rest content with a defen
sive role.

Cabinet Office

Narrative,
Section I,
Chapter D.

Report by
Gen. Neame.

In his dispatch, published after the end of the '.mr,
General Wave 11 s-tated tliat owing to the poor intelligence from

Italy and Libya and to the scarcity of aircraft available for
remained very much in the dark as regards^the

enemy's real strengtli and intentions. Both Air Marshal Teader
and Group Captain Brovra ('bhen commanding R.A.P. Cyrenaica; dis

agreed wi-bh this s-batement. Air Marshal Tedder considered
that although reconnaissance was sketchy by later standards
there was evidence to show the enemy's intentions, but^that at

s*ta.ffs underestimated the value of intelli—
Group Captain Brown was of

reconnaissance we

this time the army

gence provided from thi

Wave11's

Dispatch
(A.H.B./IIJI/27)

Con-ments on

Wave11's

Dis'patch
(A.Ii.B./lIJl/,
27,C/N.10).

the opinion tiiat at G.H.Q. Cairo the full significance of the
air information provided ms not fully appreciated.

source.

ions for a Yfithdra?ra.lAir Force Prep;

view of the situation taken by GroupSo grave a . .
Captain. Bro-.-m, -bhat on 22 March H.Q., R.a.F. C3o:-enaica issued

Brovm's Report an operational instruction in which all units were vamed to
fA.H.B./lIj/68, prepare to move at short notice, as it liad become apparent that
Apps C & D). 'any de bezm.ined effort on -bhe part of the enemy to cut off our

(1) Air reconnaissance reports provided for 'bhe Army are given
at Appendix XXV.
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forces in the Jebel el Akdar area, by advancing across the

desert towards Tobruk, could not be effectively dealt with by
the ground forces at our disposal.• Preparations were also

made for the rapid evacuation of Benina and the transfer of

No, 3 R.A.A.P. Squadron from there to a landing~ground pre
pared at Got es Sultan near El Abiar; the unit could not be

moved hmr.ediately from Benina as the station organisation was

at tliat time dependent on the personnel and some eequipment of

the squadron, and it was essential to retiirn the use of Benina

airfield for long range delivery aircraft. Arrangements
were also made for the detachment of No. 6 Squadron at Jedabya
to operate from landing grounds at antelat and l>feus.

Army Preparations

On 17 March General Sir John Dill, Chief of the Imperial
General Staff, visited the forward area with General -Javell,
Both noTiT realised that a German attack was probable, and minor

reinforcements were promised, but General Vfevell vrould not

stop the flow of troops to Greece. The Gommander-in-Chief
authoi'ised Lieutenant General Neame to withdravf if necessary,

emphasising that the security of his forces was more important
tlian holding ground. His instructions were that in the event
of an attack a delaying action should be fought betvTeen the

forward position east of Agheila, and Benghazi. Lieutenant
General Neame was not to hesitate to give up ground, if neces

sary as far as Bengliazi, and even to evacuate the port should
the situation d.eraand; but he was to hold the high ground
above Benghazi for as long e.s possible. His armoured force
■vra.3 to be conserved because no more would be forthcoming till
lfe.y and without any his whole position T/ould be compromised.

War Cabinet

Narrative

Capture of Jarabub

Since mid-December the enemy force at Jarabub had been
vmtehed by British army units in -the expectation that the
garrison would surrender through lack of supplies,
was being supplied by air, however, and since the British
units were needed for Greece, General Wave 11 decided to
attempt to capture the fort,
plished on 21 Mirch.

The ene

This was successfully accom-

my

Axis Ground Activity Begins

On 22 March enemy patrols began to take a more aggressive
role than hitherto and the following day a patrol of the 1st
Kings Dragoon Guards encountered an enemy force at Giofer and
was foi-ced to retire under fire,
sixteen hundred motor transport near Has Innuf on the same day
and other large concentrations mooing eastwards at Agheila,
On 24 mvQh a patrol of the 1st To-\7er Hamlet Rifles found the
fort at Agheila occupied by Italians while another from the
1st Kings Dragoon Guards, supported by Hurricanes of No. 3
Squadron, had an encounter with an enemy force east of the
fort,

enemy occupied Agheila fort a3od landing ground Yfith artillery,
cars and tanks.

The R.a.F. reported about

Both British patrols -vTithdrew to Mersa Brega, and the

Ibid

On 26 ?fe.roh in a telegram to the C.-in-C. the
Prime Minister expressed his concern at the rapid German
advance to Agheila and hoped that a counter-stroke by British
forces would shortly be imde.
of the situation, including the staue and location of
7th Armoured Division.

He asked for an appreciation

In reply General Wave11 stated that

War Cabinet

liist(B) 2 Final
(141)

Ibid (1i-H4)
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as yet there ?ra.s no evidence that there were many Germans at

Agheila although there might be a smll stiffening of Germans in

the Italian force. He admitted to having taken considerable
risks in Oyrenaica after the capture of Benghazi, in order to

provide the maxinum support for Greece. On the estimate that

the Italians in Tripolitania could be disregarded, and that the

Germans were unlikely to accept the risk of sending large
bodies of arraoured troops to North Africa, in view of the

inefficiency of the Italian Navy, he had arranged to maintain
only a small armoured force and one partly trained Australian

Division in Cyrenaica. After the Greek liability had been

accepted however evidence Ix^d begun to accumulate of the arrival

of German reinforcements in Tripoli, and the commencement of

heavy air attacks on Sfelta had prevented the bombing of Tripoli
from there, on Vyrhich he had counted. German air attacks on

Benghazi, which prevented the supply ships using the harbour
had also increased his difficulties. The result of all this

was that the army in Cyrenaica was weak, and no reinforcements
of armoured troops, which were the chief requirement, were
available. The next month or two portended to be an anxious

time, but the Oommander-in-Chief considered the eneny had an

extremely difficult problem, and was convinced his numbers had
been much exaggerated. Steps to reinforce Cyrenaica were in
hand, but at the moment he could not afford to make bold use of
his small armoured force.

War Cabinet

Hist.(B) 3
Final (8)

On 29 Jferch in a telegram to the Chief of Air Staff the

Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, expressed the hope that the
Cyrenaican situation should not be alloTired to deteriorate to
the extent that the Gennans obtained the use of the Benghazi
airfields. He foresaw that if this happened it v/ould:-

(a) Be difficult to retain the use of Tobinik as the main
sea supply base,

(b) Render the reinforcement of llhlta. with Hurricanes
very difficult,

(c) Threaten the Fleet and convoys proceeding to the
Aegean and Ifelta.

(d) Increase the threat to Alexandria and the canal.

With so many commitments it was difficult to outline a long
term policy and improvisition had to be made to meet new situa

tions as they developed. He considered it of the greatest
importance however that the Germans should be prevented from
creeping eastwards along the North African coast and capturing
airfields from which to attack our main bases and lines of
communication.

German Intentions in Cyrenaica

In spite of -the considerable reinforcements which were

arriving in Tripolitania, in March 1941 the Axis had as yet for
mulated no plan for a large-scale offensive in Cyrenaica. At
Amiy Headquarters in Germany it was considered that, apart from
remaining on the defensive, two courses were open to the iixis
forces in North Africa;-

(a) A major offensive from Jedabya with the main thrust
direct at Tobruk,

(b) Several minor offensives in sectors along the coast.
For the former, however, it was considered tloat more reinforce
ments would be necessary. On 17 March Hitler agreed to the
forward shift of the defensive front in Gyrenaica, and gave
orders that the preparations in hand must be such as to enable

Haider's Diary
(A.H.B.6).
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the Axis to pass to the offensive as soon as favourable
balance of strength had been attained,
view of the situation vra.s that the British were passive and

thinking in terms of defence onlj^".
units had apparently been concentrated around Benghazi, the

area to the south around Jedabya and Solluoh being treated as
'No man's land'.

On 20 Afe.rch, Rommel'

The British armoured

This indicated the British intention to

s

defend the Jebel area, which offered favourable -tactical con
ditions. The Axis forces could not make a drive to-wards

Tobruk until the eneiry had been defeated in the Jebel area,
and the Afrika Korps was not yet strong enough to do this.

Rommel therefore advocated the policy of occupying 'No man's
land* and making preparations for an advance in -the direction
of Tobruk in the au-tumn.

German Afrika

Korps Diary
(A.H.B.6).

On 21 March German plans for Jfey were recorded in -the

They included recomiaissance in force toAfrila Korps Diary.
Mersa Brega, and the occupation of Jalo as a base from which

to under-bake the relief of Jarabub,(l) follovred by the recap-
-ture of Kufra. The object of the latter project -was the
protection of the right flanJc of the forces aiming at -the
encirclement of Tobrulc. It was Intended to occupy Jalo on

the completion of the Marsa el Brega operations, using the

units holding ife-rada, together Vflth reinforcing units.

On 26 larch the German appreciation of the situation was

tliat the British loss of iigheila had resulted in the concentra

tion of reinforcements in the Jedabya area,
these reinforcements -was believed to be approximately three

bat-talions, one armoured escorting regiment and -two artillery
batteries,

costs.

The strength of

It was assumed that Jedabya would be held at all

The imin Axis land force operating in the forward area
during the last week in Jferch consisted of the 5th Light
Division (German) at Agheila, the Brescia Division (Italian) in
a defensive position west of Agheila, the Ariete Division
between },feirada and Agheila, and smaller German and Italian
units.

By 22 Ife-rch -the strength of Pliegerkorps X in Sicily and
North Africa -was as follows :-

A/C T^T)e Location ServicStrength e-

abllity
'16Ju.88

MG.109

Me.no

Me.r.O

Enemy Documents
(A.H.B.6),

Long Range Recce

SE. Fighters

Night Fighters

T.E. Fighters

Sicily

Sicily

Sicily

Sicily

North Africa

29

it653

k7

15 11

2533

kS 36
Bombers Ju.88

He.111

56Sicily 94

48 21

142 77
Dive-bombers Me.109/Ju.88

Ju.87
Ju.88/He.111

Siciljr 12 7

4579
5 2„

96 54
North Africa^^^Ju.87 68 55

164 109
JU.52

Totals (All lypos)

Transport 60Sicily

Sicily
Nortla Afrida

77

419 268
80101

.  348520Grand Total

(1) However the fort v,as captured ty the British on that day (21 March).
(2) According to the Afrika itorps Diary a squadixin of Stukas was recalled from

N. Africa on 26 March,
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No informa.tion is available regarding tlie Italian air strength
in Lilrira at this date,

British air strength in the Des'ert had not changed since
early 1’b.rch except for the addition to No. 257 Wing
of No, ‘'.48 Squaidron viiich had Been imved from Malta 'because of
heavy enemy air attacks.
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SECTION III

(1)TEDE ESTREAT THROTJGH CIEENAIOA

The Initial Move.

The enencr advance began in the early morning of
31 March. At O63Q hours elements of the 2nd Armoured
Division saw a small force of enenqy tanks, followed by
lorries and guns, proceeding eastwards along the main road

from Agheila, and, at the same time, contact was made with
a body of enemy tanks north of Maaten Giofer, By 0800
hours R.A.P. reconnaissance had reported two himdred eneniy
oars and tanks, with swastiica markings, moving east towards

Mersa Brega, while a Blenheim of No,55 Squadron reported
two himdred motor transport at Agheila and twenty-four 5
miles north of Giofer, At 1100 hours tanks, artilleiy,
and infantry in carriers were advancing on British positions
three miles south of Mersa Brega and a heavy dive-bombing
attack wa£ made on the British troops defending the town.

Similar attacks were made at 124-5 hours, I600 hours and at
174-5, hours, none of these raids being intercepted by the
Royal Air Force,

R.A.F, offensive axstivily (2) included a mo.rning attack
by five Blenheims of No, 55 Squadron against Misurata air

field, from which eneniy aircraft were operating in support
of the offensive, and four sorties by the same squadron
against enemy motor transport at Com El Melah, Bombs were

seen to burst in the target area on both occasions, although
enemy documents reported no damage. At 1015 hours twelve
Hurricanes cf No, 3 Sqdn. took off from Benina on an offen

sive patrol towards Jedabya, On approaching the town two

Me, 110*s were sighted, apparently about to make  a dive-
bombing attack,. A combat took plane but although both
sides claimed one enemy aircraft shot down, neither side
suffered ariy loss.

During the afternoon the Royal Air Pome saw 200 motor
transport between Bir Cahela and Ras Lanuf, 800 dispersed in

groups betvreen Ras Lanuf and Ras El Aali, and 370 between

Ras El Aali and Agheila, Fifty more were seen at Agheila,
15 heaxling south from Agheila, and 4-0 dispersed at Maaten
Giofer, At 14-30 hours there was a continuous procession
of enemy motor transport, possibly as mapy as 300 vehicles,
moving east between Agheila and Mersa Brega, and 200
Armoured Fighting vehicles, apparently stationary, were in
the Mersa Brega area.

War Cabinet

Narrative,
Section 1,
Chapter D,

No.55 Sqdn.
O.R.B.

Sqdn.O.R.Bs/

War Cabinet

Narrative,
Section 1,
Chapter D,

Withdrawal of the British beyond Jedabya

During the night of 31 March/I April the 2nd Armoured
Division withdrew from Mersa Brega and established its Head
quarters at Maaten El Baghlia, During the following day the
General Officer Commanding Qyrenaioa visited the Headquarters
and it was decided that the task of the Division, with the

11) See Map No,7.2) A detailed analysis of R.A.P, activity during April is
given at Appendix XXIX.
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2nd Support Group, should be to delay the enemy advance the
The axis for the vdth-

Preparations
Benghazi road for as long as possible,
drawal was to be Jedabya — Antelat - Er Regima,
for the evacuation of Benghazi were ordered.

No contact was made between the opposing groimd forces
during the day of 1 April, but air reconnaissance reported
eneniy colimins on both sides of the Agheila - Marsa Brega road.

Group Captain At I33O hovirs six Ju.87*s dive-bombed the Headquarters of the
Brown*s 3^^^ Armoured Brigade, without interception by the R.A.P.
Report (A,H,B./ although Huriucanes patrolled the Jedabya and Benghazi areas
IU6/68) during the day. Six aircraft of No, 55 Squadron attacked the

landing-ground at Ras Lanuf during the afternoon claiming five

aircraft damaged, but the enemy lost only two twin-engined
fighters and one dive-bomber on this day. In readiness for

the possible evacuation of Benghazi, transport of No,3
Squadron, R.A.A.P, was en^loyed during the night of 1/2 April
in cariying petrol and oil stocks from Benina to the landing-
ground prepared at El Abiar, One flight of No, 73 Squadron
at Tobruk was ordered to reinforce No,3 Squadron R.A.A.P. on

the f)llo7dng day, to assist in operations in the forward area.

On 2 April Field Marshal Rommel gave orders for an advance

towards Jedabya and Zuetina, and in the face of the eneny
attack the 2nd Support Group, and the 3rd Armoured Brigade were
both forced to withdraw from Jedabya to the Antelat area during
the day, Jedabya and Zuetina were both captured and the R.A.P,
units at Benina -mre ordered to be prepared to move at short
notice. Air reconnaissance continued to report large concen

trations of eneny motor transport both in the forward area
and near Ras Lanuf, Blenheims mads two attacks on concentra

tions in the Marsa Brega - Jedabya area during the day and a
night attack by three Wellingtons was made on the En Nofilia

road, but the eneny reported no damage, although bombs were
seen to burst on the targets.

Axis and British Aunreoiations of the Situation

At this time the attitude of the Italian High Command
towards the meastires and plans of the German Afrika Korps was
hesitant and full of doubt. In a memorandum of 1 April the
Commander-in-Ghief General Gariboldi expressed his fear of
‘Becoming involved in too large an operation too early, in view
of the strong eneny opposition and before all the necessary
reinforcements had arrived'. Even in Germary, the news of the
capture of Jedabya was received with cautious enthusiasm, and
approval of Rommel's seizure of the initiative was tempered by
leanings towards a more moderate policy. Hitler, while recog
nising the achievement of the Africa Koips, warned them not to
be reckless, particularly because the German Air Force units
were being withdrawn from the theatre and because the arrival of

the 15th Armoured Division was likely to be delayed, A further
argument in favour of caution was that the Italians needed to

einploy all their strength eigainst yugoslavia,(1) and had nothing
left for North Africa, Under these circumstances there was
danger of a British counter-attack on the Axis flank and the
Fuehrer ordered that a further advance was to be undertaken only
if it could be ascertained that the British Armoured Units had
been withdrawn from the area(2).

German Afrika

Koips Diary
(A.H.B.6).

(O Germany, invaded Yugoslavia and Greece on 6 April 19A1,
(2) See Keitels Directive. Appendix No. XXVIII.
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Cabinet Series

Hist, (b)3
(Pinal) (25).

General Wavell* s view of the situation was that oonsi~

derahle withdrawal might prove strategically necessary owing
to the poor mechanical condition of the Armoured Brigade,
This unit was suffering from frequent break-downs, and since
no armoured reinforcements could be made available for at

least three weeks, it was essential to keep the brigade in
being to prevent the whole British position from being com
promised, He had therefore instructed Lieutenant General
Neame, General Officer Commanding Qyrenaica to preserve his
armoured force even if this meant a withdrawal beyond
Benghazi, The Prime Minister however deprecated the policy
of giving ground other than for puiposes of manoeuvre
and considered that a withdrawal from Benghazi would be a great
misfortune. He considered that in view of the difficulty of

maintaining a large force by the waterless coastal road

from Tripoli, there could not be as yet much weight behind
the German attack, and urged the Oommander-in-Ohief to cut
off the forward eneny force. The Military situation con

tinued to deteriorate, however, and on 3 Aprdl General Wavell
submitted to the O.I.G.S, that in view of the apparent
strength of the eneny, the continued reports of German rein
forcements to Libya and his apparent intention to make a

large scale offensive towards Egypt, the Western Desert front
ought to be re-established an quickly as possible,
this it would be necessary to cancel the transfer of 7th
Australian Division to Greece, and to send it to the Desert,
and to establish from such armoured imits as could be made

available a mobile force at El Adam which could be moved

forward to meet the eneiy if necess^i^. This would necessi
tate the postponement of Mandibles,
immediately accepted by the Chiefs of Staff,

Withdrawal of the 2nd Armoured Division towards Benghazi

On the night of 2/3 April the 2nd Armoured Division was

still in the Antelat area, with a flight of No,6 A.C,
Squadron, while the 2nd Support Group was withdrawing along
the Benghazi road. Its orders were to hold the Benghazi
road for as long as possible, but when forced to withdraw to

proceed by Esc Sceleidima, to cover the left flank of the
9th Australian Division..v/hioh was in the Benghazi area. In

the early morning of 3 April, in accordance with these
instructions, but without informing No,6 Squadron’s attached
flight, the 2nd Armoured Division moved to Esc Sceleidima
half way to El Abiar, Later' in the morning the flight dis

covered that the Divisional Headquarters had left, but could

obtain no information as to its whereabouts, and it was not
until noon that a message was received giving the location
of the Headquarters as thirty miles -west of Msus,

By this time, having discovered by means ef reconnaiss
ance that the enemy was advancing from Jedabya towards
Antelat, and being unable to locate any British luiits in the
Antelat area, the flight had moved to Msxis airfield; here a.
Free French garrison -was in charge of the fort and of an

important Aimy petrol dvin^). At about I4OO hours, the officer
commanding the flight ordered a quick reconnaissance along the
road towards Antelat, and the pilot of the reconnaissance
aircraft reported eneny columns of aimoxired and transport
vehicles five miles to -the south of Msus and moving -to-wards

it. Later in the day a strategic reconnaissance aircraft of

No, 55 Squadron reported that at I83O hours there vras a

force of a himdred tanks and motor transport at Msus,

To do

These proposals -mere.

Ibid (50)

Harding/Brown
Report
(AHB/IU6/78).
See J\pp, 31 to
this narrative.

(1) The proposed operation for the capture of the Dodecanese
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When it seemed clear that the enemy v?as approaching Msus,
the flight withdrew and the officer commanding the Free French
garrison issued orders for the petrol dun^^ to be blown up*
As a result of this report many changes were made in the orders
for the withdrawal and the movements of Amiy units became very

General Headquarters Middle East later claimed that
and that the columns were in

confused,

the air reports were ‘false*,
fact British and not enenw.^^)

The 2nd Armoured Division remained at Esc Sceleidima
throughout 3 April, but during the night it moved northwards
with the 2nd Support Group towards El Abiar, The 3rd
Armo\rred Brigade was ordered to Msus, apparently(2) with the
intention ©f protecting the petrol duir^)*

Fighter activity on this day met with some success,
the Sceleidima area a patrol of seven Hurricanes of No,3
R,A,A,F, Squadron, with four Hurricanes of No,73 Squadron,
encountered a force of Me,110‘s and Ju,87’s, The Hurricanes
claimed five Me,‘s and three Ju,‘s destroyed without loss to

themselves. However the eneipy admitted the loss of only two
Stukas, one Me, and one reconnaissance aircraft on this day.
During the morning No,3 Squadron received orders to evacuate

Benina, and to move to Got-es-Sultan, This was accoinplished
in the afternoon, but during the night further instructions
were received for the squadron to proceed to Maraua, and by
dint of travelling all night it arrived at its destination at

1100 hours on 4 April,

Bombing activity on 3 April consisted of an attack on

vehicles at Jedabya by five aircraft af No,55 Squadron, and^
during the night Wellingtons of No.70 squadron attacked similar

targets between Jedabya and Ras Lanuf,
were seen to fall among vehicles, and during the night attack
a brilliant blue flash was observed which iwas thought to be an^
ammunition explosi®'n. Four other Wellingtons attacked Tripoli,

Roimmel Pl2ns a Fxirther Advance

During 3 April, Rommel decided to threaten the British on
their southern flank by sending an advance detachment to Ben

Gania and a stronger force towards Bir Tengeder,
move he hoped to discover iidiether the British intended to hold
Cyrenaioa, The twc detachments set off with instructions to
advance fiirther into the British flank and rear towards Tmimi

if occasion should arise.. These columns were presumably mt

seen by air reconnaissance until 6 April, Meanwhile the
Geiman 5th Light Division at Jedabya was held up by lack of

petrol, and all available stipply and fighting vehicles were

en^loyed in transporting petrol during the night,
evening Marshal Gariboldi arrived at Headquarters of the

Afrika Korps, and in a conference with Rommel he protested at
the speed &f the advance, and requested that the German forces
should not move forward until he had issued the necessaryerders,

Rommel replied that he could not wait for so slow  a transmission

of orders, and that he had to be able to deal with the situa
tion as it confronted him at the moment. Towards the end of

the conference a radio message was received from Ober
Kommandatura Wermacht, assuring Rommel complete freedom of
action. This greatly eased the sittiation.

In

In both attacks bombs

By this

In the

No.73 Squadron
0 ,R,B,

No,55 & 70
Sqdns, O.R.B.s

German Africa

Corps Diary,
(a.h.b,6)

(1) This is discussed on page 133
(2) This is discussed at Appendix XXXI
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Withdrawal ef the British, East and North-east from Benghazi

Following the confusion of movements on 3 April caused
by the report that the eneirw was at Msus, the 2nd Armotired
Division and the 2nd StQ)port Group were proceeding towards

El Abiar, and the 3^^ Armoixred Brigade was approaching Msus
on the night of 3A April, During the night however, in
view of the weakness of the 2nd Armoured Division, Gener^
Neame ordered a general withdrawal to a line Dema-Mekili.
The 9th Australian Division was ordered to withdraw to the

Waxii Dema, and the 2nd Armoured Division to Mekili where
it was to join the 3rd Indian Motor Brigade which had been

brought up from the Tobink airea to defend the fort, Dviring
4 April the withdrawal began along the road from El Abiar to

Teoasis, and north-east from Barce towards Gyrene, On

reaching Msus on 4 April, the 3rd Armoured Brigade found that
the petrol dump had been destroyed as a result of the reported
advance of the enenw, and thereafter the movements of the
brigade were almost entirely dictated by lack of petrol.
Meanwhile the 2nd Armoured Division Headquarters moving
towards Teoasis, was attacked at 1330 hoiars and again at

1600 hours, by enemy aircraft, and a svpply column sent to
cany petrol to the 3rd Armoured Brigade at Msus was totally-
destroyed by enemy air action at 1300 hours, (1) At 1700
hours an enemy column attacked the rearguard holding the Er

Regima escarpment, but this attack wsls held. Meanwhile a
second colrmin -was advancing along the Benghazi-Tokra road.
During the night the 9th Australian Division withdrew to

take i:p a position on the Barce escarpment, while forward
elements proceeded by road to-wards Baroe and Qyrene,

During the withdrawal No,3 Squadron patrolled over the
British formations in the Scheieidima-Msus area, without
encountering any enemy aircraft, and -two Blenheims of No. 55
Squadron bombed enemy vehicles at Msus, During the day the
squadron was strengthened by the arrival of eight aircraft
of No, 45 squadxonj the move of this squadron to Greece
had been cancelled because of the gravi-ty of the situation in

Cyrenaica, Reconnaissance by No, 55 Squadron revealed many
enemy columns moving east in the Msus-Antelat-Jedabya area,
and instructions -were issued for No, 3 Squadron to withdraw

to Martuba, No, 55 Squadron to Dema, and No, 6 Squadron to
Baroe,

War' Cabinet

Narrative,
Section 1,
Chapter D,

In a signal to Air Ministiy. Air Marshal Tedder, Deputy
Air Officer Coinmanding-in-Chief,(2) described the situation

somewhat dangerous owing largely to the enemy * s armoured
He pointed out

as

advance across the desert towards Mekili,

War Cabinet

Hist,

Series (b) 3
Pinal (4P) that the only immediate means of checking this -was by air

action, but although in good form the squadrons -were thin in
T5 improve this situation

No, 45 Squadron had already been ordered to the front, and

arrangements -were being made for No, 274 Squadron to foUowj.
the Gyrenaioan battle was being given priori-ty for all

replacements. In his reply the Chief of Air Staff expressed
his entire approval of this priority policy, but hoped that

numbers of aircraft and ore-ws.

(1) This -was one of the enemy^s more successful air actions.
On the whole his air activity was not considered a
serious threat to the British troops,

(2) The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief -was away in the
Sudan,
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to prevent their withdrawal from Creece Blenheims would if

necessary be operated over the desert from there.

Rommel continued to press forward his. advanced forces
as fast as possible* Armed reconnaissance detachments pro
ceeding up the Trigh el Abd were ordered to reach the coast

as quickly as possible in order to out off the British retreat

to the eastward, and to dispatch an advanced detachment towards
Tobruk, The Italian Ariete Division was instructed to form

a strong defence detachment and to advance up the Tri^ el
Abd and occupy Mekili, The 3rd Reconnaissance Detachment
ocoi:^ied Ben^aLzi, All units were severely han^jered and
suffered heavy casualties because of the difficult terrain.

In the early morning of 5 April, the 2nd Armoirred
Division reaohedMaraua whereit was instructed to take v^) a
position in the G-hedir esc Schiomar area with a view to

retreati^ through Got Derva to Mekili, Here the 3rd Indian
Motor Brigade was to come under its command, and could be
brought forward if neoessaiy. At 0930 hours thirteen eneiny
bombers escorted by fighters, totally destroyed two petrol
convoys of the 2nd Armoured Division near Charruba, At about

1200 hours an enen^y force approached the 2nd Support Grotp
near Charruba, but was held by aoctirate shooting until the

arrival of the 3rd Armoured Brigade, which proceeded northwards
from Msus area to cover the El Abiar-Got Derva track, By
1430 hours the eneiiiy had occupied Er Regima, and at 1540
hours tactical reconnaissance reported a large eneiny oolimm
proceeding east from El Abiar with the head near El Chamiba,

As a result of this report it was decided to move Nos, 3  ̂
Squadrons to Martuba and Dema respectively. On arriving at
Martuba No,3 Squadron was given further instructions to move

to Gazala East, but a£ the drivers were exceedingly fatigued
the squadron did not proceed further until the following day.
At about 2100 hoiors Brigadier Harding, Brigadier General Staff
to the Qyrenaioan Force, telephoned from Maraua tc say that
Artny Headquarters had decided to stay at Maraua as the column

advancing from El Abiar was Bidtish, and requested the retvrr*
of the fighter and army co-operation squadrons to Maraua,
Grot^) Captain Brown immediately interrogated all the pilots
who had seen this column, and was convinced that it was an
enemy force. Because of the diffioully of moving petrol to

Maraua at such short notice, it was decided to send back a

small handling party only, and to use the airfield at Maraua
as an advanced landing-ground for operations on the 6 th, The
Army again maintained that as a re stilt of lAiiat they termed
•False* air reports by air reconnaissance, -vdien the column from
El Abiar was reported as enemy, orders for further withdrawal
were issued unnecessarily, causing much confusion which was
only di^elled after Amy units had confirmed that the oolunm

was British,(1)

Afrika Koxps
Diary

(A.H.B.6)

War Cabinet

Hist.

Section 1,
Chapter D,

Group Captain
Brown* s

Report (A.H.B/
IU6/68),

Operations in the Benghazi Area,

While the 2nd Armoured Division was moving in some confu

sion through the Jebel el Akdar, north of Benghazi the 9th
Australian Division, covered by Hurricanes of Nos, 3 and 73
Squadrons, was retreating up the Barce Pass, During the

second patrol of the day fighters of both squadrons encountered

nine Ju,87*s which were bombing and maohine-guiming British
troops south of the pass; five enemy aircraft were claimed

shot down for the loss of one HTxrrioane, During the third
Sqdn O.R.B.s

(i) This is dicoussed at page 134,
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patrol seven aircraft of No,3 Squadron -with two of No, 73
Squadron, attacked twelve Ju,87*s south of the pass and
oladmed nine of them destroyed for the loss of one
Hurricane, ("i) Eneniy documents show a loss of seven dive-
bombers destroyed and one damaged. Me, 110‘s were als*
active on this dayj six machine-gunned Dema landing-ground
on their way back from boniiing convoys on the Dema-<}azala
road, and damaged five Blenheims, two lysanders and one
Hurricane, of which two Blenheims and the I^ysanders had to
be destroyed on the airfield. Meanwhile Blenheims of Nos,
1+5 and 55 Squadrons attacked the landing-groimd at Marble
Arch, and eneny motor transport convoys and troops in the

Barce and Tokra areas. During the night of 5/6 April, a
single Wellington of No, JO Squadron attacked convoys on the
main road at Agheila, scoring direct hits on vehicles,

Eneny Forces Close in on Mekili

During 5 April, Rommel took command in person «f the
advanced detachments at Mekili, Already the progress «f

the forward units had been so rapid that st^plies had to be

transported by air to enable the advance to continue, and even

so units were frequently forced to halt to await fuel and food

stocks. The final ob^jective af the advance, at this stage,
as explained on 6 April, was the cutting of the coast road
near Tobruk, the operations at Mekili being designed to
screen this.

Nos, 45, 55 &
70
Sqns O.E.E.s

On 6 April the British Commanders-in«Chief held a con-,
ference at which it was decided to stabilise the battle-front

as far vjest as possible, preferably at the Tobruk defences,
where a line could be most easily held. It wais estimated
that this line might have to be held for two months, after
which it was hoped sufficient armoured forces woxxLd be ready
to launch a counter-attack. In the meantime when, during the

day, air- reconnaissance reported eneny movement north of
Benghazi towards Tokra, and north-east of it, an enemy column

advancing eastwards to Mekili from Msus, another advancing
north-east from Jedabya, and a third much further south
approaching Jalo, it was agreed that a general retirement
to a line Mekili-<;-azala-®Bimi, was desirable; the 9th
Division was to move by larry to Tmimi while the remnants
of the 2nd Division i^tired immediately along the main
Charniba track to Mekili, During the day reports were
received of a powerful and rapid German advance across the
desert directed tf»wards Mekili and the area to the east off it.

Broadly peaking, the eneny routes were:-(2)

(a) El Abiar-Charruba, outflanking the escarpment
position from the south,

(b) Ghemines-Soltioh-Msus-Bir Tengeder-Mekili, t®
outflank the 2nd Armoured Division, position west
of Mekili,

War Cabinet

Narrative,
Section 1,
Chapter D,

(1) Group Captain Frown, in his comments on Wavell’s
Dispatch, held that these attaxsks were an
example of the enemy *s undea>-enployment of £iir

See page 132,power,

(2) See Map 8,
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(e) Jedabya-Bir Tengeder-ifekili, to assist in the attack
on Mekili and to send detachments forward to Dema
and GJmimi to strajidle the British lines of
communication*

At about ^ 000 hours attacks on Mekili began from the east
and south, and three hours later, the 2nd Armoured Division
started T/ithdraT/ing into the fortified position there.
Because of the decreasing supply of communication facilities,
the headquarters unit was unable to exercise effective control
of its formations, and this, oonihined with the shortage of
petrol and the belief that the enerqy was lying across the Got
Derva-Mekili track, led to both the 2nd Support Group and the
3rd Armoured Brigade withdrawing by the main Maraua-Slonta
road instead of through Meldli, In the afternoon enemy
motorised infantry was in the Mekili area, and there were
patrols a fev/ miles west of Tmimi, and at 1730 hours the Germans
demanded the surrender of Mekili,
fortunately a severe dust storm prevented the attack planned
by Rommel , while the 2nd Armoured Division was able to take up
positions round the fort.

This was refused, and

Enemy Forces threaten the Coastal Road

In the coastal area, the 9th Australian Division was with—
dravdng to the Gazala area dtiring the afternoon, its units
moving along both the northern and southern roads from Derna,
The 3rd Armoured Brigade had been ordered to asseirible south of
Dorna to march on Mekili, but oh'reaching Karaua it
found there v/as no petrol available, so that it was necessary
that it sould proceed to Dema before an advance on Mekili was
possible.

During 6 April No, 3 Squadron patrolled the Dema area
and Nos, A3 and 55 Squadrons attacked eneny troops at Mekili
and the airfield at Jedabya, Five sorties weie flown against
the former target and nine against the latter, fires being
started at both places, and a number of vehicles damaiged. At
Bu Amud, No, 73 Squadron received a report at 0715 hours that
there was firing at the British outpost at Acroma, but it could
see no activity from the air. At 1215 hoirrs it was reported
that the post was surrounded, and this time an aircraft sent
to patrol the area was fired at, British troops later overcame
an enemy force which had taken Acroma,

During the day further withdrawal orders were issued to
squadrons. No, 55 Squadron,v;-as ordered to Gazala, No, 3
Squadron to Sidi Mahmoud, and No, 6 Squadron to El Gubbi,
On this day some members of *A* Flight, No, 6 Squadron, which
had been ordered back to Maraua by the Arr/y, were out off by the
enemy and captirred. On the same day No, 257 Wing and its
Wellington squadrons, vdiich had been operating from the Tobruk
area, were ordered to retire to Sidi Azeiz and Gapuzzo, and
heavy bombing operations ceased until 10 April, Evacuation
operations began at El adem airfield and at Rear Headquarters,
R.A.F, Cyrenaioa,

On the night cf 6/7 April German forces placed themselves
astride the track running from Dema airfield to Mekili, The
9th Australian Division was by this time between Derna and
Tmimi, and many of its columns, moving along the .desert tracks
to avoid the main road, were cut off and captured. The capture
in this way of Generals Neame and O’Connor was a serious disaster

Sqdn, O.R.Bs
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The remaining units of the division wereWar Cabinet

Narrative,
Section 1,
Chapter D.

for the Army,
clear of Dema soon after davm on 7 April, but by 1000 hours

the enemy seemed to be about to attack the considerable
traffic on the Dema-Bomba road,

however, the disorganised vehicles were formed into in^iro-
vised units for the defence of the road through the town.

During the morning Brigadier Tovell arrived at Tmimi
where he took command of the situation; a stand was made and

the eneiry advance guard was repiiLsed,

As they reached Tmimi

Air activity over the Dema area was confined to two
patrols by No, 3 Squadron, during neither of which were any
hostile aircraft sighted,
continued but was seriously hampered by the shortage of

transport vehicles.

The evacuation of El Adem

The Brealcout from Mekili

To the south, at Mekili, the enemy continued to close in
on the 2nd Armoured Division and the 33^d Indian Motor

Brigade, Instructions that these units were to retire to

El Adem had been issued at O63O hours on 7 April, but the
message did not reach the garrison xmtil I7OO hours. During

the day the exits to the north, south and east of the fort

were blocked by the eneiiy, and the garrison received two

separate tiltimatums to surrender, one of which was signed by
Rommel himself, Blenheims of Nos, 45 and 55 Squadrons

supported the garrison with frequent attacks on the
stirrounding enemy, a. total of nineteen sorties being flown,
in addition Hurricanes of No, 3 Squadron carried out
machine-gunning attacks with good results. Both Blenheims
and Hurricanes attacked two Ju,52 transport aircraft, parked
on a saltpan near Mekili, and the Germans admitted the loss
of these aircraft, attributing it to lack of fighter protec
tion, As machine-gunning attacks by fighters was liable
to be expensive in aircraft, the decision to enploy the
Hurricanes in this way had been taken only after assurance
had been given by Air Marshal Tedder, that replacement
aircraft were being made available. By the end of the day,
No, 3 Squaxlron had only two aircraft serviceable, but
information was received that eight Hurricanes h^ arrived
at Matmh, en route for Tobruk. On this day, the main
body of No, 45 Squadron arrived from the Delta area, and

the remainder reached Tobruk on 8th; thereafter Nos, 45 and

55 Squadrons operated as separate units. There was no

serious enerry air activity on this day.

Brownes Report
(A.H.B./EIJ6/68),

Although British aircraft had been operating in the
area during the day, at 2055 hoinrs Headquarters Oyrenalca
Goni'nand received a message from Headquarters 2nd Armoin*ed

Division to say that, in view of the enemy concentration at

Mekili, air support ¥/as essential. The report added that

already a fairly heavy attack had been repulsed, and that bad

going would preclude a withdrawal from Mekili by night.
Since they had no field guns,(1)the British coxjld not prevent
the eneny from digging themselves in in full view of tlio garri
son 3»000 yards from the perimeter defences, and during the

night the eneny tightened the ring round the fort. It was
finally decided that a breakout should be made to the south-

IIax Cabinet

Narrative,
Section 1,
Chapter D.

(1) The War Cabinet Narrative contains no comment on the
absence of field guns at Mekili,
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east at first light on 8 April, This was attempted, but the
eneniy had been reinforced -with armoured units, and the British
came under heaT^ artillery and machine-gun fire. Showing
great courage and resource, some parties managed to escape,
notably a detachment of the 1st Royal Horse Artillery, which
with some Indian troops, broke away to the south and eventually-
reached Solium on 11 April, Another party, consisting of

the 18th Indian Cavalry Regiment also made its escape, but
by O83O hours eneny tanks and armoiired oars -were closing in
on the can^. The remainder of the force, including almost
the -whole of Headquarters 2nd Armoured Division was taken
prisoner.

When information was received at Headquarters Cyrenaioa
that the 2nd Armoiired Division was having difficulty in with
drawing, No,258 Wing was ordered to send fighters to its
assistance, but the aircraft were unable to carry out their
task because of a severe dust storm. However, this storm
effectively hindered the eneny's pursuit of those British units
which succeeded in breaking throTigh the lines at Mekili,

During 8 April the remainder of the 9th Australian
Division -withdrew from Gazala to Acroma under cover of the

dust storm, the remeiinder of the Armoured Division reached
Tobruk, and rough defensive positions were dug outside the
Tobruk per lifter. The 2nd Support Grol^i reniained out side, the

Tobrulc fortifications, in. contact .vdth the advanced enemy units.
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SECTION IV

THE ENCIRCLmEMT OF TOBRUK AND THE WITHDRAWAL

TO THE FRONTIER

Re-organisation of the British Forces

Now that the remainder of the Army units had withdrav/n
into the Tobruk area, in accordance with the decision taken
by the Commanders-in^hief on 6 April to establish a
defensive line at the Tobruk defences, it was necessary to
reorganise the units available both to defend the port itself,
and to prevent a further eastward advance by the enemy. On

8 April, General Wavell flew to Tobruk, where he held a
conference and placed Major-<3-eneral Laverack, whom he had

brwght with him from Egypt, in command of all troops in
Cyrenaica, His task was to hold the enemy at Tobruk for as

long as possible, if necessary for tvAD months, while armoured
and other units were collected for the defence of Egjrpt, In

case of need he was to prepare a plan for withdrawal frcm

Tobruk, On the same day, the 2nd Support Group, reorganised
under the command of Brigadier Gott, moved from Tobruk to

El Adem, and was given the task of delaying and harassing
the enemy south of the tracks running from Acroma to their
junction with the Tobruk perimeter. On the following day
the 9th Australian Division, under its commander General
Morshead, took command of the Tobruk fortress. On 10 April,
in a signal to the War Office, General Wavell announced his

intention of holding Tobruk at all costs. His plan was toWar Cabinet

Series Hist (b) place a force in the Bardia-Sollimi area with as much mobility
as possible, to protect communications and to act against the
flank and. rear of the enemy units attacking Tobruk, while

a defensive position was built up in the Mersa Matruh area.
His reserves were very limited however, particularly in mobile
and armoured units and anti-tank and anti-aircraft weapons, and
he considered that the defence would be a race against time.

However, Air Marshal Longmore was building up a reserve air
striking force in the Matruh area, and intended to bring the
heaviest possible scale of air attack against the enemy as he
advanced.

3 (Final) (84)

With the withdrawal into and beyond the Tobruk area,
the air units also underwent considerable reorganisation.
Headquarters Royal Air Force Cyrenaica had now lost its

raison d* etre, and it was decided, in the event of the loss of
the forward airfields in the Tobruk area, or of the encircle

ment of Tobruk, to place its units under the command of No,

204 Group, v/hich arrived at Maaten Bagush on 9 April,
the meantime Ihe direction of operations remained the
prerogative of Headquarters Cyrenaica, which was renamed
Advanced Headquarters No, 204 Group, and ronained at Tobruk,
By this time the disposition of the squadrons was as follows:

No. 3 Squadronu)as at Landing-ground 75* south of Buq Buq,
No. 6 Squadron was at Tobruk West, No. 45 Squadron was at

Qasaba, No. 55 Squadron at Bagush, and No. 73 Squadron at
El Gubbi.

In

The Air Situation

At this critical juncture in the Desert war, events
in the Balkans threatened to increase the strain on the

already depleted forces in the Middle East, On 6 April
Germany attacked Greece and Yugoslavia, and with this grave

(
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the Chief of the Air Staff advocatea the policy of
support to the British Army formations in the
and retaining in Egypt only the minimum force

He supported

ADO—in“C/2 Pt
IV Oorres.

with C.A»S«

(AHB/lUl/
18V158 (p).
End, K1 (a))

development
giving maximum
Balkan theatre,

necessary for the security of the 7/estem flank,
his proposals v^ith information recently received in London,
which had led to the belief that, for the time bepig, the

unable to reinforce their air units in Libya,Germans were

The Air Officer Oommanding-in-Chief, considered that the

gravity of the situation in Libya was not fully appreciated.
Although it was probable that no large scale attad had been
intended by the enemy in the first place, he considered that the
early successes by light forces supported by tanks, might
encourage his exploitation of the situation in a further advance.
In this case, strong air support was likely to be required by
the Army, not against enemy air activity, but against fast-
moving and enterprising mechanised forces, which the Army had
not yet been able to check, and which had already denied the
air force the use of El Adem airfield. Moreover, although it

might be true that the enemy could not reinforce his air force
immediately, because of the extreme mobility of the Luftwaffe
throu^ its transport aircraft, he considered that the rein
forcement of North Africa from Sicily must be anticipated.
His preparations for further operations included the opening of
airfields and satellites east of Matruh, from which, in the

event of a further German advance, it was intended to operate
all the aircraft in Egypt, including obsolescent types. There

was by this time a good supply of Blenheims and Hurricanes
reaching Egypt via Takoradi, and it was intended to allot these

betvreen Greece and Libya, according to the relative urgency of
their needs. The first priority however was the security of

the bases in Egypt, and this was being ensured where necessary
at the expense of Aden, the Sudan and East Africa,

Ibid, End.46a

Enemy Forces Approach T obn^

On 8 and 9 April, Rommel was gathering his forces together
after their extensive and scattered advance. In the morning

of the 8th, British air reconnaissance reported one hundred
vehicles south of Mekili, and a small force of lorries and

armoured cars twenty miles east of Gadd el Ahmar, Later,
many vehicles v/ere seen on the coastal road, but no contact

was made with enemy units in the area south of Tobruk, In sxsita
of a severe dust storm, several air attacks against enemy troops
were carried out during the day, Nos, 45 and 55 Squadrons flying
nine bombing sorties against motor transport and troop concen

trations at Mekili, and No. 75 Squadron flying two machine-

gunning sorties against the same targets. On this day, the

Air Officer Gommanding-in-Chief being msy in Greece, his

deputy, Air Marshal Tedder, urged Group Captain Brown to use

his fighters extensively for machine-gunning enemy transport
columns. His advice was supported by information that the

fighter situation was likely to be relieved by a reduction in
enemy air strength in Cyrenaica, and that H.Q. Middle East now
hoped to keep the Desert well supplied with aircraft.

In the early morning of 9 April, air reconnaissance
reported about three hundred motor transport on the track

Solvik-Msus-Mekili, two hundred on the Trigh el Abd south-west

of Bir Tengeder, and from five hundred to a thousand in and

aroimd Mekili. Small parties of vehicles were moving east
from Mekili at 0830 hours, and at 1620 hours three hundred were
approaching Tobruk along the main road from the west. At

2030 hours there was a heavy air raid an Tobruk, during which

AOC/11 Western
Desert Opera
tions, (a.h.b./
IUI/I83/146

End, 88
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No. 73 Squadron destroyed one Me.110 for the loss of one

Hurricane. Offensive activity by British air units on this

day consisted of only four sorties by Nos. 45 55 Squadrons
against vehicles at Mekili and Gadd el 4hmar, and two machine-

gunning attacks by No. 73 Squadron at Mekili, from which one

Hurricane failed to return. In addition a Lysander of No. 6
Squadron destroyed a Ju, 52 on the ground at IVfekili, while on

reconnaissance. This squadron moved to Tobruk West landing-
ground on this day, with orders to remain there for as long as
the garrison held out. During the withdrawal it had ful

filled every request made for reconnaissance.

Squadron
O.R.Bs.

On 10 April, enemy columns made tentative advances
towards the Tobruk-El Adem road. At 1500 hours air

reconnaissance reported vehicles packed tightly all the way
along the road from Gazala to Acroma, and several columns
advancing along the track from Gadd el Ahmar to El Adem.

These withdrew under shell-fire, but at 2015 hours tvro hundred

vehicles vrere reported by air reconnaissance moving along the
Trigh Gapuzao to El Adera. Army reinforcements from Matruh

took up defensive positions at Capuzzo for the protection of

Solium from the north-west, the dion^is near the frontier wire,
and the drinking water pipe from Bardia to Capuzzo. Accor

ding to enen^ documents, on this day Rommel declared to his

forces that his ultimate objective was the Suez Canal, and that

he was anxious to force the pace to reach it.

No. 45 Squadron made four sorties against enemy vehicles
concentrated in the El Adem area; bombs were seen to burst in

the target area and fires were started, and as no A.A, fire

was experienced a second attack v/as made with front and rear

guns. No. 73 Squadron also attacked this and other
concentrations on the tracks between Gadd el Ahmar and El Adem,
and between Gazala and Tobriik. As a result of the day’s
attacks, seventy vehicles were believed to have been destroyed
or damaged. No, 73 Squadron lost two aircraft on machine-
gunning operations, and it was felt in the unit that these

operations scarcely warranted the losses involved. During
the night bombing raids v/ere carried out by tv/o Wellingtons
of No. 257 Wing, on Derna airfield and on troop concentrations
near Tobruk,

The Encirclement of Tobriik

On 11 April, enemy columns cut the Tobruk-El Adem road,
and at 1350 hours the left hand column of the 2nd Support
Group withdrevir tov/ards the Halfaya Pass. Some of the right
hand column v/hich was in action west of El Adem ?/as prevented
from, leaving the Tobruk area by enemy forces which cut the

Tobruk-Bardia road at midday. At 1800 hours the first
attack on the Tobruk perimeter was repulsed, but in view of

the serious situation, the air squadrons in Tobruk were

ordered to prepare for any eventuality, and to be ready to

fly aircraft out at short notice. Since it appeared that

the Blenheims might shortly be forced to cease operating from

tions, (A.H.B,/ El Gubbi landing-gromd inside the Tobruk perimeter. Group
IIJ1/183/146

ADC/11 ViTestem
Desert Opera-

Captain Brovvn recommended that henceforth bombing should be

(a). Ends, 103 carried out from the Maaten Bagush area, and that, until a
(a) and 104(a-)) central control had been established at Headquarters No. 204

Group, special bombing requirements should be ordered by
signal from Tobruk, Consequently, as from 12 April, the

Blenheim squadrons came under the operational control of No,

204 Group, ISiaten Bagush.

During 11 April, seven aircraft of No, 45 Squadron
attacked motor transport in the Tobriik and Acroma areas, virhile
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two aircraft of No, 55 Squadron fler^ two sorties each against a
motor transport concentration at Gadd. el iihmar^ and one each

Hurricanes of No, 73against a similar target a.t Gazala,
Squadron, operating in pairs, machine gunned enemy troops
throu^out the day; an Me. 110 which attempted to interfere

claimed shot down, but this was not confirmed by enemy
During the night tviro vVellingtons bombed Msus, Gazala

was

records,

Squadron O.R,Bs
and Brown* s

Repor-c (AJIA/
IU6/68)

and motor transport on the road south of Gazala, causing fires

and explosions. Similar operations were carried out next day.

On 12 April the 2nd Support Group continued its witlidrawal
towards the Sollnn area. Its task was to delay the enemy for
as long as possible east of the Sollunt-Sofafi escarpment, and

then to withdraw to a line at Buq Buq. Air reconnaissance
showed a general movement of enemy fitting vehicles and motor
transport from the west tovrards Gazala, and about seven hundred
motor transport east of Gazala, An enesasy colximn was moving
towards Solium via Sidi Azeiz, and dioring the day an enemy force
entered and occupied Bardia under cover of a dust storm,
leaiming that, except for a small holding force the Amy had
evacuated Solltira, the Officer Commanding No, 3 R.A.A.P, Squadron
at L.G, 79 decided to move his unit back to Matrvih, At Tobruk

all air force files and documents not required for immediate
operations were destroyed by fire. As a result of the change
of operational control to Rear Headquarters No, 201^ Group, and
after consultation vd.th General Headquarters Oyrenaica Command,
instructions were issued regarding the transfer of the opera
tional staff from Tobruk and the establishment of an Air Liaison
Section there under command of an Air Liaison Officer, Instruc

tions for the evacuation of non—operational airmen and officers
from Tobruk, and for the withdrawal of air squadrons and forward
units to the area enclosed by the inner defences, wrere issued
to the Air Liaison Officer, The only squadrons now remaining
at Tobruk were No. 6 Army Co-operaticn Squadron, and No, 73
Squadron, which continued to carry out their respective tasks
of Tactical reconnaissance and fighter defence. No. 235 M.R,U,
also remained at Tobmak to provide early warning of enemy air
attacks,

Th^Problem of Maintaining the Air Offensive against Tripoli

With the rapid development of Rommel's offensive the need
for cutting the Axis supply lines from Italy to North Africa
became more and more urgent, and during early April, much
^rrespondenoe passed between London and Middle East, recardine
the measures to be taken. At first the Commander-it^-Chief 

®
Mediterranean proposed that continuous air attacks against the
port of Tripoli provided the best and easiest solution, but
R^el s advance soon made this inroossible from Gyrenaioan bases,
^ter much discussion, it was eventually decided that a naval
bombardment of Tripoli by the Mediterranean Fleet stood the
best chance of gaining immediate results, and an operation was
placed to coincide with a Malta convoy operation on 20/21
April; meanwhile the operations of naval and air units against
shipping at sea and against loading ports were to be continued
as intensively as possible.

The difficulty of maintaining air attacks on Tripoli
arose from the loss of the Oyrenaioan airfields. Until the

the Benghazi area became imminent, Wellingtons
®t)le to operate by ni^t against

port, from Gambut and El Adem, using Benina airfield at

On

the

a.h.b.Au6/
68, Apps 'J'
& 'K'

Oabinet Hist,
•B' Series
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Benghazi as a refuelling base for all aircraft vd.thout long-
range tanks. When Benina was evacuated, the Wellingtons
continued to operate against Tripoli, for although the greater
distance to the target involved a sacrifice of bomb-load,
this wras considered a negligible draw-back con^jared v/ith the

difficulties of supply and the risks of
involved in basing Yfellingtons at Malta
on 11 April, advanced Axis forces cut the Tobmik-El Adem

road, it beoaime impossible to operate aircraft from El Adem,
so that there was no longer a base in the Desert from vdiich

Tripoli could be attacked. As an en®rgency measure six

Wellingtons were sent to operate from Malta, and the
Commanders-in-Ghief asked the Chiefs of Staff to consider

sending to Mddle East, either as a tenp»orary or permanent
measure, a squadron of bombers with sufficient range and

hitting power to bomb Tripoli effectively from Egypt.
However, the Chief of Air Staff considered that it was use

less to send non-tropicalised Stirlings or llanohesters
‘barely through major teething troubles, and without spares,
ground equipment or maintenance personnel', and suggested
that the risks involved in operating from Malta should be

accepted for attacks on Palermo, Tripoli, and enemy convoys.
The fact that a carrier-borne reinforcing operation, Wincdi,

had recently strengthened'the fighter defence, ms an
argument in favour of this policy, and it was accepted.
Instructions were given to the Air Officer Commanding,
Malta, to operate a force of nine Y/ellingtons against
Tripoli as intensively as possible. A further suggestion,
involving the institution of a shuttle service, whereby
some "Wellingtons should leave Egypt ni^tly to raid Tripoli,

and then land at lfe.lta., while other vTellingtons followed
the same procedure in reverse, was turned down. It was
calculated that six aircraft operating from Malta could
carry the same load as twelve on shuttle service, so that

the latter method was scarcely vrorth the effort involved.

loss and damage
,\ *) TiThen howe

D/A.G.C.-in-C.#
C.O.S. Signals.
iUi£^y%/
18J/(A),
EndLsJ:i^(a) ,
A3(a)and 47(a))

ADG/11 "Western
Desert Opera
tions.(A.H.B./
IIJI/I83/I46
(a), EndL.106
(a))

Following the closing of the circle round Tobruk, on
12 April, the next requirement was to capture the port, but

the Africa Corps lacked much vital information concerning the

permanent defences, and the Italian High Command proved
unexpectedly reticent on the subject,
to capture the port hcwever, and to achieve it, if necessary,
by throwing in all his available resources, for it stood in

the way of a further advance, for which, from other aspects,
the situation seemed favourable.

Rommel was determined

According to reports the

D.A.K, Diary

British were believed to have no reserves nor any forces fit

for action to oppose an advance into Egypt, wrhile German

air reports indicated that the British were very weak in the

Capuzzo-Sollum area, and that there were no forces in the

rear beyond Matruh,

continue his advance as rapidly as possible, in order to defeat
any reserves which might be hiorried forv?ard, before stronger

After

Consequently Rommel was anxious to

forces cotUd be transferred from Abyssinia or Greece,
an advance so unexpectedly swift and extensive, however, it

was essential to inqprove the supply situation, and make it

secure, before fiorther operations coiold be undertaken, and
the chief requirement for this wras the capture of Tobruk,
Thus General Wavell's decision to hold Tobruk at all costs T/as

a decisive factor in preventing a further Axis advance in

force into Egypt at a time when the Western Desert Force was
least able to prevent it.

(1) At this time Malta was still subject to heavy bombing raids by units of
the Uiftoaffe based In Sicily,
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The first attacsk cai the fortress v/as made on 12 April, by
It approached from the south—the 5th German Tank Regiment,

east, but was forced to turn back at the anti-tank defence.
On this day the British air effort was small. No.55 Squadron
had only seven aircraft serviceable and was operating from
the maten Bagush Area, using El Gubbi for refuelling only,
while No.A5 Squadron had only seven aircraft on strength, and

v/as operating from Qasaba, Consequently only nine sorties
flown against enemy troops outside the Tobomok perimeter.

The Blenheim situation improved on the next day, when twelve
aircraft wrere sent forward as reinforcements.

were

A.H.B./IIJ6/68

A far more determined attack on Tobruk took place at
1800 hours on 15 April, when the 5th Li^t Division, supported
by other units, attempted to seize the cross-roads south of

Tobruk, an important starting-point for the attack on the

perimeter. An anti-tank ditch and wire defences v/ere captured
but the objective itself was not reached, and aa  a result of

the operation the strength of the 8th German Machine-gun
Battalion was reduced from fourteen hundred to three hundred

men. In the early morning of 14- Aprilj the 5th Light Division
launched the main attack on Tobrxik, and the 8th Machine-gun
Battalion succeeded in piercing the perimeter defences at one

point. Subsequently howrever, the battalion was unsuccessful
in its attempts to v/iden the breach, and the greater part of
the unit was cut off in the locality, and either captured or

killed, A second attack, planned for the evening, did not take

place.

D.A.K. Diary

The morning attack was supported in its initial stages
by Stuka attacks on the centre of the town and to the west of

No. 75 Squadron described the air attacks as most
determined, but unsuccessful, and estimated the n^umber of the

enemy at about seventjr aircraft, the majority of which were

Ju.87*s, accompanied by Me.HO’s and in some cases by G.50's.
The air attack v/as intercepted by the Hurricane squadron, vrhich,
with only eight serviceable aircraft made thirty-four sorties

and claimed one Heinkel, two G.50's and six Ju.87's destroyed
for the loss of three Hxirricanes.

it.

According to enemy records
however, the Luftwaffe lost only four Stukas and one twin-

engined filter.

Enemy documents
A.H.B.6

Close Support Bombing at Tobruk

During 15 and 14 April, Nos.45 and 55 Squadrons maintained
frequent attacks on enemy motor transport and troops in the

fonward area, particularly those threatening Tobruk, On

15 April by dint of rearming at El Gubbi landing-ground, these
squadrons together flew a total of twenty-fovu* sorties against
the Axis units preparing to attack the perimeter. On the next

day, when the enemy was concentrating reinforcements west of

the breach in the perimeter, preparatory to the second attack,
both squadrons again made sustained and heavy attacks with

hundreds of small bombs, against motorised infantry and supply
coliomns. It was evident that the enemy plan was adversely
affected by the heavy oasualtijes he suffered during these

attacks, and that this form of low-level bombing with small bombs,
aided by the complete absence of enemy fighters, was producing
very profitable results. In fact, although the enemy had

launched heavy bomber attacks in the early morning, his air

activity was adversely affected by this shortage of fighters,
particularly Me.109‘s, On 14 April the Afrikakorps'
diarist wrote:

Nos.45 & 55

Sqdns & No, 204
Group O.R.B,s

A,H.B,6 Extract
from Enemy Docu-
ments: The Position

of Fllegerfuehrer
Afrllca,
Jan-June 1941
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’During the entire period since the eixsirolement of
Tobruk, the British had complete air superiority and
daily attacked the investing forces with
waves of’ bombers

Air Corps gave the Commander Afrika Korps a verbal
undertAoing to provide fighter aircraft at an early
date.

successive

The Commander, 10th

I

The Blenlieim attacks were augmented at night by heavy-
bomber raids on enemy positions by Y/ellingtons of Nos,58 and
70 Squadrons, On the night of 13/14 April, four aircraft of
No, 38 Squadron attacked El Mem and Gambut airfields, while
two aircraft attacked Derna, On the sane night a single
aircraft of No, 70 Squadron bombed the El Mem road, and then

machine-gunned the airfield, camp, and transport, claiming one
paiiced aircraft destroyed. On the folloT^-ing night, when
four aircraft of No, 70 Squadron attacked the airfields at

El Mem, Derna and iienastir, a parked aircraft was destroyed
by machine-gun fire at Menastir, and a convoy on the road hit
by bombs, while at Derna a large fire was started, tents set
on fire, and at least one aircraft destroyed.

With the repulse of the enemy at Tobruk, the impetus of

the Axis eastward advance was at last checked, only just in
time, pei-haps, to prevent serious consequences. Judging from
the continued concentration of Axis forces in the area, Tobnalc

seemed to become the sine cjua. non for a further Axis advance,
activity in the for/vard area being confined to small-scale
operations to secure favourable tactical positions. Equally,
however, from the British point of view, the relief of Tobruk

was a primary military aim, Dor while, as an isolated
garrison Tobruk offered a permanent threat to the enemy's
forward position, and deprived him of a much-needed supply
port, at the same time its own position was far from secure.
It had to be supplied entirely by sea, it was vdthineasy
range of the German airfields in Gyrenaica, as was also a
considerable proportion of the sea supply line, filter
defence soon became extremely difficult to maintain, and there
•was always the possibilily of the enemy gathering sufficient
forces to talce the fortress by storm. Thus, punctuated by
patrol activity, and by minor otperations to obtain tactical
advantages, a lull occurred in the desert fighting, while both
Axis and British forces concentrated on building up their
strength for further efforts.

Nos.38 & 70
Sqdn ORBs and

No,257 Wing
ORB
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SBCTKM V

ASSESSiOTT OP THE CAUSES OP THE BRITISPI DEPEAP

Wave 11 *s des

patch (a.h.b./
IIJl/27

General Pactors

The British failure to hold Cyrenaica appears to have
been caused by a number of factors of vaiying significance.
According to General Wavell, the chief of these were the small
ness of the ground force, its lack of training, the low
serviceability of the mechanised units, the brealcdown of

wireless communication and of petrol supplies, end the air
superiority of the enemy.

The first two factors were bound up with the decision
to go to Greece. It had been agreed in Pebruaiy that the

Desert Poroe must be drastically reduced in numbers and that

the trained and seasoned troops must be replaced by com

paratively raw and untrained units. This decision had been

based, however, on the calculation that the enemy was unlikely
to commence an offensive until early May, an estimate which
proved to be a whole month out. This was perhaps, at so

early a stage, a rerjsonable miscalculation. Less excusable
v/as the tendency at General Headquarters, Cairo, to take into
too little account the evidence provided by air reconnaissance
and other sources, of a steady enemy reinforcement during
March. This under-estimate of the significance of enemy
movements observed by reconnaissance resulted in  a lack of

preparatory measures in hastening training and increasing
serviceability. Thus the front line was weak before the

battle began.

The shortage of petrol and the brealcdown of conmunica-
tions both resulted directly from enemy air activity; the
success of Axis air attacks on two petrol convoys, which, as
it happened, were vital to the withdrawal, was particularly
fortunate for Rommel. An additional and important factor was
the demolition by Allied troops of the main petrol dump at
Msus.

British units in the Msus area, which, besides being no

longer in touch 1:^ wireless were forced to change their plans
of retreat in order to obtain petrol.
Armoured Brigade withdrew to Dema before proceeding to its

main objective, Mekili, and was cut off and captured there,
while the 2nd Amoured Division at Mekili, expecting the
arrival of the 3rd Brigade, delayed the break out from the
fortress until the surrounding enemy troops had been sub

stantially reinforced by aimoured units.

These events resulted in the disorganisation of the

Thus the 3rd

A factor apparently overlooked by both sides before the

offensive began was the weakness of the British position in

the event of a successful enemy advance up the Trigh el Abd.
Rommel himself had declared that the Axis forces could not

make a drive towards Tobruk until the enemy had been
defeated in the Djebel area, and although General Wavell had
made provision for the defence of the road to Mekili no

orders appear to have been given for the observation of the
routes further south. In the event however the rapid
advance of the German units up the Trigh el Abd and to the
south of it resulted in the encirclement of Mekili and the

cutting of the Mekili-Dema road, and consequently the capture
or destruction of many British troops. If the enemy advance
beyond this, to the coastal road near Tmimi, had been.made
in sufficient strength the main body of the British force
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retreating from the Dema area to Gazala might have suffered
a similar fate. As it was however the British were strong
enough to hold the road open until the troops had gone throu^.

It would appear then that although successful in his
general plan, Rommel undertook to cut off the euemy in the
Jebel area without sufficient strength to sustain and win a

pitched battle when the chance occurred,
7/ere able to continue their retreat to Tobruk in considerable

force, fortify the port, continue the retreat to the frontier
and establish a line there, while the enemy, hampered by
greatly extended lines of communications and the continued
threat of a sortie by the gairison at Tobruk, found the road
to Sg3^t still barred,
Cyrenaica had yet to be defeated in the field to ensure a final
victory in Bg3rpt.

From enemy documents it appears however, that there was

no definite plan for an offensive at this time, but that on

the contrary there was a strong inclination to await a greater
build-Hip of strength before a determined move was made,
has been seen that the Italian Commander protested to Rommel

that the advance was too swift and too extended, and there were
thsct personaKies at German Headquarters in Berlin who dis

approved of tne apparently .unpremeditated scope of the
offensive,

success, Rommel alone was responsible for an advance which
gained him much ground but ended in no decisive victory over
the British forces in the Desert,

The Influence of Air Activity on the Withdrawal

Thus the British

The force Rommel had driven from

It

It appears that, urged on by his preliminary

In his dispatch. General Wavell laid considerable emphasis
on the effectiveness of eneiny air attacks. He maintained that

from its beginning on 31 March the eneny attack was supported
by a considerable air force, and retained air superiority
throughout the operations. In this connection he referred in
particular to the breakdown of the communications and petrol
supply organisation of the 2nd Armoured Division, which, he

considered, was largely due to enemy air action. Certainly,
the destruction by Axis aircraft of an entire petrol supply
column was, in the circumstances disastrous for the Army,
but, as Air Commodore Brown (l) asserted, in his comments on
Wavell*s dispatch, this and other successful Axis air attadcs,
of which there were few, did not amount to air superiority.
He pointed out that eneny air activity was confined to

infrequent *tip and run* raids in very small numbers on well-

Dispatch dispersed British troops in the forward areaj that although
(A,H.B./IIJI/ lack of radar coverage in the forward area (2) made the inter

ception of these raids a matter of chance, the initiative dis

played by the British fighters in devising methods of inter

cepting eneny aircraft and their aggressiveness whenever they
encountered them, had a great effect in reducing the Axis
offensive spirit to a degree which made negligible air action
against British troops; and that the casualties caused by air
action during the withdrawal were insignificant, although Aimy
concentrations provided excellent targets at times.

Comments

attached to
General

Wavell*s

27).

(1) Then Group
(2) No* 216 M,:

Captain commanding H,Q, R,A,F, Cyrenaica,
R,U. at Lete, near Benghazi ceased operating on

3 April and remained non-operational until. 22 April when
it was established at Matruh.
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Air Canmodore Brown instanced two occasions when the

enemy air force was particulai-ly ineffective. These were

at Benina and at Tokra, when British troops, in utter dis

regard of enemy air action, formed very large concentrations
at the passes, in their endeavour to get through to the escarp
ment above. These concentrations were reported by air
rec’onnaissance, and at the request of the Senior Army Staff

Officer they were continuously covered by fighter aircraft
until they had been dispersed; conseq,uentl3r no effective
enemy air attack \7as delivered, although one or two were

attempted and driven off. Had the enem]!" attacked these con

centrations the casualties to British troops might have been

considerable, but on no occasion during the retreat did the

enemjr interfere seriously with the retreating forces. In

shor-t, while there was no denying the effectiveness of one or

two enemy attacks, these were only isolated and fortuitous
incidents.

That the fighters could hold their own in combat with
the enemy was borne out by the results of the four engagements
in which No,3 R.A.A.P. Squadron took part between 31 March

and 5 April, assisted on occasion by aircrart of No.73
Squadron. Hurricane losses amounted to only two aircraft
destroyed, and three damaged, while the Luftwaffe lost a
total of nine dive-bombers and one twrin-engined fighter on

the da3rs on which engagements took place, although there is
no proof that all these losses were caused by fighters,
British claims were fourteen Ju,87*s and one Me,110 destroyed.

No, 3 Squadron was reported to have found the Me.110 easy to
deal with at low heights, and pilots reported that their
Hurricanes could easily turn inside the Me.110, which appeared
to be slow in manoeuvre,

Further evidence tending to disprove the theory of enemy
air superiority, is provided \>j the Operations Record Books of
the Blenheim squadrons. These show that between 31 March and

14 April inclusive Nos, 45 and 55 Sq;oadrons flew 160 bcanbing
soircies against enemy Army formations and landing grounds, an
average of ten per da;/, without loss, and without once being
intercepted by enemy fighters. Except on a very few
occasions early in the period, when aircraft of No,55 Squadron
were escorted by not more than two of the squadron's fighter
Blenheims, all these bombing attacks were unescorted,

A-rmy Charge of 'False* Reconnaissance Reports.

In spite of the difficulties encountered in the ■'with
drawal, notably, the capture of part of 'A* Flight with
drawing from Maraua on 6 April, and the lack of spares, which
resulted in aircraf’G operating without tail wheels and
Hurricanes without hydraulics. No, 6 Squadron continued to
carry out tactical reconnaissazice for the Army, and not one
request for reconnaissance was turned doY/n, The operations
of the squadron v/ere warmly praised at the tiine by tne General
Officer Coramanding-in-Chief, but his expressions of apprecia
tion were later overshadowed by the issue raised in his
'Report on the Action of the 2nd Armoured Division during the
withdrawal from Cyrenaica'.

In the list of 'Factors which contributed to the
Disaster'5 given at Appendix 'B' of this report, were included
'false air reports on 3 April about the enemy being at Msus*,
and 'the frequent changes of orders and regrouping consequent

Nos,

3 & 73
Squadrons
O.R.Bs &

Enemy
Documents
A.H.B.6.

A.H.B./IIJI/
183/146(A).
Enel. 87(a)

Nos.

45 & 55
Squadrons
O.R.Bs,

No,6 Sqdn,
O.R.B,

Cabinet Paper
W.P. (41)159
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on these air reports, which resulted in the disintegration of

formant ions and units, and the lack of tactice.l reconnaissance,
paarticula.rly in the later stages'. In addition, in the main
body of the report the following statements were made;-

(a) (At 2 p
As the conference v/o.s breaking up (plans wex-e changed
because) a tactical reconnaissance report was received
which stated that enemy Armoured Fighting vehicles

In point of fact
the so called enemy Armoured Fighting vehicles moving
on Msus were a patrol of the Long Range Desert Group
and the 3rd Armoured Brigade Recovery Section, but
this was not established for another twenty-four
hours.

3 April the G.O.C. held a conference)•m. on

were moving towards Msus

A later a.ir reconnaissance at 6,30 p.m, on
the same day estimated the 'enemy' force at Msus at
100 tanks and motor transport.

(b) On 4 April, 3rd Armoured Brigade at Msus found no
enemy, but discovered that the dunp, on which they
were relying for fuel, had been destroyed the
previous evening as a result of the false a.ir informa-

ilnother false a.ir report occurred on
the evening of the 5th April when tactical reconnais
sance reported an enemy move northward from Msus.

In a footnote it was stated that the primary ca.uses of this

misleading information were that the pilots v/ere only partially
trained, and that the system of air to ground signals from
reconnaissance aircraft v/as ineffective.

tion

This report was sent to the V/ar office without the know

ledge of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Middle East, and
was subsequently circulated as Cabinet Paper W,P,(41)159*
Chief of Air 3tai*f was the first to draw the attention of the

Air Officer Commanding-in-Ohief to the report when he asked for

an explanation of the 'False' reconnaissance reports mentioned

in Appendix 'B*. As a result a subsidiary report (1) was
rendered by Air Commodore Brown, Air Officer Commanding R.A.F,

Gyi^naica at the time of the Y/ithdr'wal, and Brigadier Hardin
vSenior Staff Officer to the Cyrenaica forces. This report,
together with tha,t of the Commander of the Free French garrison
at Msus, is given at AppendixXXXI, These stace the case for

the Air Force, but while the charge of lack of tactical
' reconnaissance in the later stages is refuted, it cannot be said

th't conclusive evidence was found as to wrhether the columns

reported as enemy by air reconnadssence on 3 and  5 April were
Axis or British,

The

o>

CAS Polder

(A.H.B./ID3/
744).

More important than the truth about these facts, however,
as was lafer readily acknowledged by the imiij’- Commander, was

the principle involved. The production of the Harding/Brown
report on 25 July, wa.s followed on the same day by the dispatch

telegram from the Middle Erst to the Wa.r Office, in whichof a

the Commander-in-Ghief expressed his regret that the Air Officer

Commanding-in-Chief had not been consulted about the Army
report, and requested that, while fa.lse deductions might have
been ma.de from air reports, the suggestion tha.t false air reports
were rendered by the Royal Air Force be withdra.wn from the
Report. In a minute to the Prime Minister, dated  7 August
1941, the Chief of Air Staff drew attention to the Handing/
Brown Report and to the Commander-in-Chief' s telegram. ' He
pointed out that without this report General Wave11's report

C.A.S.Folder

(A.H.B./ID3/
744).

(1) A.H,B,/IIJ6/78
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WD.S liable to give a misleoiling impression r.s to where

responsibility should lie for the confusion on 3 April, and

suggested tho.t it should be printed as an annexe to Genera.1

Wa.vell*s report. He considered it important that the matter

should be cleared np because a- question of principle was

involved. This lay in the fact that while General Wavell's
report suggested that false information supplied by pilots as
to the identity of ground forces contributed to the confusion
which led to the disaster, nevertheless it was a principle

accepted by the Aimy and the Royal Air Force, that an airman

on reconnaissance reports only what he sees, and leaves it to

the Army Intelligence Liaison Officer -with the squadron, or to

the Army Formation Headquarters to place an interpretation
upon it. He wrote;-

*This principle is ba.sed on the fact that recognition
of ground forces from the air is a very difficult
business under pra^ctical reconnaissance conditions;
the difficulty was accentuated in Libya owing to the
fact tha.t we were using captured Ita.lian tanks and
Motor Transport. On the other hand the Army
Forma.tion H.Q. or Liaison Off ice r was informed from
a variety of sources to assist in making an inter
pretation. The R.A.F. pilot is at liberty to give
his o™ views to the Army Liaison Officer, but the
responsibility for recognition rests with the latter.'

The Chief of Air Staff ended by saying tha.t it was presumably
in recognition of this principle that the Commander-in-Chief
Middle Ernt in his signal stated; 'False deductions may have
been made from air reports'. In reply the Prime Minister
agreed to the circulation of the Report pjs a Cabinet Paper,
but stressed that the disaster had come about because the

system was at fault, and that the lack of effective and
intimate contact between the air and ground forces called for

Subsequently both the Hajrding/Brown Reporta drastic refomi,

Ibid

and the Commander-in-Chief's telegr.am were printed as Cabinet

Papers, and were numbered W.P, 201 and W.P, 222 respectively.

TkaiaLusiona

In assessing the reasons for the British withdrawo.1
the na.ture of the enemy forces and their leader must not be

forgotten. Until the spring of 1941 the British had had only
the Italians to combat, and had found this a comparatively
e&sy task. The arrival of German troops not only augmented
the Axis force in North Africa, but infused a new element into

The Germans were Yrell trained, skilled and tempera
mentally more suited to warfare than their a-llies, well-

Above all they were led by

it.

equipped and with high morale,
who had made his name in Prance by the daring and

unpredictabilitjr of his tactics. All this ought, perhaps,
to have been foreseen, and errors of Judgment .at the General
Headquanters of the British have been noted; but there is a

limit to foresight, and the surprise element in war can never

be discounted completely. Thus, the British were caught
unprepared and, by a mixture of skill rand good fortune on

Rommel's pajrt, were thrown into confusion from which they
emerged only after losing much ground and suffering con
siderable losses. They did however emerge in time to avert

“ _ . and to avoid decisive defeat in the
It has been shown that this Axis success cannot be

a man

worse consequences

Desert,

said to have profited from actual air superiority, althou^
in the initia.1 stages it owed much to two fortunate c.ir
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operations,
dispatch:“

Rather, as Air Marshal Longmore stated in his

'It would be true to say that the Gerraan-Italian
success in regaining Cyrenaica was due more to the
number, efficiency cjid mobility of their ground
forces than to their numerical air superiority.
At no time did the German-Italian air forces

completely dominate the situation on this front.'
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PARC V

ACTPrET AT THE PBONTIER, APRIL - JUNE 1 941 .
ih;luding operation battleaxe

SIDTION I

THE FRONTIER ACTIONS OF APRIL AND MAT

General Review of the Situation

After the withdrawal to the frontier, the British had
forces v/ith which to launch a counter offensive, and it was
even doubtful if there vra.s sufficient strength to resist a
further advance by the enemy into Egypt. It was therefore of
the greatest importance to prevent the enemy from reinforcing
his units in North Africa, until the strength of the Western
Desert Force had been built-up. On 14 April the Prime
Minister issued a directive to the Commanders-in-Ghief in the

Middle East theatre, for their general guidance in the conduct
of the campaign in the Mediterranean, with particular
reference to the outstanding importance of attacking the
enemy's lines of communication particularly through the port
of Tripoli, and along the coastal road between Tripoli and
Agheila,

to stop all sea borne traffic between Italy and Africa by the
'fullest use of surface craft, aided so far as possible by
aircraft and submarines'. Heavy losses in battleships,
cruisers and destroyers were to be risked if necessary, to
achieve this important objective. The harbour at Tripoli was
to be i-endered useless by recurrent bombardment, and enemy
convoys passing to and from Africa were to be attacked by
cruisers, destroyers and submarines, assisted by the R.A.F.,
and F.A.a.(I) Naval forces v/ere also to be based in I/lalta and
protection afforded them by tlie air force at Jfelta. To stop
the flow of supplies and reinforcements along the four-
hundred mile Tripoli - Agheila road the Prime Minister
suggested continuous harassing raids should be made by commando
forces landed from special 'Glen' ships, and even the landing of
a fewr light and medium tanks to destroy convoys using the road.

The Prime Minister approved the Gommanders-in-Chief* s
decision to defend Tobruk vath all possible strength but
enphasised that it should not be regarded as a purely defensive
position, but rather as an invaluable bridgehead for attack on
the communications of the enemy.

On 23 April, the Commanders-in-Chief drew up an
appreciation of the situation. By tliis time the position in
Greece had become acute and an evacuation vras foreseen in the

near future. Hovrever, although this greatly increased the
Inportance of holding Crete both because the 1-iaY-f needed the
harbour at Suda Bay and because from an air and mval point of
view it was essential to deny it to the ene,iy, resources did
not permit immediate or adequate reinforcement.

no

The Gommander-in-Ghief, Mediterranean, was ordered

DAoC-in-G
C.O.S.Tels

49A(Tel.77)
(A.H.B./EU1/
94/183(A)).

Lack of resources was also the conditioning factor in

The main deficiency yras in armoirredthe Western Deseri;,

troops, and the general plan was to check the enemy by holding
defensive areas which would der^ him vra.ter supplies at Tobruk,
Mersa Matruh and Maaten Bagush, while organising li^t forces to

Ibid

51A (Tel.78)

(1) For some time a plan had been under consideration for a
bombardment of Tripoli harbour by major units of the
Mediterranean Fleet, This eventually took place on
20/21 April, when Wellingtons from Malta carried out a
bombing raid to divert attention from the Naval attack.
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observe and delay ary eneny advance acixiss the desert area

from Solium to the eastward. The next most pressing need

was in anti-tank and anti-aiixsraft weapons: preparations had

also to be made for the internal seourityi problem of Egypt,

The Ooramanders-in-Chief considered that eneny forces

operating in the forward area had ten^orarily outrun their
communications and were awaiting reinforcement by the 15th

Armoured Division, which was at this time moving forward from

Tripoli, and were iinlikely to be able to operate other than
defensively before its arrival,(1)
the worst case, early in May. The threat was however,
conditioned by the question of whether or not the eneny could

make use of a port in Cyrenaica; until then he covild only
en^loy his forces, including the 15th Amoured Division,
against Tobruk for a limited period. If he could continue
to use Tripoli as freely as in the past, together with other

ports in Cyrenaica, he would soon be able to build up large
German and Italian forces of an offensive in July, The air

force was contributing towards preventing this by limited
attacks on Tripoli from Malta, and by bombing ports and trans

ports along the lines of communication through Libya,

Concerning naval operations the Commanders-in-Chief
en^ihasised that already the navy was operating fuUy against
eneny sea and land communications. Stress was laid on the

fact that Naval forces for these operations had to be on a
scale out of all proportion • to the tasks or the naval risks
entailed, in order to tiy to meet the air threat of a large
sttperiority in numbers of eneny sdrcraift. Plans had already
been made to land raiding parties from the ‘Glen* ships
behind eneny lines, but bad weather had prevented them being
carried out during the winter months.

The main threat to Egypt was primarily from the German
air force, and the Commanders-in-Chief estimated that a total
of one hundred and fifty long range bonbers might be made
available against Egypt from the Mediterranean bases. The
eneny was thought to have approximately two hundred and fifty
tr^^ort aircraft with the assistance of which he could
maintain at least four himdred operational aircraft working
from aerodromes between Benghazi and Bardia, The threat to
the Navy and sea communications was clear, and the possibility
of an enemy airborne foree against Syria, Cyprus, Crete or Egsrpt
had to be taken into consideration. Against these increased
potential dangers to Egypt however, there was available, on
one front only, an ever increasing air force experienced in
desert warfare, which ought to be able to give effective
support to land operations, and by enterprising action
neutralise an eneny air offensive against Egypt,

Reorgeuiisation of the British at the Frontier

This might take place in

Following the retreat of the British forces to Solium

and the halt of the eneiry‘s advance at the frontier, a general
re-organisation of the desert forces took place in preparation
for the defence of Egypt, Of the army units. Headquarters
Cyrenaica Command closed down and left Tobrtik on 13 April,
leaving the fortress in charge of Major General Morshead,
commanding the 9th Australian Division, The headquarters
unit was re-established at Maaten Bagush as Western Desert

War Cabinet

Narrative,
Section 1,
Chapter D,

(1) This was approximately correct,
SECRET

See page I49,
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Force on 11). April and came imder the command of Major General
Bei'esford-Pierse on 17th,

Australian Division became responsible for the defence of

Matruh, and 6th Division covered the aorea El Daba - Maaten
Bagush, and *A‘ Squadron Long Range Desert Group operated over
the area Maddalena - Siwa - Jalo - Bir Tengeder,

Under this headquarters the

The Royal Air Force operated under No,201). Group at
Maaten Eagush which replaced H.Q, R,A,P, Qyrenaioa on 1lf April*
On 12 April Air Commodore R, Collishaw arrived to take
command of the group, and on the 14th Group Captain Brewn
relinquished the command of R.A.F. Oyrenaica and returned
to Cairo,

were as follows :~
The air units under the command of No,204 Group

No.204 Gp,
O.R.B. ,

IR strengthIEAircraftSquadron Location

8 2No, 6 Tobruk Lysander
Hurricane k 2

No, 3 R.A.A.fJ1)

No,11){2)

k16SIdl Hanelsh Hurricane

Burg 9l Arab

(rear)
L.G.021 (Adv.)

6Ble:rhelm IV 12

No,2i) S.A.A.F,(Det,) (3) Fuka

No. 39 (Det)(4) Maate

8Maryland

kMarylandn Bfgush

6No.l)5 Blenheim IV 12Fuka

6Blenheim IV 12ZlmlaNo.55

416liurrloaneN0.73 Tobruk

Also available for operations in the Western Desert were the

heavy bombers of No, 257 Wing at Shallufa -vjhich had an advanced

headquarters at Puka,

The squadrons under its command were:-

IS IR

16No,37 Squadron Shallufa Wellington 4

16No. 38 Squadron Wellington 4Shallufa

16Wellington 4No,70 Squadron Kabrit

16No,12)j8 Squadron Wellington 4Kabrit

Policy in the Desert

At General Headquarters, Middle East, it was considered
that the enenw advance had been definitely checked at the

Egyptian frontier and that the active defence of Tobruk
constituted a threat to the eneiup’s lines of oominunication
which was likely to prevent his further advance,
sions of the British Intelligence after the eneny's abortive

attack on Tobruk were that the enerqy had temporarily abandoned

the idea of secuaing the fortress,
troops of the Italian 27th (Brescia) and 102nd (Trento)

The condu

it was believed that

War Cabinet

Narrative,
Section 1,
Chapter P.

(1) Withdrawn to Delta to re-equip on 19 April 1941# a^d
replaced by No„274 Squadron.

Command Operations on 1 May 1941*
Arrived in Western Desert on I3 May 1941•

4) Arrived in Western Desert on I6 April 1941*

SECRET
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Divisions, with a stiffening of the German 5th Light Infantry-
Division and elements of the 132nd (Ariete) were in the area
Bardia - Solium,

intended to penetrate as deeply as possible into Egypt,
It was considered that eventually Rommel

The Army situation, although momentarily improved,
promised very little for the future. General 17avell*s main

problem was the shortage of tanks. He had one weak unit at

Tobruk, and one in the Matruh area, against an estimated enemy
strength of at least I50 in the fighting line in Cyrenaica,
Most of the enemy tanlcs were in the Bardia-Sollum area, and it
was thought that the enemy might be preparing a further east
ward move. Although the air force was continually attacking
enemy transport and causing loss and difficulty, it could not

stop the movement of enemy columns which dispersed widely by
day and moved only by night. The most effective way to cut
the enemjr supply lines was to attack from Tobruk, and this had
in fact been urged after the repulse of the enemy on 14 April,
but the garrison was not strong enough to iindertake such an
operation against considerable enemy forces, 'The only possible
course for the time being was to remain on the defensive, hold
ing the perimeter defences at Tobruk and the frontier line at

Solium, and malcing harrying sorties whenever possible until
sufficient strength had been regained to make a coimter move.

So great, however, v/as the desirability of an early
counter-stroke in the Desert, that on reception of this report,
the Chiefs of Staffs, decided to send a fast convoy through the
Mediterranean to carry much-needed tank reinforcements to the
Army, The great risks which had to be accepted in vindertaking
such an operation, when the German Air Force was known to be

established in force in Sicily and North Africa, were sufficient
indication of the importance attached to assuming the offensive
in the Desert for the recapture of the Cyrenaican airfields and
the relief of Tobrulc,

Cabinet Hist,

Series (b) 3
Pinal (120)

Like the iirmy Commander, although the Air Officer
Coimnanding-in-Chief considered that the enemy* s failui'e at
Tobrulc constituted an improvement in the Libya situation for
the time being, he v;-as still apprehensive regarding the ftiture.
He foresaw that if, as seemed likely, the collapse of Greece
took place, German air reinforcements v/ould be sent to the
Desert from there,

all the available Hurricanes and Blenheims and the wastage rate
of both only just balanced with the rate of supply,
circumstances no margin of strength existed to meet either an
increase in enemy air activity in the Desert, or the demands
for air protection which an evacuation from Greece would imply.
In this dilemma he asked the Chief of Air Staff for instruc

tions whether the Desert or Greece should be given priority in
the event of an evacuation from the latter,
decision on this matter was communicated to Air Marshal Longmore
in a further directive from the Prime Minister to the

Commanders-in-Chief, on 18 April,

Already the fighting in the Desert absorbed

In these

The policy

It was then laid down that

Ibid

(136)

so far as was possible the air effort should be divided between

the two requirements, but, that in the event of a clash in
demands the emphasis must be given to victory in Libya,

Meanwhile, it was the task of the Air Officer Commanding-
in-Chief to restore the squadrons in the desert to full strength

AOC/11: ¥/estem with the greatest possible speed in readiness for the offensive
Desert Ops.
A.H.B./IIJI/
183/146 (A)
Bncls.1 67(a)
& 167(b))

(10003)54

when it cane. Tlais was no easy proposition. With a strength
of 86 aircraft, the seven squadrons in the V7estern Desert
under No,204 Group had, on 7 May only 40 aircraft serviceable.
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Air Marshal Tedder reckoned that a T/eek*s carefiiL husbanding
of the force would see it in more formidable dimensions and

enable it to play its full part in supporting a move forward
by the ground forces. This proved to be the case in spite
of increased energy ground activity in the Capuzzo area on
12 May, when fighters vrere called in to st5)port the British
ground forces. By 12 May increased serviceability in the
Desert Squadrons, the addition of six Hurricanes from Malta,
and a flight of No,1 S.il.A.P. (Hurricane.) Squadron from
Alexandria, enabled the A.0.0, to forecast the seivioeability
figure in the Western Desert for 15 May as 72 aircraft,

German Intentions

In the German oan^j, there was considerable imcertalnty
as to what course of action should be taken next. To follow

up his recent success Rommel was anxious to make  a drive

towards Suez via Matruh, and in this project he received a

meastire of support from Headquarters in Germany, Haider,
however, considered that such a move ooijld only be staged as
a raid, as there were neither the necessary troops nor the
supply facilities to hold Suez, The C,-in~C, Axray wanted to
haeten the build-up of a base for Rommel using submarines and
an airborne Division, On 15 April, however, Rommel reported
that he was meeting stubborn resistance at Tobruk and that

this advance was blocked by a strong garrison sti^iported from
the sea by naval units. He was being forced to employ two
Italian Divisions to tighten the line of encirclement, and
was also being attacked on the land side from Egypt, Haider's
view was that at last Rommel was constrained to admit that,

his forces were not sufficiently strong to allow him to take
full advantage of the 'unique opportunities' offered by the
overall situation, a view v;hich had been held for some time
at German Headquarters,

Haider's

Diary
(A.H.R6)

Unsatisfactory State of the German Forces in North Africa

On 20 April, in a signal to the Supreme Command of the

German Air Force Operations Staff, General Waldau,
Fliegerfuehrer .ifrilca, expressed considerable anxiety regaird-
ing the situation in North Africa, He iwrote:-

The Africa situation is indicated by. .the state of. air

superiority of the British, Due to the conditions
there, our own airfields are completely occupied, in
spite of great expansion in area. Our parked aircraft,
quarters, stores, as well as an abundance of totally
luiserviceable material (aircraft), take tp the full
extent of the airfield, so that there is still only a
limited space left for taking off and landing. Large
numbers of colirnns and any quarters standing along the
coastal road are highly susceptible to air attack, which
cannot be averted satisfactorily with such small flak
defence and such insiiffioient fighter cover, Rommel's
flak detachments are not available for air defence, as
they are engaged in the ground battle, to hold the
Tobruk position. One A.A, batteiy was lately destroyed
in the ground battle, A.A. ammunition is not coming
through, so that defence is severely limited due to
lack of amnunition. Up to April 19, four fighters of
the l/pighter Gesohwadar 27 have arrived at the front.
More are being transferred today.

Eneny
Documents

a.h.b.6.
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Italian fighter naterial is inferior, and, in
spite of the readiness of personnel to go into action,
it is ineffective, and its condition unfit for ready
action.

Air Officer Cormranding Italian Air Force,
and after the engagement of stronger detachments of
l/Pighter Geschwader 27, is it lilcely that a balance
can be restored, as the British are reinforcing
continuously.

The lack of the aircraft reporting service, Africa
is at present partly overcome by the engagement of an

advanced patrol troop, which being only limitedly
effective can not picic up British Planes approaching
over a wide area.

A request for reinforcements was made to
Only then.

The supply situation in spite of the utmost exer

tions of the Pliegerkorps X, is coming to a standstill.
On 19th April the British attacked the coastal traffic
and sank supply ships with fuel and bombs for Dema off

Appolonia.(1)
quite insufficient owing to the lack of columns and
Italian colxnnns of the Pliegerkoips X, taken on charge
far beyond agreed upon objectives, were yesterday with
drawn.

Land supplies in Benghazi-Derna area are

Ydiether further columns will be given is doubl?-
ful, as they are controlled by the Italian High Command,

In Rome, tomorrow, the following requests will be
made:-

(a) Provision of oolvimns for exclusive supply duties
to the German Air Force in Africa,

required before all concerns of the army, except for a
continuous supply of v/ater and food, which seems to be
assured,

(b) All available Italian fighters should move to the
front,

locations in southern Italy and Tripoli,

(o) More pressure on Italian sea forces to ensure
safety of the supply to Africa,

I myself consider, that in order to be able to main
tain Rommel's position, the following requirements
necessary:-

Supply urgently

At the moment they are situated in various

are

(a) 1 further fighter Staffed, 1 Flak Battalion
for the protection of ground organisation,
1 A/O reporting company,

1 recce Staffed, long range reconnaissance, which
C,-in~C. would have to provide.

1 reinforced Staffed for air-sea-rescue service,
and also for the protection of submarines
against the increasingly threatened coastal
shipping between Tripoli, Benghazi and Derna.

Engagement of a fully authorised German working
group for the consolidation of Benghazi.

(b)

(1) On 16 April taie auxiliary sailing vessel Vanna was sunk by gunfire from
H.H.S. Sutaiarlne Truant up to 2 miles north of Apollonla, and on 1?th the
auxiliary sailing vessel Romagna was sunk by H.M. destroyers Greyhound and

approximately the same position. Both ships were~5afiyTng bombs
and fuel to Derma for the Luftwaffe, There are no reports of attacks on
coastal traffic on 19 April, so it may be presumed that General Waldau>s
dates were incwreot.

Records of

Admiralty T.S.D/
Historical Section
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A further indication of the Geman view of the situation

■\ms given in a signal from the C-in-G. General Staff of the
Artier Operations to the German Air Staff Operations Staff, in
which a iDrotest T/as made against instructions given to the
Fliegerkorps X that shipping targets were to have priority.
On behalf of the Genian Africa Co3:ps, the C.-in-C, pointed
out that the operational forces of the Fliegerfuehrer Africa
were urgently required for the defence of ground targets, and
provided at that moment the only means of holding the Tobruk
and Bardo.a positions, a task which was becoming more difficult
every day. He requested that applications for the imniediate
reinforcement of the Geman Air Force shoirld be renewed, and
added that until then, the Fliegerkorps X wovild concentrate its
attacks on ships in the sea area Tobruk-Bai'dia-SoUum,
Meanwhile the aircraft of Fliegerfuehrer Africa could not be
spared for these operations unless the eneny naval ships in
this area presented a direct threat to the troops in action,
British Air Policy d-uring tire Ground Lull

During the first half of April the air units in Cyrenaica
had ox^erated for the most part in close co-operation T/ith the
Arniy, and la.tter]y the constant demands for fighter and bomber
protection of Tobrule, together with frequent requests for
strategic reconnaissance had absorbed a great part of the air
effort,
inactivity on the ground, there was a ret-um to the policy of
concentrating air activity in attacking the enengr's lines of
communication. It was apxireciated that before the eneniy
could make ary determined effort to continue his advance into
Egypt a considerable reserve of warlike stores would have to

Oollishaw Reriort be concentrated near the Egyptian frontier; at the same time
(A.H.B./IIJ6/2), the vei^'- extensiveness of the advance had increased the length

of the Axis supxoly routes throu^ the desert to a degree ^iiiioh,
at least for the time being, the use of Benghazi and smaller
ports as unloading bases could only partly make good.
Unfortunately, in s-pite of the considerable reverse suffered in
the Desert, the air force had received little in the way of
reinforcement since March, largely ov/ing to the heavy require
ments of the fighting in Greece, Until May, only four heavy
bomber, three mediumbomber and two figliter squadrons were avail
able for operations under No. 204 Group. The hi^ scale of
effort maintained by this conroaratively small force we.s an
important featiore of this otherwise static period in the Desert
War.

No.204 Group
0.R.B,

With the commencement of a period of comparative

A particularly important target for air operations was
Benghazi. It quickly became apparent that the enemy was
experiencing considera.ble administrative difficulties imposed
by a shortage of motor transport, and the long road haul to the
frontier area, and that he was endeavouring to overcome them
by shijping supiolies to Bengasi and distributing them thence
to forvvard bases. The procedure he employed was to land
supplies at Benghazi, entrain them to Benina, and thence to
distribute them to the for'/ard area by transx3ort aircraft.
During the British occipation of Cyrenaica the constant Axis
air attacks on the harbour had prevented British shixas from
using the port, and it iTas hoped that attacks by the air force
would deny it to the eneip'-.

The principal air effort against Benghazi port was con
ducted by the Wellington Squadrons in night operations. In

Cdllishaw Rewrt addition Blenheims were sometimes despatched by day, usuallji" to
CA. H.B./IIJ6/2}. attack shixas suspected of convoying x^etrol to Benglmzi; in

these attacks the intention was to intercept the ships off
shore -Mien they \7ere remote from the standing filter patrols
operating in the Benghazi area. If the ships could
not be found, attacks were made on the harbour. The

SECRET

M.E.P. 0,S.
(a. H. B. /IIJI/
31/3'
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taxjtios employed ty the Blenheims con5)rlsed an attacjk at;
minimum height vvith a maxiinum load of 4lb* inoendiary bombs,
at an angle af 30 degrees across the ship^s track. The

large number of 4Ib, bombs carried ensxired that a. good pro
portion landed on board the tairget. Considerable success
was achieved in these Blenheim operations, several ships
being 3reported on fire, although only one ship was believed
to have been sunk.

Air attacks against Axis airfields in Qyrenaioa at this

time were importent not so much as a means of retaining air

superiority, but because, with the ̂ creasing success of
Allied action against his shipping,('^) the enemy began to
make increasing use of air transport for lii’ting supplies to

North Africa from Italy, and for flying out sick and wounded.
During February and March there had. been on average twenty to
twenty-five flights per day across the MeditexTanean, but

during the second half of April this was stepped up to over

fifty, with peak days on which well over a hurjired flights
were made. To help this air lift, two Gruppen of Ju.52*s,
comprising approximately eighty aircraft in all, were
transferred from the Balkans to the Italian air base at

Poggia after 25 April, Italian S.82*s were also employed*
■When these transport aircraft were operating, strong fighter
cover was piovided by the Italian Air Force over the airfields.
This was necessary, for whenever the British discovered that
a number of Ju,52*s had arrived, Blenheims and Hurricanes
carried out bonbing and machine-gunning attacks on their
bases. During May the ’air lift’ to North Africa began to
dwindle, as transport aircraft were transferred to the
Balkans to take part in the operations for the invasion of
Crete, In mid-May the average number of daily flights dropped,
to between iO and 15, and remained on this reduced scale
during June,

In the air offensive against eneny road communioationa
operations were tindertaken to attack all thin-skinned
vehicles moving in either direction along the roads from El
Agbeila, through Benghazi, and past Tobruk to the frontier.
As the strength of the air force in the Western Desert was
already low it was essential to prevent casualties as far as
possible, and to conserve the force. Instructions wesre
therefore issued that aircraft operating against eneny motor
transport should confine their attacks to moving vehicles,
as experience showed that halted columns were able to bring
concentrated A, A, fire to bear agaisast aircraft« Although
they could not always be avoided in mixed columns, armoured
vehicles were generally left alone, as they were not
vulnerable targets, and vrere usually capable of greater
retaliation than thin-skinned vehicles. Aircraft crews were,
however particularly directed to attack the ten-ton vehicles
•vdiioh were known to be bringing ip petrol to the forward area;
these and troop-carrying lorries were particularly susceptible
to machine-gun attaxsks, and a large number were believed to
be destroyed, particularly after the De Wilde incendiary
ammunition became available. The enemy countered these
tactics to some extent by confining the movement of supply
columns to the hours of darkness, and dispersing widely by
day, although this in itself must have caused delay and
inconvenience,

Enemy Documents
A.H.B,6

Collishaw
Report.

(a.h.b.Au6/2),

(1) Owing chiefly to Naval action, sinkings of enemy shipping
in the Mediterranean increased from a total of 30,000 tons
in March to 41 ,000 in April,

Lloyd’s List
of Enemy
Shipping Losses
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Bomber and fighter Blenheims operated between El Agheila
and Benghazi, long-range Hurricanes, viiioh refuelled at

El Gubbi, between Benghazi and Tobruk, and short-rangeEurrioanes
between Tobruk and the frontier area. The tactics normally

employed for low-level attacks, were for aircraft te operate
in pairs, proceeding from base to the selected target area at

maxiram height, until dust-clouds annomoed the presence, of
motor transport columns, when the aircraft would descend to
attack,

from a very low height, along the length of the column,
Blenheim bombers used very small boinbs, preferably the 201b,
anti-personnel bomb, on the grounds that it contained the

highest proportion of explosive and provided the greatest
charKJe of hitting vehicles and causing perforation to the oil
drums.

Best results were achieved niien attacks were made
The

Ibid

The fighter Blenheims and long-range Hurricanes operated
without fighter cover principally because the areas in -which
they operated were outside the range of short-range fighters,
but there was in any case a shortage of short-range fighters.
The Hurricanes operating in the area between Tobruk and the

frontier, while employing similar tactios in their attacks,^
had to be continually on the watch for eneipy' aircraft, for in
this area.Me,109*s, and 110»s, were active. Later on, when

more fighters became available it was possible to provide
fighter cover for operations in this area. In operating against
eneny col-umns, aircraft frequently expended all their ammuni
tion against the target, thus rendering themselves susceptible
to attack by enemy fighters on the ret-uam journey. Consequently,
to avoid interception, it became the practice for aircraft "tJO
make out to sea when they had completed their attack, and -to

keep -well off shore during the home-ward trip. Aircraft -^th
spare ammunition returned to base overland, -unless or until they
found an additional target to attack, Veiy few casualties
were sxaffered in these low-flying attacks during April,

The enemy’s reaction to the air attacks on his icad
traffic was to rely on a passive system of defence, -whereby
certain sections of the roads were protected from air attack.

Thus the Italian fighter force was spread out in detachments
along the route from Tripoli through Benghazi to the Egyptian
frontier, -while the German Air Force operated in the area
bet-ween Gazala and the frontier. The Italian defensive
tactic consisted of stationing fighter patrols at regular
intervals over the main 3X>ads, and standing patrols over

important points such as Tripoli, Benghazi, Benina, Baroe and
Martiiba, At Benghazi I-talian night fighters, particularly
0.R.42, were frequently seen by Wellingtons operating at about
8,0QQ. feet over the town, but very few of the bombers were hit
by g-un—fire from them; however, some of the few Wellingtons

(a.H,E,/IU6/2), -which did not return from these raids may have been lost in
this way. On the whole the C,R,42 appeared to achieve more

against the Blenheims and Marylands which operated at
This was probably

Collishaw

Report

success

night against Derna and Gazala airfields,
partly caused by the less efficient night camouflage of the.
Blenheims and the conspicxious exhaust flames of the Marylands,

In the forward area shortage of aircraft prevented the

Luftwaffe from maintaining standing patrols, so operations
were directed -with the aid of an air observation system, report

ing to Section Headquarters at Gazala. and Gambut,
dispatched to intercept British aircraft only when

’sighting’' reports were received, a procedure -w/hich handicapped

Fighters
-were
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fighter defence and accounted for the infrequency vdth which
interceptions were made in the early weeks of this period.
However, as the German warning system becaiTie more efficient,
casualties grew heavier.

Whatever its defects in defence, as will be seen subse
quently, the Luftwaffe had air superiority over Tobruk from
the time the deteriorating military situation forced the

British Squadrons to retire to the Maaten Bagush area,
necessity for operating from these landing-grounds remote from

the forward area, and particularly from Tobruk was one of the
main difficulties mder which the squadrons laboured at this
time,

eased the situation to some extent, but its security could not

be guaranteed by the Amy, so that it was necessary to keep
the units there in a high state of mobility and with a mini

mum of staff, while its vulnerability to air attack made it
advisable to keep the ntmiber of aircraft on the landing-ground
dovm to the minimum*

The

The use of Sidi Barrani as an advanced refuelling base

In addition to fighter defence the eneiy atten5)ted to pro-
This wastect supply columns with gunfire from the ground,

done by stationing armovred vehicles at intervals of five miles
along the littoral road between Tobiuk and Capuzzo, and along
the Trigh Capuzzo between El Adem and Sidi Azeiz,
fire from a single armotired vehicle might be expected to have

little effect against a fast low-flying aircraft, but the

stationing of these vehicles at frequent intervals severely
handicapped operations and tactics, because previously aircraft
had enjoyed freedom ficm flak while flying homewards at ground
level in search of further prey,
from the armoured vehicles at the aircraft as they flew along
the road was disconcerting, and to that extent successful.

The »flak«

Successive bursts of fire

Offensive Air Operations, 15~30 April

In spite of the eneny's successful adv?mce, largely owing
to heavy requirements elsewhere, particularly in Greece, very
little had been done to reinforce the air force in the Western

Desert since March. Until May only four heavy bomber, three
medium bomber and two fighter squadrons were operating under
No,204 Group, although the arrival of a strategic reconnaissance
flight (No,39 Squadron detachment), relieved No,55 Squadron of
a hitherto heavy commitment,
half of April v/as the high scale of effort maintained by Shis
oonpiaratively small force working under the difficulties imposed
by the Axis advance, the chief of which was the great distance
of the air bases from the target areas.

During this period twelve raids were carried out against-
Benghazi, the most important single target, eight sorties being
flown by Blenheimis, and thirty-six night sorties by Wellingtons,
Although this effort was insufficient to deny the enemy the
use of the port. Intelligence reports indicated that it had
succeeded in limiting the capacity of the port sufficiently
to prevent the enemy from relying on this means for building
tp his force for a further advance without extensive dumping
of supplies,
ting force in the forward area.

Squadron detachment at Malta maintained offensive activity
against Tripoli, now far in the rear of the enemy lines, but
still important as an imloading port;
flown by the Wellingtons, and considerable damage was
believed to have been caused to ships in the harbour.

A remarkable feature of the last

However, he was still able to maintain his exis-
During this period No,148

thirty-four sorties were

M.E.P,O.S,

(A.H.B/IU1/
31/3)
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The Italian ship Maroochinof 1524 tons was sunk during a

joint naval/aJLr bombardment on 21 April, and the Romaena,
149 tons was sunk during a Wellington and Swordfish raid
17th.

Lloyds List of
Enemy Shipping
Sunk and

damaged by
Allied action.

on

The bxilk of the attacks on enemy airfields was concen
trated against Dema and the advance landing-ground at Gazala,
Three Wellington and seventeen Blenheim sorties were flown

against Dema and two Wellington and nineteen Blenheim sorties

against Gazala, while El Adem also received considerable
attention. In addition effective machine-gun attacks by

fighters were made at Benina on 27 April and Derna on the 301^^,
The latter attack was very fortunately timed, for the single
Hurricane dispatched on the raid found eight Ju 52’s emplanxng
troops on the airfield. The Hurricane delivered several ̂
attacks, setting fire to one aircraft and apparently inflicting
casualties on the troops.

The offensive against motor transport supplying the for

ward area was maintained by both bombers and fighters,
fifty sorties were made by Wellingtons and Blenheims, and

eighteen by fightersj it was believed that these caused
losses of enenjy transport vehicles which the Axis could ill

afford, but there is no record of this in enemy documents
although a general shortage of vehicles is recorded especially
in Luftwaffe units,

enemy air activity was slight during this period.

The Air Defence of Tobruk

Over

Except for the attacks on Tobruk,

Sqdn O.R.B.s

M,E,F,0•S,

(A.H.E./IU1/
31/3)

After the heavy attacks on Tobridc on 14 April, the
possible need for evacuating the air mits was brought up for
discussion. Group Captain Brown informed the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief that because of constant bombing attacks

and boitbardment by enemy artilleiy. Nos, 6 and 73 Squadrons
would soon have to be withdravm, as it v/as impossible to
service the aircraft on the Tobruk airfields. He was urged to

retain them for as long as possible because of the vital need
for tactical reconnaissance for the Army as well as for the

defence of the port, and it was suggested that when practicable
he should send aircraft to i-ear landing-grounds for servicing. In
the meantime arrangements were made for the future evacuation

of men and equipment of both squadrons, and of No. 258
(Fighter Control) Wing, Only the minimmi number of men for
keeping the aircraft of No, 73 Squadron in the air was

retained, while No, 6 Squadron was deprived of all aircraft
except the Hurricane flight and two Lysanders,- Its Lysander
flights left the fortress by air on 19 April, and on the

20th airmen and officers of both squadrons left by sea.

No. 235 M.R.U. was retained at Tobruk to provide early
warning for the garrison, but in addition to this important
task it was soon carrying out a second highly valuable
function. From its location with the perimeter it was
viewing across the Axis lines of communication, and was thus

able to report all aircraft movements between the eneny's
rear and forward areas. This infonnation was passed in

simple code by W/E to the desert Fighter Wing Operation
Control,

Diary of Air
Liaison Section,
Tobruk. A,H,B,/
IU6/9/2)

A.H.B./183/

146(A), Ends,
116(a), 117(a),
130(b) and
136(a).

A.H.B. Mono

graph, Signals,
Vol. IV

(C.D. 1063).
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On 16 April, in view of the shortage of shipping, particu
larly water carriers for Tobink, the Ooramander-in-Chief,
Mediterranean asked for fighter protection over the harbour

dtaring unloading. He suggested that the existing fighter
force at Tobruk was inadequate to meet naval and arrpy require
ments, and asked that additional fightei-s should be stationed
there. In the circumstances this request could not be ful

filled, but Air Marshal Tedder instructed No, 204 Group that
for the time-being the primaiiy role of the fighter squadrons
in the Western Desert was to defend Tobrulc, and that for this

purpose a min-i.Tnnm of ten Hurricanes was to be retained at
Tobnik during da^^light hotirs.

As the month progressed, enemy air attacks on Tobruk
became heavier. On 19 April twenty Ju, 88*s escorted by five
Me, 109*s atten5)ted to Doiicb the fortress and were intercepted
by Hurricanes of Nos,73 274 Squadrons,(1) Both squadrons
claimed one bomber and one fighter destroyed, eneny records

admitting the loss of three bombers but only one single-
engined fighter. One Hiirricane of No, 274 Squadron was lost.
During 21 April there were five scrambles over Tobruk, in the
last of which five Me, 109»s were intercepted without result.

By this time No, 73 Squadron, was reduced to five serviceable
aircraft, and the position was serious. Many pilots were
showing signs of strain and the morale of the squadron was

suffering. The situation showed no signs of in^rov®nent
however. On 22nd the enemy made a series of raids on Tobruk

in which a total of seventy-four bombers, and over fifty
fighters took part. No, 73 Squadron claimed at least five
Ju, 87 and three fighters destroyed, for one Hurricane
damaged, but enemy records admitted the loss of only one air

craft, a fighter. Large scale raids continued on the follow
ing d^ when enemy foimations totalling at least forty Ju, 87
and sixty Me, 109«s and 110‘s made three attacks on Tobruk.

No, 73 Squadron claimed four Ju, 87's and four Me 109*s
destroyed but lost three Hurricanes, two others being damaged.
The enemy admitted the loss of two single-engined fighters and
one bomber.

As a result of these raids it became inpraeticable to

operate No, 73 Squadron, from the airfield within the Tobruk

perimeter, and on 25 April the air party was moved to Sidi
Haneish, In consequence, the problem of the air defence
of the town was greatly aggravated and no ftirther interceptions
were made to the end of the month.

No, 6 Squadron was now the only operational air unit in the

fortress area. Fortunately the air attacks tended to
diminish, but the move of No, 73 Squadron, and the consequent
establishment of German air superiority over Tobrul: caused the

C,A,S, to enquire how much air support could now be given to
The A.0,C,-in-C, assured him that it was

hoped to maintain periodic fighter patrols over Tobruk by
refuelling at Sidi Barrani, although he fully realised that

this would not prevent the eneny from enjoying a far greater
freedom of action over the town.

At that time, however, there was no alternative course of
action. No,73 Squadron's losses in personnel and aircraft at

Tcbruk had been prohibitive, they had frequently been cutmmibered

The single flight of

A.H.B,/IIJI/

183/146(a),
Ends. 127(a)
and 135(a.)

Nos, 73 and
274 Squadrons
0,R.B.s

A,H.B,/IU1/183/ the Tobruk garrison.
146(A),
Ends, 156(a)
and 157(a) and
No, 73 Sqdn,
O.R.B,

(1) (No, 274 Sqdn, arrived at Gerawla on 17 April to replace
No, 3 Sqdn, R.A.A.P, which was withdrawn to the Delta
for rest on 20 April,
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by as many as seven or eight to one in their encounters -vri-th

large formations, they had had three squadron commanders
■within tliree weeks and the majority of the -pilots -were in
need of anmiiediate replaoement4 Out of 15 seiwioeable
Hurricanes available on 21 April, only five were serviceable
on the 23rd, and on the latter date one pilot had been killed
and three wounded. The total nuiiiber of Hiui’rioanes imme
diately available in the Western Desert on 26 April -was I4,
and it seemed a much -wiser policy to meet the eneny
occasionally in strong patrols -vfith a reasonable chance of
sTJocess, than to fritter away the Hurricane strength in
probably unsuccessful single sorties. When he had collected
sufficient Hurricanes to maintain air cover for refuelling
at Tobruk, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Cliief intended to
resume refuelling and rearming there, but -vd-thout air cover
the risk to the aircraft while on the ground was too great
to be taken. In the meantiiTO everything possible was done
to lessen the scale of air attack on Tobruk, by means of
dusk and night raids on the enemy airfields at Gazala and
Dema and on the soiurces of supply at Benghazi and Benina,

In spite of Axis supply difficilties, the Tobruk raids
did not abate until the second week in May, when the German
air effort began to concentrate in the Eastern Mediterranean
for the Crete operations. Even this respite was short
lived, for after the fall of Crete the attacks assvimed
their former intensity at the end of May, and did not
decrease until the British offensive of mid-Cune, Operation
Battleaxe, According to British estimates, between
11 April and 24-June, Tobruk received 47 air attacks, an
average of one in every thixdy-six hours. These comprised
some 950 bomber sorties, an average of 20 per raid.

CAS Folder App ID>
to tlic inspec-tor
General's Klnute to
C,A,S , sysept, 19- 41

,/7d3/54S{A)(A,H.B,
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Ground Activity 15-50 Anill

By 16 April the bulk of the forward enemy troops
appeared to be concentrating in the area Bardia-Sollum-Sidi
Omar, and to be taking t:tp defensive positions. It was
thought that there -was an enemy force of one or two brigades
in the area west of Port Cap-uzzo and a small concentration of
armoured cars and trucks at the fort itself. On 15 April
the British Mobile Force l[iate 2nd Siipport G-roup) raided
Solium, wheice the enemy troops encountered were found
to be German, Further raids -were carried out against
Capuzzo on I6 and 17 April, Air aotivily in support of^
these operations consisted of eight Blenheim sorties against-
motor transport at Capuzzo on the 15th, five in the Bardia—
SoUum-Capuzz* area on the 17th, two at Bardia on the 18th
and thirteen at Bardia and Capuzzo .and on the Gazala-Tobruk-
Capuzzo road on the 19th, ^ 18 April there -were indications
that advance elements of the German 15th Division recen-fely
landed in Tripoli were in the forward area,
tion caused a change in British policy, in that it -was now
agreed that while the Western Desexi: Force continued to act
offensively -where possible, it must, at the same time, be
prepared to meet strong enemy reinforcements, especially
tanks, -which might reach the line Tobruk — El Gobi by the
27th, While it was estimated, that the concentration of
the 15th Division on the front could not be completed till
1 May, it was known that a group of German bomibers and a
group of fighters which had been -withdrawn to the Balkans,
were returning to Libya,

This informa-

Nos, 14,45 & 55
Sqifil 0,R,E.s,

War eaMnet
Narrati-ye,
Section 1,
Chapter F.
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The sitiiation in the Sollim area was apparently causing
some anxiety to the Axis, for on 23 April, in view of the
uncertain situation in the Desert, G-eneral Paulus was sent

from Germany to see Rommel,
Master appraisal of the situation on 24 April a crisis had been
reached, not at Tobruk but at Solltan, He considered that the
British at Tobruk at the least matched the Axis forces in

strength and were even sv^erior in artillery, so that a^
decisive attaolc was out of the question for the time being
although it was hoped to maintain the siege; this ■would
probably have to be raised, ho-wever, if Rommel ■wexe' beaten
at Solium where the British were believed to be bringing ttp
reinforcements. He pointed out that no gro'und reinforcements
would reach Rommel until 5 MAY 'by which time the 15th Amoured
Division should be beginning to arrive, and meanwliile the
activities of the Air Force were hampered by the shortage of
fuel in North Africa,(l) On 24 April, the Supreme Commander
of the Aimed Forces agreed to lend aircraft for transporting
engineers and rifle units of the 15th Armoured Division to
Derna, and several units were ferried to Libya during the next
few days.

According to the Chief Quarter

Haider’s
Diary
(A,H,B,6).

In spite of these alleged difficulties, by 25 April enemy
patrols against the British Mobile Force were increasing, on
26th three eneny colimms advanced eastward, and during the night
the Mobile Force, vMch had now been forced to relinquish its
position on top of the Halfaya Pass, oon^leted its withdrawal
to the line Euq Buq - Bir Sofafi, Between 23 and 25 April,
immediately preceding the enemy’s advance, Wellingtons made
four sorties and Blenheims twenty-four sorties against enemy
motor transport on the roads arotind Tobruk, Gazala, Bardia,
Capuzzo and Aoroma, while in addition on the 24th two Htoricanes
of No, 274 Squadron made an apparently successful attack on
motor transport north-west of Port Capuzzo, Enemy records
reported only slight damage however.

The Second Attack on Tobruk

On 28 April, despite the uncertain situation, Rommel
decided to make a further attack on Tobruk, For this he
intended to employ all the Geiman forces available, and to
leave all the defensive operations around Sollvan to the Italians,
The attack was made on 30 April, when enemy troops advanced on.
the -western perimeter from the direction of Acroma, and cap
tured the British Forward Defended Localities on  a five thousand
yard front. Approximately sixty enemy tanks avoiding the gun
positions, concentrated on the Infantry forward posts, but a
portion of the enemy withdrew before a counter-attack by British
tanks. Enemy losses were four tanks in the minefields, at
least three by Molotov cocktails(2) and four through British
tank action, as oom^jared with the loss of three infantiy tanks
and four oruisers lost by the British, besides five tanks lost
through mechanical failiire. During the attack enemy aircraft
made nmerous dive-bonibing attacks on troops and artilleiy posi
tions,. On the follaring day at the request of the Gener^
Officer Commanding Tobruk, twelve H'urrioanes of Nos, 73 and 274 Squadrons

Haider’s
Diary
(a,h,b,6)

War Cabinet
Hist, aeries
B(4) Pinal

(12)

In his diary Haider records (I6 April) ’The shocking loss
by torpedo of convoy No, 20 en route to Libya’,
According to Lloyds, on that date the Navy sank five
southbound ships off the Kerkennah Banlc, totalling over
fourteen thousand -tons.
Phosphorous incendiary bombs which could be thrown by
hand or dropped from adroraft.

(O

(2)
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maintained standing fighter patrols over the fortress. The
fighters encountered the eneniy in greatly superior numbers,
but No, 274 Squadraa shot dow three Me, 109*s for the loss
of one Hurricane destroyed and two damaged, Eneii-c;- documents
record only one Ju, 87 destroyed at Tobruk*

Aocojrding to a report by G-enera3. Paiilus to Headquarters
in Geimany although the attack had resulted in considerable
gains at the important south-west corner and had breached
the fortified lines in spite of considerable resistance, the
Axis forces -vrere not strong enough to exploit this success
and capture Tobruk,

A.H.B/lUli/
31/3

German and British Plans

Following the termination of the attack on Tobruk, the
German Supreme Military Command confirmed a directive given
to General Rommel by General Paultis, as an order from the
Gommander-in-Ohief Army:-

(a) The stretch of country taken on 1 May is to be.
held and further attacks, also of limited extent only,
are to be made whenever a quick success is to be expected
without losses worth mentioning,

(b) Reference to the definitely weakened condition
of the German treops. Arrangement of the undts and
v/ithdrawal of the mobile reserves ordered.

Enemy Documents
A,H,B,6
Signals of

Luftwaffe Ops
Staff Alex II

4-9A1

(o) Renewed attack, opened after the arrival of the
1'5th Panzer Division and the reinforcements, to be
dependent on the further development of the situation,

(d) Principal task of the Afrika Korps shall
be the occupation of Cyrenaica with or without Tobruk
SoHtEH and Bardia,

not to be questioned on aooomt cf the fighting reund
Tobruk,

The accomplishment of this task is

(e) Reinforcement of the Bardia-SoUum frent by
mobile German troops. No advancing beyond Solium
without sanction apart from reconnaissance,

(f) Examination of the defences of Gialo*

(g) Preparation of the position of Ain el Gazala,
Withdrawal there is left to C,“in-C, Afrika Korps
according to the development of the situation,

(h) Coastal observation against eneny landings.

(i) The setting up of protected supply base.

In order to hasten the fall of Tobruk special importance was
tr be attached to increasing the bombing and mining activity
of the Luftv/affe sections stationed in Greece,

At the beginning of May the combined Axis Air Forces had

at their disposal in North Africa a strength of nearly four

hundred aircraft of which only just over half was serviceable,
as follows:-
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StiBngth Servioeahle

68Bombers

Dive-bombers

S.E, Fighters
T,E, Fighters

Qr«3mia

75 43
2139
23

150

Italian

(5th Squadron)
49 25Bombers

Fighters
Arny Co-op,
Coastal

156 70
27 14
14-. A.

22|.6 114

In addition the following Geman aircraft were available in

Sicily and Greece:

89147Bombers

Dive-bombers

Long range recce

Night Fighters
T,E. Fighters
Transport

6588

727
15 3
18 14

,7l_ill
k.o6 252

War Cabinet

Narrative

Section 1,
Chapter F

At Headquarters Middle East, the concentration of the
enemy*'s attacking forces at Tobruk was considered to be an

advantage as it was thought to delay his preparations for an

advance into Egypt, It was espected, however, that he would
bring forward an additional German Armoured Division by mid-May,
and the Commande3>»in-Chief Middle East instructed Lieutenant

General Beiresford-Pierse to prepare an offensive as soon as

his armoured strength permitted. In counter-attacking, the
main objective of the Western Desert force was to be the

e3cpulsion of the enemy from the teixitoiy east of Tobn;jk

followed by a conjunction of this force with the garrison at

Tobruk* Pending the attack, the task of the mobile force wan
to seize opportunities for small scale offensive operations,
14eanwhile, however, the British defensive positions haid to be
carefully planned, especially for the prateotion of Sidi Barrani
which was the only forward airfield available for fighters in

the Tobruk area, and essential to the air defence of Tobruk.

British Air Activity ̂

During May the air' force continued its task of attacking
the enemy‘■'s communications to prevent a build up of his forces.
The Wellington effort in the Western Desert by Nos, 37, 38, 70
and 148 Squadrons vdiioh, apart from operations against Greece
and the Dodecanese, amounted to 100 sorties for the whole month,
was devoted for the first three weeks almost exclusively to
attacks on Benghazi and its satellite airfields of Benina and
Berta, the port and airfield at Dema and the forward landing
ground at Gazala* Sixteen raids, totalling 33 sorties were
made on Benghazi up to and including 21 May and a further eight
raids, totalling twelve sorties during the following ten days,
when Benghazi was the target on every occasion but one,
Blenheims also flew a few daylight sorties against the port and
on 1 May set fire to a ship alongside the north-east mole. This
was presumably the Italian ship Serdica, 1 ,533 tons, reported
by Lloyds as sunk in Benghazi harbotur on 1 May* The damage
inflicted by these attacks, partioiilarly on the port facilities
was considerable, and Intelligence sources estimated that the
effort during the first half of the month continued to limit

Sqdn, O.R.B.s
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si;5)plies passing through the port sufficiently to prevent
the eneniy from resuming a major offensive. This is supported
by a message from the Africa Co3:ps Luftflotte 4 (via
Pliegerkoips x) dated 9 May;

SiQ)p]y position of D.A.K, (Africa Corps) veiy serious
owing to continued and successful pressure by British
fleet and Air Force on communications via Benghatzi and

Tripoli, In the pa.st forty hours alone four ships
have been lost,(l) Request urgently that apart from
attacks on shipping near Tobruk relief will be provided
by air attacks on every British warship within striking
distance,

Dtxii-ng the first three weeks of the month, Blenheims of

Nos. 14, 45 aJid 55 Squadrons joined their effort to that of
the Wellingtons in attacking airfields. Thirty-five 

•

Wellington night sorties and 18 Blenheim day sorties were

floTm, including ’prickle* dropping by the Blenheims, the

’prickles' consisting of multi-pointed spikes designed to
damage the tyres of aircraft and motor vehicles,(2
whole good results wei’e obtained against airfield objectives,
although on several occasions results were unobserved.
According to enemy documents 'prickles’ dropped on Dema and
Gazala caused considerable damage to tyres.

On the

Eneiry Dociments
A.F.B. 6,

Against Axis motor transport oolijmns and concentrations
Blenheim bombers and fighters and Hurricanes maintained a

steady offensive, occasionally assisted by Wellingtons, when
these failed to find their primary target. The Blenheims
and Hurricanes flew at least 28 sorties against these targets

during the month, and the Wellingtons flew six,
on motor transx:>ort included many sorties by the five-front-gun
fighter Blenheims of No,45 Squadron, which were so successful
that one flight was eqiiipped entirely with these aircraft,
and remained as the Blenheim Fighter Flight uctil the
squadron left the Western Desert,
messages of congratulation were received, praising the work
and efficiency of No,. 45 Squadron, whose attacks on motor

transport columns were believed to have seriously interfered
with the eneniy's supplies, and to have under*mined morale.

The attacks

On several occasions

No, 204 Group
& Squadrons’
O.R,B.s

Dxiring the month reconnaissance was maintained by No, 39
(Maryland) Squadron operating from Fuka, and No,  6 Squadron

Until 8 May a detachment of the latter squadronat Qasaba,

had operated from Tobruk, but shelling, dive boiiibing and
ground strafing attacks had made this impossible, and the

air party of the detachment rejoined the squadron on that
day. No, 39 Squadron made daily reconnaissance of the areas

El Agheila-Dema and Jarabub-Capuzzo during which hundreds of

photographs were taken, while No, 6 Squadron made several
tactical reconnaissances almost every day in the forward
area. The vrork of both squadrons earned high praise from

the Air Officer Commanding particularly that of No. 6
Squadron which was of great value during the various battles
which took place during the month. General and photographic
reconnaissance operations were augmented from time to tine,

by the Blenheim squadrons and tactical reconnaissance by
No, 274 Squadron.

(1) Two ships were sunk by the Navy and one by mine on 8tJi
and 9th, on the North African Supply route. There is
no indication in Lloyds of a fourth sinking around this
date,

(2) This is the first known reference to the use of spikes or
•prickles’ in attacks on airfields in the Western Desert#
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For the greater part of the month the German Air Force
was oonoentrating against targets in the Eastern Mediterranean
in connection with the Crete operations and activity in the

Desert was negligible.

Exploratory Moves bv British and Axis Forces

By 6 May Middle East Intelligence authorities believed
that pressure on the eneny*s advanced units during the ensuing
week might lead to his evacxmtion of the Bardia-^ollum area and

possibly the withdrawal of the main part of the forces west of

Tobruk, where a position had probably been prepared* To take
advantage of the eneny^s position as interpreted byIntelligenoe,
the Officer Commanding, Western Desert Force therefore decided
to talce the offensive at the earliest possible moment with all

the armoured and mobile troops at his disposal. His immediate
objective was to drive the eneny from the area Capuzzo-6oUum~
Bir Waer and exploit towards TobriJk to the limit of his
administrative resources. Without waiting for armoiired
reinforcements, a tentative advance was made on 8 May, when a
column consisting of the 7th Support Groijp (late Mobile Force)
cleared the Sidi Suleiman area of eneny troops, and then
attacked the eneny position at the top of the Halfaya Pass,
Fighter protection was provided over the area of the advance by
six: Hurricanes of No, 274 Squadron, but no enemy aircraft were
encountered. The operations were severely hampered by a severe
sandstoim, and by nightfall the eneny still held both the top
and bottom of the pass* Fxirthemore, on the following day,
de^ite the storm which by then had effectively grounded the
British fighter squadrons, two eneny columns advanced on Sidi
Suleiman from Sidi Omar and the Halfaya Pass, and after a short
engagement the 7th Support Group withdrew*

On 12 May, the fast convoy throiigh the Mediterranean,
arrived in Egypt with the long-awaited tank reinforcements
and 43 Hurricanes, During the voyage one ship containing
57 tanks had been lost, leaving about I50 to reinforce the
Western Desert' Force, The problem was whether these tanks
ooxild be manned and put into action before Geiman reinforcements
reached the forward area, and it was originally hoped that they
woidd be ready and in the line by the end ttf May. This esti
mate, ho-wever, was to prove optimistic.

Meanwhile, on 12 May an enemy force of five columns Tr)ad<=> a
tentative advance along the whole front from Halfaya to Sofafi
and was engaged by British forward troops about five miles to
the south--wsst of Bir Sof afi. The enemy did not press the
attack and his columns withdrew during the evening, his move
ments having been closely v/atched throughout the day by aircraft
of No. 6 Squadron which made seven Tactical and one photographic
reconnaissance sorties. During the latter stages of the
withtoawal three fighter Blenheims of No. 45 Squadron, and eight
H^rxcanes of Nos, 73 and 274 Squadrons bonibed and machine gimned
the retreating enemy.

No. 204^Gp.
O.R.B.

lgj:.tish Attempt to capture Capuzzo and Solium

In the middle of May, immediately following the enemy's
reconnoitring manoeuvres, there appeared to be a fleeting chance
of attacking his ground forces near Solium in favourable oi
stances.

oircum-

Intelligence seemed to show that his strength in
poured fighting vehicles in the forward area was small, and
that ̂  was having difficulty with his supplies. The Commander-
In-Chief decided to make an attack with the small number of tanks
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available in the hope of recovering Sollton and Capuzzo as a.
junping off place for the larger attack when the reinforce
ments arrived.

ColliShaw's

Report
(A.H,B./IU6

The Aamiy plan envisaged a tank battle in the Capuzzo
area with a simultaneous sortie by the Tobruk garrison. The
air plan was to prevent enemy reinforcements reaching the
Solium area from the concentration of troops investing Tobruk,
and to prevent the movement of supplies along the lines of
oommunioation. In particular, however, the General Officer
Commanding Western Desert Force was anxious that the main

effort of the air units, both bomber and fighter, should
be conducted directly against the enemy's armoured fighting
vehicles, the intention being that the Air Force should
act as artillery with the object of putting the enemy's
armoured fighting vehicles out of action. The Air Officer

Commanding was steadily opposed to this plan, because, duiring
the first British offensive in Cyrenaica, when the British
were advancing towards Bardia, the Italian Air Force had
dropped thousands of bombs in intensified attacks against
the 7th Armoured Division, An analysis of the results of

these attacks had shown how ineffective they were, and this
experience reaffirmed the uneconomical aspect of employing air

forces to attack directly Armoured Fighting vehicles. The

Air Officer Commanding No, 20/). Group proposed, instead, to
attack the thin-skinned vehicles in the rear of the armoiured

vehicles, on the ground that the latter could not fight
without petrol and ammunition, and that the paralysing of the
line of communications would automatically bring about the

breakdown of the fighting units. The General Officer
Commanding, Western Desert Force, concurred in this plan,
but in the event the battle was too brief to allow time

for the air units to cause a breakdown in the enemy's line of

communication immediately in the rear of his armoured fighting
vehicles, although a heavy toll, was taken of his motor trans

port vehicles. Had the battle continued, there is little
doubt that these air operations would have had a considerable
effect on the restilts.

/2)

The Army attack was made on 15 May on top of the
escaipment at the Halfaya pass and on to Bir Waor, Musaid and

Capuzzo, and from Bir Hafid towards Sidi Azeiz, Hurricanes of

Wo, 274 Squadron, maintaining a standing patrol to protect
the advancing troops flora grotind-strafing by enemy aircraft.

One Hurricane patrol encountered several enemy fighters
escorting bombers, one Me, I09 being destroyed and two more

damaged. Meanwhile Hurricanes of No, 73 Squadron patrolled
over the British lines of communication between Sidi Barrani

and Sidi Haneish, At about noon eight Blenheims of No, I4

Squadron, attacked infantiy and motor transport and machine
gunned troops at the foot of the Halfaya Pass, In the
afternoon air attacks against the eneny were increased,
HTUzricanes attacked the enemy retreating along the Bardia-

Tobruk road and between Bardia and Solium, where M,T. and

tents in ":/adis were thoroughly shot up, while Blenheims
attacked motor transport and eneny positions west of the pass
and south of Solium, a total of twelve sorties being made by
the fighters and eight by the bombers. The British attack

had evidently talcen the eneny by siuprise since he evacuated
all his aircraft from the forward area to landing grounds west

of Tobruk, and on I6 May a oolxmai of 5OQ vehicles -v/ithdrew
from Bardia, During the afternoon of the 15th the eneny
cotinter-attaoked and retook Oapuzzo and Solium landing grotind

War Cabinet

Narrative,
Section I,
Chap&r

No. 204 Op, &
O.R#C• &

M.E,F'.0,S,-
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and barracks. The British st-ilT held Solium village ̂ Musaid
and Bir Waer, but before dawn a general withdrawal T/as ordered,
the British still holding the Halfaya Pass, On I6 May the
Air Force continued its attacks on the enemy forces, eleven

sorties being made by Hurricanes of No, 274- Squadron, against
motor transport on the Grazala-Bardia road, four against a

petrol convoy and armoured vehicles east of Tobink, and three

by long range aircraft against motor transport between Barce

and El Gubba, No, 73 Squadron, made six sorties in the

Tobruk-Capuzzo area destroying six vehicles and two Blenheim
fighters machine-gunned motor transport in the Tobruk-Bardia
road.

On the following day it became apparent that the enemy was

hastily bringing up considerable reinforcements of armoured
forces, Air reconnaissance reported three hundred motor
transport at Eardia, thirty tanks to the south of the Bardia
defences and up to two hmdi’ed armoured fighting vehicles and

a hundred and fifty motor transport between Oapuzzo and the
Libyan Omar, British Intelligence estimated the enemy now

had a maximum of I50 tanks in the forward area. It was

believed that the show of force on the part of the Western

Desert Force had caused the enemy to change his plan, com

pelling him to abandon the policy of keeping only  a light
screening force on the frontier, and making him maintain large
mobile protective forces there. Hurricanes made six sorties

against these forces during 17 May claiming nineteen vehicles
destroyed.

War Cabinet

Narrative,.
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M.E, Daily
Op, Summaiy,.
16/17 May 1941

On 18 May a strong enemy force including 100 motor
transport vehicles and 75 tanks counter-attacked in two

colimms towards Sidi Suleiman and Halfaya, and was engaged
by the 7th Armoured Brigade and the 7th Suppoi-t Grorp, The

British were compelled to withdraw in the face of the enemy‘'s
superior weight of attack, but the bulk of the eneny forces

subsequently retired to Cap^lzzo, The enemy being obviously
in greater strength than had been anticipated, the British
offensive was not maintained. During the afternoon the

British pround forces were supported by Blenheims of No, 14-
Squadron, which attacked motor transport and encampments in
the Sollum-Capuzao-Bir Waer area. Throughout the four days
(15th - 18th inclusive) of the fighting, aircraft of No, 6
Squajdron, kept close watch on the movements of the eneny. One
pilot landed beside a. British battery during the course of a

battle, and, by directing its fire on the main body of the
opposing force, assisted the guns to check the enemy, thus
enabling the British force to withdraw in good order. The

pilot was awarded a bar to his D.F,C,

No, 6 Sqdn,
O.R,B.

Duz'ing the following i,veek there was a lull in ground
aotivily, and although the Royal Air Force continued its
attacks on the enemy lines of comrauirication, these operations
were on a more limited scale than hitherto,

of No. 45 Squadi’on, oontinued to make successful sorties
against enemy motor transport in the BarcenJedabya area and it
T/as believed that these attacks had serdo'usly interfered with

the enemy's supplies and were undermining morale,
txmate however, was an attack on 21 May by No, I4 Squadron, on
motor transport on the Tobruk-Oapuzzo road, when five out of
seven Blenheims failed to retvovuC'^)

Fighter Blenheim

Less for-

This was the last

sNo, 204 Group,
& Sqdns
O.R.B.s

(1) According to enemy documents five Blenheims were shot down
by German fighters in an air combat near Capuzzo,
date given, hovrever was 20 May,
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Blenheim operation of the month aigainst 7/'estem Desert
targets, as, on the folio-wing day the German attack aigainst
Crete began, and the whole effort -was diverted to that
theatre.

Axis Forces Recapture the Halfaya Pass

The enemy *s defensive scheme at the frontier -was based,
on the correct assun^ition that -when reinforced the Western
Desert Force -would take the offensive there to raise the

siege of Tobruk, The 15th Geman Armovured-Division was

given the task of defending the roar of the -croops investing
Tobrulc on a defensive line running from Bir Hafa, through
Oapuzzo to Solium, and it Y/ais the German intention -to recap
ture the Halfaya Pass to include it in the general defensive

position. On 25 May the number of eneny armo-ured car
patrols on the line increased and at 1100 hours enemy air

craft dive-bombed the area covered by the 7th Armoured
Brigade at the Halfaya Pans, The Royal Air Force noticed
a slight increase of all arms in the Capuzzo area. At

12}.30 hoiu:s on 27 May enen-y g-uns shelled the British position
on -the escarpment in the Halfaya Pass, forcing our troops
to -withdra-w- from the vantage point at point 190*

By intercepting British R/T the Germans -were able to
discover that the attack had achieved a measure of siirprise
and that the British had not had time to take steps to meet
a German tank attack. It -was therefore decided to make a

surprise attack on Halfaya and the reserve oolunn was ordered

up. For the British the success of the battle now depended
on whether point 190 could be recovered, since while they
retained this position the enemy could observe fully the -whole
of the British line. General Gott commanding the Western
Desert Force was instructed to hold the Halfaya Pass in the

hope that the eneny -would be unable to retain his position
throughout the folio-wing day, and to use the 7ib Armoured
Brigade to drive back the enemy flanking col-umn and strike

the enemy in the Halfaya area from the south west. Early
on the folio-wing morning, ho-wever, the enemy launched an

attack on Halfaya ooi-r^jelling the British to withdraw, but -were
unable to follow in purs-uit owing to a shortage of petrol.
During the -withdrawal Hurricane patrols be-tween Halfaya and

Sofafi afforded protection to the forward troops.

The Germans largely attributed their success to the
outstanding work of the 'Listening Platoon* Tvhioh provided
precise and accurate information as to the intentions and

dispositions of the British, Major General Gott ascribed
the German success to their numerical sij^eriority in armoured

fighting vehicles, and to the con5)lete observation which
the enemy obtained of the Halfaya position. He submitted
that the Desert was unsuitable for protracted infantry and

artillery defence against strong armo-ured forces unless the

flaj-iks of the position -were secure. At Halfaya the south

flank had been open, and Halfaya wan a difficult position
-bo defend from the south.
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SECTION II

OPERi^ION BATTIBAXE

Effects of the Pall of Crete

After the captui’e by the Gemcns of the He^lfa.ya Pass it
still remained the intention of the British to drive the

enemy back west of Tobruk. This was in fact considered vital

both for the saving of the situation at Tobruk and for the

defence of EgTpt. Within a few days the fall of Crete
(1 June) added a new urgency to the import£.\nce of ge.ining a
decisive victory in the 1/iestern Desert. The possession of

Crete enabled the enemy to establish a direct line of

communication to Cvrenaica from Italy via the west coast of
Greece end Crete, and unless British air forces could be

established in Cyrenaica it was likely to become impossible
to interrupt this line, so that the difficulties of maintain

ing Malta and interrupting fran there the line between Ital3'-
and Tripoli would be greatly increased. Preparations wer^3

therefore hastened to reform the 7th .Armoured Division and

to equip it with the tanks sent through Opera.tion Tiger,
It was decided to use the whole of the British strength

available in a single attempt to destroy the enemy's a-imed
forces in the Westem Desert, This offensive was named
Battleeoce,

■fr.r Cabinet
Hist. Series

(B)5(Final)(7)

Wm Cabinet

Narra.tive,
Section 1,
Chapter P.

German Pirns

Having captured theHalf aya Pass the enemy at once began
to forbify it and include it in a general line of defence, but
apart from diva bombing ra.ids he made no offensive moves
against the British in the frontier area. There was evidence,
however, tha.t a general eastward move of the Italian forces
in Libya was being made, and that these ytere being reinforced
from Italy, It v/as believed thvat only two Geraian Divisions
were in Libya., the 15th Division and the 5th Light Annoured

As has alrecdy been noted however(l) it is now
known fron enemy documents tha.t following the failure of the
German attempt to cr.pture Tobruk on 1 May, Array Headquarters
at Berlin had wa.med Roramel a.gainst a repetition of the
attack before the troops were rested and refitted, and made
it clear that the possession of Cyrene.ica with or without
Tobruk, Solium and Bardia, was the primary duty of the
.'frica. Corps, To ensure this task during the summer months
Rommel was instructed to limit his efforts to prepa.ring a
permanent position in the Ga.zala area, which could, if
necessary be more easily defended than the frontier;
while he was to prepare a supply base for the continuation
of the offensive ai’tor the hot summer months were over.

In the German view, the continua.tion of the advance into
Eygpt was only secondary in importance to the secure defence

a. Even at this stage, however, the securmg of
visualised as the basis for a future German/

Division,

mean-

of Cyrenaica
Tobruk v;as

Italian attack a.gainst the Suez Canal which would coincide
with a German attsLck on the Middle East through the Balkans
and Russia.,

(1) Page 151 a-bove.
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5eorgr’Xiis':-tion of the for tha Offens^e

T1i3 first requxremont of the ijci.ny was the reorganisation
Sinco their arrival in Egjrpt theof the annourod units,

tonk reinforcements frora England,-s Y/ell as’other tunics from the
battlefield had been under preparation for the forthcoming

IS liad. piroved a longer and more difficult task
so that it was not until ̂ he

offensive.

than had been expectedj however,
first Yveek in June that all the tanlcs were available, and even

then the state of training of the 7th /.rmoured Division caused
Gonera,l ¥avell much anxiety. The Division had boon without

tanks since Pebrurry, and the shortage had been so acute tha.t
it had not even been able to continue training while rwaiting

The unit wa-.s therefore in no state to go intore-equipment,
battle with now equipment and the Commanding Officer^ major
Genera,.! O'Moore Creagh asked for e.t les.st five da. s to ena.ble
his crews to fire their guns ,and obtain some working knowledge
of the new machines they were taking over, a.s well as to o-llow
the staff and commanders to get to knov/ ea-ch other. General
Yfa.vell therefore decided to postpone the date of the offensive
to 15 June,

War Caoinet

Hist,(B)5
(Pinal) (39)

Air Organisation for Battleojce

Yvliereas the reinforcement of the ilrmy in readiness for

the advance, although coiiipletod later than had been expected,
had been oanricd out, generally speaking, according to plan,
the jdr Porce wan in a loss fortunate position, Tn lias been

seen, (l) since the fall of Tobmk efforts had been made
to build up the sti’ength of the Desert air units, and by 15 May
the number of serviceable ai-acraft had risen from forty to

seventja-tvi'o. Y/ith the German attack on Crete on 20 May,
however, all the a.vailable adrcraft Yvith the necessary' range
had been called on to operate aga.inst the Germ;n adrfields in

Greece and the Dodecanese,or over Crete itself, with the result
that the serviceability state in the air units, particularly
ajiiong the Blenheim squadrons, v/an greatly reduced.

Following the completion of the evanuation, therefore, a

new effort had to be mado to reouild the strength of the

squadrons and this once a.g.ain, in the face of new demand from

a rresh campaign in a subsidiary theatre, in this cane Syria..(2)
On 4 June the estimate of squadrons reasonr.bly cer'Ga.in to be

available for the operation ivas four bomber and. four fighter
squadrons excluding the YVellington squadrons, s.lthoi^h it was

hoped to increase the number b;/ one fighter and one medium

bomber squadron. Besides these ton squadrons there vrore

another seven re-equipping and immobile in Egypt, and the

Prime Minister and the C.A.S, urged that at least some elements

of these squadrons should be used, even at the expense of

future prospects. The attitude in YYTiitehall towajrds the

forthcoming operation Wca.s that overji^thing should be risked to

a.chieve a. quick success and that as rega.rds the a,ir war,
effort should be sparred to bring the maecimum possible force to
bear on the on'^my from the start ^n order to '.''in .air superiority*

no

Tedder's Dis

patch (Draft),
(A.H.B./IIJI/
2iJ02/l).

A,0.C,-in-C,,
Corres. vdth

P.H.C..A„8. ,
S. of 8.

(A.H.B./lIJi-
/133/.271(A)-
(B))'.

Ibid,
83 A,
83 B.

(l) Page 140 above,
(2) Imperial and Free French forces entered Syria on 3 June

to prevent German air reinforcement to Ira.q via the
Syrian airfields.
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The A.O.G.-in-G. was urged to throw in everything possible at

the outset, in order to gain the initiative,
that if this were done the Royal Air Force would cammence the

battle numerically superior to the enemy,
accordingly made further attempts to increase his force to the

maximum by drawing from every available source although he
could not agree that this would achieve numerical superiority.
As a result of these efforts the air units available for

Battleaxe were as follows:-(l)

It was believed

The A.O.C.-in-C,

Fighters (2)

No.1 Sqdn* (S.A.A.F.)

No.2 Sqdn. (S.A.A.F.)

No.73 Sqdn.

No. 274- Sqdn.

No.250 Sqdn.

L.G.07(Matruh area)

L.G.07(Matruh area)

Hurricane

Hurricane

Sidi HaneishHurricane

GerawlaHurricane

Tomahawks (Arrived at Sidi Haneish
from Mariut on 14/6),

Medium Bombers

L.G.2l(Daba area)BlenheimNo. 14 Sqdn.

Maaten BagushBlenheimNo.113 Sqdn.

No.24 Sqdn. (S.A.A.F.) Maryland
det.

Fuka

Reconnaissance

No.6 (A.C.) Sq,dn. QasabaHurricane

Maryland FukaNo. 39 Sqdn.

Heavy Bombers (3)

No.37 Sqdn.

No.38 Sqdn.

No.70 Sqdn.

No. 148 Sqdn. (less
detachment in Malta)

In addition No.33 Squadron (Hurricanes) with Fleet Air
Arm pilots from No.806 Squadron was attached to No.274
Squadron, and pilots of No.229 Squadron were attached to No.
73 Squadron. Nos.45 and 55 Squadrons which had both
suffered severely during the Crete operations, had been with
drawn to the Delta area for refit.

Wellington Shallufa

Wellington Shallufa

Wellington Kabrit

Wellington Kabrit

Strengths are given on page 166.
Sidi Barrani wais used as an advanced landing-ground by

the fighters.

(3) Fuka was used as an advanced landing-ground by the

Wellington Squadrons.
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General Air Plan

The role of the air force in Battleaxe provided a pre
liminary stage during which air attacks would be carried out

Collishaw’s to piBvent the enem^ bringing up any reinforcements or supplies
•Reeort from the rear. This was to be followed by  a shorter operation
IIJ6/2). which would prevent the enemy from sending reinforcsments from
Iieo/^;. Tobruk into the SolluiTi area. When the tank battle developed

the air force was to ansist the army with close support opera-
The General Officer Commandingtions a-gainst the enemy,

the T/estem Desert Force was very anxious that the maximum

air resources should be employed up to 12 June e.gainst shipping
in Benghazi harbour and motor transport convoys on the
Bengha.zi—Dema. road, and froia 12—14 June on mechanical trans-

frontier and all theport between Tobruk and the Egyptian
landing grounds within reach.

Preliminary Air Offensive Against Benghazi and Axis Airfields,
Positions and Supply Lines

ibnong all the exigencies of the weeks preceding Battleaxe,
it remained of the utmost importance that every effort should
be made to curtail as far as possible the reinforcement of the

enemy’s forward troops through the port of Benghazi,
the evacua.tion of Crete operations aga^inst the port had had,
perforce, to be reduced, although even then scarcely a night
passed when an a.tto.ck by one or more aircraft was not mounted.
Early in June, however, reconnaissance reports indicated that
the enemy wr,s unloading a.rmoured fighting vehicles at Benghazi,
and the Chiefs of Staffs urged that a renewed effort should be

made against the port. Although the reconnaissance reports
had not been confirmed by air photographs the A.O.C.-in-O *
entirely agreed on the importance of stopping the flow of

enen^y reinforcments through the port, and, as soon as the
ccromitments for Crete were ended, he mounted the maximum
possible effort against Benghazi, expending only  a small pro
portion of bombing attacks against airfields in Cyrenaica and
Rhodes.(1) Throughout the first fortnight in June, the pre
paratory period of Battleaxe, arid even during the battle itself
attacks on the port were carried out every night. From 1-18
June inclusive Yfellingtons made over ninety sorties a.gainst
Benghazi inflicting considerable damage, particularly on the
moles and quays. Numerous fires and explosions were observed

among buildings and warehouses in the vicinity of the port,
and ships in the harbour v/ere seen to be hit. Lloyds record

the loss of three ships. The Nadia, 247 tons, the Mario Bianco,
258 tons, and the Giorgina, 253 tons.

Owing to the heavy demands made on the medium bombers and

fighters in connection with the evacuation of Crete, softening
up opercutions in prepara.tion for Ba.ttleaxe by the Desert air
units other than the Wellington squadrons, could not be

commenced until the second week in June, Even then, owing

to the losses suffered by the air force during the evacua.tion,
the opera.tions were on a considerably smaller scade than had
been planned. On this account the Royal Air Force suffered
much adverse criticism from the Army authorities who at first

pronounced the fadlure of the R.A.F. to continue these attacks

During

A.O.C.—in—G.

Corres. with

P.M

S. of 3.

(A.H.B./IIJI/
1G3/271(A-^))

C.A.3• »• j

War Cabinet

Series Hist.

(b)5 (Pinal)
(111)

No.257 Wing

Nos.37,38
70 and 148
Sq_(3ns. O.R.B.s

A.H.B./IIJI/
183/146 (A)
Enclo,180(a)
181(a) and
183(b).

(1) Rhodes was being used by the Germans for the night
bombing of Alexandria, and the Suez Canal.
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throughout the evacuation as deplorable. Later, however,
it was recognised that in the circumstances the continuation
of these operations had become impossible.

Attacks against enemy landing grounds began on the night
of 6/7 June, voen four Y/ellingtons made a successful attack
on Dema landing ground, its satellite, and barracks.
Three further raids, amoiuiting to ten sorties, were made on

this target up to 15 dime, and tv/o attacks anounting to eight
sorties were made on Gazala landing ground. Medium bombers

and fighters operating under No,20A Group made the majority
of their attacks between 10 and 12). June, by y/hich time the
squadrons had recovered in some measure from the losses they
h^ received during the Crete operations.

Altogether during the preliminary period seventeen
Blenheim and tTivent,y-six fighter Blenheim and Hurricane sorties

yyere made, mostly/ against the more forward airfields, the
chief targets being Dema and Gazala, A pancicularly
successful operation was carried out at dawn on 12f June yirhen

Hurricanes of Nos, 1 S.A.A.E. and 73 Sq.uadrons, led by two
Mary lands of No, 24 3q.uadron S.A.A.P. attacked Gazala north

and south landing grounds. Seven enemy aircraft were set

on fire at the former and four at the latter, although a

Maryland and three Hurricanes failed to return. Other
successful attacks were made on 3 June when seven Hurricanes

of No.l Squadron S..A..A,P, attacked enemy aircrart at Great

Gambut destroj^-ing three b:y fire and damaging others, and on
9 June when Hurricanes of Nos.73 and 274 Squadrons attacking
Dema and Gazala burnt out eight aircraft at the former
and six at the latter and damaged others.(1)

Medium bomber and fighter attacks on enemy motor transport
ondlines of conimunication althou^i not onalarge scale, achieved
considerable success. All but one of these actacks were

carried out between 10 and 15 June, On 10 June three

fighter Blenheims of No,113 Squadron attacking motor transport
in the Marau - El Gubbi area, claiimed to have destroyed
twent,37--eight large vehicles towing trailers, and to have

damaged other vehicles, while on the 11th ten Hurricanes of

No.274 Squadron on an offensive patrol claimed eighteen large
enemy vehicles destroyed on the road Gazala - El Adem 

-

Capuzzo.
motor transport on roads in the Barce
13 June, claiming a total of seventeen vehicles destroyed,
while on 12). June Hurricanes of No.274 Squadron shot up enemy
vehicles betyjeen Gazala and Capuzzo, claiming nineteen put
out of action or burning. Also on 14 June, fighters
covered the approach of the Army columns to the frontier area,
but unfortunately an enemjr reconnaissance aircraft which flew

over escaped interception and was able to return to its
base unmolested.

Mary lands of No.24 Squadron S.A,A.P, attacked
Maraua area on 11 and

MEPOS. No.

204 Gp &
Sqdns. O.R.B.s

Fighter Cover for Supply Ships to the Forward Area

An important feature of fighter operations both before
and during Operation Battleaxe was the protection of supply
ships plying between Tobruk and Alexandria. Since mid-April,
when the siege of Tobmk fii-st began, the Navjr had
supplied the garrison lyith petrol and other essentials, but

because of the shortage of fighters in the Western Desert

(1) These claims are not supported by evidence from enemy
documents.
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the ships had usucLlly sailed without fight .r escort. During
May, to avoid the threa,t of enemy air attack, as fa.r as possible
the arriva.l and depa.rture of shipping at Tobruk ha,d been timed to

trice place during the hours of darkness. When enemy air

activity was pajrticule.rly heavy the transportation of supplies
had been confined to destroyers, which could make the journey

After the fall ofquickly and ca.rried anti-aircraft guns,
Crete however, the enemy ha.d been able to achieve a fa,r greater
concentration of his air forces against the Eastern

Mediterranean, while the experiences of the evacuation of Crete
had shown that as long as enemy air forces were opera.ting in

force over the area., the Navy could not put to sea without

fighter protection. Yet it was of the outmost importance for

Opera.tion Baitleaxe that the Na-vy should not only continue to

carry supplies to Tobrukj but should increase the rate of

supply as soon as possible, as it ws.s hoped that, if the initia.l
advance was successful, a frontal atta.ck on the investing forces

at Tobrulc would be supported by a sortie by the garrison,
addition the Navy was also required to carry water and petrol
to the forward base of the Y/estem Desert Force at Solium.

In

R. a.F .

Cyrenaica
Pile. End,

236(a)..
(A.H.B./IIJ6
/71).

H,

Under these conditions, the fighters were obliged to
expend a considerable proportion of their effort in shipping
patrols, Yi/hich, by the natirra of the task, imposed a heavy
burden on the squadrons. It was always necessary that in the

danger area patrols should not consist of less than twelve

adreraft, and consequently they consumed many flying hours;
5 June thirt’a-three hours were flown by one squadron, protect
ing very sma.ll, slow ships, while on 3 June thirty-two
Hurricanes expended sixty flying hours on ship protection. On

7 June, in order that the Hurricane squadrons might ha.ve an
opportunity to prepare for the bo.ttle, the Air Officer
Commanding No. 204 G-roup requested the Air Officer Commanding-in-
Chief to arrange fur adreradt of the Fleet Air Arm and No,201

Group to take over the protection of shipping from 11 Juno,

This was presumably not loossible, as the Hurricanes continued
shipping patrols up to, and to some extent, during, the battle,

Naval Naia-ative ' jbut on 7 June the Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean ordered the
"transport of supplies to Tobruk by ships other than destroyers
to cease beca.use of the difficulty of providing air protection.

Collishaw

Report.

A.H.B./IIJ6/2),
on

A3C/11 YYestem
Desert Opera
tions A.H.B./
IIJI/I83/146
, End. 179

The enemy’s a.ir opera.tions aga.inst the supply ships
usually took the form of bombing atta^cks from about 10,000
feet, but sometimes dive-bombing attacks took place, or Me,109's
and 110's shot up the vessels from low altitudes. At first an'

Report (A.H.B./ attempt was made to provide security against all possible forms
of adtack, but when the enemy began to operate in large forma- .
tions witl: hea.vy fighter escorts it bocamie necessary to concen

trate ea.ch pa.trol in one formation operating a.t approximately
15,000 feet, to prevent its being surprised by a superior force.
The fighters had to rely on anti-aircraft fire from the ships
to warn them of the approach of low-flying aircraft; (1) E/T
was employed by the fighters, but unfortunately few H.M, Ships
were fitted vd-th it. Fighter Squadrons normally operated in

formations, of cwtelve, with the aircraft detailed to assault the
enemy bombers from both flanlcs in pairs, and with 'weavers’
adwa.3''s on duty to prevent surpise. These tactics proved
successful, and even when the formations met a numerically

Collishaw

IIJ6/2).

(1) There were insufficient M.R.U.s. to cover the extensive
coastline, and in any case the radar units available
at this time did not cover low adtitudes.
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superior enemy they grj.ve g. good account of themselves, md
no ships -wore lost while provided v/ith a fighter escort.

The Icjpge number of flying hours involved had an adverse
effect on the serviceability of squadrons, and the continual
operations over the sea, y/ith the risk of being overvyhelmed by
numerically superior forces might have had an adverse effect

on morale, but by intercliajigiag these operations with overland
opera.tions it was found possible to prevent this.

From 28 Ivlay Gennan air activity in the desert began to
increase, and dive-bombing attaclcs on Tobruk approached their
fomer intensity during the first fortnight of June, There
wore also a. number of attacks on Alexandria., These a.ttacks

continued until Operation Battleaxe caused a diversion of

the air effort to supporting the army,

British Apprecia.tion of the Enemy*s Disposit^ns

IXiring the preparatory period immediately preceding the

advance, although da.ily reconnaissances to Bengha.zi and in

the forwand area were made by Nos,39 and 6 Squadrons
respectively, the Amy staff maintained that considerable
difficulty y/as experienced in obtaining deta-iled infomation

of the enemy’s dispositions, owing to the limited means
available for air photography, and accidents to those
photographs which it had been possible to take, Certa.inly,
there wa.s seldom more than one photographic Hurricane
availc-ble in No,6 Squadron, but the unit carried out
photogrca.phic reconnaissance on eight of the first fourteen

days of Jime; the nature and cause of the accidents to

photographs is not readily ascertainable, and may or may
not have been the responsibility of the air force. On

11 June a.ir photogra.phs disclosed y/hat appeared to be a
double roy/ of 'Dragon’s Teeth’obstacles between Capuzzo and

Solium, and air reconna-issonce showed a defended locality
at point 206, about eight miles south of Solluia; in view
of this infomcation the advance line of the Amy was
altered. There appeared to be no attempt by the enemy to

advance from the positions covering the Halfaya Pass and no

indication of an irnmedicLte offensive by the Axis in the
Western Desert, It \yas believed that the 132nd Ariote
Division wa.s in the Tobrrik area and tha.t the total Geman

and Italian force in the area south gjid west of Tobruk held

one hundred and eighty tanlcs. In the frontier area the

enemy was believed to have about one hundred medium tanks

and fifty armoured cars. It was thus calculated that if

the enemj?- brought tanks forward from the Tobruk a.rea he

could muster altogether three hundred tanlcs against the
two hundred of the Western Desert Force,

Cabinet Office

Narrative,
Section 1,
Chapter F
& No,

6 Squadron
0 ,R,B,

Comparative Air Stren^hs

An exa.ct comparison of British and Axis air forces
before Operation Battleaxe is not possible, since no figures
for the Italian Air Force are available for a date nearer 15

June than those given for 1 May.'^S^O) If these figures are

(1) See page 152.
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taken as a rough estimate, it would appear that the Axis hod a
numerical superioritj’' of 3,bout one himdred and twenty aircraft.
Yifhen every avadlable squadron and flight had been brought up
to the YTestem Desert the British air strength was: -

ServiceableI.E,

Sh. 50Heavy Bombers
Medium Bombers

S^E. Fighters
T.E. Fighters

64 55

96 84

Ik20

203244

German olr strength in North Africa was (7 June):- (1 )

Strength Service a.ble

1025Bombers

Dive-bombers

S.E, Fighters
T,E» Fighters

38 29

2434

1225
80122

Italian Air Strength (,bjs at 1 May) was: 246 114

A rough estimr.te of the total Axis
strength would therefore be;- 368 194

In addition the Luftwaffe had

p.vo-ilo.ble in Crete and Greece 276 157

The Array Plon of Attack

The detailed army plan drawn up by Lieutenant General
Beresford-Pierce j and approved by General VYavell viras to advance
in three columns. The right column, consisting of the 11th

Wave11*s

Dispatch
(A,H,B,/IIJ1./ Indian Infantry Brigade Group was to advajice between the

coast and the esca.rpment to Solium, This move would assist

the centre column, consisting of the 4th Armoured Brigade Group,
in its advance south of the escarpment clean of the enemy‘s
prepared positions, to capture the area. Musaid - Halfaya. -

Bir vTaer - Capuzzo, from the south west. The left coltmin
consisting of the 7th Armoured Division, less the 4th Armoured

Brigade, advancing on the ajcis Bir Ha.bata - Sidi Suleiman -
Sidi Azeiz, v/ould protect the left flank of the 4th Armoured
Brigade Group and attack the enemy tank force wherever encoun
tered.

27).

It was anticipated thad the attack of the right and
centre columns on the enemy defenued areas, v/hile the left
column threatened the enemy's rear and supply columns, would

force a tank badtle either east of the frontier during the

attack on Halfa3)'a or west of it after the ca.pture of Capuzzo,
If the first stage of the attr.ck was successful and the enemy
forces on the frontier defeated, it wa.s intended to continue the

advance to the Tobruk - El Mem area, and to engage the enemy
there in conjunction with a sortie in force by the Tobruk

garrison.

(1) Between 7 end 21 June the German air strength in North
Africa was increased by reinforcements chiefly from Crete,
including seventeen S,E, Fighters, fourteen Dive-bombers,
and nine bomber and long-range reconnaissance adrcraift.
It is not lonowi when these increases took place.
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Need for Full Arni7;--Air Agreement on the Role of the Air Force

It ¥i/as particularIjr necessary that, before the battle
began, complete agreement should be reached between the Army
and the Air Force concerning the employment of the latter,
because of a tendency in the United Kingdom to criticise the

existing methods of air support. For example, the idea v/as
current that German troops, v/hen in difficulties, irmnedlately
summoned aircraft to deal T/ith the ground opposition, and the

question had been raised vdiy the British dia not have a

similar arrangement. On the same grounds, it had been
suggested that in the forthcoming battle the air forces
would pajr too much attention to shooting up lines of communi

cation and airfields in the rear, and not enough to dealing
T/ith anti-tanlc guns, tanlcs and artillery v/hich might be firing
at British troops. For this reason the Chief of Air Staff
instructed the A.O.C.-in-C to ensure that he and Air

Commodore Collishaw obtained the complete agreement of the

Arm3r to their tactical plans. If the .irmy Commander's
requirements appeared unsound and he could not be persuaded
to alter them, the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief wa.s to do
his best to act according to these requirements but was to

register his disagreement to them and to the Chief of Air
Staff before the action started.

A.O.C,-in-C,

corres, rath

C.A.S. etc,

(A.H.B./IIJ1/
183/271(A-B)).

Plan for Close Support

In planning the role of his squadrons for the forthccsning
operation, it wa.s Air Commodore Collishaw's intention to
talce the offensive whenever possible. This policy was

straightforward so far as the bombers were concerned, but in

planning the operation of the fighters, the Air Officer
Commanding came up against direct opposition from the Army.
It had been his wish, that during the advance of the ground
forces, the fighters should be employed either in operating
in force over the enemy's advance airfields, or in attacking
the thin-skinned vehicles comprising the ammunition supply
vehicles irmediatelj’' behind the armoured fighting vehicles.

The General Officer Commanding ¥estem Desert Force insisted,
however, on the fighter force being used to carry out
'umbrella' tactics to cover the British troops during the

approach march to the battle area, and to cover the advance

of the Ath Indian Division and the Guards Brigade,
continuity of the patrols demanded \>ir this plan, with the

given size of the fighter force, necessarily meant that each

patrol would be small in numbers of aircraft,
policy, if persisted in for any length of time, was certain
to wear out the fighter force, expose it to engagements in

which it was outnumbered, deny escorts to bombers, leave the
initiative largely in the hands of the enemy and ultimately
result in the loss of air superiority.

Commanding-in-Chief was prepared to cany it out, however,
since it was requested for onlj a short tinie, and since the

ground forces, after the experiences of Greece and Crete,
not unnaturally extremely alive to the possibilities of enemy
air attack.

In providing air protection for the ground forces the
possibility of low-flying and high-flying bomber attacks
had to be considered. If the fighters were placed at low

altitudes to meet the danger of low-flying attacks, protec
tion TTOuld be ineffective against the high-flying attacks,
and vice versa.

The

Such a

The Air Officer

were

There were however insufficient fighters

Collishaw's

Report
(A.H.B./IIJ6
/2).

Tedder's Draft

Dispatch
(a.h.b./iiji/
402/1),

Collishaw's

Report
(A.H.B./IIJ6/
2),
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It was essential to operateto provide two constant patrols,
each formation with a minimum of twelve aircraft wherever
possible in order that the fighter squadrons should not be
defeated in detail by German fighter sq.urdrons operating in

force in the beetle area, and this made a hea.vy demand on the

fighter strength,
squadrons at approximately 15,000 feet, so tha.t they could
intercept any bombers attem'ptiiig 'to attack the ground forces
from a mediian altitude,

by low-flying, it was intended to reduce the height of the
fighter patrols.

It was finally decided to cerate the filt

If the army was severely attacked

er

The task of the bomber force was to attack the enemy‘s
most advanced line of coimunication to prevent his armoured

forces from being rdequately refuelled and re ammunitioned,
the event of the ground troops meeting superior forces, however,
the bomber's role might be changed to direct support in the

shape of attacks on the enemj'' fighting force.

In

The Battle

During the advance of the ground forces on 15 June,
Hurricanes and Tomahawks (l) of all the available fighter
squadrons maintained constant protective patrols from dawn

to dusk over the forward a.rea, engaging enemy bombers and

fighters with sufficient tenacity to prevent the developnent
of any serious attacks on the troops. The enemy claimed two
successful attacks on British ground forces, 'jowever, the

first to the south of Capuzzo during the morning and the second
to the west and south west in the afternoon. In the latter

attack a flank guard of three tanks was claimed destroyed.
During engagements with the enemy throughout the day, the

fighter squadrons claimed three Me,109’s destroyed and three

probably destroyed for the loss of four Hurricanes, while the

enemjr claimed nine Hurricanes and two bombers destroyed for the

loss of two German fighters. In addition to the patrols over

the forward area on this and subsequent days of the battle, the
fighter squaxlrons maintained others over their base landing-
grounds, the forwa.rd landing ground at Sidi Btirrani and ship
ping proceeding to and from TobriUc,

Despite the constant demands on the fighter strength made

by all these patrols. Hurricanes of No,274 Squadron, and

fighter Blenheims of No*1l3 Squadron carried out offensive
operations during the day. At dawn eight Hurricanes ground
strafed enemy motor transport on the Gazala. - Tobruk road and

a camp east of Gazala, and on the return journey shot down a
O.R.42, Two further attacks of six and ten sorties were made

on the Trigh Oapuzzo and the Ca.puzzo - Acroma roads,
respectively, four Hurricanes being lost during the latter
attack. In response to a specia.1 request by tiie .army a

Cannon Hurric;me successfully aftacked enemy gun positions at

Ha.lfa.ya in the morning, out it failed to return from the opera
tion, In operations against the enemy's rearward line of

communica.tion four fighter Blenheims of No,113 Squadron ground
strafed motor transport between Barce and Tecnis, Ivlarauo and

S lent a, and El Brega, and Jedabya, claiming damage to a light
tank and at least fifteen vehicles. During the night of 1A/15
besides an attack on Benghazi b}'- five T/ellingtons, one

Sqdn, 0,R.B.s
and (-Irmy)
W.D.P. Diaiy

Enemy Docu
ments with

A.H.B.6,

Sqdn, 0,R.B.s

M,E,P,0,3,

and Sqdn,
0,H,B,s.

(1) These belonged to No,250 Squadron which joined Western
Desert Force on I4/6 from the Delta,
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Wellington attacked concentrations of motor trrnsport and

stores betvifeen Capuzzo cJid Brrciia, cjid two more attacked
Demo. Satellite airfield. The enemy reported no damo.ge at

the airfields but rdmitted the.t 0. fan vehicles were destroyed

during attacks on troops and vehicles in the Acmma area and
on the Tecnis - Mara.ua ojid coa.stal roa.ds.

By the end of the day the British had succeeded in
capturing Capuzzo and Bir iis.er but a further att' ck on Hofa.id

had failed 5 the British armoured forces incurring heavy losses
in the face of stiffening enemy opposition. The Army con

firmed 5 however, that fighter pa.trols had prevented molesta
tion of the ground forces from the air. During the night
of 15/'!6 five Wellingtons of No,38 Squadron attacked Bengha.zi,
two attacked Dema, Sa.tellito, and four Wellingtons and four
Blenheims attacked the Gazala landing grounds. Small fires

and explosions wore started on the landing grounds and some
aircraft were believed to be destroyed but the enemy reported
only slight damage and claimed tvro a.ircraft shot down.

On 16 June the iiimy made a further attack on Halfaya,
but although units gained the high ground overlooking the

pass, they fa.iled to ca.pture the pass itself. During the
day the fighter sq.uad.rons, maintaining continuous protective
patrols over the ground units, were ordered to patrol in
squadrons instead of in sections in order to bo able to meet
the increasingly strong enemy forma.tions on more equa,l terms.

However, while the efforts, of the fighter squadrons were

ms.int.?ining air superiority, the situation on the ground was
less favourable, since the enemy was strengthening his advance
forces with armoured vehicles and was putting up determined
resistance to the British efforts. In the evening a

strong force of enemy tanks attempting an outflanking movement
to the south were engaged by the 7th Armoured Brigade at

Sidi Omar, and although the British cruiser tanks inflicted
heavy casualties on the enemy, by the end of the engagement
they found themselves heavily outnumbered and v/ere compelled
to withdraw. Losses on both sides were considerable.

During the day German aircraft flew at least ten bomber,
thioaty dive-bomber and eleven tv/in-engined fighter sorties
in continuous attacks on British tank concentra.tions south

of Halfaya Pass and a.t Capuzzo, and against reserves at

Gasr El Arid, without encountering British aircraft.
Italian bombers .and fighoors also bombed and shot up tanks,
vehicles and troops at Sidi Suleiman, Sidi Omar and Gasr

El ilrid, Jiimy sources confirmed enemy air activity in these
sectors. There was no offensive activity by the R.A.P. nor

was any requested by the i\rmy, but fighter patrols encountered
Me,109's during the day, and three Hurricanes were lost,
although the enemy made no claims. During the night I0/17
two Y/ellingtons attacked GaLzala^ North and Dema. Satellite

and eight a.tta.cked Benghazi harbour.

On the following day, 17 June, in view of the unexpected
resistance of the enemy, the air force was called upon to

resume offensive operations against enemy ground forces on a

much larger sca.le. During the morning four fighter Blenheims

of No.113 Squadron machine-gunned motor transport in the

Maraua. - Barce - El Gubbi area., end another five attacked

enemy troops o.t Halfaya and the frontier near Sidi Oma.r,
good results being observed on both occa.sions,
a.ircraft were escorted by eight Hurricanes of Nos, 1  and 2

The latter

Enemy
Documents

A.H.B.6.

Sqdn. OJl.B.s
and CAS Polder

No,734
'Battleaxe'

(A.H.B./1D3/
734),
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SquaE-rons S.A.A.P., which lost four aircraft when they were
attacked by Me,109's,

On this day both the Chief of the Imperial General Staff

and the Chief of Air Staff urged that bombers should be used

to support the army units in the Ealfs-ya sector, but the

Commander-in-Chief maintaiied that the fighting there we.s too

confused to maJce this practicable. However in the Sidi Omar

area two operations were carried out in support of the arm;?"

as the result of reconnaissance, and at the request of the

General Officer Ccanmandang, In the morning six Blenheims of

No, 12*. squadron attacked motor transport and tanks in the Sidi

Omar area, and this operation was repeated ia the afternoon
by nine aircraft of the same squadron,while three Blenheims
of No, 113 squadron attacked a siiiilar target at Qaret Abu

Faris, south ¥/est of 8idi S'uleiiian, The object of these

operations vfBS to prevent an enemy column attacking the 2*.th

Indian Division, as it was doubtful whether the armoured
vehicles of the 7th Division could interpose themselves in

time. The aircraft were loaded with bombs fused to

instantaneous, vifhich were dropped from a low height.
Instantaneous fusing \Tas used to take advantage oi' the frag
mentation of the bomb, which with near misses could cause con

siderable damage to the unprotected parts of tanlcs, particularly
the tracks, ‘Ihe General Officer Commanding believed that the

bombing of the enemy armoured vehicles played an important
part in bringing the coliinn to a halt.

Also in the al^’ternoon, six Hurricanes of Nos, 1 and 2

S.A,A,P, Squadrons machine gunned motor transports and tanks

between Sidi Omar and Abu Paris, six aircraft of No.73 Squadron
attacked enemy forces on the Trigh CaiDuzzo, and twelve aircraft

of No,272(- Squ^ron machine gunned troops in the forward area.
This formation encountered enemy aircraft and claimed one

G,50, one Ju,87 and one Me,109 destroyed for the loss of three
Hurricanes, Six aircraft of No,33 Squadron in company with

two of No,229 Squadron dispatched to shoot up motor transport
near Sidi Oman also encountered enemy fighters and bombers

about to attack British troops in the same area, and shot thi^e

down for the loss of one Hurricane, before any bombs could be

dropped. Fighter aircraft on protective patrols over the

ground troops encountered enemy aircraft on three occasions
and forced many of the enemy to jettison their bombs. Total

claims by the air force vrere ten aircraft destro3/ed for the
loss of nine Hurricanes, Eneiny activity* incTuded successful

bombing attacks on troops at Sidi Omar and Sidi Suleiman, during
which air battles developed, Poui-teen Hurricanes v/ere claimed

destroyed for the loss of one German aircraft.

Ibid,

Enemy docu
ments A,H,B,6,

Despite the efforts of the air squadrons to intervene
in the battle against the increasing number of enemy armoured

forces, the British were forced to withdraw duriiag the day.
On the morning of 17 June the 22nd Guards Brigade in the

right-hand column was still in position at Gapuzzo, Musaid and

Bir Yfeer, with the 2|.th Armoured Brigade protecting its left
flanlc. Enemy detachments still held out in Solium and at

Halfaya and air reconnaissance discovered strong columns advanc

ing south from Bardia and. eastwards from south west of Capuzzo,
To the south the 7th Armoured Division had been forced back from
Sidi Omax tov\rards Sidi Suleiman aiid \Yas reduced to only twenty

An eneiTiy column had advanced east from Sidicruiser tanlcs,

y/avell' s

Dispatch
(A.H,B,/IIJ1/
27).

Omar towards Halfaya and was threatening to cut off the troops
in the forYfand area,

suffered heavj? losses a plan v/as formed to atta.ck this enemy
Since the Armoured Brigade had
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colurm from both the north and south by the 4th and 7th
Amoured Brigades respectively, Yvlien this was attempted,
however and the 4th Brigade began to move southwards a second

enemy colimm further to the north attacked the left flank

of the 22nd Guard.s Brigade, atid the 4th Brigade was compelled
to return and counter attack. A second attempt produced

similar results, and in viev/ of the wealoiess of the 7th
Armoured Brigade, General Hesserv^?-, commanding the right hand
column, decided to withdraw the troops from the forward area

to prevent their being cut off \>j the advancing enemy column
from the westward.

During 18 June the British ground forces effected
a general withdrawal back to their original positions.
The enemy ground forces appeared to have no interest in

exploiting their counter-attack, and vrere content simply to
salvage their armoured fighting vehicles and improve their

defences. Enemy aircraft continued to be active in the

forward area., however.

On the night of 17/18 June two T/ellingtons of No,70
Squadron operating under No.204 G-roup gave support to the

forward troops by attacking motor transport at Bsrdia
while others attacked Benghs.zi, and Dema and Gaaala
airfields,

tinned to support the ground forces with attacks on
enemy motor transport and tanks.
0930 hours nine Blenheiims of No,14 Squadron, followed
shortly b3r three Mar7lands of No,24 Squadron, S.A.A.E.
attacked a concentration of enemy motor transport near Sidi

The Maiyrlands were unable to assess any damage from

During the following day the air force con-

BetTv'een 0645 and

Omar,

MEPOS., June
1941,
No,204 Sroup
& Sqdn.O.B.B.s

their oi/m. bombs but reported direct hits and near misses by
the Blenheims

Blenheims of No.113 Squadron, escorted by five Hurricanes
of No.2 S.A.A.P. Squadron bombed a similar target near the
frontier south west of Sidi Omar and Bir Esc Shefersen but

although bombs were seen to fall among vehicles no results
were observed,

dispatched to attack motor transport between Mekili and Bir'
el Gobi failed to find a suitable target.

Later in the morning at 1120 hours six

Twice during the day fighter Blenheims

Offensive operations were also carried out by the
fighter squadrons.
Hurricanes of No,73 Squadron escorted by six of No,274
Squadron ground-strafed enemy motor transport in the forviAard
area and claimed some vehicles destroyed. Three Fleet Air

Arm aircraft detailed to attack with the Hurricanes

unfortunately failed to find the target and attacked Sidi

Barrani and British motor transport,

of No,250 Squadron which attacked motor transport bet-ween
Tobruk, Capuzzo and El Mem four failed to return after
an encounter with Me,109’s on the return journey,
records claim successful German and Italian air operations

against British concentrations south of Halfaya and south
of Sidi Omar during 18 June, but the ground forces made no

attempt to follow up their counter at'fcack after recapturing
and assuming their original positions.

Causes of the Failure of Bactleaxe

Between 1545 and 1800 hours twelve

Of eight Tomahawks

Enemy

M.E.P.O.S.,
June 1941 •

The British reverse in the Desert came as a heau’y blow

to the Allied ca'use.

Crete hopes had been pinned on an improvement in the North
After the disasters in Greece and
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African situations culminiiiing perhaps in the .relief of

Tobruk, and to this end all the resources of the conmand had
been thrown into the battle,

the Axis strength had been underestimated by the British before

the battle, Rommel was either unable or unwilling to exploit
his success and to make a further advance into E^rpt.

Fortunately, however, although

CAS Polder

No. 734
Battieaxe,

(A.H.B./1D3/
734).

It appears that a. number of ca,uses contributed to the

failure of Battleaoce, In his signal to the War Office,
announcing the outcome of the battle. General Wavell attributed
the reverse to three main factors. In the first place the

enemy had disclosed much greater tank strength in the forward

area then had been expected; it had been thought that he had

about 100 medium tanks there, whereas on 17 June, after con

siderable fighting, by all accounts the enemy ■'ffas still
employing over 200 tanks. Further, the enemy was obviously
ready for the attack and had prepared a count^jr-attack; this
possibility had been anticipated and provided for, but in the
event, the Western Desert Force simi^ly had insufficient
strength to resist the weight of enemy pressure. Lastly, the
7th Armoured Division was not as effective a fighting formation
as it should have been, owing to its heterogenous composition;
the combination of cruiser and infantry tanlcs wan difficult to
employ against the enem3r‘s hanogenous and mobile armoured force,
since the latter could always avoid the infantiy tanlcs and
concentra.te on the cruisers. The Division had had v©iy
little time to settle down since its formation, and was
inexperienced in the use of the cruiser tanks, with the result
that there were many casulaties through mechanical failures,
and the infantry tanks suffered heavy casualties from accurate
enemy fire a.t their tracks. The heavy loss of tanks was thus
e.ttributed to the fact that neither operafionally nor
mechanicallji" v/as the Division as efficient as it should ha.ve
been.

The Air Force also suffered from weaknesses v/hich, like
those of the army, were the inevitable consequences of hurried
re inf orcement and inadequate training, aggravated in this case
by the heavy fighter effort demanded during the evacuation
from Crete,

fighting the Germans, but having had considerable experience
in East Africa, were over-confident; other squadrons were
weak in experienced crews through losses in Greece and Crete,
and many pilots had not been through training in an Officers*
Training Unit,
squadrons had had to be supplemented by additiona.1 half
squadrons made up of pilots straight from the United KingdoraCi )
who had had little or no opportunity of a.chieving co-ordination
as fighter teams; finally, the succession of intensive
operations in which the squadrons had been previously engaged
had left scarcely any opportunity for them to train the large
influx of new crews to become integral parts of the squadrons.
This initial weakness was aggrava.ted during the battle by the
policy of employing the fighters in small patrols which were
liable to be outnunbered by the enemy,
suffered heavy casualties, twenty fighters, tloat, is to say
twenty per cent of the initial serviceable strength, being
destroyed and many others damaged.

Pour sq.uadrons v/ere new to the Desert and to

In order to build up the fighter force.

The fighter squadrons

(1) These pilots had token part in the carrier-borne reinforc
ing opero-tions, Rocket and Tracer in which Hurricanes
were shipped to the Mediterranean on a. carrier and then
flown off to Malta and thence to Egypt,
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Reporting on air force activity. General Yifavell
stated that his troops had been effectively protected from

enemy bombing, except on cer-bain occasions when protection had

been temporarily withdrawn, and that considei-able casualties
had been inflicted by air attack on the enem3J- forces in the

rear of the fighting. He asserted however that the air force

never had s-ufficient air superiority to afford entire protec
tion to the ground forces, or to stop the enemy's movements,'
but he admitted that the British forces were not trained or

organised for the type of air support enjo3red by the enemy,
and that therefore they could not expect it. Referring to

the messages received from the Chief of Imperial General Staff

and the Cliief of Air Staff on 17 June, he added that the

fighting round Halfaya. on the l6th arid 17th had been too con
fused to make air support practicable.

Ibid

At Air Ministry there was a strong reaction to the
The AirCommander- in-Chief's comments on air activity.

Officer Commanding-in-Chief v^as asked whether he had been
consulted about the terms of General Yfevell's signal,

particula.rly v/ith regard to the statement that the air force

did not entirely protect the Army from air attack and did not

stop; the movement of the enemy. He was also asked whether

the army had made a request for the bombing of the Axis
troops at Halfaya, vhether, if such a request- had been made,
Blenheims could have been employed for air support and within

ho-w short an inteival, and by -what means the Blenheims which
17 June bombed enemy troops attempting to cut off the 7th

Indian Division and the Guaids Brigade, were directed on to
on

the target.

General Wave 11's statement conceming., air activity
It asserted'that in itscontained a two-fold criticism,

primary role of air warfare the air force failed to master the
sky over the battlefield, sufficiently to keep the enemy air
force from o-oerating in the a.rea, and to stop enemy ground

and it asserted 'that the latter failure was duemovement;

Ibid

to a lack of training and organisation in both Army and Air
Force, In his reply to the A.ir Mlnistrr and in a subsequent
appreciation of the battle, Air Marshal Tedder put forvyard a
very strong case for the performance of the air force in
Battleaxe, while at the same tim.e exposing, the fundamental
v/eaknesses of existing methods of close support in the field,
wealcnesses to be found in both army and air organisacion.

Referring to the charge of insuffisient air superiority,
Air Marshal Tedder maintained that the cover asked for by the
Aimy load been provided by the air 'umbrella' and had proved
effective, and that with only two exceptions in the extreme
forward area, enemy attempts to attack the Brii;ish troops fi'om
the air Y/ere intercepted and bombs were dropped unaimed.
He pointed out that, in addition, in spite of numerical wealc-

ness, by their attacks on Axis lines of communication and
airfields, medium bombers and long range fighters had led the
enemy to retain a large proportion of his fighters in the

of the battle area for protective purposes; there was
, and apart from those

rear

no evidence of any enemy fighter sweeps

Ibid.

retained for airfield defence, the Axis fighcers Yvere
almost entirely employed as escorts _
tained that superiority 'to afford entire protection or_ to

was unattainable unless the enemy air
This vieYY was strongly

supported at Air Minis-fcr'T, and Y/as .subsequeii-tly confirmed by

He main-to bombers.

stop enemj;- movement'
force YY3S first completely elimin ed.
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the Prime Minister v/ith the approval of the Chiefs of Staff, in
a directive telegram on air support.(l)

'The form of air protection referred to as the air
•umbrella', which the air force had been obliged to provide for
the protection of the Army, received strong criticism from the
Air Officer COTimanding-in-Chief for several reasons,
first place, although it demanded a heavy air effort, it could
not be infalliblej thus the raids which had succeeded in

piercing the 'umbrella' had achieved this by splitting into

sections,sane of which had inevitably escaped interception.
Furthermore, the '\mibrella' involved the maintenance of manj'',
and therefore probably weak, fighter patrols, which were con

sequently likely to be outnumbered in encounters with the

enemy, and were therefore liable to suffer heavy casualties.
Air Marshal Tedder considered that the recent experiences of

the Army in Greece and Crete had justified the use of the

'umbrella' in Battleance for the period of the initial approach,
but that, had similar cover been provided over a prolonged
period, as would have been the case if the advance had proceeded
according to plan, it would have gradually frittered away the
fighter strength, allowed the enemy to take the offensive, and
resulted in the loss of air superiority. His chief anxiety was
that the success of this limited fighter cover should not lead

to demands for similar cover over prolonged operations.

In the

Ibid

Regarding the question of air support, the Air Officer
Conmanding-in-Cliief ' confirmed that at Halfaya the forvirard army
units made no request for air support, although if the
necessary information had been available Blenheims could have

carried out an attack within one and a ha.lf hours; in fact

the Blenheim force, which was on call throughout the battle,
was not called on at all at the initiative of the Army, the

bombing attacks of the 17th being made as a result of air

reconnaissance, which reported enemy columns well clear of the

British formations, but threatening to encircle them.

In the opinion of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
the main difficulty in providing air support was the almost

complete lack of information from the Amiy. This was caused

by the failure of both the arranged air^ao-ground recognition
system, brought about main.ly by lack of response to aircraft

signals by ground formations, and theAniy signals oacraunication
S3rstem. The arrangements for challenge and recognition
between air and ground forces by means of panels and signal
cartridges had been satisfactory;- for headquarters of higher

formations, but not for indicating the position of forvra.rd mobile
units, and air challenge signals to ground units had frequently
been unans-wered. Coupled with this, the failure of the
wireless communications bet’ween forv/ard troops and their head

quarters had meant a serious lack of information at headquarters
regarding the disposition of formations so that it was

frequently impossible for Army Headquarters to give even a

conserwative bombline, although periodic reports were
received from the YiTireless Cbserver Unit posts. In this way-
opportunities for air support had undoubtedly been lost,
particularly on 17 June, when enemy mobile units attacked
Indian infantry retreating on Buq. Buq. The only traceable
instance of direct support called for was the Cannon-Hurricane
attack on the anti-tank battery at Halfaya on 14 June.

Ibid

Ibid

(l) See page lyS below.
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It WO.S possible that the brenlcdovm of camnunications inight
have been due to a lack of suitable equipment, but it was far

more likely that lack of training was the primary cause, and

the Air Officer Commojiding-in-Chief considered that joint
training, particularly between squadrons and mobile array
units was essential to ensure efficient communications and

mutual recognition.

The lack of informa.tion from Army sources might have been

compensated for by more extensive tactical reconna-issonce,
but the weaJoiess of the only available Ta.ctical Reconnaissance
squadron, and the fact that it had suffered casualties, had

precluded this/^^ Criticism of tactical reconnaissance in
the battle came from the commander of the 7th Armoured

Division, who emphasised the necessity for bettor and more

direct communication between the pilots and Divisional
Headquarters. The existing system of signalling information
from Force Headquarters had proved useless in most cases

since it v/a.s scarcely ever received in time to be of use to
the unit concerned. This criticism however would appear to

be directed against the system of transmitting reconnaissance
reports rather than against the actual execution of the

reconnaissance patrols,

A further criticism regarding Army/Mr Co-operation wa.s

made by the General Officer Commanding vYestem Desert
Force, General Beresford-Pierce, who considered that a
gra.ve dr-vif-back had been the siting of his headquarters and

Headquarters No.204 Group some eighty miles apart, at Sidi
Barrani and Maalen Ba^gush respectively. In his view, lack

of communica.tions, and the fact that all aircraft operated
from the area east of Matruh, except the fighters refuelling
at Sidi Barrani, made close support, and quick response to

calls for fighter protection impossible. The latter part
of this criticism could hardly ha.ve sprung from actual
operational experience since the Army had failed to make

requests for air su^ort, but the disadvantages of widely
separated Army and Air Headquarters were recognised, and in
future opera-tions it became the practice to locate Amy and
Air Headquarters together iii a joint Battle Headquarters
where this was possible. However circumstances in which
the forv/ard airfields were some distance from the battle

, such an those obtaining in Battleaxe, were unfavourable
to such an arrangement since either the Array Commander had to

remain in the rear of his forward units, or the Air Commander

had to proceed in advance of his fomations.
situation, if airfie3ds v/ere available in the forward area,
it was the task of the amy to make them sufficiently secure

from ground attack for aircraft to operate from them without
risk of being unexpectedly overrun. In the Battleaxe
period the ground situation was not considered sufficiently
secure to make use of Sidi Barrani except as an advance
refuelling base operated by highlv mobile units.

a.rea

In this

*G' Staff

Diary Western
Desert Force,

There(1) Two aircraft and one pilot were lost on 15 June,
were no other casualties, but the squadron was short of

pilots from the beginiiing of the operation until the 17th,
These, however, werewhen six nevv pilots arrived,

fighter pilots and could only carry out simple
reconnaissance tasks.

Squadron
0,R,B,
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Conclusions

It would appear from this Army and Air Force evidence, that
the failure of Battleaxe was primarily the result of the

numerical, operational and mechanical inferiority of the British
amour, compared with that of the enemy, and that the results
of this were aggravated by the fact that, through faulty organi
sation the available air units were not fully employed in

support of the army,
from the effects of its exhausting operations iji Crete, and

from other weaknesses, so that it is doubtful how long the
strain of intensive operations could liave been endured had the

Army been more successful and the battle prolonged.

It should also be borne in mind that this v/as the first

pitched battle fought against the Germans in the Desert, and
that the contrast betvreen their fighting powers and those of the
Italians was considerable. This may well explain the emphasis
on air support, which Battleaxe brought about. Henceforth the
Army could not enjoy the advantages of fighting an enemy teinpera-
mentally less suited to war; on the contrary it needed to

exert its full powers against the German enemy, and to malce use,
wherever possible of co-operative activity by the Air Force,

In addition the air force was suffering

Tvra important developments resulted from the lessons
In the first placelearned through the failure of Battleaxe,

the need for an effective joint Army/Air system for air support
was recognised as a major requirement by both the Army' and the

Air Force, and steps were immediately taken to establish such
a system in readiness for the next offensive. Joint training
exercises were held during the summer to experiment in air

support methods, and in September a special conference was held
in Cairo, which led to the issuing of the Middle East (Army and
Air Force) Directive on Air Support. This laid do'vm the main
principles of air support and defined, in detail, the new

ganisation, with instinct ions on the procedure to be

employed,CO Although these initial arrangements later under
went many modifications as a result of further experience, it

these beginnings that Air Support, as practised throughout
the remainder of the war, v.-as founded.

or

was on

The second imponbant, though less direct outcome of
Battleaxe was the definition of the relationship between the

Aimy and Air Commanders in planning and carr;''ing out a battle.
This definition, laid dcAn by the Prime Minister
approval of the Chiefs of Staffs in two telegrams
Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, confirmed the independence of

the Air Force, in opposition to Array demands for greater control
of air operations. Gone Viras the situation in which an air
commander might be obliged to supply a certain type of air

operation, as for example the air 'umbrella' against his better

judgment. The necessity for air force compliance with the
general array plan in a theatre of war was aclmowledged, but
it was emphasised that once the army commander had made known

his requirements for a forthcoming battle, it was for the air
comraander to use his force in accordance v/ith these require

ments, in 'the most effective manner,
method rested ■v'd.th the air force, in direct contrast,

to the German system, in which the air commander

the
to the

In short, choice of

incidentally,
had frequently to employ his air force against unsuitable

accordance with the demands of the Aimy commander.targets, in

the development of Air Support may be found in
Air Support in the Second World War,

(1) Details on
the A.H.B, Monograph;

(2) For further details regarding these telegrams and their
results, see the A.H.B, Narrative, The Mi^ddle East
Campaigns, Volume II. Part II,
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iiElNEX

iJRCRiJT REINPORCaiEICTS FOR THE MIDDLE E/iST

JUKE 194.0 " JUKE 1941,,

On the outbreak of -wsr with Italy on 10 June 1940, the

Air Officer Coiaraanding-in-Chief, Middle East, Air
Marshal Longnore, wa.s responsible for the coimnand of all air

units in Egypt, Sudan, Palestine and Trans-Jordan, East i

Aden and Somaliland, Ira.q and the Mediterranean,
the total strength of the operational aircraDt under his

command, excluding units of the South African Air Force in

Kenya, was a.pproximately as follows:-

In Ju$?0*

Fighters (Gladiators, Gauntlets, Hurricanes)
iiimy Co-operation (Lysandera)
Medium Borabers (Blenheiia I's and IV's, Hants,

Vincents)
H^ea.vy or Transport Bombers (Bombays, Valentis-s

and G.R. Wellingtons)

160

D.W.O. Folder

A.H.B./IIJ1/
17(1)

45

260

35

Flying Boa.ts ( Sunder lands) 10

510

Frcm these aircraft
maintained; -

the following operational force was

Total

I.E.

Kq, of

Squadrons
T;^e of
Aircr^t

Type of

S^ac^on

Fighters Gladiator

Lysander

Blenheim

Wellesley

Bombay

Valentia

Sunderland

724

322

Medium Bombers 10 102

483

1 12Heavy or

TransportB.Qmbers 121

2 9

287

number of miscellaneous flights and otherThere was also

units.

Nearly all the aircraft in the command were obsolete or

obsolescait, the exceptions being the Sunderlands, Wellingtons
Blenheim IV's and Hurricanes which amounted to only 15 air
craft in all. This position was the inescapable result of
the genei^al. shortage of modern aircraft at the outbreak of war

with Germany, and the subsequent demands for aircraft in France
and the United Kingdom which absorbed the output of the

factories in the intervening period.

On the entry of Italy into the war a few Blenheims and
Hurricanes had been flora out to Middle East via Prance as an

emergency measure, but the French collapse this route was

closed. On 21 June the A.0,G.-in-C. asked the inr Ministry
to consider reinforcing the Middle East with modern aircraft

for offensive aotion against the Italians, His request was

A.M.Piles

A.O.C.-

in-C,/A.M.2l/6

(1) The first date for which figures are available.
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supported by the Deputy Director of 'war Organisation at Air

Ministry and by the British Ambassador to Egypt, and, on 3 July
at a meeting of the Equipment and Reinforcement Policy Committee
it was decided to reinforce the Middle East as follows

12 Blenheim IV*sa.h,b.Ab/14,
Minutes of 7th

Meeting*

12 Blenheim IV's
'To be

sent

^monthly
Ithereafter

To be sent

at once 12 Hurricanes12 Lysanders

) 6 Lysanders12 Hurricanes

In addition, approximately 75 Glen Martins, off Prench/lJ.S.A,
orders, were to be despatched betv/een October 194-0 and February
194-1.

were to be sent to that country in the following tliree months

and approximately 75 Glen Martins in due course.
in-C. was not satisfied with this quota, claiming that he was

losing 10 Blenheims and 11 Wellesleys per three weeks even with
restricted operations.

To strengthen the South African Air Force, 24- Hurricanes

The A.O.C.-

A further difficulty was that rein

A.M. Pile

S.54j61

forcement of spares and other equipment was delayed by shipping
arrangements, which he described as chaotic,
signalled that he could not counter expected attacks vd.th his

small force, and he thought that f/hitehall had underrated
the Italians,

at Air Ministry, by the Director of Overseas Operations, and on
25 July the Expansion and Re-equipment Oommittee agreed;-

Later he

He wras again supported by the ambassador, and

(a) To send 24. Hvirricanes as soon as possible, and to
raise the. mouidily quota from 12 to 18 to maintain the
Hurricane squadrons. The re-equipment of the remaining
fighter squadrons, and subsequent expansion was to be met

by American aircraft,

(b) To send 36 Blenheim IV's at once and to raise the
monthly quota from 12 to 36. The aim was to re-equip the
Blenheim squadrons with Blenheim IV's. The remaining
medium bomber squadrons were to be re-equipped eventually
v/ith American bombers,

(c) To send out 6 v/ellingtons monthly to equip the bomber/
transport squadrons.

The quota of Lysanders remained at 6 per month, but the
A,0.C.-in-0. had already complained that these aircraft had too

short a range for reconnaissance.

The reinforcement policy behind these decisions was to
re-equip the squadrons already in the Middle East with modem

aircraft, in. preference to forming new squadrons which would
require extra personnel. The supply of personnel was at this
time dependent on the Empire training scheme which v/as not
expected to produce any resilLts until the early months of 194-1.
The grounds for reinforcing the Middle East in the face of heavy
requirements at home ware:-

(a) There was no firm indication that the invasion of the
United Kingdom was imminent,

(b) German oil shortages seemed lilcely to force
in the near future to try to open the Eastern Meditemanean
and thus obtain delivery of oil from the Black Sea.

To help solve the problem of shipping aircraft to the
Middle East, an air reinforcement route was opened between
Takoradi on the west coast of Africa, across the continent to

a move

A.H.B./VB/14-,
Minutes of 8th

Meeting
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Egypt. The plan was to ship crated aircraft to Takoradi
where they would be erected and flown to Egypt by stages.
By August work on the route was going ahead and it was thou^t
that it would be in use by the end of the month.

The delivery of aircraft was only part of the supply
Personnel, stores, spare parts, maintenance toolsproblem,

and other unit equipment had to be sent out, chiefly by sea,
and air transport had to be found for returning ferry pilots
from Egypt to Takoradi or the United Kingdom,
duction of new-types into the Middle East (at this stage the
Hurricanes and ?7ellingtons) called for a complete new range of
tools, and at first the ntaiber of these aircraft which could
be usefully employed was determined by the number of tool
sets available.

The intro-

C.0.S.(40)
623(J.P.) and
D.Ops.o/S.
Felder (A.H.B./
IlJl/243/9(A))

By the end of August the Middle East reinforcement
programme had bben started and the position was as follows;-

Hurricanes. already dispatched from the United
Kingdom of which none had yet arrived, although a special
consignment of 12 reached Malta early in August; these
formed a half squadron for the defence of the island#
Blenheims,

by sea or air, of which 23 had reached Egypt and one wajz

being repaired at Malta,
Wellingtons, 12 had been allocated of wiiich six had
arrived and six were due in late September,

At the beginning of September, although satisfied that
the existing programme -V7as going ahead smoothly, the A.O.C.-

in-C. feared that with no provision of aircraft for new

squadrons, the strength of his force would remain much the
same for the next six months,

seemed likely that the Italians would attack from Libya in

the autumn, and according to British calculations, the British
force in the Western Desert was already outnumbered by four to
one in all types,
sent No.45 Squadron (Blenheims) from Egypt to reinforce the
Wellesley squadrons in the Sudan, and ordered Wo.84 Squadron
(Blenheims) to move from Iraq to the Western Desert at the end
of the month.

84 already dispatched or awaiting dispatch

This -was disquieting since it

In-view of this threat the A.O.C.-in-C.

D.0ps,0/S
Polder (A.H.B./
IIJ1/243/9(A)).

A.O.C, Polder

D.O./A.M.L./2
A.H.B./IIJ1/183/
138(a), End,
89(a)).

On 5 September the first blow to the reinforcement
programme occurred when the air requirements of the Battle of

Britain precluded the further dispatch of Hurricanes to the

Middle Eaist for the time being. At this stage no further
Hurricanes had been dispatched in addition to the 72 already
mentioned. Meanwhile, however, the E.R.P. Committee decided
to allocate to the Middle East 227 Mohawks due to arrive in

consignments from the U.S.A. by February, and 65 Marylands
not yet allotted. Both types were to be sent to the Middle

East via Takoradi as they became available.

D.0.0,

E.R.P. Polder

(A.H.B./IIJ1/
243/10).

In the ViTestern Desert, the urgency of the air situation
was intensified -vdien an Italian offensive commenced on

3 September and quickly achieved greater success than the

British had anticipated,
estimated at over 6OO aircraft, although, according to

It was supported by an air force

(1) For further details of the Takoradi route see the A.H.B,
narrative. The Middle East Campaigns, Yolime X, The
West African Mr Reinforcement Rou-be.
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Italian Orders of Battle for June and December it -wejB probably
only about 300 strong; against this force the British could

operate about 180 First Line aircraft in Eg3rpt and the Desert,
In reply to a report from the A.0.C,-in-C. for the recommezice-

ment of Hurricane shipments, and for additional reinforcements,
particularly maintenance staff, the Chief of the Air Staff

could only reply that more Hurricanes would be sent out as soon

as the situation at home p>ermitted. He had already arranged
that over 2,000 maintenance personnel were to leave the United
Kingdom as soon as shipping could be arranged.

A.H.B./IU1/17
(1) and A.H.B./
IU1/183/138(a)
Ends. 90(a)
and 95(a).

By the end of the month a few 8Lircraf*t reinforcements had
reached the Middle East:-

BlenheimsHurricanes Y/ellingtons

8 via Takoradi 50 12

24 via Cape.

During the month the A.0,C, had already created four fighter
sq^drons of 16 I.B. out of his origirial three squadrons of
21 I.E, in the Desert, and the arrival of the Hurricanes enabled
him to equip one of these and one flight of another with this

type. The Wellingtons were allotted to No,70 Bomber/Transport
Squadron, and No,113 Squadron (Blenheim I's) was re~equipped
with Blenheim T\f, while No,30 Squadron was partly equipped with
Blenheim fighters,. Outside Egypt, the I.E, of No.203
(Blenheirm IV)Squadron at Khormaksar (Aden) was increased from
6 to 12, and No.14(Wellesley) Squadron in the Sudan was re
equipped mth Blenheim I’s,

A.H.B./IIJ1/183/
138(B) and

In October, for the first time. Middle East reinforcanent
claims y,-ere given priority. The position in Egsrpt was that the

A.H,B,/IU1/18^ A.O.C.-iii-C. had only five fighter squadrons of -vdiich one
287(A), Bleiiheim and one Hurricane were needed for the defence of

Alexandria, leaving one Hurricane and two Gladiator Squadrons
to face the Italian force then estimated at some 700 aircraft.
The minimum requirement was two more fighter squadrons, but
although Wellingtons and Blenheim TV’s as well as Hurricanes
were coming through over long routes, the process v/as slow, and
involved a steady y^astage of over ten per cent.

At Yliitehall it v/as agreed that the present policy of
reinforcement was inadequate. Not only was the air force

heavily outnumbered in Egypt and the Sudan, but it was calculated
that some 378 I.E. aircraft, Gladia.tors, Blenheim I^^Welleslqys,
Vincents, Lysanders and various other types were obsolescent or
unsuitable types which oi^at to be replaced by June 194I.
Additional urgency was provided by the possibility of ibcis
attacks on Greece or Turkey, The Prime Minister said that it
was now necessarj'- to choose between the rival claims of hcaiie

defence and Middle East, and it was decided:-

(a) To e;}^dite the re-equipment of existiiig squadrons
with modern aircraft,

(b) To speed up the delivery of unit ground equipment
direct from the United States,

(c) To expand the first line strength of existing
squadrons.

This first sign of expansion in the Middle East Command
was a landmark in the re i.nforce.'uent prograimiie. As a first

SECRET

C.0.S.(4D)817
& Annex A to

E.R.P. 55

( A.H.B ./ra/livi)

C.O.3,(40) 827
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step the I.E, of existing bomber squadrons (2 heavy and 12('*)
medim) was increased from 12 to 16 aircraft. It was esti
mated that with a similar expansion in the three S.A.A.P.
bomber squadrons in the Middle East this vrould mean a first

line increase of 68 bombers. The two Sunderland squadrons
were to be increased to six I.E, and Malta's half squadron
of Hurricanes to a full squadron of 16 I.E, To achieve
these ends the delivery quotas were raised as follows

Wellingtons 10 more in addition to 13 already approved
to re—equip the two heavy bomber squadrons at 12 I.E.
with some reserves.

Blenheim IV Monthly quota raised from 36 to 2*8 from
October inclusive.

Hurricanes Monthly quota raised from 18 to 22). from
October inclusive.

Mohawks and Glen Martins It had already been decided to
send 65 Glen Martins in the United Kingdom to Middle East
(via Takoradi) and South Africa as soon as possible in
the ratio of 2 as to 1, A further I50 on order in the
U.S.A, were to be dispatched in the same ratio with the
proviso that South Africa was to receive a, total of 75>
the balance being sent to Middle East when this had been
completed. Of the 227 Mohewhs allocated to Middle

East in September it was hoped to send out 25 in 0otdb6!c(2)

This prograimme was bound to put an additional strain on
the Takoradi route, quotas for virhich were estimated as
f ollow's: -

D.0,0, Polder

(A.H.B./IIJ1/
mMk)

Ibid,

October Iflvember Deo.§mber

36Blenheims 2)B k£>
(to be increased
to 2)8 if

possible)

Hurricanes 24 24 24

Mohawks 60 6025

Lysanders 12 nil nil

(Lysanders would in future
go via. ihe Cape)

Fulmars 13 nil nil

Glen Martins nil nil 13

( and 13 per
month

thence

forth)

At the end of the month the A,0,C.-in-C. was given
permission to raise two complete newr fighter squadrons, in

(1) Presumably the 10 Blenheim and 2 Wellesley squadrons in
Egypt and Sudan,

The first 18 Mohawks arrived at Takoradi in December, but
it was subsequently decided that this type was not good
enough for operations against the Axis, and the Mohawks
were sent to S, Africa and India to be used for training.

(2)A.H.3./IIJI/
183/196(a)
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addition to two already being built up from a flight basis,
and Air Ministry promised to increase the flow of aircraft
personnel and equipment. In fact, however, although the

personnel and equipment vrere sent to Egypt by sea no extra
Hurricanes were sent and arrivals remained behind schedule.

Ibid

During October 14 Hurricanes, 26 Blenheims and 11
Wellingtons arrived in the Middle East, bringing the total

arrival figures to l\£, and 23 respectively,
two of the five fighter squadrons in Egypt were completely
e<jiipped with Hurricanes, a flight of four was being provided
for No,208 A.C, Squadron and an additional A.C. Squadron,
No,3 R.A.A.P. which had been formed in September was equipped
mth Gladiators.

Palestine had also arrived in Egypt,
squadrons in Egypt, and one Wellington squadron, No. JO,
previously equipped with Bombays.

At this stag

A flight of No.6 A.C, Squadron from
There were five Blenhe

e

Sqdn O.R.Bs
A.M. Orders of

Battle.

im

At the beginning of November, although reinforcement plans
were going ahead, the air situation in the Middle East was far

from satisfactory. The time lag between the date of decision
to dispatch reinforcement aircraft and the date on which the

aircraft became operationally effective in the Middle East was

considerable. In addition dispatches from the United Kingdom
were behind schedule, and even v/hen aircraft arrived up to
schedule, the later arrival of equipment and personnel by sea,
delayed them operating. The situation was further aggravated
by the Itedian invasion of Greece on 28 October. It seemed

politically essential to give the Greeks military aid, and on
31 October the A.O.C,-in-C. sent No.30 Squadron (of mixed
bomber and fighter Blenheims) from the Delta to Greece, an
action which won the swift approval of the Prime Minister,
This deprived the defence of the Delta and Suez areas of half

its fighter defence, leaving only one squadron of Hurricanes,

In view of the smallness of his own air force the A.O.C.-

in-C. was reluctant to send more than one squadron to Greece,
and the Commanders-in-Chief vrere agreed that the defence of
Egypt vjas more vital than the war in Greece, However on 4
November, the Chiefs of Staff instructed the A.O.C.-in-C, to
send to Greece as soon as airfields were ready a further two
Blenheim squadrons, and one Gladiator squadron to be followed by
a. second as soon as Hurricane reinforcements permitted. To
replace these withdrawals they promised to send out 32 Welling-;*
tons via Malta in addition to the agreed quota of I2,(l) and to
expedite the arrival of Hu3h''loane reinforcements by sending 34 to
Takoradi on the aircraft carrier Furious, Ground crews for two

Wellington squadrons (Nos. 37 and 38) and one Hurricane squadron
(No.73) were shipped to Egypt via the Mediterranean in November,
arriving early in December. Including 17 Wellingtons at Malta
at the end of the month, a total of 50 7'ellingtoiis reached
Middle East in November.

A.O.C. Folder

D.0./A.M.L./9
(A.H.B./IIJ1/
183/287(A)).

Hist.(B)1
Series Oct.

Ibid

Squadron
O.R.Bs

The Greek commitment imposed a heayj,'’ burden on the Middle
East air forces, for hard fighting vyas in ̂ progress in the
Desert and East Africa, engrossing the forces in Egypt, Sudan
and Bast Africa,

operational squadrons:-
In November the conmiand held the following

(1) It was decided to send 12 Wellingtons to Malta to make
four offensive sorties each against Italian targets before
continuing the journey to Middle East.

SECRET
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Egypt/Desert I.E, Sudan l,E, Aden I.E, Malta I.E.

2i Hurricane 36 1 Gladiator 14 1 Gladiator ' l6 1 Hurricanp, 16

2§ Gladiator 40 2 Wellesley 24 4 Blenheim 43 1 Wellington 12

3§ Blenheim 44 2 Blenheim 24 i Maryland €59

t Bombay i Vincent 1212 Iraq I.E, 1i Sunderland ̂

1 Wellington 12 1 Various 12 411 Vincent 12

1§ Lysander 20 80 Kenya

i Sunderland 3  Greece I.E. Palestine I,^, 1 Gladiator 9

167 li Blenheim 16 § Lysander 8 363 Various

45

During the month the Prime ''.linister complained tiiat
there -i'/ere nearly 1 ,060 aircraft in the J/Iiddle Eaot Command,
excluding East Africa, while the total I.E, was "barely 4£>0,
and asked v/hy a greater proportion of operationally fit

aircraft was not available. As the O.A.S. explained, these

figures could not be taken without analysis, For example
not all the serviceable aircraft could be placed in the

front line. It was practicable to leave a reserve in hand,
and in ary case squadrons could not maintain many aircraft
above their establishment. In fact, of the 1,000 aircraft
some 250 were not operational types - that is, they were only
useful for police duties, training etc. Some 730 operational
types remained, of which about 130 were unserviceable. Of

the 600 serviceable some 4-00 furnished the I.E, of the 30
squadrons In the Middle East, The remaining 200 mi^t be

termed reserves, and the G.A.3. did not think a reserve of

50 per-cent of the I.E. was excessive, but in any case they
were nearly all obsolete or obsolescent, and manv had probably
been thrown up by the re-equipment of squadrons.ll)
tion some of them had been in the Middle East for some time.

For example in October the A.0,C.-in-G, was finding difficulty
in maintaining his existing Gladiator formations oviring not
only to wastage but to deterioration, as some of these air
craft had been in the open for tvro years. The Prime Minister
accepted the O.A.S. and A.0,0‘s explanations for the time
being, but he was to raise the subject again later.

In addi-

0 .:A. S ,

Folder

(A.H.B./ID3/58)

D.0,0. Folder

(A.H.B./IIJI/
243/9(A)).

The A.O.G.-in-O’s chief problem was the shortage of
On 19 November the second Gladiator consignmentA.O.C. Folder

D.O.A.M.L./9
fighters,

left for Greece, leaving only two fighter Squadrons in Egypt,
both Hurricane. Furthermore only eight Hurricane reinforcing
aircraft had arrived by the end of the month, bringing the
total Hurricane arrivals to 52, excluding Malta,
were still 12 Hurricanes on strength, but of a further 12 sent
out during the month to bring the flight up to a full squadron
8 had been lost en route,
draw on Malta for Hurricanes,
more

Here there

Thus the A.O.G.-in-G. could not

The fighter situation was the
serious in view of the impending British offensive in the

(1) The so-called reserve aircraft included 42 Blenheims, 22
Wellesleys, 37 Lysanders, 37 Gladiators, 13 Gauntlets and
42 Harts and Vincents, nearly 200 aircraft, and all
obsolete or obsolescent. These about equalled in numberD.W.O. Polder

(a.h.b,/iiji/
n(l)).

(10003)97

the number of modem types, IVellingtons, Blenheim 17's
and Hurricanes which had reached Middle East by the end
of November,
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Desert (Operation Compass) which had already been postponed
once, because of the Greek commitment, and which was due to

begin on 9 December, Although the C,A».S, assixred the

A.O.G,-in-G. that 32, Hurricanes were en route via Talcoradi,
and calculated that 80 or 90 should be available for Compass,
there could be no certainty that these would arrive in time.

To strengthen his force for the offensive, the A.0,C,-in-C,
resorted to the expedient of reducing operations in other

theatres and transferring to Egypt the air units thus relieved.

In this way the two Blenheim Squadrons remaining in Egypt after
the removal of tJiree to Greece, were augmented by three squad
ron detachments from Aden and the Sudan. The two Hurricane

squadrons were supported by the remainder of No. 112 Squadron
which had been providing Gladiators for Greece, and by No, 3
R.A.A.E. Squadron (Army Co-operation) whose Gladiators were
employed in a fighter role for the battle. The defence of

the Delta was left to a detachment of No, 73 Squadron v\/-hich

began to arrive in Egypt on 8 December, It was this squadron’s
aircraft which, with other Hurricanes, v/as transported to
Takoradi on the carrier Furious, in November,

A.O.G, Polder

D.0./A.M.L.A
(A.H.B./IUI/
183/283).

During December aircraft reinforcements shovred some
improvement, but they were offset to a considerable extent by
the increased wustege resulting from operational activity,
especially in the Desert and Greece, and by extraordinary
commitments, including the supply of Gladiators to the Greek
Air Force,

which became available for operations at the end of the month,
but casualties to Gladiators, resudting from the enemy’s
incendiary ammunition, required a greater replacement of

fighters than was available,
I,E, of the Gladiator Squadrons had been 74 aircraft, there had
been a serviceable reserve of 30 aircraft,

December there were only 45 Gladiators serviceable in Egypt,
and 17 in Greece, to supply five squadrons and one or tv/o flints.
The reserve had in fact disappeared, and Gauntlets T.rere being
employed to make good the shortage of Gladiators,
No. 112 Squadron was v/ithdravrti from the battle to rearm with
Hurricanes as these became available.

The fighter force was augmented by No. 73 Squadron

In mid-November, when the total

By the end of

As a result

D.¥,0, Polder

(A.H.B./IU1/
17(D).

H.Q.,R.A.P.M,E.
& Sqdn. O.R.Bs,
& Apps,

It was becoming clear that the existing monthly quota of

Hurricanes promised was insufficient to keep pace virith require
ments for Libya, Greece and the Sudan, In anticipation of this

the G.A.S. bad made arrangements’by 12 December for the Fu.rious

to proceed to Takoradi with a second consignment, of 40
Hurricanes and pilots as soon as she had returned from her first

trip. These Hurricanes were scheduled to arrive in Middle East

in mid-January, Such measxores, while expediting the arrival

of Hiarricanes did not increase the flow, which, from the Middle

East point of view was already in arrears to the extent of 80

aircraft, not counting the December quota. The position was
that at-the exid of December there were three Hurricane squadrons

and one flight, requiring a total I.E, of 52 Hurricanes,
Eighty-seven Hurricanes had arrived in the Middle East (excluding
Malta), of which about six had been lost, leaving  a margin of
sane thirty aircraft in reserve, excluding badly damaged air
craft withdrawn from the line.

A.0.0. Polder

D.0,/A,M.l/9
(A.H.B./IIJ1/
183/287(B)),

The Blenheim situation was little better than the fighter.
For the tliree Blenheim IV squadrons with a total I.E, of 3^,
there were 19 aircraft in reserve of which six were serviceable

For the seven Blenheim I squadrons with aon 27 December,

D,¥,0. Polder

(a.h.b.AiJi/1
17(D) & D.0,0.
Folder (A.H.B./
IIJl/2iK5/l0). total I.E, of 84^ only 77 aircraft were serviceable, all of which
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had been in Middle East since before September 1959»
typical instance of the prevailing shortage was that two of
the squadrons had only nine aircraft between them,
tion the Wellesley squadrons had been reduced from 15 to 10
I.E.

A

In add

A total of 109 Blenheims had arrived in Egypt by the

i-

end of the month, but wastage had been heavy, 51 aircraft
being destroyed since 11 November, as well as others damaged.
The chances of re-equipping the Blenheim I and Wellesley
squadrons with Blenheim IV*s and Glen Martins seemed remote*

The Blenheim', programme was in arrears by 100 aircraft, not

counting the December quota of 48, but including 27 arrivals,
and the Glen Martins were still undergoing modifications and

had not begun to arrive except for a tew at Ife-lta.

O.A.S. Polder

6791 (A.H.B./
ID5/679(A)).

(<Sr.0.C. Polder^
\ (A.H.B./ILJI/-^

^8V28^B^
Arrivals hadThe Yfellington position better,

risen to 33 in November, and there were I7 at Malta due to

proceed to Egypt shortly, and these included the aircraft
of Nos. 37 and 38 Squadrons, whose non-flying members had

These squadrons had commenced operations
There were now four Yfellington squadrons

arrived by sea.
early in the month,
in the Middle East, including No. 70 Squadron and No, 148
Squadron(l) which was formed at Malta during the month.

On 14 December the question of further expansion in the

Middle East vra.s raised at the 18th meeting of the Expansion
and Re-equipment Oommittee, but as the existing programne
was already far in arrears, it was agreed that the new

proposals, involving an extra 20 heavy bombers, 144 medium
bombers, and 144 fighters, shDuld be regarded as an aim to be

achieved as soon as practicable,
the situation included Furious * second trip to Takoradi.

At the beginning of January, the A.O.O.-in-G’s
apprehension increased concerning the 'appalling air weakness*
in relation to air commitments and enemy strength,
the C.A.S. that he needed all the Hurricanes he could get, and
that the recent rate of Wellington arrivals fell short of the

programiTie outlined.
Hurricanes should have arrived by the end of January, and

that the programme Tra.s only 11 aircraft in arrears,
maintained that the Y/ellington prograjiime was only nine air
craft in arrears.

Immediate plans to improve

He told

In reply the C.A.A. calculated that 79

He also

D.0.0. Polder

A.H.B./II Jl/243/
10

A.O.C. Polder

D.0./A.M.L./2
(a.h.b./iiji/
183/138(0)).

It is impossible to discover precisely how the C.A.S.
reached this conclusion regarding the Hurricanes. Prom the

Middle East point of view, out of a total allotment of

Hurricanes only 87 had arrived by the end of December,
leaving a deficit of 109 Hurricane aircraft in early January,
not counting the January quota of 30. According to Air

Ministry calculations, to cancel this deficit 114 aircraft
were en route, of vfhich 79 were expected to arrive by the
end of January, but this was an optimistic estimate as the
arrival figure for January was 50 Hurricane
it is impossible to work out precisely why the actual figures
did not tally, these contrasting estimates show clearly the

disparitj!- in Air Ministry and Middle East calculation,
caused largely by the time-lag between dispatch and arrivals.

Added to this, at the Air Ministry end of the route shortage
of shipping space and casualties to ships en route delayed '

Althoughs •

A.O.C. Polder

D.0./A.M.L/2
(a.h.b./iiji/
183/138(0))

and

S. Of S. Polder

(A.H.B./ID/2/
245).

(1) This squadron had a peculiar establishment,
and grourkL crews but no permanent aircraft,
was that reinforcing aircraft en route to Middle East
should operate with No. 148 Squadron for a certain number

of sorties, agair.st targets in Greece, Sicily, etc.,
before proceeding to Egypt.

SECREC
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the despatch of aircraft to Takoradi, while at the Middle
East end delays at Takoradi or en route het\Teen Takoradi and

Egypt, and maintenance and repairs on arrival to make good the
and tear of the journey, delayed the arrival of aircraft

in the operational line.

In such circumstances, a close watch was kept on Takoradi,
in case defects in the organisation v/ere causing undue delay
in the onv/ard despatch of aircraft,
were

being erected and 19 were avmiting erection,
not consider this an alarming concentration.

As the Hurricane reinforcements arrived, the A.0,C,-in-0,
planned to use them to replace the Gladiators in Egypt, and to
send the latter to Greece as reserves for maintaining No,80

Squadron, and to equip No,112 Squadron which, contrary to his
original plan, was not being re-equipped vfith Hurricanes,
Hxirricanes were also being supplied to No,1 S.A,A,E, Squadron
in the Sudan. At this time the employment of Hurricanes in

Greece was restricted by water-logged airfields and by the
limited size of some of the airfields. On 10 January however

the 0.0,S, instructed the A.0,G.-in-C. to prepare to send

three Hurricane and two Blenheim IV squadrons to Greece as

soon as Tobruk had been captured, thus depriving the air units

in the desert of all three Hurricane squadrons and both

Blenheim IV squadrons as well as a Blenheim I squadron.
A,0.C,-in-C's protests were overruled, but as the scope of
the British advance in the Desert was extended to include the

capture of Benghazi, and the reduction of the air units was

postponed xmtil after that event, which took place on 6 February,

On 30 January, the A.O, C. -in-0, was 'astounded* to be told
to prepare to send 10 to 15 squadrons to Turkey. Actual
dispatch of squadrons was to depend on a stabilised situation

in Libya, but was to take priority over operations in East

Africa, Abyssinia, Sicily and Greece, The A,0.C. pointed out

that present arrivals hardly kept pace with casualties in

Libya, Sudan, Greece and Malta, that four filter squadrons
were still unformed, that three medium bomber squadrons were

still equipped Vtrith Y/ellesleys, Lysanders and Vincents, and that

No.39 Squadron had no aircraft and was awaiting the arrival of
Glen Martins, The C.A.S. replied that in the opinion of the

Tfar Oabinet aid to Turkey was of greater importance than any
thing, except Malta and Mandibles (proposed plans for the occupa
tion of the Dodecanese.)

wear

Early in December there
AA aircraft of all types at Takoradi of which 25 vrere

The C.A.S. did

The

D,Ops,o/S
Folder (A.H.B./
IU15/1, Pt.1)

A.0.0. Folder

D.0./A.M.L./2
(A.H.B./IIJ1/
183/138(0)).

Cabinet Hist.

Series (b)1.
(76)&(79)

During January the air situation improved Virith the arrival

in Egypt of 23 Blenheims, 50 Hurricanes and 3 ITellingtons, but

there was anxiety over the Wellington shortage, as the squadrons
were not yet up to 16 I.E. and were without reserves. Delivery
of the full quota, v/hich, by the end of January, was nineteoa

aircraft in arrears not counting the January quota, was ixrgently
required to meet prospective commitments for bombers operating
from Greece, Delivery had been retarded by two crashes and by
weather, and there was uncertainty whether it vrould be possible
to continue using Malta as a. staging-post now that the Luftwaffe
had commenced large scale operations against the island.

A.M, File

S.5737

The situation regarding xUnerican aircraft still sho'wed no

sign of advancement. The Glen Martins which ivere origpnslly
shedtiled to arrive between October and February were held up
by lack of equipment and shipping space, the delivery of 300

Ibid (60) &
(61)
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TomahaTirks recently promised by the U.S.A. had not yet begun,
and the 200 Mohayirks, had developed an engine defect.
A.O.C.-in-C. pressed for the delivery of Hurricanes at the

maximtim rate to fill the gap in the American fighter programme.

The new demands on the Middle East Air Force came at a

time of intensive activity, in Libya, Greece, Malta and East

Africa, when every available aircraft was being fully employed.
There was only one squadron v/ith a defensive role, Wo.33, which
was defending Alexandria arid the Suez Canal, where German long-
range mine-laying aircraft had already sunk three ships, and

temporarily blocked the canal* The supply situation was

none too hopeful; Blenheim arrivals were far behind schedule,
Mohawks vrere held up with defects, and Tomahawks an unknovi/n

quantity. If Turkey were to accept the Prime Minister’s
offer at an early date it was obvious that the A.0,C,-in-C,
would have tne utmost difficulty in frlfilling the obligation
it laid upon him.

Early in February, the successful British advance across
the Desert and the defeat of a considerable portion of the

Italian Army at Beda Fomm, together with the capture of the

port of Benghazi, marked the end of the first British offensive

in the Desert. Operations in the Balkans were then favoured

at the expense of continuing the desert advance to Tripoli,
and the A.0,C,-in-G. began to withdraw his squadrons fron the

desert, in preparation for sending further reinforcements to
the Balkans, He had worked out a programme of progressive
reinforcement for Greece as it was impossible to send out ten

squadrons at once, and the first squadrons to go to the Delta
for rest and refit were Nos, 45 and 113 (Blenheims) a^id Wo,73
(Hiirricanes), These were followed shortly by No,208 A,C.
Squadron which T/as replaced by No. 6 A.C, Squadron part of
which wras already in the Desert,
were also marked down for Greece, There remained In the

desert besides Wo,6 Squadron, No,3 R.A.A,F, which, re-equipped
with Hurricanes, became a filter squadron. Wo.73 Squadron
(vi/hose depart;nre for Greece was postponed, and finally
cancelled because of the commencement of German ain activity

in Libya) and No.55 Squadron, Of the remaining squadrons
bound for Greece, Woa.33 and 112 Squadrons arrived there in

February, and in addition No,80 Squadron already in Greece,
received its first Hurricanes during the month. Nos,113 and

208 Squadrons arrived in April and Wo, 45 Squadron never reached
Greece, as it had not yet embarked when the Axis advance in
the Desert at the end of March necessitated its return to the

Libyan front.

On 17 February, the Prime Minister remarked to the C.A.S.

that it was very difficult to reconcile the aircraft strength
returns with the great quantities of aircraft being sent to

the Middle East, especially in Hurricanes:
pouring water into Desert sand’,
the particular return which the Prime Minister referred to, the
Defence Oommittee Return, gave only the minimum nxmiber of

serviceable aircraft, that is to say, those available with

pilots. On 10 February these totalled 78 Hiarricane aircraft,
but the actual serviceability figure was 120 including those

estimated as likely to be serviceable within 14 days. Taking
arrivals and wastage into consideration, this was by no means

an unreasonable figure.
January, bringing the total arrivals to 137»
equipment of Nos, 3 R.A.A.F. and 80 Squadrons with Hurricanes
there were five Hurricane squadrons in Middle East, as well as

The

Nos.33 and 73 Squadrons

it looked like

The C.A.S. explained thatI

Fifty Hurricanes had arrived in
V/ith the re-

A.O.C, Folder

D.0./A.M.L./2
(A.H,B./IIJ1/
183/138(D)).

Sqdn. O.R.B.s

S. of S. Folder

(A.H.B./ID/2/
245)
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a flight for Army Oo-operation, requiring a total 1.6. of 84 air
craft , In addition Hurricanes had been supplied to N0.I
S,A,A,F. Squadron in the Sudan, six had been sent to reinforce

Malta, and total losses had been thirteen up to 10 February.
These deductions left little more than twenty- aircraft as a

backing for the five squadrons in Greece and the Desert»

The shortage of medium bombers remained acute, and the

A.C.G,-in-0, feared he mi^t have to re-equip some squadrons
with Tomahawks, The position v/as that during January and the

first half of February 29 Blenheims had arrived in Middle East,
but total losses had amounted to nearly twenty, so that there

was little chance of replacing obsolete aircraft such as

Wellesleys, which v/ere also s;affering from a steady v/astage.
The Blenheim I*s also required replacement, all of them being
very old and requiring an excessive amount of maintenance.

On 21 February, the British Anbassador in Egypt reviewing
the air situation in Middle East, stated that while it was
agreed that everything possible should be done to aid the
Greeks as soon as possible, Luftviraffe attacks on Benghazi, and
the air commitments in East Africa, even when reduced to the
lowest possible figure, left the A.O.C.-in-O, ?/ith a much smaller
margin of modern aircraft to meet the Germans than had been

estimated. There were now seven squadrons supporting the
Greeks, one more squadron was due to go in February and three
more by the end of March. It was hoped to form two fighter
squadrons for Greece in March, but this depended on the supplycf
equipment and ammunition for Tomahawks which in any case were as
yet iintried. Three Wellington squadrons were available for long
distance bombing in support of Greece, These dispositions
left no margin whatever for any help to Turkey from resources

available or in sight in the Middle East,

O.A.S. Folder

(A.H.B./ID3/
679(A))

Cabinet Series,

Hist, (b) 2
(Final)(35)

Early in March the Deputy Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Air Marshal Tedder, prepared an appreciation of the air situation
in the Middle East.

EgyP'fc» Malta, Greece, the Sudan and East Africa there were at

Takeradi or en route to Egypt, 127 fighters and 79 medium
bombers, \?hile about 20 heavy bombers were expected by air.
Against these to bring re-equipped squadrons up to establishment,
re-equip obsolete squadrons, form new squadrons and meet
commitments for Greece and Turkey(l) 277 filters, I96 medium
bombers and 55 heavy bombers were require d - some 5OO aircraft,
apart from ciorrent requirements to make good the wastage of
aircraft.

He calculated that to meet requirements in

Polder A.0.,C./1

(a.h,b.Aiji/
183/137(A))

On 7 March the A.0,C,-in-C. again asked the C,A,S, for more
aircraft, particularly fighters, to enable him to fulfill his
commitments in Greece, He suggested that the Takoradi route,
even when fully developed, was likely to fall short of his
requirements and reoommende d the use of additional reinforcing
routes. He also asked that 200 Tomahawks in the United Kingdom
mi^at be released, and supplies from the United States expedited.
On 13 March the A,0,C,-in-C’s plea was supported by the Foreign
Secretary then visiting Middle East, He stated that the only
certain supply of Hurricanes in si^t was Z)j0 due to arrive in
Furious at an unknown date, and that none had yet arrived in
Marche Since only two had arrived in Pebruary(2) his concern

D.O.O. Folder

(A.H.B./IIJI/
243/9(B))

and

S, of S.Folder

(A.H.B./ID/2/
245).

(1) It is not possible to ascertain what the Turkish
commitment was at this time,

(2) None arrived at Takoradi during February,
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was perhaps reasonable* The Vfellington shortage was equally
serious. Of 27 promised by the end of February and 1? by
the end of March only tv/o had reached Middle East and six had
raached Malta.

The Prime Minister then put his point of view to the
A,O.C,-in-G, as followsIbid

'I have been concerned to read your continual complaints
of the numbers of aircraft which are sent to you,
conceivable effort has been made under my express direc
tions to reinforce you by every route and method for
the last five months.

Every

In order to do this the Navy have
been deprived of Argus and Furious and are left without a

single aircraft carrier, except occasionally the
Ark Royal!., to cope with the German battle cruisers in
the Allfintie. A weekly report is submitted to me of all

tmovements via Takoradi.

This telegram had the support of the C.A.S
recognising the A.0.G.-in-G*s needs tras naturally disposed to

v'/eigli them up against what had been dispatched rather than
¥/hat the A,O.C,-in-G, had actually received,
signals passed between the C.A.S. and the ̂ i..O.C.-yin-O. during
March, indicating a mutual distrust of the attitude of each

regarding the problem of reinforcing the Middle East,

who although• y

Several etherC.A.S. Polder

(A.H.B./ID3/
678(A)).

The position at the end of March was in fact none too
promising from the Middle East point of view.
Hurricanes had arrived since the end of January, since then

vyastage had accounted for 20 Hin*ricanes, it had been
necessary to reinforce Malta v\rith 12, and serviceability had •

dropped from 110 to 80.
decreasing had increased by 15.
convoys from Takoradi including 24 Hurricanes ivere held up
by yveather, but in spite of every effort the supply from

Tafcoradi was disappointingly slow,
wastage en route owing to the weather and hard wear, and for
this reason and because the air commitments in the Middle East

were becoming too heavy for a single line of communication,
the A.O.O.-in-C, considered that the opening of alternative
routes and the shipping of aircraft via the Cape were essential
supplements to the Takoradi route.

Only 19

Arrears in arrivals fax*, from

It was known that five air

There was continued

C.A.S, Folder

(A.H.B./ID3/
679(A-B))

and

D.W.O. Folder

(A.H.B./IIJ1/
17(1)).

S.of S. Folder

(a.h.b.Ad/2/
245).

On 27 March the G.A.S. told the A.0.G,-in-C. that they
were trying to send out 2^6 Vifellingtons with crews before
30 April, and that up to 100 Hurricanes were leaving for
Egypt via the Cape on 22 April. With the discrepancy between
arrival and dispatch figures, it was only reasonable that an
enquiry should be iiiade into the situation at Takoradi, On
10 March the Prime Minister remarked that there was a

frightful hold-up’ at Takoradi, wrhere 195 aircraft were waiting
in one condition or another. He noted that 20 wrere received

during the week and only five dispatched, T/hile Furious with
her second consignment of Hixrricanes, 40 in mrniber, yvould be
arriving shortly. The facts were that until February the

of aircraft had kept pace yyith the shipments to
A.H.B./lII4/nr3/ Takoradi. The arrival of 100 Tomahawks and 20 liaiylands
1(a) Talcoradi early in February however, had immediately reversed the
Report position in which erection capacity was in advance of require

ments, and had provided a pool of aircraft on v/hich the
Takoradi erection unit could work to full capacity, (it was,
in fact; over-employed). Of the 196 aircraft at Taiooradi on
8 March, 102 were Tomahawks which had arrived early in February

I
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and were held up hy shortage of equipment, 16 were Mohawks
whicjh were grounded with engine defects, and 20 vrere Glen

Martins, which had arrived early in February but were difficult
to erect -I38 aircraft in all* Of the remaining 48 aircraft,
ten were Fulmars -vihich had arrived towards the end of February^

and in early March; there were two Hurricanes and two Lysanders
which had arrived in early March, and 34 were Blenheims, of

which 23 were outstanding from the previous month and 11 had

only just arrived. Thus the only aircraft type vifhioh had been

arriving re^-ularly for which erection appears to have been
behind schedule v/as the Blenheim,

Two reports -were made on Takoradi during Feburary and

March, the first by the Senior Maintenance Officer to the

Middle East who appears to have been unjustifiably severe, and
like the Prime Mininster, was horrified to find that there were
170 aircraft at Takoradi, althou^, as has been sho\wi, most of

these had only arrived recently. The second report by a
Group Captain from Air Ministry, who had been closely concerned

with the Takoradi schone from its conception, was far more

favourable, and adjudged that, be-ring in mind the difficulties
that had to be faced in the provision of laboinr and material

and in the org^iisation of the route, good v/ork had been done*

He advised, however, that to achieve the aim of sending 180
aircraft per month from Takoradi to the Middle East, it was

necessary that each aircraft should be con5>lete with equipment
and engines installed on arrival at Takoradi, and not

inoon^lete, lilce the Tomahawks.

M.E. Folder

A.0.C./7
(A.H.B./IIJ1/
183/22(a)).

A.,M. File

G.S.5137

Early in April 1941, operations in the Middle East
increased in intensity when German air and land forces inter-
vened on two fronts. On 31 March the respite in the Desert,
on which the British had depended while they concentrated their
forces in the Balkans, was abruptly terminated by  a combined
Axis olfensive at El Amelia, while on 6 April German forces
invaded Yugoslavia, and, quickly overcoming native resistance,
drove throu^ into Greece. Meanwhile although the British
had scored a victory over the Italian forces in East Africa,
they were still employed in mopioing up isolated pockets of
resistance.

The shortage of fighters was still the A.0.C,-in-C's most
serious problem. By the end of March a total of 182 Hurricanes
had arrived, an increase of some 2jj0 aircraft since the end of

January, During February and Iferch, however, there had been 22
total losses, and 12 Hixrricanes had been sent to reinforce
Malta, leaving only a small margin in reserve behind the six
squadrons in Greece, the Desert, and the Sudan.

On 4 April, to meet the increasing demand for fighter
aircraft in the Middle East, the C,A,S, suggested to the
Prime Minister that six complete Hurricane squadrons should be
shipped out by convoy, and that American aircraft should be

delivered direct from the United States to Egypt, Iraq or India,
He foresaw the commencement of German operations in the Balkans
and the steady development of the fighting already resumed in
Libya, and submitted the view that it mi^t soon be necessary
to send air forces to Turkey. He considered that the require
ment for figliter squadrons was likely to become so great that
the four squadron expansion scheme then in hand would be totally
inadequate. The Prime Minister eventually agreed with this
proposal, but he was concerned to find that

S.ofSL Polder

(A.H.B./ED/2/
245)
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’(a) with a total personnel strength of 26,600 and a
pilot strength of 1,175» and 1,042). aircraft on charge,
we can only fight 292 aircraft against the enemy,

(h) That with this immense personnel and mass
of obsolete machines he (the A.0.C,-in-C,) cannot
find the necessary servicing staff for the new
aeroplanes as they arrive, but that large numbers
have to be sent round the Cape, with remittent
destructive delays, I am sure there must be
frightful mismanagement and futility*

Once again the C.A.S. explained that the strength returns
which the Prime Minister quoted were limited to the number

of modem aircraft immediately available for modern aircraft

with pilots, and that in addition there were many squadrons
armed with obsolescent aircraft doing good Trork, The actual

number of operational aircraft in the Middle East was 65O, of
which approximately 530 were serviceable, and it was with
these that the A.0,C.-in-C. would fight the Axis rather than

vyrith the 292 shewn on the return. He did not consider that

the personnel strength was excessive for covering the
maintenance of some 2jD0 obsolescent and training aircraft as

well as the 650 operational aircraft, and for taking the place
of the aircraft industry at home. The proportion of men to

aircraft was increasing but this was necessary because of the

large numbers of modern aircraft arriving in the command, and

the introduction of new equipment. It would appear that the

Prime Minister accepted this explanation.

t

Ibid

By mid-April there were signs of improvement in
Forty-seven had arrivedHurricane deliveries from Takoradi,

by the 14th and another nine by the 21st, to set against a

wastage of 36 in the three week period,
A.0,C.-in-C, reported that the wastage rate of Hurricanes and

Blenheims was balancing the rate of supply, but a temporary
lean period for Hurricanes was approaching.
Tomahawks had arrived but they were not yet available for

operations because of ’teething* troubles with guns and

engines.

On 17 April the

Some 20

Cabinet

Hist.Series

(B)3(120)

On 22 April the Prime Minister again remarked to the
O.A.S, *on a fruitful congestion at Takoradi of 285, a rim-
off of only 25 in the current week, and a proposed dispatch
of only 38 more the follov/ing week*. He wrote

•l apprised you sometime ago of my misgivings about the
capacity of Takoradi, and you v/ere good enough to
reassure me; but this looks as if we were going to get
into a thorough jam there. Let me know your projected
arrivals there in the next six weeks, for if you cannot
clear them by more than a week ¥/e shall be open to
serious criticism*.

S.of S. Folder

(A.H.B./ID/2/
245).

The G.A.S. replied that the present stocks at Takoradi were

British types 66, imerioan types 219. British types had been
deliberately shipped in excess of Takoradi's capacity in order
to constitute a working stock there. He did not regard two

Yreelcs supply as excessive, and thought the rate of clearance

was good, American types had accumulated largely for reasons

beyond our control. The Mohawk engines had been a failure
and Tomahawks had given an unexpected amount of technical
trouble, but in addition to this American stocks had been

piled up simply because it was necessary to get the aircraft
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across the Atlantic when shipping was available,^"*)

Althou^ the C.A.S, was confident in the ability of
Takoradi to fulfill its commitments, the increasing Hurricane

casualties in Greece and in Libya (especially at Tobruk)
caused him to doubt whether the existing methods of reinforce
ment were sufficient to sustain the air situation in the Middle

East and Mediterranean until the difficulties with the

Tomahawks had been overcome,

already imdertaken to transport two Hurricane contingents into

the Mediterranean on aircraft carriers, from which they could be
flown to the island, and the flying-off operations took place
on 3 and 27 April, resulting in the reinforcement of Malta with
34 Hurricanes,

promise that on her return from the second operation Argus
shoiild be reloaded for a further trip,
was that this time a consignment of Hiirricanes should be sent
on from Malta to the Middle East,

To sustain Malta the Navy had

The C.A.S, now secured from the C,N,S, a

The C, A, S, int ention

S,of S. Polder

(A.H,B./lD/2/
245).

Towards the end of the month the filter situation once
more became acute,

12 out of someZjO G
tion of Greece,(2) and wastage in the Desert was still heavy,
Tobruk had become a besieged port from 12 April, and on the 23rd
the A,0,0,-in-G. withdrew the Hurricanes operating from the
airfield within the defensive perimeter, because of the heavy
losses incurred by enemy air operations. This meant that the
enemy would have air superiority over Tobrtilc until a fresh
fighter force could be built up, but he considered that any
further attempt to maintain a fighter squadron inside Tobrulo
woiild only result in heavy loss to no purpose. On hearing of
this move the Prime Minister wrote to the C,A.S,

Only 6 out of some 30 Hurricanes, and
ladiatcrs were left in Crete after the evacua-

Beamish Report
(A.H,B,/IIJ5/
2)

S,of S,Polder

(A.H.B.ID/2/ ’If the figures which Air Marshal Lon@nore has been
giving us of his losses are true, there can be no grounds
for such a serious decline in his strength in Egypt,
withdrawal of the fighter squadron in Tobruk is a most
grievous step, YShact are the prospects of a fresh fighter
force being built up?*

In reply to enquiries from the O.A,S.^ the A,0,0.-in-G, stated
that there had been no alternative course of action, that No,73
Squadron’s losses had been prohibitive, and that the Hurricanes
had frequently been outnumbered by up to seven or ei^t to one;
out of 15 Hurricanes serviceable on 21 April, only 5 were
serviceable on 23rd, The total number of Hurricanes immediately
available in the V/estem Desert, on 26 April was I4, and it
seemed far wiser to meet the enemy occasionally in strong
patrols than to frittor away the Hurricane strength in single
sorties.

The

245)

V/estem Desert

Ops, Polder
A,0.0./11
(A.H.B,/IU1/
183/146(a),
Enel. 157(a)).

S.of S, Polder

(A,H,B./id/2/
245).

In reply to the Prime Minister’s minute, the 0.A.S,
explained that the losses reported in the A.0.C,-in-G's reports
included only those caused by enemy action, and that there
doubtless many others caused by accidents, mechanical defects
and forced landings. It was also probable that operational
reports were sometimes incomplete because of lack of

were

(1) 95 Tomahawks and 15 Glen Martins had
18 April from the United States.,

(2) The A,0,G.-in-G, at first maintained that all the
Hurricanes had been lost.

arrived between 1 and
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cammunications, Erom available records, which, for various
reasons cannot be considered to be completely accurate,(1) it
would appear that some 60 Hurricanes were destroyed in Greece
and Egypi/Libya during April, This number approximately
cancels out the 62 reinforcing Hurricanes which arrived during
the month, the highest Hurricane reinforcing figure reached
since June 1940, However, even taking into account damaged
and badly damaged Hurricanes, it is difficult to reconcile the
A.0,C,-in-C's figure of 14 Hurricanes immediately available on

26 April with his weekly ser^/iceability statement, which
showed 80 Hurricanes serviceable in Middle East on 29 April,
Doubtless it was discrepancies of this kind that provided the

Prime Minister* s comments. On the other hand, it should be
pointed out that there were only two Hurricane squadrons in

the Desert at this time. Nos. 73 aiid 274» of which the former
had suffered heavy losses. The remaining squadrons in Egypt
w^re No.1 S.A.A.P. defending the Canal Zone, and No.3
R.A.A.P. Squadron vdiich had been withdrawn from the Desert to

re-equip with Tomahawks. In addition, there were three
filter squadrons from Greece requiring re-equipment. Thus

in all there was a total I.E. of i2k- aircraft required for

which there were onlj- 80 Hurricanes and 20 Tomahawks
serviceable.(2)

The Prime Minister appears to have made no further
comment on this subject for the time-bein^ but the tv^o

events indicate a deep dissatisfaction; early in May the

A.O.C.-inr-C. Air Marshal Longmore was recalled to Jiondon,
and was subsequently replaced by his deputy
Air Vice-4Sarshal Tedder, and at about the same time the
War Cabinet decided to send out a mission under

Air Vice-Marshal Dawson of the Ministry of Aircraft Production,
to investigaie the aircraft position in the Middle East,

It may perhaps be best to judge the validity of the A.0,C,-

in~C‘s constant requests for aircraft, by surveying the
achievements in reinforcements from June 1940 to May 1941,

It has been seen that at first the reinforcement policy
for the Middle East had been limited to the re-equipment and

maintenance of existing squadrons with modern types, and that

for this monthly quotas of aircraft, Wellingtons, Blenheims,
and Hurricanes, were allotted. Later the quotas were
increased, and it became the practice to send out complete
squadrons to the Middle East, or to form them there.
Unfortunately, aircraft arrivals fell steadily in arrears of
their quotas. Therefore when in early December the
Expansion and Reinforcement Planners to discuss further
proposals^, for expansion,it was agreed that the programme
proposed which involved the dispatch of 20 heavy bombers,
144 medium bombers, and 144 fighters, must be regarded as an
aim to be achieved as soon as possible but not to be
embarked upon while arrears were heavy.' By the end of April,
the reinforconent of the Middle East was still considerably

the followiiig statement shows;-(3)in arrears as

D.W.O. Polder

(A.H.B./1K1/
17(1)).

Orders of .

Battle, and
0,R.Bs. etc.

(A.H.E./1U1/
31/3).

(1) The figures may be taken as a general guide, but it must
be pointed out that sources for fighter losses do not
invariably agree in detail. Discrepancies may be caused
by a number of factors involved in compiling reports and

computing periodic loss figures.
As there is no specific or comprehensive source for
aircraft strengths this is necessarily a rough estimate
of fighter requiroaents.
Malta is excluded as it had separate quotas and re-tums.

(2)

(3)
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Blenheim Wellington Marylsnd Tom^^kHurricaneType

Total Quota 316

Total Arrivals 22*4

Arrears 72

C.A.S, Folder

(A.H.B./ID3/
679(a)) and
E,R,P. Minutes

(A.H.B.Ab/14).

465408 143112

2529110239

169 114 W2

Yifith the modem aircraft which arrived in the Middle Eastj
it had been possible to re-equip two heavy bomber, eight
medium bomber and three fighter squadrons, and a fli^t each

of both the Army Co-operation Squadrons* In addition the force
had been increased by -tovo heavy bomber and two fighter squadrons.
The following statement gives a comparison of strengths for
June 192)J0 and May 1941 (excluding Malta)

Approx, total
I.E. June 1940

Ap'orox. to'talNo, ofIJate.

Squadrons

per typea,h,b,Aui/
31/3

84J\xne 192)£)

May 1941

4 Gladiator

7 Hurricane, 1 Gladiator

2 Lysander

2 Hurrioane/Lysander

128

June 192*jO

May 1941

32

32

156Jrnie 192*0

May 1941

10 Blenheim I, 3 T/ellesley

2 Maryland, 6 Blenheim IV
4 Blenheim I, 1 YYellesley

2 Bombay/Valentia
4 Y2ellington, 1 Bombay/
Valentia

1 Bombay/Valentia
2 Sunderland

2 Sunderland

188

Jvine 192*0

May 1941

24

64

May 1941

June 192*0

May 1941

20

16

6

438312

Miscellaneous June 192*0
my 1941

There were a number of miscellaneous

squadrons and flights mostly of the
S,A.A,F, in Kenya - equipped with
obsolete aircraft.

By May 1941 there were also some filter squadrons and one
medium bomber squadron forming,
bomber squadrons from 12 to I6, had not yet been con^jleted.
By May 1941 Malta had two fighter squadrons equipped with
Hurricanes and ̂  a G,R, Squadron equippped with Marylands,
having had no squadrons at the outbreak of war Vifith Italy,

The following gives some idea of the enemy forces
operating against the British in the Middle East theatre,
excluding the greater part of the Italian Metropolitan Air
Force:-

The increase of I.E, in the

Enemy
Documents

A.H.B.6

(1) The Maryland and Tomahawk arrears were due not to a
perpetual short delivery per month but to delay in dispatch
from the U.S.A, and to various technical hitches and to
shipping difficulties.
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Italian

IShO Sicily ^.Africa E.Africa Greece Total

800June

Dec,,

205 270 325

185 514 1,325378 2kB

1941

May

German

215 2kO 455•?

1941

April

June

396 165 563 1,124

276 398122

Taking into account the heavy air commitments in the
Desert, East Africa, Malta and Greece during this period, and

the strength of the opposing air forces, the force at the

command of the A,0.C.-in-C. was far from adequate, as was

adjTiitted at Air Mnistry,
responsihle for dispatching aircraft to the Middle East from

the United Kingdom vrere working \mder considerable difficulties,
including in particular the shortage of shipping space for

the transportation of aircraft to Takoradi; they also had a.

close acquaintance with the limitations of aircraft
production and the conglomerate requirements of home and over
seas units,

very conscious of the large numbers of aircraft being sent

abroad, and the immense shipping resources involved in this

task, voiced his complaint concerning the small proportion
of the modem aircraft sent to Middle East which, according to

the Middle East returns, were actually operating in the front
line,

complaints, for, in early Hay, there were a nimiber of aircraft
which may be termed ’unaccounted for’, after arrivals, losses
and strength had been added up, and which were presumably in

were not being undertaken.

At the same time, those

It was for this reason that the Prime Minister,

There seems to have been some justification for his

need of long term repairs which
The position was as follows:-(1)

Number

Arrived M.E,

Total

Vifastage Servioe-
June 1940 ability

Unaccoxnted for

andTor
unserviceable

Aircraft' June 1940

- }.&y 1941

90 (incl.
18 sent to

Malta)

80 74244HurricaneG.A.S, Polder

(A.H.B./ID3/
679(A-B))
D,¥40. Polder

(A.H.B./IIJI/
17/(1)).

Blenlieim(2) 239 (+100)
In M.E.

Sept. 1939

138 91110

80110 525Wellington

Total 170

Further evidence that there ivere deficiencies in the

maintenance organisation lay in the fact that soon after the

arrival of Air Vice-Marshal Dawson from the Ministry of Ai3>-

craft Production, a steady improvement became apparent in

(1) The figures given must be regarded as approximate only,
(2) In the Blenheim figures, Blenheim I's are included for

The extra 100 stands for the number ofconvenience,

these aircraft already in M.E, in June I94O.
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This was, hovrever, partly a res\iltserviceability figures,
of an improvement in aircraft arrivals commencing in May.
During this month 120 Hurricanes arrived, more than twice the
number received in any previous month, and twice the average
monthly figure for the previous eight months,
month arrivals of Tomahawks showed a considerable increase,
while both Blenheim and Maryland arrivals were higher tlian

the average.

In the same

At the beginning of May the outlook regarding reinforcements
?®.s more promising than it had been for some time. Although
it had not yet achieved its scheduled monthly output, Takoradi
was steadily increasing the number of aircraft erected and

dispatched per month. In addition great exertions were being
made to reinforce the Middle East via Malta by aircraft carrier
and air to the time of Hurricanes; this was a development
of the scheme initiated by the G,A,S, in April,

On 10 May the Prime Minister again attacked Takoradi,
saying that the bottleneck there must be opened up and the
congestion relieved. Considering the nature of aircraft
arrivals over the past months, however, it v/ould appear that the
'congestion' was less culpable than the Prime Minister
indicated,

aircraft had been as follovirs;-
Up to the end of April the arrival and dispatch of

A.H.B./lD/^2if5

Hurricane Blenheim Maryland Tomahawk
Takoradi

O.R.B, Apps. Arrivals 251 197 51 195

Dispatches 164235 19 39

16Outstanding 15633 32

Of these aircraft all the Tomahawks but two had arrived no
earlier than February and had suffered from technical troubles
and deficiencies in spares, while forty-nine of the Marylands
had also arrived in February or later. Since that month,
Takoradi had for the first time had sufficient aircraft to
keep the erection unit fully employed, but with the difficulties
experienced in erecting certain types it did not achieve its
target output. Nevertheless, as has been mentioned, the
number 01 aircraft dispatched per month was steadily rising,
and in June the scheduled figure of I80 aircraft was reached.

During May the Chief of Air Staff disclosed ijroposals
for raising the air forces in the Middle East to  a total not far
short of the German strength of some 650 aircraft, by I5 July,
The existing strength was about 300 serviceable aircsraft of
modem types and he hoped to raise this to about 520 in the two
months. The force at which he was aiming was;-

5 Wellington Squadrons at 20 I.E,

7 Blenheim Squadrons at 20 I.E,
3 Maryland Squadrons at 20 I^E,

13 Hurricane Squadrons at 16 I,E,
7 Tomahawk Squadrons at I6 I,E,

4 Hurricane Sq'uadrons at 12 I.E.
Maryland Squadrons at I6 I.E,

=100 aircraft

=140 aircraft
=  60 aircraft

= 208 aircraft

= 112 aircraft

= 48 aircraft
=  24 aircraft

Total ijjDg- Squadrons 692 I.E. aircraft
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He thought this I.E, should he ahle to maintain a
serviceable strength of 520 aircraft.

Although reinforcement prospects were brighter in May
than ever befox'e, when Air Marshal Tedder took over from

Air Marshal Longmore early in the month, the situation in the

Middle East was far from reassuring. Air Marshal Tedder's
first task was to rebuild an air force for the desert, in

readiness for an offensive to relieve Tobriilc and to recapture
After the lossesthe airfields of Eastern Gyrenaioa.

incurred in the final stages of the Greek campaign and the

recent retreat from Cyrenaica, it was no easy task to build up
an integrated force in the short time available,
squadrons from Greece and one from the desert had been T\dth-
dravm to Palestine to reform and refit after having lost

In addition during May and Jime

Seven

nearly all their aircraft,
t’wo and a half figliter, two bomber and one army co-operation
squadrons had to be allotted to Palestine for operations
against the Vichy French in Syria, and extra aircraft were
needed at Habbaniya for operations against the Iraqi rebels
under Rasohid Ali. In the desert, out of an Initial
establishment of 106 aircraft, the seven squadrons under No.POlf
Group had only forty aircraft serviceable. An attempt to
increase serviceability here by cvirtailing operations achieved

some success, but with the Gemian attack on Crete on 20 Ib.y,
all aircraft with the necessary range were called upon to

operate either over naval shipping, over Crete itself,
against the Axis air. bases in Crete and the Dodecanese,
these operations losses were heavy, particularly in the
Blenheim squadrons, and by the end of the month the desert
casualty list included 29 Hurricanes, 8 Tomaliawks, 3d
Blenheims, 5 Marylands and 21+ Yfellingtons - 104 aircraft.
In these circumstances it was fortunate^ that dicing May, for
the first time aircraft began arriving in the Middle East

in substantial mambers. Receipts included 129 Hurricanes,
Blenlieims, 11 Marylands and 49 Tomahawks, with the result

that, on 2 June serviceability showed an improvement on late
April figures of about 100 Hurricanes, 20 Blhnheims-, 20
Marylands and 30 Tomahawks,

or

in

C.A.S. Polder

679

C.A.S, Folder

679 & ,
A.H.B./lIJl/
17(1)

The remarkable Increase In Hurricanes m.ay be sard to

entirely the resul.t of special efforts at home to
the Middle East along quick routes which by-passed
In April, in order to achieve a quick reinforce-

the desert with much-needed tanks it had

have been

reinforce

Tclr.oradi,

ment of the army in
been decided to serii at considerable risk a special fast con

voy through the Mediterranean to Egypt and ̂  Hurricanes
were included in this convoy which arrived in mid-May,
further k2 arrived by air from Malta In 1/iay and  a further
nineteen in early June, the first products of the scheme
initiated by the Chief of Air Staff in April to reinforce
the Middle East via Malta with fighters flown off carriers
in the ¥i/estem Mediterranean, in the way that Malta itself

Another forty odd Hurricanes

A

had already been reinforced,

O.A.S, Polder

(A.H.B./ID3/
58)& A.M. Pile
G.S.9143 &
Takoradi O.R.B.

arrived from Takoradi,

The supply of aircraft did not present the only difficulty
involved in rebuilding the Western Desert Air Force, There

was also a shortage of squadron personnel resulting from
casualties incurred in the evacuation from Greece, and many

squadrons were incomplete or reforming. In order to use the
men available as f\iLly as possible in the coming battle,
incomplete units were temporarily amalgamated to form
composite squadrons, but there was little time for training

G,A,S, Polder

No.734 (A.H.B./
ID3A34)
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Other squadrons were allot-these to vrork as integral units,
ted a, nmher of new pilots who were fresh to the desert or to

fighting the Germans, or had not completed tlieir training, and
again there was little time for them to hecome accustomed to the

new conditions and to operate vd.th their new squadrons.

Nevertheless, v/hen every available squadron and fli^t had

been brougjht up to the Western Desert, the British strength
totalled aircraft, in the following types:-

I.E. Serviceable

64
6

Heavy Bombers
Medium Bombers

S.E. Eigliters
T.E. Pieters

50

4 55
96 84
20 14

244 203

This compared favourably with a German strength of 122 air
craft with 80 serviceable, but there were
246 Italian aircraft with II4 serviceable
force included four Hvirrioane and one Tomahav/k fighter squadrons,
two Blenheim and one Maryland Medi-um bomber squadrons, one
Hurricane and one Maryland reconnaissance squadrons, and the four
heavy bomber squadrons. In addition detachments from three
fighter squadrons were attached to the tv¥o veteran Hurricane

squadrons of the Desert, The gathering of this force was a
considerable achievement especially in view of the fact that
of the seven squadrons from G-reece and one from the Desert

refitting in early May, only one had retiamed to Egypt; the rest

were needed elsewhere, notably in Iraq and Palestine, In

addition tiivo of the desert Blenheim squadrons had had to be

withdrawn to refit following the heavy casualties suffered
during the operations in support of the Crete evacuation^

also approximately
.(1) The British

(1) Nearest date for available Italian figures was 1 May,
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APPENDIX II

Mi sc. - 7a Overall increases in Middle East

Chiefs -of Staff in W.P, (39)148 recommended:

Six R.A.P. Fighter Squadrons in Egypt + One Haifa
One Khartoui*!

One Port Sudan

Two Aden

)  11 R.A.P.
Fighter
Squadron

)  in M.E.

also recomiiiended

Five Array Co-operation Squadrons ( No: 208 Sqdn.
No: 6 Sqdn.

S. Rhodesian Sqdn.
Flight of No.47 Sqdn. increased
to a completely new squadron

Pour in Egypt
One

Two

One Goya

(

Iraq
Khartoum

Eight Mediuia Bomber Squadrons:

Pour Heavy Bomber Squadrons No: 216 Sqdn.
No: 70

No: 14

New Squadron

Also preparations, to receive Twelve Heavy Bomber Squadrons from IJ,K.

GRP/Bt
GR Landplane
tb/gr

I

1  tb/gr
add

Sqdns. Three

Pour

One

One already approved

C
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DOAKL/3 25.5.40. appendix III

Reference

S.44IO3/AQA

Tq A.O.C.-in-C.

Location of Units - Middle East Coramand

Location Unit Aircraft

Western Desert

Mersa Matruh No.33 Fighter Squadron

1 Plight No.208 Aray Go-operation
Squadron

1  Section 3. & T. Colunn

H.Q., No,253 Wing

No,45 Squadron (Bomber)
No.31 Air Stores Park

No,1 Advanced Repair Section
Salvage Section

No,211 Squadron (Bomber)

No. 80 Fighter Squadron ■
Air Intelligence Wing

No,252 Fighter Wing

Gladiator II

Maaten Bagush Lysander I

Puka Blenheim

El Daba Blenheim

Amrya Gladiator II

(Gauntlets)

Outskirts of

Alexandria

(^afakhana)

Ikingi Maryut One R.D.P. Station nearing
completion

Two Sections S. & T. Column

Alexandria No,201 Group
No,230 Plying Boat Squadron
"S.S. Durnana"

(Note: When No. 11 Squadron
ground echelon arrives this

squadron will re-form at Fuka)

Egypt Proper

Aboukir No.103 Maintenance Unit

Heliopolis No.202 Ground'Headquarters
Communication Unit

Tvro flights 208 Squadron
N0.II3 Squadron (Bomber)
No.216 Squadron

Lysander I
Blenheims

Bombays and
Valentias

Helwan No,112 Fighter Squadron Gladiator I

(Gauntlets)
No.70 Bomber Transpjort Squadron
(Less two I.E. aircraft
stationed in Iraq) Valentias

Abu Sueir No,102 Maintenance Unit

Navigation Flight
Pilots Training Unit
(Conversion to v/ar types)

No,101 Maintenance Unit

Main explosive dump

Ansons

Blenheims

Gauntlets

Helwan Caves



2.

AircraftLocation Unit

No. 250 ?fing H.Q.
No. 30 Squadron (Bomber)
No. 55 Squadron (Bomber)
Special ’ffellington Plight

(Note: The 9 aircraft forming
air echelon of No. 11 Squadron
are distributed 1 per flight
in 30, 55 aJad 112 Squadrons
X>ending arrival ground echelon)

Israailia

Blenheims

Blenheims

Sudan

No.254 Wing Headquarters 'D'
Plight/47 Squadron

Khartoum

Vincents

WellesleysPort Sudan No. 14 Squadron

WellesleysSummit No.223 Squadron

WellesleysNo. 47 SquadronBrkoweit

East Africa

No.237 Southern Rhodesia

Squadron
Elementary Plying Training

School

1  Communication Plight

Hardys
(partly equipped)

Nairobi

Eastleigh

Pour South AfricanNote:

Squadrons at present en route
will be distributed as follows

Arsons

Gladiators
Port Reitz

^MOTabassa)

Dar-Es-Salaam

Two G.E. Plights
One Pighter Squadron

One G.R. Plight

The remaining two sque^drons
to be distributed between

Eastleigh and Nairobi

Palestine

Jerusalem H.Q., P. & T.J.

No,6 Squadron
(Ono Plight tenxjorarily
detached to Ghaza)

Lysanders II
(incomplete with)

Ramieh

3 Vincents to be

replaced by
6 Hinds

Temporary Trans-Jordan
Plight

Amman

No.2 Armoured Car Company

A. MUND

Air Vice-Marshal

Air Officer i/c Administration
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HEADQUARTERS ROYAL AIR FORCE MIDDLE EAST

CAIROAs at 11 June 1940

0)
No.30 (b) Squadron

Ismailia - in reserve
No. 201 Gi'oup (Alexandria)No.202 Group Headquarters

Maaten Bagush

No.230 (PB)
Sqdn

No.228 (FB)
Sqdn

1

No. 211(e) Sqdn
Dhaba

No.33(F) Sqdn
Mersa Matruh

No.208(AC) Sqdn
Qasaba

No.1 13(b) Sqdn
Maaten Bagush

No.55(b) Sqdn
Puka

45 (d) Sqdn
Fuka

No. 252 (f) V/ing
AHQ Mediterranean

I
(2) 3 A.A.C.U.200 Group No.1 12(f) Sqdn

Helwan
No,80(f) Sqdn

Amrij’-a
No.5 REAF(f) Sqdn

Suez

F. A.A.

when disembarked

202 Squadron

— No.21 6 (bt) Squadron

- No. 70 (bt) Squadron

1 REAP (AC) Squadron- No.

1 Plight Suez

M

- 1 Plight Qasaba X

(■^) Available for shadowing duties under 252 Wing until
relieved by aircraft of 11 Squadron..

(2) Transferred to R.A.F. Coastal Command 12.8.40.

Special Duty Y/ellington Plight
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ORDER OF MTTLB, EG-YFT/LIBYA. SEPTaMBBR 9TH. 1940

UNIT LOCATION AIRCRAFT I.E. I.R, REt,IAEKS

H.Q. R.A.E, M.E. CAIRO

No, 216 Sqdn
No. 70 Sqdn
No. 202 Group H.Q.
No. 211 Sqdn
No. 113 Sqdn
No. 208 Sqdn
No. 112 Sqdn
No. 55 Sqdn
No* 80 Sqdn

Heliopolis
Kabrit

Alexandria

Qotafiya

Manten Bagush
Qasaba
Sidi Haneish

Helwan

Sidi Haneish

Bombay
Wellington

8 2

16 (Moved from Heliopolis this day.
(Detachment at Habbaniya,
Mid November. Moved to Greece.

Re-equipping WellingtonH-

6Blenheim I

Blenheim IV

Lysander
Gladiator

Blenheim

Gladiators)
Hurricanes)
Gladiator

12

6( 12

612

r- 1 6 4
612

16 4 Det. at Maaten Bagush.
.V

No. 3 Sqdn R.A.A.P. 8Gerawla 4

No. 252 Wing Mex.

No. 30 Sqdn
No. 33 Sqdn

Blenheim

Gladiator)
Hurricane)
Hurricane)
Gladiator)

6Iringi Mariut
Hel-wan

12 12 Fighter Blenheims, 6 Bomber.

r

16No. 274 Sqdn Amiriya During the month fighter a/c were detached perio.dically"
from Nos. 30 and 274 Sqdns for operations in the Western
Desert.

4
V'

No. 256 Wing SHAFAKHANA

(Air Information Signals)

(Naval^
(Co-op)

No. 201 Group Alexandria

No. 230 Sqdn (P.B.)
No. 228 Sqdn (P.B.)

6Alexandria

Alexandria

Sunderland

Sunderland

0

Det. of 3 a/c temporarily established at Malta 22/S/kJC,24

X

For Malta Units see Appendix No. IX.NOTE:
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ORDER OF BATTLE RaYFT/T.T-RYA _
NOmiEER 30THj_ 1^940

Unit iLocation Aircraft I.E. I.R, Movements of Units
H.Q. R,A»F. M.E. Cairo

Kabrit

j  Heliopolis
j  Maaten Bagush

Qasaba

No. 70 Sqdn.
No.216 Sqdn.

Wellington
Bombay

,16 4
3 2

H.Q. No.202 Group

No. 6 Sqdn. det

}

Lysander 4 B Pit. attached to No.208 Sqdn.
arr. Y/.D. on attachment.

Vi 2/40 Arrived Helwan from Aden,
detached to No.45 Sqdn. Qetafiya.
8/12/40 Arrived from Sudan. 31/12/40 Sqdn. moved to Menastlr.
5/12/40 3 A/C No.11 Sqdn. arr. on attachment.
Whole Sqdn. assembled by 9/l2/4O. II/12/4O Det. to P.A.A.
Dekheila. 3O/12/4O Sqdn. arrives Sidi Heneish. 31/12/40
Det. cirrives Sidi Haneish. ' '

7/12/40. 3 a/c A Pit.

2/12/40 One Pit.

No. 33 Sqdn.
No. 39 Sqdn.

Puka

Helwan

Hurricane

Blenheim I

16 4

61 2

No. 45 Sqdn.
No. 55 Sqdn.
No. 73 Sqdn.

(
Qetafiya
Puka

Heliopolis

j  Blenheim I
'  Blenheim

I  Hurricane

61 2i

(  .
612

16 S

N0.II2 Sqdn.
N0.II3 Sqdn.

Sidi Haneisli

Kenayis

(Mr. M. Bagush)
Qasaba

Gladiator

Blenheim TV

16 4
612

No.208 Sqdn. Lysander
Hurricane

Hurricane

I  Gladiator
I  Lysander
i  Gauntlet

612

4 2

No.274 Sqdn. det.
No.

R.A.A.P.
3 Sqdn.

Sidi Haneish

Gterawla 8 4
4 2I

6

H.Q. No.252 Wing Mex

Amiriya

i

No.274 Sqdn. i
16I  Hurricane 7/12/40 Sqdn. Joined fit. at Sidi Haneish.

29/12/40 Det. sent to Sidi Barrani.
4

i

H.Q. No.256 Wing

(Air Information Signals)
No.201 Group (Naval Co-op)

No.230 Sqdn.
No. 1 G.R, Unit

Mex

!

Alexandria

Alexandria

Ismailia

H
X

6Sunderland

Wellington

For Malta units see Appendix No. IX

0!

3 1 'M

NOTE:
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OEDER OF BATTLE IK^YTT/LIBYA. DBCmiBER 31 ST. 1 940

■  UNIT LOCATION AIRCRAFT I.E. I.R. MOVHIENTS OF Uini'S

H.Q, R,A.F. IT.E.

No.216 Squadron

Heavy Botaber Wing

No. 70 Squadron
No. 37 Squadron
No. 38 Squadron

CAIRO

Heliopolis Bombay 8 2

Heliopolis
Shallufa

Shallufa

Wellington

Wellington

Wellington

16 4
16 4
16 4

Maaten Bagush
Qasaba6 Squadron (2 Flights)No. Lysander 1 6 ( 6.1.41. Remainder of A Flight arr. W.D. on attachment.

S Plight attached to 202 Group to augment
communication Plying

(9-1.41* Det. v^ith No, 55 Sqdn.
(

Squadron ordered

4

No. 11 Squadron
No. 11 Squadron Det.

No, 33 Squadron
No. 39 Squadron Det. plight
No. 39 Squadron
No. 55 Squadron

Helvaan

Puka

Puka

Blenheim I

Blenheim I

Hurricane

612

back to Helwan for move to Greece.
12.1.41. Squadron moved to Greece.

( 9.1.41. Attached No.45 Sqdn. Plight rathdravm f
. for Greece, A/C given to No.11 Squadron.

10.1.41. Squadron moved to L.G.79 15 miles from Bug Bug.
16.1.41. Squadron moved to Amseat.
1 .1.41• Squadron at Amiriya 23.1.41.

(1.1 .41 • Squadron moved to Amseat. 3O.I.41. Moved to Gazala
West. ^

8.1.41. Det. Flight to Gambut 23.1.41* Squadron moved to Tmimi.

( 9.1.41 . Moved to L.G. S- of Sidi Azeiz. 19.11dpi. Det. to El MenSf'
(22.1.41. Pcirty moved to Gazala. 27.I.41. Main party ^  »

moved to Gazala.

(

rom

( WJ)

Moved to Greece.

3
612

Helwan

Fuka

Blenheim I

Blenheim I

612

612

N0.II2 Squadron
No. 73 Squadron
No.113 Squadron
No<,208 Squadron

Sidi Haneish

Heliopolis
Kenayis
Qasaba

Gladiator

Hurricane

Bleniieim IV

Lysander
H'orricane

Hurricane

16 4
1 6 4

612

12

4 2

No.274 Squadron Sidi Haneish 16 4

3 Squadron R.A.A.P*
No. 45 Squadron

No. Gerala

Menastir

Gladiator

Blenheim I
4
612 Moved from Qotafiya this day.

No»252 Wing Mex

No.256 Wing
(Air Information Signals)
No.258 Wing

No.201 Group (Naval Co-operation)
No.230 Squadron
No. 1 G.E. Unit

NOTE:

Mex

Solium 5.1.41* Assumed control of Filter Sqdns. 26.I.41. Moved to Itobruk.
Alexandria

Alexandria

Ismailia

Sunderland

Wellington D.W. I.
For Squadrons under 252 Wing see Order of Battle for January 31

6

3 1

St 1941. NOTE: For Malta Units see Appendix No. IX.
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ORDER OP BATTLE JAInIUARY 31 ST, 1941

Unit Location Aircraft I.E. I.R. Movements of Units

H«Q. R.A.F. M.E.

No, 216 Sqdn.“''
Cairo

Heliopolis Bombay 8 2

H.Q. No.257 Winy,

No. 37 Sqdn.
No. 38 Sqdn*
No. 70 Sqdn.

Shallafa

Shallufa

Shallufa

Kabrit

16Wellington

Wellington
Wellington

4
i  16
i  16

4
4?

i

H.Q. No.202 Group

6 Sqdn. det.No.

Solium

Solium
t

LySander 6 I  1/2/41 A & B Pits, attached W.D.
24/2/41 All Sqdn. to Bares to replace 208 Sqdn.
9/V41 a/c given to No. 11 Sqdn.

{  5/2/41 Moved to Bu Amud

12

No.

No.

No. 113 Sqdn.
No. 208 Sqdn.

39 Sqdn.
55 Sqdn,

Heliopolis
Capu220
Sidi Barrani

El Tmimi

Blenheim IV

Blenheim IV

Lysander
Hurricane

Gladiator

Hurricane

Blenheim I

i 612

612

612

4 2

3 Sqdn. R.A.A.P.No* El Tmimi 8 4

6 (strength) I
i

No. 45 Sqdn. Menastir 6 9/2/41 Sqdn. returned to Helwan for refit.12 j

!

No. 258 Wing

No. 73 Sqto,
No. 274 Sqdn.

0) H.Q. No.252 Wing

Solium (Operational control of Sqdns. only) |
El Gazala

El Gazala

.  16:  Hurricane

Hurricanet

4

7/2. Sqdn. ordered to Ismailia for move to Greece.

Mex
j

H.Q. No.256 Wing
(Air Iiiformation Signals)

H.Q. 201 (Naval
Co^op) Group
No. 230 Sqdn.

1 G.R. UnitNo.

Mex

Alexandria

6Alexandria

Ismailia

Sunderland

Wellington

0

3 (strength)

G.181954 /Note:t

!



For Malta Units see Appendix No. IX.Note:

(1) No.252 Wing MexNote

Up to 7/12/40, No. 274 Sqdn.
7-12/12/40 F.A.A.
12-29/12/40 No. 73 Sqdn.
29/1 2/40-1 0/1 /4I F.A. A.
10-14/1/41 N0.II2 Sqdn.
14-26/1/41 F.A.A.
22/1/41-13/2/41 No. 33 Sqdn.
13/2/41 No.274 Sqdn.

The following squadrons came under
control of the IVing for the
defence of Alexandria during
December 1 940 and January and

February 1 941

)
)
)
)
)
)

a.i 81-954 ■ '

>> 1 ^)
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OEDERS OP BATTLE, MAUSk, JTOIE. SlPTHvIBER, NOmfflER. DECB@ER, 1940, JANUAEY194-1

fI.E. REriAEKSLOCATION AIECRAPT I.R.UNIT
)■
.’I
i-

June 10th, 194Q
A.H.Q. Malta
Fighter Pit,
No, 3 A«A. C«U«

Valetta
Hal Par
Hal Par

(strength) I Ponned 4/6/40.Sea Gladiator

\

September 9th, 1940.
A.H.Q. Malta
Fighter Plight
No.830 Squadron P.A.A.

^ No. 3 A.A.C.U.

I

Valetta

Luga
Hal Par
Hal Par

Established at Luga with Hurricanes 2/8/4O.
I  Formed 1/7/4O,

Disbanded 19/9/40-

8 4Hurricane
Swordfish

November 30th. 1940
■ A.H.Q. Malta

No .261 Squadron
No. 830 Squadron P.A.A.
No.431 Plight G.R.

Valetta

Lu|a
Hal Par

Luga

16 8iHurricane
Swordfish
Glenn Martin
Skua
Sunderland

i

Arr. 19/9/40.

j  (22/9/40 3 A/C temporarily established at Malta.
(6/11/40 Squadron permanently established Malta,

Absorbed No.3 A.A.G.U. personnel3 1I

1I
I

24No.228 Squadron Kalafranaj

December 31 st, J 94.0
A.H.Q. Malta
No.261 Squadron
No.830 Squadron P.A.A.
N0.431 Plight G.R.
No.228 Squadron
No.148 Squadron

January 31 st, 1941
A.H.Q.' Malta
No.261 Squadron
No.830 Squadron
No.228 Squadron
No.148 Squadron
No. 69 Squadron G.E.

IValetta
Luga
Hal Par

Luga
Kalafrana

Luga

16 4Hurricane
Swordfish
Glenn Martin
Sunderland

Wellington

14
24

i Formed at Luga during December.16 4

Valetta

Luga 4 (strength 28)16Hurricane

Swordfish
Sunderland
Wellington
Glenn Martin

24Kalafrana

Luga
Hal Par

16 4
Formed in January from 431 Plight.24

G.I81954
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APPENDIX XJ:

ORDER OP BATTLE OP ITALIAN AIR PORCE IN LIBYA - JAEOiiRY 1 938

No.
LocationofSqdn. TypeWingRegiment

a/ c

Breda 65 Benghazi9No. 8 92No.2 Mixed Pighter
H.Q. Benghazi 993

1»9H94
9C.R.30No. 13 77

ti

78
982 M

6  BeninaS.8I6NO.A4No. 14 Bomber
H.Q. Benina 6 tt!!7

6 It
S.792No. 45

622

Castel Benito6S.81No. 46 20No.15 Bomber
H.Q. Castel Benito

tl621
II6 M

53No. 47
6 It

54

Total1026 143

the Colonial Air PorceIn addition there are 8 Squadrons of
allocated to Libya, viz:

}

Mellaha9Ghebli1 2No. 1

i  Tripoli C.P.
1None

9II89
tl9I!23
It9Rolbis104
II9105

Benghazi
Tobruk

926 GhebliNo. 2'
Benghazi C.P. 916

?Rolbis37

Total7282

•  f
Total

in Libya174228 i3 i

Combined Plan 1939 puts the existing strength in Libya at that
time as 181 aircraft. This included 51 modern long range
bombers.

Note:

Above is Order of Battle of Italian Air Porce in Libya for
January 1938 as assessed by A.C.A.S.(l).

G. 181954
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NOmi/iL ITiiLIAN AIR FORGE H'J LIBYA

Air MinistryMinistry of Colonies

Aeronautical Conjmand Libya
HQ Tripoli

Government of Libya

Colonial Garrison Air Units Air Army

!

2nd Air Gruppo (Colonial)
Benghazi

4 Sqdns.
28 aircraft

Recce, and Light Bomber

1 st Air G-i'uppo (Colonial)
Tripoli
4 Sqdns.

28 aircraft.

Recce, and Light Bomber

Tripolitania /irea Cyrenaica Area

14 Bomber Stonto
Benina

15 Bomber Stormo
Castel Benito

HQ. 3 aircraft S.?9

I

No.44 Gruppo

2 Sqdns.
14 aircraft

S.81

No.45 Gruppo

2 Sqdns.
14 aircraft

S.8l

No.46 Gruppo
2 Sqdns.

14 aircraft
S.8I

No.47 Gruppo

2 Sqdns.
14 aircraft

Saharan Battalion

Hon. & Sections

34 aircraft

Recce. & Light Bomber S.81

No.2 Fighter Stormo

Benghazi

^ TOTAL BY AIRCRAFT TYPIS

No.8 Gruppo
Berea

3 Sqdns.
21 aircraft

BA. 65

No.13 Gruppo
Berea

3 Sqdns.
21 aircraft

B/i.65

59HEAVY BOifflERS

LIGHT BOMBERS & RECCE.

FIGHTERS & GROUND ATTACK

90

54

203

G,181954



APPEI€)IX XII

CHIEFS OP STAFF j'ilTRECIATION - APRIL 1939

)

j  Bombers
i  L»K* I S* R*

.4 i—.

Army

Co-op-

t

TotalFighters Recce

i('')Middle East 246884 92 42 20

323(2)37 , 66French N.A. Levant j 4254 124

274 1 ,393Italy 4A4 ■ 450 225

.  I

!

27696 : 81 990Libya & Dodecanese

i
1

13818East Africa 1 20

I
(

198I8O 1872 iSpain
I

I

i

4>

C*) Including Sudan, Kenya, Aden, Malta, Iraq

(2) Including 1+2 Naval aircraft

G.181954
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ITALIAN AIR FORCE IN LIBYA

Approximate
Strength

Irobable Location
at 7/7/40Unit Types

(19 - S. 81
(1 6 - S. 79

7 - S. 8*1
35 - S. 79

14 Bomber Regiment Gyrenaica 35

Benina (with Detach:
raent to Barce)

15 Bomber Regiment
42

1 0 Bomber Regiment Benina S. 7930

33 Bomber Regiment Cyrenaica 30 S. 79

2 Fighter Regiment El Adem or
El Gubbi OR. 42

(27 - CR.32
(l 6 - BA. 65

74

El Gubbi or
Berka

50 Ground Attack Regiment
43

10 Fighter Wing El Adem or
El Gubbi OR. 4227

73 Reconnaissance Wing Cyrenaica 27 17 - RO.37
10 - CA.310

64 Reconnaissance Wing 6Mellaba RO.37

143 Squadron Gulf of Bomba

or Benghazi 9 Cant. 2501

(Cant.2501
or

Cant.2506

177 Squadron Gulf of Bomba

or Benghazi 9

1  Colonial Wing Mellaba

Sirte
Hon

12 Ghiblis

(9 Ghiblis
(5 - CA.31O

2 Colonial Wing i  El Adem 14

)I  Hon
;  Sirte )
j  Sebha )
j  Murzuk )
I  Cufra )

Saharan Battalions

(Sections)
Ghiblis22

STRENGTH OF I.A.F. IN LIBYA AS AT 9/6/40

Projected Strength at End of 1940Present StrengthLand Bombers

S.8I

Land Fighters
CR.32
Breda 65

6448

7254
7254

Land Recon.
129ED. 1

RO.37 3627

Colonial a/G
Ghiblis

Present Strength
56 75

248 331TOTALS

G. 181954
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LOCATION AND STRENGTH OP ITALIAN AIR FORCE
IN LIBYA ' ON' 9/9740

Strength and

j  Types of A/C.
9/9/40,on

Pull Estab,

Strength. I
Pormation and

Component Units.
Locations.

No, 14 (Bomber) Air Regiment

Nos.jU- & 45 Wings:

No. 6 Sqdn.
No. 7 Sqdn.

No. 2 Sqdn.
No.22 Sqdn.

No.15 (Bomber) Air Regiment

Nos.46 & 47 '?L4?S§.'
No. 20 Sqdn.~l
No.21 Sqdn. )
No.53 Sqdn. )
No.54 Sqdn. )

No.10 (Bomber) Air Regiment

El Adera17 - S. 7918

13 - 3. 79 Derna18

H.Q. Marana

(not confirmed)

Benina32 - S. 7936
\

Nos. 30 & 32 Yfings:

No. 55 Sqdn, )”
No.56 Sqdn. )
No.57 Sqdn. )
No.58 Sqdn. )

No. 11 (Bomber) Air Regiment

No. 33 (Bomber) Wing.
No.59 Sqdn.
No.60 Sqdn.

Benina (No. 56
Sqdn. location not
confirmed )
Berka

28 - S. 7936

3 - S. 79

Benina16 - S. 7918

No.33 (Bomber) Air Regiment

Nos.35 & 36 Wings
No.43 Sqdn, )
No,44 Sqdn. )
No.45 Sqdn. )
No.46 Sqdn, )

Sidi El Tinimi.16 - S. 79

36

Benina26 - S. 79K

Unidentified Fonnation
Bomber Transport

Location Unknovm.15 - S. 827

No. 2 (Fighter) Air
Regiment

Nos.8 & 13
No,92 Sqdn. 1
No.93 Sqdn. )
No.94 Sqdn. )
No.77 Sqdn. )
No.78 Sqdn. )
No.82 Sqdri. )

No.4 (Pighterl Air Regiment

Nos. 9 & 10 W;ings

No.73 SqdrT.' T
No.96 Sqdn. )
No.97 Sqdn. )
No.84 Sqdn. J
No.90 Sqdn. )
No.91 Sqdn. )

G.1 Bl954

Benghazi53 - CR. 42

6 - CR. 32 )
)

13 - CR. 42 )

Castsl Benito72

►

Benghazi
(believed)
Tobruk
(El Gubli)

32 - CR. 42

72
30 - CR. 42



2.

Strength and
Types of A/C.
on 9/9/40.

Formation and

Component Units.

Pull Estab.

Strength.
Locations.

No. 50 (Ground Attack) Air
Regiment '

N0S.I2 & 1 6 Wings '
No. 159 Sqdn. )
No. 160 Sqdn. )
No. 165 Sqdn. )
No. 167 Sqdn.
No. 168 Sqdn.
No. 1 69 Sqdn.

No.18 (Fighter) Wing

No. 83 Sqdn.
No.85 Sqdn.
No.95 Sqdn. )

Unidentified (Fighter) Wing

Unidentified (Fighter) Wing

No.65 (Fighter) Wing
Composition Unknown

No. 64 (Recco.) Wing
No. 122 )

No.136 )

No.73 (Recco.) Wing

No.127 Sqdn.
No.137 Sqdn.

14 ” CR. 42 )
9 - BA. 65
4 - RO. 41

15 - CR. 32 )
9 - BA. 65 )

1
Tamet

72

Tobruk

(El Gubli)

36 36 - CR. 42 Location unknown.

36 Location unknown.15 - CR. 32

15 - Breda 8836 Benina

Location unknown.4 - AT. 1

18 - RO. 37
4 - RO. 1

18 Mellaba

18 27 - RO. 37
6 - CA. 310

El Adem

Tobruk (El Gubli)

No.143 (Sea Recco.) Sqdn.

No.142 (Sea Recco.) Sqdn.
(one section)

No. ? (Sea Recco.) Sqdn.
(two sections)

No.228 (Sea Bomber) Sqdn.
(one section)

No.190 (Sea Bomber) Sqdn.
(one section) )

No.230 (Sea Bomber) Sqdn.)
(one section)

No. 141 (Sea Bomber) Sqdn.

ione section)Sea Bomber) Sqdn.
one section)

N0.I (Colonial) Wing

)

)

Gulf of Bomba

Menelao Bay
(not confirmed)

18 14 - Cant. 2501

Gulf of Bomba

Menelao Bay
12- Cant.

Z.506
12

Benghazi2  - Cant.

Z.5O6
3

N0.I 2 Sqdn.
No.89 Sqdn.
No.99 Sqdn.
Ifo,104 Sqdn.

No, 2 (Coloriial) Wing

N0.I6 Sqdn
No,23 Sqdn:  i

Mellaba

Sirte

Hon.

22 - Ghiblis24

7 > Ghiblis
5 - CA.310
2 - BA. 34

El Adem

El Agheila
12

G.181954
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i

Strength and
Types of A/C.
on 9/9/40.

Formation and

Component Units.

Pull Estab.

Strength.

Locations

Saharan Battalion

Sections of 4 A/C.
each at places named

No. 26 Sqdn.
(Land Bomber)

No.54 (Land Bomber) Vifing

Hon

Ghat

Sehba

Murzuk

Cufra

22 29 - Ghiblis
)
)

13 - (Probably
S. 79)

18 Benina

(believed)

No.9 (Bomber) Air Regiment
Nos.26 and 29 Y/ings

No. 11 Sqdn. ^
No. 13 Sqdn.
No. 62 Sqdn,
No. 63 Sqdn. )

Unidentified Unit

!

I

36 i 32 - S'. 79 Derna

(not confirmed)

11 - CR. 42 Castel Benito

(temporarily)
?

No. 151 (Fighter Wing)

No. 366 Sqdn. )
No.367 Sqdn. )
No.368 Sqdn. )

No.175 (Land Recco.) Sqdn.

Garabulli

(near Tripoli)
(temporarily)

Tobruk Area

(possibly Menastir)

36 30 - GR. 42

9 Not Knovm

I

I Meneloa Bay
I  (Gulf of Bomba)

Unidentified Unit 2 - Cant.

Z.506
?

I

I

i

i

I

I

i

G.181954
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i'iPPENDIX XV

LOCATIONS AND STRENGTH OF ITALIAN AIR FORCE IN LIBYA
2.12.40 "

Fp mat ion and
Component Un:Us

Strength andj^y.pes ,o_f I}/c
on date shown

Location on date sl^own
b believed

confirmedc

West Sector - Tripolitania - 9th Air Division.
Bombers (Land]
No. 15 TBomber) Air Begt.
No. 46 Wing
No. 20 Squadron
No. 21 Squadron

17 - S.79
(2.12.40.)

Castel Benito (c)
(2.12.40.)

No. 47 Wing
No. 53 Squadron )
No. 54 Squadron )

No. 41 (Bomber) Air Regt.
No. 59'wing
No.232 Squadron ^

233 Squadron )No.

Castel Benito (c)
(2.12.40.)

15 - S.79
(2.12.40.)

Castel Benito (c)
(2.12.40.)

11 - S.79
(2.12.40.)

No. 60 Wing
No.234 Squadron
No.235 Squadron

No. 26 (Bomber) Wing
(of No. 9 Bomber Air Regt.)
No. 11 Squadron T"
No. 13 Squadron )

Castel Benito (c)
(2.12.40.)

10 - S.79
(2.12.40.)

Castel Benito (c)
(29.11 .40.)

13 ~ S.79
(29.11.40.}

H.O. No. 9 Bomber_Air_Re£t.
No. 29 (Bomber) Wing Gambut (b)

Recco.

Nc« 64 (Recco.) W^ng
Mellaha (c
(28.11 .40.

No. 122 Squadron
No.136 Squadron

NIL - R.O. 37
(28.11 .40.)

No. 67 (Recco.) Wing
No. (?) Squadron 7
N0.II5 Squadron )
Recco. (sea)
(?) Section

Mellaha (c)
(28.11.40.)

15 - CA. 310
(28.11.40.)

Tripoli
Harbour) (c)
22.11.40.)

2 - CANT.Z.501
(22.11,40.)

Colonial

Ncn 1 (Colonial) Wing
No. 12 Squadron ^
(one section) )
No. 89 Squadron )
No.104 Squadron )

Zuara (b)

Mellaha (b))
Sirte (b) )
(Confirmed as located in
West Sector on 28.11.40.)

5.9.40.18 - Ghiblis

(28.11.40.)

East Sector - Cyrenaica - 1 3th Air Division

Bombers (Land)
No. 14TBomber) Regt.
No. 44 Wing

6 Squadron
7 Squadron

No.
No.

El Tmimi (c)
(2.12.40.)

17 - S.79
(7.9.40.) Strength not

confirmed
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Strength and Types of A/G
on date shovm

Formation and,
Component Units

Location on date showx

= believed

= confirmedlA
No. 4-5 Wing

No. 2 Squadron )
No*. 22 Squadron )

No. J_0_ (Bomber) .Air_ Regt.
No. 30 Wing

No. 55 Squadron
No. 56 Squadron

13 - S.79 ) Strength not
(7.9.40.) confirmed

El Tmimi (c)
(2.12.40.)

Benina (b)28 - S.79

No. 57 Squadron )
No. 58 Squadron )

No. 33 (Bomber) Air Regt.

No. 35 Wing
No. 43 Squadron
No. 44 Squadron
No. 36 Wing
No. 45 Squadron
No. 46 Squadron

No. 33 (Bomber) Y/ing

(of No. 11 (Bomber) Air Regt.)
N^ 59 Squadron T
No. 60 Squadron )

No. 54 (Bomber) Wing
Component Squadrons
not known.

3

16
z  )

16

18

Berka (b)
(23.8.40.)

 - S.79

(23,8.40.)

 - S.79
26 - S.79 (k)
(23.8.40.)

El Tmimi (c)
Benina (b)
(23.8.40.)

 - s.79
(6.11.40.)

Location unknovm but

possibly at El Gazala

 - S.81 & 3.79
7.11.40.)
not confirmed)

Benina (c
(7.11.40.

Bomber Section 5 - 3.81
2 - 3.79

(6.11,40.)
Benghasi (c)
(6.11.40.)

No.278 (Bomber) Squadron
"(Higher formation not
known)

Bomber - Recco.

No.175 Squadron

El Aden (c)
(5.11.40.)

4 - S.79

(20.10.40.)

9 - 3.79(?) Unknown but believed

at advanced L.G. in

East Sector

(2.12.40.)

Bomber - Transport
Unidentified Formation Berka (b)

or

Benina (b)
(23.8.40.;

15 -.S.82

(23.8.40.)

Fighters (Land)
No. 2 (Fighter) Air Regt.
No. 8,Wing
No. 92 Squadron
No. 93 Squadron
No. 94 Squadron

31 - C.R.42

(27.9.40.)
Advanced L.G.

possibly Gambut
or Menastir

No. 13 Wing

No, 77 Squadron
No. 78 Squadron
No. 82 Squadron

Gambut (b)40 - C.R.42

(19*9.40.)
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Strength arid Types of A/C
on date shown

Fomation and

Conponent Units
Location on date shown

b) = believed
c) = Gonfirned

(Fighter) Air Begt

No. 73 Squadron
No. 96 Squadron
No. 97 Squadron

No.

No

El Adem (c
(28.11.40. '

30 - C.R.42
(30.11.40.)

No. 10 Y/ing
No. 84 Squadron
No. 91 Squadron

No. 90 Squadron )

Berka (c)
(2.12.40.
Benina (c

No, 90 Sqdn.)
1.12.40.)

27 - C.R.42
(2.12,40.)

No. 30 (Ground Attack) Air Regt.
No. 12 Wing
No.159 Squadron
No.160 Squadron
No,165 Squadron

14 - C.R.32
13 - B.A.65

2 - R.0.41
(19.9.40.)

Tobruk

Crum El Chel) (b)
2.9.40.)

No. 16 y/ing
No.167 Squadron
No.168 Squadron
No.169 Squadron

14 - C.R.32
8 - B.A.65
2 - R.0.41

(19.9.40.)

Tobruk

(Crun El Chel) (b)
(2.9.40.)
Note: A Section of

three R. 0.41s
is at El Tnicii.

No. 5 (Fighter) Air Regt.
No. 7 Wing
No. 86 Squadron )
No. 76 Squadron )
No. 98 Squadron )

Benina (c)
(Nos. 86 & 76 Sqdns.)
(26.11.40.) with 1 A/C
at Gazala

El Gubbi (c)
'No. 98 Sqdn.)
9.10.40.)

18 - Breda 88
(9.10.40.)

No. 19 Wing
No.100 Squadron
No,l0l Squadron
No.102 Squadron

11 - Breda 88
(15.10.40.-)

Berka or
El Gubbi (b)
(15,10,40.) with
section of 4 A/C at
Derna (El Fatayeh)

No. 151 (Fighter) Yfing
No.366 Squadron
No.367 Squadron
No.368 Squadron )

Recco. (Land)
No. 73~TRecco.) 17ing
No. 127 Squadron
No.137 Squadron )

Agedabia (b)
(22.11.40.)

29 - C.R.42
(22.11,40.)

Solluia (c)
(27.11.40.)

13 - R.0.37
(26.11.40.)

Colonial

2 (Colonial) Wing
No. 16 Squadron
No. 23 Squadron

No,

I El Aden (c)
(5.9.40.)

23 - Ghibli
5 - C.A.310
5 - S.81
1  - B.A.39

(26.11.40.)
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Strength and Types _ of _a/C
on date shoTO

Formation and

Component Unit_s
Location on date shown

= believed

= confirmed

b

c

Recco» (Sea)

No.142 Squadron
(Section)

No.143 Squadron

Menelao Bay (b)
(2.11.40.).
Menelao Bay (b)
(26.11.40.)
Benghasi (c)
(

1  -■CANT.Z.501
(2.11.40.)
7 - CANT.Z.501
(26.11.40.)
8 - CANT. Z. 501
(19.10.40.)

I

No.145 Squadron
Juliana Harbour)

(1.12.40.)
Menelao Bay (b)
(26.11.40.)
Menelao Bay (b)
(16.11.40.)

No.171 Squadron
(Section)

No.288 Squadron
(Section)

3 - CANT.Z.501
(26.11.40.)
2 - CANT.Z.501
(16.11.40.)

Bomber (Sea)
No.141 Squadron Benghasi (b)

Juliana Harbour)
19.10.40.)

Menelao Bay (b)
(2.11.40.)

2 - CANT.Z.506
(19.10.40.)

No.614 Squadron 5 - CANT.Z.506
(2.11.40.)

Saharan Battalion

Headquarters
No. 12 Squadron
(Less 1 Section)
No. 26 Squadron
No. 99 Squadron
One Section
One Section
One Section

In East and West Sectors
Hon (c)
Beni-Ulid (c)

Cufra (c)
Hon (c)
Ghat (c)
Sebha (c)
Murzuk (c)
(2.9.40.)

19 - Ghiblis
(20.11.40.)

Location Unknown

Unknown (Fighter)
Unit

C.R, 42
(8.11.40.)
11 Unknown

I  •
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APPENDIX XVI

LOCATIpl^ im STRMGTH OP ITALIAN AIR FORCE IN LIBpl
30-12.407""

The letters "NL" in left-hand margin denote New Location.
The letters "NI" in left-hand margin denote Nev/ Identification.

_31ren£th and Types of A/C
date shown

Lpcation on daton

Note:-

e shown
(hi = helieved
(cT = confirmed

Formation and

Component Units

Y/est Sector - Tripolitania.

Fighters Land Castel Benito (c)
(25-. 12.40.)

6 - C.R.42
(Estimate)

No. 52 (Fighter) Air Regt.
NL No. 22 Wing or No. 24 Wing Castsl Benito (c)

(27.12.40.)
9 - G.50

(27.12.40.)

(Land)

No. 64 (Recco.) Wing
No.122 Squadron 1
No.136 Squadron )

hL No. 67 (Recco.) YYing
No.115 Squadron

Mellaha (c
(27.12.40.

NIL - R.0.37

(27.12.40.)

Mellaha (c)
(24.12.40.)

6 - C.A.310

(24.12.40.)

Castel Benito (c)^ No.(?) (Recce.) Sqdn. 6 - C.A. 312

(believed)
(27.12.40.) (27.12.40.)

Recco. (Sea)
(?) Section

i
Tripoli2 - CANT.Z.501

(22.11.40.) (Harbour) (c)
(22.11.40.)

Colonial

No. i (Colonial) Wing
No. 12 Squadron )
(one Section) )

No. 89 Squadron )
No.104 Squadron )

Zuara (b)

Mellaha (b)
Sirte (b)
(Confirmed as located
in West Sector on

27.1 2.40O

5.9.40.17 - Ghiblis

(30.12.40.)

9th & 13th Air DivisionsEast Sector - Cyrenaica -

Bombers (Land)
No. 26 (Bomber) Wing
No. 11 Squadron )
No. 13 Squadron )

No. 29 Wing

No. 62 Squadron )
No. 63 Squadron )

No. 14 (Bomber) Regt.
No. 44 Wing

NoT 6 Squadron
No. 7 Squadron 1

Derna (El Fetiah) (c)
(28.12.40.)

13 - 3.79

(18.12.40.)

Derna (El Fetiah) (c)
(28.12.40.)

13 - 3.79

(18.12.40.)

El Tmimi (c)
(28.12.40.)

13 - 3.79

(9.12.40.)

No. 45 YYing
El Tmimi (c)
(28.12.40.)

7 - S.79
(9.12.40.)

No. 2 Squadron
No. 22 Squadron
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Note:- The letters "NL" in left-hand margin denote Nev/ Location.
The letters "NI" in left-hand margin denote New Identification.

Strength and Types of_^C
on date shown

Location on date shFormation and

Component Units
own

pb) = believed

(c) a confirmed

No. 15 (Bomber) Air Eegt.
No. L6 ffing

No. 20 Squadron
No. 21 Squadron ] Sidi El Magrun (b)

(15.12.40.)
11 - S.79

(22.12.40.)

No. 47 Wing

No. 53 Squadron
NL No. 54 Squadron

No. 41 (Bomber) Air Regt.
No. 59 Wing

No.232 Squadron
No.233 Squadron

No. 60 Wing

No.234 Squadron )
No.236 Squadron )

No. 10 (Bomber) Air Regt.
No. 30 ?/ing

No. 55 Squadron
No. 56 Squadron

G-azala (c)
(25.12.40.)

14 - S.79

(25.12.40.)

8 - S.79

(25.12.40.)
El Tffiimi (c)
(14.12.40.)

8 - S.79
(25.12.40.)

El Tmimi (c)
(14.12.40.)

Benina (b)
(Presence in Libya
confirmed 4*12.40.)

24 - S.79

(estimated)

No. 57 Squadron
No. 58 Squadron

No. 33 (Bomber) Y/ing
(of No. 11 ~TBombe~^ Air Rogt.)
No. 59 Squadron
No. 60 Squadron

12 El Gazala (c)
(20.12.40.)

 - S.79

(estimated)

East Sector - Cyrenaica - 9th & 13th Air Divisions

No. 34 (Bomber) Air Regt.
No. 52 V/ing

No.214 Squadron )
No.215 Squadron )
No. 53 Wing

No.216 Squadron
No.217 Squadron

No. 42 (Bomber) Y/ing
(of the 12th Air Regt.)
No.206 Squadron )
No.207 Squadron )

Benina (c)
(18.12.40,)

24 - S.79

(15.12.40.)

El Tmimi (c)
(18.12,40.)

12 - S.79

(15.12.40.)

No. 54 (Bomber') V/ing

Component Squadrons
not known.

Benina (c
(7.11.40.,
(Existence confirmed
11.12.40.)

Benghasi (c)
(22.12.40.)

8 - S.81

10 - S.79

(7.11.40.)

5 - S.82
5 - S.79

(28.12.40.)

Special Bomber Wing

No.278 (Torpedo) Squadron Benina (c)
(22.12.40.)

7 - S.79

(27.12,40.)
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The letters "NL" in left-hand margin denote New Location.
The letters "NI" in left-hand margin denote New Identification.

Strength and Types of A/C Location on date shown
on date shown b) = believed

Note:-

Forraation and

Component.Uni t^
c) = confirmed

BOMBER - Transport
Unidentified Porination Berka (b)

or

Benina (b)

15 - S.82
(Estimated)

Fighters (Land)
No. 2 TFighter) _Air_Regt.
Npi §_ Wing.
No. 92 Squadron )

NL No. 93 Squadron
No. 94 Squadron

Benina (b)
(21.12.40.)

27 - C.R.42
(Estimated)

No. 13 Wing
Benghasi (c)
Berka (b)
(21.12.40.)

NL No. 77 Squadron
No. 78 Squadron
No. 82 Souadron

27 - C.R.42
(Estimated)

No. 4 (Fighter) Mr_^gt.
'"9(j.£ng

No. 73 Squadron
NL No. 96 Squadron

No. 97 Squadron )

No.

Gazala (b)
(25.12.40.)

31 - C.R.42
(25.12.40.)

No. 10 ffing
No. 84 Squadron

NL No. 90 Squadron
No. 91 Squadron )

El Tmimi (b)
(12.12.40.)

35 - G.R.42
(27.12.40.)

No. 50 (Ground Attack) Air Regt.
No.

No.159 Squadron
No.160 Squadron
No.165 Squadron

No. 16 Wing
No.167 Squadron
No.168 Squadron
No.169 Squadron

3 - C.R.32
18 -■ B.A.65
(27.12.4c.)

El Gubbi (c)
(13.12.40.)

El Gubbi (c)
(13,12.40.)
Note:- A Section of

3-R0.41S to
be at El Traimi

10 - G.R.32
8 - B.A.65
2 - R.0.41

No_. 5 (FigWer)_ Air jtegt.
No. 7 Wing
No. 86 Squadron
No. 76 Squadron
No. 98 Squadron

Benina (c)
(Nos.86 & 76 Sqdns.)
'(26.11.40.)
with 1 A/c at Gazala
El Gubbi (c)
'No. 98 Sqdn.)
9.10.40.)

18 - Breda 88
(9.10.40.)

No. 19 Yfing
No.i00 Squadron )
No.101 Squadron )
No,102 Squadron )

11 - Breda 88

15.10.40.)
15.10.40.)

Berka
or

El Gubbi (b)
(15.10.40.)
with section of .

4 a/c at Derna
(El Patayeh)

No'151 (Fighter) Wing
No,366 Squadron
No.367 Squadron
No.368 Squadron
G.181954

24 - C.R.42
(27,12.40.)

El Gubbi

or Satellite) (c)
11.12.40.)



4.

Note:- The letters "NL" in left-hand margin denote New Location.
The letters "NI" in left-hand margin denote New Identification.

Strength and Types of A/C
on date shown

Location on date sFormation and

Component Units

hown

(bj = believed
(c) = confirmed

No. 25 (Fighter^Jffing
(of the 3rd Air Regt.)
No. 70 Squadron "T

NL'No. 74 Squadron )
No. 75 Squadron )

El Tmimi (b)
(28.12.40.)

20 - C.R.42

(27.12.40.)

No.151 (Fighter) Squadron
(of the 2nd Win^

Benina (b)No. 6 Air Regt. 10 - C.R.42

•(20.12.40.)

Recco - (Land)
No. 175 (^rategical Recco.)“
Squadhon Benina (c)

(27.12.40.)
6 - S.79
(3.12.40.)

No. 73 (Recco.) ing
No.127 Squadron )
No.137 Squadron )

13 - R.0.37

(4.12.40.)
Unknown

No. 67 (Recco.) :ffing
NL No. 33 Squadron El Gubbi (c)

(19.12.40.)
6 - C.A.31O
3 - R.0.37

(23.12.40.)

(^Iqnial
No. 2 (Colonial) Y/ing
No. 16 Squadron
No. 23 Squadron

21 - Ghibli

4 - C.A.31O
5 - 3.81
1  - B.A.39

(4.12.40.)

Unknown

Recco. (Sea)
No.142 Squadron
(Section)

No.143 Squadron

Menelao Bay (b)
(18.12.40.)
Bonghasi
(Juliana Harbour) (c)
(19.12.40.)
Benghasi (c)
(Juliana Harbour)
(1.12.40.)
Menelao Bay (b)
(18.12.40.)

1 - CANT.Z. 501

(29.12.40.)
7 - CANT.Z.501

(29.12.40.)

8 - CANT.Z.501

(19.10.40.)
No.145 Squadron

No.171 Squadron
(Section)

Bomber (Sea)
No.'141 Squadron
(Section)

No.614 Squadron

3 - CANT.Z.501

(18.12.40.)

Benghasi (b)
(Juliana Harbour)
(19.10.40.)
Menelao Bay (b)
(2.11.40.)

2 - C.INT.Z.506
(19.10.40.)

3 - CiiNT.Z.506
(2.11.40.)

In East and West Sectors)
Saharan Battalion

Headquarters ) Hon (c)
Ben-Ulid (c)

Cufra (c)
Hon (c)
Ghat (c)
Sebha (c)
Murzuk (c)
(2,9.40.)

No. 12 Squadron )
(less 1 section))
No. 26 Squadron
No. 99 Squadron
One Section

One Section

One Section

17 - Ghibli

(6.12.40.)

)
)
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APPEM5IX XVII

LOCATIONS AMD STRENGTH OF ITilLIAN AIR FORCE IN LIBYA

•it' •-

Strength and Types of a/C
on date shown

Location on date shown

"~Tb) = believed
(c) = confirmed

Formation and

Component Units

West Sector - Tripolitania
\

Fighters -Land

No, 2~{Flghter) Air Regt, Castel Benito (c)
25.12.40.

6 - C.R.42
(estimated)

Mo. 23 (?) (Fighter) Wing
(of No. 3 Fighter Air Regt.)
No. ?0(?) Squadron Castel Benito (c)

(27.12.40.)

Castel Benito (c)
(31.12c40.)

9 - G.50

(27.12.40.)

21 - G.50

(31.12.40.)
Mo. 22 (?) (Fighter) Wing
of No.' 52 (Fighter) Air Regt.

Recco. (Land)
No. ̂  (Recco.) Wing
No.122 Squadron ^
No.136 Squadron )

No. 67 (Recco.) Wing
N0.I15 Squadron

Mellaha (c
(31,12.40.;

1  - R.O. 37

(3.2.41.)

Mellaha (c)
(31.12,40.)

Castel Benito (c)
(31.12.40.)

6 - C.A.3IO
(31.12.40.)

No.(?) (Recco.) Squadron 7 - C.A.312

31.12.40.(believed)

Recco. (Sea)
? Section Tripoli2 - Cant.Z. 501

(22.11,40.) (b)
)

Colonial

t JColonial) Wing
No, 12 Squadron }
(one Section)
No. 89 Squadron
No,104 Squadron )

No.

Mellaha (c)
(3.2.41.)6 - Ghiblis

(3.2.41.)

1.40.)(The following moved from the Eastern Sector since 6.
Bombers (Land)
No. 15 Tsomber) Air Regt.
No. 46 Wing
No. 20 Squadron )
No, 21 Squadron )
No. 47 Wing
No. ’5T SquaTdron )
No. 54 Squadron )

27 - 3.19

(3.2.41.)
Unkncvm

possibly Zuara or
Azizia

(3.2.41.)

No. 41 (Bomber) Air Regt.
No. 59 Wing

Unknown, possibly
Zuara or Azizia.

(3.2.41.)

No.232 Squadron
No.233 Squadron
Mo. 60 Wing
No.234 Squadron
No.235 Squadron

27 - S.79

(3.2.41.)

Mo. 34 (Bomber) Air Regt.
No. 52"wing ~
No.214 Squadron
No.215 Squadron

G. 131954

4 - S.79

(3.2.41.) Castel Benito

(2.3.41.) (c)



2.

Formation and _
Component Units

Strength and Types of a/C
on date shovm

Location on date shovm.

b) = believed
c) = confirmed

No« 53 Wing

N0.216 Squadron
No.217 Squadron

No. 54 (Light Bomber) Wing
Component Squadrons

Not knovm

3 - S.79

(3.2.41.)

Castel Benito (c)
(3.2.41.)

2 - S.79

(3.2.41.)

Special Bomber Wing 5 - S.79

5 ~ 3.79

(28.12.40.)
Castel Benito (c)
(3.2.41.)

No.278 (Torpedo) Squadrqn 4 - S.79

(3.2.41.)
Castel Benito

(3.2.41.)

Fighter (Land)
No. 50 (Ground Attack) Air
No. 12 Wing

No.159 Squadron
No.160 Squadron
No.165 Squadron

No. 16 Yfing

No.167 Squadron
No.168 Squadron
No.169 Squadron

Re^t.

Unknown, possibly
Zuara or Azizia

(3.2.41.)

6 - C.R.42
14 - B.A.65
(29.12.40.)

7 - C.R.42 (confirmed)
10 - C.R.32 )3.2.41
8 - B.n.65 )estimated Mellaha (c)
2 - R.0.41 ) (3.2.41.)

No. 23 (Fighter) Wing
of the 3rd Air Regt.

No. 74 Squadron T
No. 75 Squadron )

Reoco. (Land)
No.175 (Strategical Reoco)
Sqdn.

No.'67- (Reoco.) Wing
No. 33 Squadron

17 - C.R.42

(3.2.41.)
Unknown

(3.2.41.)

Gastel Benito (c)
(3.2.41.)

7 - S.79

(3.2.41.)

6 - C.A.31O
3 - R.O.37

(23.12.40.)
? - C.A.31O

? - R.0.37

Sidi El Magrun

No.115 Squadron

(H.Q. was removed to
Castel Benito)

East Sector - JCwenaica - 13th Air Division
Bombers - (Land)
No. 9 (BCTnber) Air Regt.
No. 26 (Bomber) Yfing
No. 11 Squadron
No. 13 Squadron
No. 29 Wing

No. 62 Squadron
No. 63 Squadron

1
14 - 3.79

(30.12.40.)

14 - S.79

(30.12.40.)

Derna (Martuba)
possibly (31.12.40.)

Derna (Martuba)
possibly (3.2.41.)

No. 14 (Bomber) Air Regt.
No 7 ini

El Tonioni (c)
(28.12.40.)

13 “ 3.79
(9.12.40.)

No. b Squadron
No. 7 Squadron

No. 45 Wing
No. 2 Squadron
No. 22 Squadron

El Tonioni (c)
(28.12.40.)

7 - 3.79
(9.12.40.)
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Fonnation and

Gogponent Units
Strength and Types of A/C Location on date shovm

"bT = believed
c) = confirged

on date shown

No. 10 (Boraber) Air Rest.
No. 30 Wing

No. 55 Squadron ) Benina (b)'
(presence in Libya
conf imed 4* 1 2.4O.)

20 - S.79

(Estimated)

No. 33 (Bomber) Wing
(cf No.J1 CBomber) Air Regt.
Nc. 59 Squadron )
No. 60 Squadron )

No. 42 (Bomber) Wing
^of the 12th Air 'Regt.)
No.206 Squadron 7
No.207 Squadron )

No.278 (Torpedo) Squadron
(Section also in Next Section)

Bomber-Transport
Unidentified formation

El Gazala'(c)
(20.12.40.)

10 - 3.79

(Estimated)

El Tonioni (c)
(18.12.40.)

12 - S.79

(15.12.40.)

2 - s.79 Unknown

Berka (b)
or Benina (b)

10 - 3.82

Fighters'- (Land)
No7 2 (FighterT’Air Eegt.
No. 8 Wing

No. 92 Squadron ' ) ‘
No. 93 Squadron )
No. 94 Squadron )

No. 13 Wing

No. 77 Squadron )
No. 78 Squadron ') ‘
No. 82 Squadron )

No. 4 (Fighter) Air Regt.
No. 9 Yifing

No. 96 Squadron )
No. 73 Squadron ) ■
No. 97 Squadron ' )'

No. 13 Wing

No. 84 Squadron )
No. 90 Squadron )
No. 91 Squadron )

No. 5 (Fighter) Air Regt.

No^ 7 Wing
No. 86 Squadron )
No. 76 Squadron )
No. 98 Squadron )

No. 19 Wing

No.100 Squadron )
No.101 Squadron )
No.102 Squadron )

No.151 (Fighter) Wing
No.366 Squadron T
No.367 Squadron )
No.368 Squadron )

Benina (b)
(21.12.40.)

20 - C.E.42

(Estimated)

Benghazi (c)
Berka (b)
(22.12.40.)

El Tonioni (b)
(25.12.40.)

20 - C.R.42

(Estimated)

31 - C;R;42

(25.i2.4Oi) - ■

Gazala (Satl) (b)
(30.12.40.)

34 - C.R.42

(27.12.40.)

Benghazi (b)10 - Breda 88

(Estimated)'

Benghazi (b)10 - Breda 88

(Estimated)

Agedalia (c)
With a section at

Benina (b)
(31.12.40.)

24 - C.H.42

(31.12.40.)
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4.

Pormation

Component Uny s
Strength and Types of A/G Location on date shown

on date shown (bV a believed

(c) = confirmed

NO1I5I (Fighter) Squadron
of the 2nd Wing

No. 6 Air Regiment 10 - C.R.42

(20.12.40.) Benina (b)

Recco - Lan^
lio. 73~TRecco.) Wing
No.127 Squadron
No.137 Squadron

Colonial

Noj 2 Tcolonial) Vfin^
No. 16 Squadron 7"
No. 23 Squadron )

13 - R.0.37

(4.12.40.)
Unknown

21 - Ghibli ).
4 - C.A. SIO ) 4.12.40.
5 - S.81
1  - S.A.39

El Gubli

(2.1.41.)
but probably withdrawn.

Recco - (Sea)

No.142 Squadron (Section) Menclao Bay (b)
(18.12.40.)
Benghazi (Juliana

Harbour)
(

1 - C/lNT.Z.501

(29.12.40.).
4 - CANT.Z,501

(30.12.40.)
No.143 Squadron

30.12.40.)
Mpnclao Bay (c)
(30.12.40.)
Benghazi (c)
(Juliana Harbour)
(2.1.41.)

No.143 Squadron

No.145(7) Squadron

3 - CANT.Z.501

2 - CANT. Z. 501

2.1.41.)
photo recce.)

Menclao Bay (b)
(18.12.40.)

No,171 Squadron
(Section)

3 - CANT.Z.501

(or 506)
29.12.40.

Bomber - (Sea)

No.'141 (?) Squadron
(Section)

Benghazi (b)
(Juliana Harbour)
2.1.41.

(photo recGO.)
Menclao Bay (b)
(2.11.40.)

1 - CANT.Z.506
2.1.41.).
photo recco.)

3 - CANT.Z.506
(2.11.40.)

No.614 Squadron

In East and "Jest Sectors

Saharan Battalion

Headquarters
No. 12 Squadron
(Less 1 section)
No. 26 Squadron
No. 99 Squadron
One section

One section

One section

One section

Hon (c)
Beni-Mid (c)

Cufra (c)
Hon (c)
Ghat (c) (2.9.40.)
Sebha (c)
Murzuk (c)
Giald (c)

17 - Ghibli

(6,12.40.)
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AEPENDIX XVIII

mmn aircraft losses in egytt-Libya from

11/6/40 - ~iT7^.

Note:- Other Types arid unidentified aircraft are included in the totals.

Date Aircraft Confirmed Unconfirmed

Fighters
Bombers

Total

4 1

11/6/40 - 21/6/40 22

16 3

Fighters
Bombers

Total

2

21/6/40 - 28/6/40 2

4

Fighters
Bombers

Total

215

28/6/40 - 5/7/40 1

16 4

Fighters
i  Bombers

Total
5/7/40 - 15/7/40 3

3

Fighters
Bombers

Total
15/7/40 - 22/7/40 1  «

1

8 5Fighters
Bombers

Total
22/7/40 - 29/7/40 7

515

6Fighters
Bombers

Total
29/7/40 - 5/8/40

6

15Fighters
Bombers

Total
5/8/40 - 12/8/40 1

16

Fighters
Bombers

Total

212/8/40 - 19/8/40 11
214

Fighters
Bombers

Total

219/8/40 - 26/8/40 1
21

1Fighters
Bombers

Total
26/8/40 - 2/9/40 1

21

Fighters
Bombers

Total
2/9/40 - 9/9/40

11

/9/9/4O
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Date Aircraft Confirmed Unconfirmed

Fighters
Bombers

Total

9/9/40 - 16/9/40 13 1

14 2

Fighters
Bombers

Total

21

16/9/40 - 23/9/40 12

13 3

I

Fighters
Bombers

Total

7

23/9/40 - 30/9/40 • 4
11

Fighters
Bombers

Total
30/9/40 - 7/10/40

Fighters
Bombers

Total
7/10/40 - 14/10/40

1 1

Fighters
Bombers

Total
14/10/40 - 21/10/40

Fighters
Bombers

Total

1

21/10/40 - 28/10/40
1

Fighters
Bombers

Total

11

28/10/40 - 4/11/40 8 3 j

9 4

Fighters
Bombers

Total
4/11/40- - 11/11/40

Fighters
Bombers

Total

1

11/11/40 - 18/11/40 3

4

6 3Fighters
Bombers

Total
18/11/40 - 25/11/40

6 4

2Fighters
Bombers

Total

4

25/11/40 - 2/12/40
24

J,

Fighters
Bombers

Total

1

2/12/40 - 9/12/40 3
I 4

/9/12/40
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Date Aircraft Confirmed Unconfinaed

Fighters
Bombers

Total

49 13
9/12/40 - 16/12/40 18 5

18

Fighters
Bombers

Total

8 7
16/12/40 - 22/12/40 11 4

19 11

Fighters
Bombers

Total

63
22/12/40 - 30/12/40 6 2

9 8

Fighters
Bombers

Total

12 2

30/12/40 - 6/1/41 7 1

629

Fighters
Bombers

Total

5 1

6/1/41 - 14/1/41 4

17 1

Fighters
Bombers

Total

1

14/1/41 - 21/1/41 2

5

Fighters
Bombers

Total

5

21/1/41 - 28/1/41 1

7

6Fighters
Bombers

Total

1

28/1/41 - 4/2/41 4

19 1

Fighters
Bombers

Total

1

4/2/41 - 11/2/41 3

7

t
I

84>5'336.GRAND TOTilLS I

I

I
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AFi'EmiX XIX

STATMEJg OF AIRCRAJ^T STEENCTH BY SQUADRONS IK

iViEDtiVl. E. AREA 1ST ilND 15TH DEGEUBER, 1940

1st December 1940 15th December 1940I
Squadron

No.
Type of

Aircraft
Serviceable Unserviceable Serviceable Unserviceable

Mediterranean

261 Hurricane

Sea Gladiator
11 3 12 2

✓

3 3

148 ellington
VJ

12 4 12 5

Middle East

45 Blenheim 13 2 14 3

55 it

14 1 12 3

11 II !
In process of tra!nsfer

from Aden

2 1I

39 3 1

113 tt
IV 13 2 13 2

216 (Bombay
(Valentia

9 1I

6
!

1

6 Ly Sander 12 3 10 4

3 R.A.A.P, Gauntlet

Gladiator

(LySander

5 61

10 I2 9 4
9 45

(Gladiator I
(

250 3 1 3 1
II

II 6

(Gladiator I112 19 7 10 10

( I!
II 4 4

j

Hurricane^274 15 1 15 5

33 . II

614 I 19 4
1

(Hurricane
(LySander

(Valentia
(7/ellington

208 6 6
I

91
101

70 2

8 6 5

37 Wellington 11 9 3

38. t1

14 13 2I

I

73 Hurricane ;  In process of transfer
from U.K»

20
{

I
,1

I
t

iTotals 62219 42 234

C.5.B.3»

27«3.47«
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APPENDIX XX

SmvIiVlARY OF ECMBING OPERATIONS - PROM ivlALTA

(October 28th - Deceaber 8th)

PORTS AND BASES

Aircraft Employed Heavy Bombers : Wellingtons

Number of Effective Sorties

Target Date Heavy Medium TOTADS

Naples
Naples
Taranto

Taranto

Naples

2 Nov. 10 10
9/10
13/14
22/23
2/3 Dec.

It

It

5 5
10 10
1 1

4 4

30 30

AEROmOMES & LANDING GROUNDS

Aircraft Employed Heavy Bombers : Tifellingtons

Number of Effective Sorties

Target Date Medium TOTALS

2/3 Dec.Catania

Augusta
Castel Benito

Mellaho

1 1

2/3 II
1 1

7/8 II
11 11

7/8
It

3 3

16 16

G. 181954



iLE'PM'roiX XXI

SUlfflIARY OP BOMBING OPERATIONS PRai MALTA

9th Decenber, 1940 ~ 28th February, 1941

Ports and Bases

Aircraft employed:- Heavy Bombers: Wellingtons, 148 Sqdn., P.A.A.
aircraft: Swordfish

Number of Effective Sorties

Target Date Heavy Medium Mi sc. Totals

13/14 Dec. 1940
14/15
13/14
20/21
23/24
29/30
30/31
30/31
30/31
1/2 Jan. 1941

t} It

n M

II II

II II

I! tt

It It

t| tl

II II

Crotone

Naples
Tripoli

1 1

8 8

1+ 1+
II

10 10
II

9 9
Naples
Taranto

Crotone

Palermo

Tripoli

7 7
5 5
1 1

1 1

10 10

5/6
tt ft tt

5 5
tt

6/7
tl It

5 5
8/9Naples

Palermo

'Messina

Palermo

Syracuse

Naples
Tripoli

8It tl
8

8/9 It It 2 2

9/10
10/11
21/22
27/28
31/1 Feb. 1941
8/9
24/25

tt M

tt tl

It It

It tt

Ittt

It tl

7 7
6 6

1 1

2 2

6 6
tl

6 6
II

9

Aerodromes and Landing Grounds

Aircraft employed:- Heavy bombers: Wellingtons, 143 Squadron.

Number of Effective Sorties

Target Date Misc. TotalsHeavy Medium

20/21 Dec. 1940
23/24
12/13 Jan. 1941
15/16
20/21
21/22
21/22
21/22
27/28
27/28
27/28
2/3 Feb. 1941

11/12
15/16
20/21
20/21

II II

Iftt

If It

M tf

It II

II It

II II

IIII

It t!

It tl

tttl

tt tl

tt It

Castel Benito 9 9
II II

1 1

Catania 10 10
If

9 9
It 8 8

Comiso

Augusta
Catania

Naples (Capodachinus)
Catania

Comiso

Castel Benito

Comiso & Catania

Catania, Coraiso & Gela
Catania

Comiso

1 1

1 1

3 3
3 3

33
1 1

7 7

4 4

33
44

2 2

6969
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APPENDIX XXII

COPY

TO: 33 Squadron

PROM: H.Q,, 202 Group A. 978

6/12DATE:

Most Secret. Whenever 33 Squadron aircraft are ordered to attack
M.T, on the move, or motorised troops on the move, the following stand
ing orders will apply:-
33 pilots (herewith).
camps shown in red;

Pilots are to consult the diagrams issued to
33 Pilots are to avoid attacking any of the

instead M.T. and motorised troops or second line
M.T. Vehicles are highly desirable as 33 targets as A.A. fire cannot

effectively be brought to bear on the move. For operational reasons
Pilots of 33 are to comply with the follov/ing directions whenever
possible. (a) Refuel at BIR KENAYIS outward bound. (b) Climb to
20,000 ft. to avoid EA.
dust and when in position to attack dive rapidly to attack flying along
the length of the road to infalide the various targets, (c) On having
committed your aircraft to a low flying attack keep on at high speed
and do not manoeuvre in climbing turns near A.A. fire. ,  Do not attack
M.T. second line columns or motorised troops in the defended positions
guarded by A.A. and shown in red on the diagram map. Objects of
33 squadrons potential low flying attacks. (a) To seriously damage
the enemy by casualties to personnel and equipment. (b) To hit him
hard at his weakest point. (c) To place E.A. Fighters bn the defensive
so they will be ordered to be withdravm to ineffectively chase Hurricanes
withdrawing at higher speed.

Watch for movement of enemy M.T. by observing

G. 181954
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AJ^ENDIX XXIII

(Dept. C.A.)

S.358l8/Pt.ll(s.9)

COIY

November, 1939.

S ,E C R E T

Sir,

I am commanded by the Air Council to inform you that they have had
certain difficulties which appear to have arisen regard

ing the relations of the Air Officer in charge of Administration  and the
Senior Air Staff Officer in connection v/ith the control of Command Head
quarters policy in the temporary absence of the Air Officer-Coraraanding-in-
Chief•

The organisation provides that the Air Officer in charge of. Administra-
tioi^ should be senior to the Senior Air Staff Officer, and in consequence,
there has developed a tendency for the Air Officer in charge of Administration,
by virtue of his seniority, to give rulings on matters of policy in the tempor-
aiy absence of the Commander. It is conceivable that such rulings might,
under certain circumstances, be given without the knowledge of the Senior Air
Staff Officer and that there is a danger that the continuity of policy might
be broken. It will readily be appreciated that the Air Officer in charge of-
Administration who deals mainly v/ith personnel eind equipment matters, might
not necessarily be aweire of all the factors involved in the operation policy
decisions of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, which are the primary
concern of the Air Staff.

For this reason, therefore, the Council feel that it is inappropriate
that, in the temporary absence of the Air Officer Ccmraanding-in-Chief the
rulings,referred to should be given by the Air Officer in charge of Adminis
tration and they have accordingly decided that in the temporary absence of
the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief the responsibility for giving decisions
on matters concerning operations and higher policy should properly rest with
the Senior Air Staff Officer.

In reaching this conclusion the Council do not wish to disturb the

exist^g arrangements whereby, in the event of the Air Officer Coraraanding-
in-Chief becoming a casualty in emergency, the Senior Officer would take
over the command, but, in these circumstances, the Air Officer in charge of
Administration if the next senior, would cease to act in that capacity and
become the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief.

I am to add that the foregoing rulings will shortly be promulgated in
a revised edition of A.P.1301, War Manual, Fart II.

I am. Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

2.

3.

4.

5*

(Sgdo) CHARLES EVANS.

A.O.C.-in-C. Bomber Command.
Coastal ”

Training ”
Maintenance Command.

H

A.O.C.
"  Reserve Command.

A.O.C.-in-C. Middle East.

^A.0.C. Iraq
H Mediterranean Command.

Par East Command.II
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APPENDIX XXIV

STATMJENT OF REIKB^ORCEivIENT OP AIRCRilPT TO THE MIDDLE EAST

Owing to the lack of specialised and regular reports on the
subject a statement on reinforcements to the Middle East must
sarily comprise a rough estimate rather than an accurate assessment,
and since there is no indication of how much material is lacking the
figures given must be accepted simply as the only ones available and
as subject to serve limitations. It is not certain whether they
represent an overall total for the period or simply a proportion of
it, and therefore they should not be used as a basis for firm
conclusions.

neces-

During the period June 1940 - Jan. 1941, the sources to which
there is access indicate that the main types of aircraft chosen for
reinforcements were Hurricanes, Blenheims and Wellingtons. Concern
ing these aircraft, a considerable amount of information is available

and perhaps this may be most usefully employed in  a comparison
between the policy for reinforcements and the actual consignments
dispatclied, as far as these can be discovered. The general inten-
'tion was to commence reinforcement by re-equipping and enlarging
existing Squadrons already in the Middle East rather than by sending
out entire new Squadrons. This applied particularly to Hurricane

and Blenheim reinforcements but in the case of Vifellingtons two

Squadrons were sent out late in the year to bring the number of Heavy
bomber Squadrons up to four.

Hurricanes

It was decided in June that Hurricanes were to be sent out at

the rate of twelve per month, starting immediately. In July this
was altered to twenty-four immediately followed by twelve a month.

In September the policy vms altered to eighteen per month and in

October to twenty-four. After this the policy appears to have

remained unchanged.

E.R.P.19

Against the policy figures the actual numbers of aircraft dis

patched compare fairly well: although the consignments v/ere less

frequent tha-h v/as intended, they were proportionately larger,
far as the numbers of dispatched aircraft can be estimated, they
oompeire v/ith the policy figures roughly as follows

As

Nov. Dec. TotalJune July

18 24 24 126E.R.P.19

do/aml/9
M.E.1.P.04

Policy Pigs.
Dispatch Pigs.

12 24

14 60(arr.
(Sept,

12 12

1465022

By the end of October there should have been ninety-six Hurri-

This figure although exceeding the Target of the policycanes,

compared very favourably with a statement sent to the Prime Minister,
on 16th November, that A. C.M. Longjnore had fifty-nine serviceable or

repairable Hurricanes in the Middle East,
again compares favourably with the policy figures and with a further

statement by Longmore on lOth Pebruary 1941, in which he estimated

his Hurrica.nes at seventy-eight immediately available and a hundred

and twenty available in fourteen days.

The total for the year
IID/2/245
10A

Ibid. 3OA

the policy onlyPor Malta the Hurricane consignment viras small;
allowed for half a squadron and after I8 had been sent, six in June

and twelve in August, no further reinforcements were allotted until
November when a further■twelve were flown out to bring the squadron,
now No,261, up to a strength of 16+.

M.E.I.P.04
s,6724
D0/A4I2/9
53A Pt.2

/Blenheims

G. 181954



Blenheims

In June a policy of twelve Blenheims a month was decided
upon, twelve being sent immediately, but it was altered in July to
thirty-six immediately followed by thirty-six per month,
remained unaltered until October when the monthly consignment v/as

raised to forty-eight.

This

E.R.P.

Meetings

The policy figures and the numbers of aircraft dispatched
compare as follov/s;-

June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. TotalDec.

12 36 36 36 36 48
38 88

Policy
Dispatches

48 252
P.04 en routs 178

or v/ait-

ing.

3 23 22

There appears to be no explanation \7hy the Blenheim policy
was so far from being carried out whilst the Hurricanes exceeded
the target figure,
accounted for however: when thirty were held up in September
after the majority of a flight had been lost en route it was

considered unwise to dispatch more until the follov/ing moon
period: therefore only six of the September consignment got
through to the Middle East.

The non-arrival of some Blenheims can be

3.5117

5OA

Wellingtons

.At the E.R.P, meeting in July it was decided that Wellingtons
should be ferried out at the rate of six per month, and this
programme was carried out in August and September,
however, the reinforcements were increased, and it would appear
that an extra twenty-three aircraft were sent out during the
month.

Nos.37 and 38, and Wellingtons had begun to use Malta as a perman
ent base: No.70 Squadron had been re-equipping with Wellingtons

Altogether, by the end of December a consider
able increase in the Wellington strength had been achieved.
No. 70 Squadron was entirely re-equipped. Nos.37 and 38 Squadrons
had been established in the Middle East, and N0.I48 Squadron had
been established at Malta.

In October,

Tov/ards the end of the year two Squadrons were sent out.

S.5II7

5OA & 59A

M.E. Port-

nightly
Opsum NOS.2A3 since September.

App.P to
R.A.P. Med*

Command

Operating
Intelligence
Summary
Oct.4O-Peb.4i

Other types of aircraft were being sent to the Middle East

in smaller quantities including in particular Lysanders, Gladia
tors, Magisters and Proctors. A large consignment of Glenn ■

Martins off French orders failed to materialise however, and only
a comparatively small number of this type of aircraft reached

the Middle East during this period, A more general idea of the

increase in aircraft and Air Force Units, and of the rate of

replacement of older types by new can be obtained by a comparison
of the Orders of Battle for the R.A.P. given at Appendix IV-IX.

Not all the units shown there however, v/ere sent to the Middle

East from the United Kingdom.
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1 /JPENDIX scy

R...\.F. BBCONNAISSMCB EEPORro SUPPLIED TO

TIE TiRIff

Feliruaxy - March 1941

Intelligence Summary
19/2 Air repor

G.H.Q. M.S.

ts two small camps a.t Bir Bu Retma
(12 miles west of Sirte) road Sirte - Misurata
congested with troops moving west.

Cyrenaica. Commrjid Vfcr Diary
21/2 Tac/R s w/ column of l6 enemy M.T* 4 miles ea.st of Ra^

El Aali (a.bout 15 miles west of El iigheila).
were 8 virheeled and crev/s hc.d light blue uniform.
These may have been German thou^ there is no evidence
pointing to this yet.

ikir reports indicate German a.rmoured cars are in the
forward area: unconfirmed reports received that a
German division is to be sent to Libya.

The car

22/2

G.H.Q. G

s

Idem

G.H.Q. M.E. Intelligence Summary
24/2 Air force reported 2 medium tanks, two light tanks,

14- M/C combinations and 3 guns believed to be German
attacking our forces a.t El Agheila..

Stra.t/R reports M.T. movement both vroys onroad
Ta.uorga/ Gheddahia.
Duf an.

Buerab el Hsun.

Groups of tanks Tanorga an
25/2Idem

d Bir
Two small ships rnd 200 troops on shore

Groups of M.T. about EnNofilia.

Operations XII (a) Mediterranean iurea. General
26/2 Strat/R reports considerable movement main area

between Sirte and Iviisurata.

Stra*t/R reports considerable M.T. movement between
Birchela (on coast 50 miles El Agheila) and Misurata,
one ship a.t Buerat el Hsun (75 miles east of Misura.ta.)
and total of 52 enemy aircraft on ground between
Misurata and Birchela..

3trat/R reports M.T. road W. of Tauorga, 60 area west of
Buerat El Hsun, approx. 350 L.G. Sirte and 70 area
En Nofilia..

Operations XII (a) Ifcditerranean Area Genera.1 - C,-in-C. M.E. Telegram.^
2/3 La.test aAr recce shows considerable increa.se in M.T.

on Tripoli - Sirte road
difficulty of comiiiunications and approach of hot
wea.ther make it unlikely tha.t such an atta.ck could
develop before end of summer.

27/2Idem

1/3Idem

Shipping risks.

G.H.Q. G Cyrenaica Vfcr Diary
Stra.t/R saw 33 enemy aircraft on Machina L.G.8/3

Report by Gen. Neame - M01 Records Document MS/BM/124R
Referring to Neanie’s visit to G.H.Q* Cairo: he dis"
cussed the possibilities of a German attack'which was
not regarded at G.H.Q. at this date-probable* and
expressed the opinion the Germans had. not come to
Libya, for nothing and would not long rest content v/ith
a defensive role.

8/3

(10003)113 SECRET
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2 i'JE^SNDIX XXV

G.H.Q. Cr Cyronaica Wrjr Diary - not stated as air report
9/3 Enemy M,T, concentrations in frontier oroa continue

to increase: there were at least 1$00 M.T» between
Kofilia ?-nd the frontier*

G.H.Q. M.E. Intelligence Summary
/iir reports 5 medium t^nks enst of Tripoli -
Cyrenaica frontier end 1,250 M.T, within area
Giaretes Sidre. - U El Hagiag,

15/3

MD5 War Office Summary of Operations
15/3 Stro.t/R reports 1,300 M.T. dispersed area between

Cyrenaica - Tripoli frontier end Ras Lrnuf (40 miles
west of j'vgheila; (see above)

G.H.Q. M.E, Intelligence Summary
Air reports M.T, end comps Sir Cahela end M.T. at
En Nofilia, Buerat el Hsun, Misurata ̂ Gerabulli.
Eneny A.Cs about Ras ElAsli SI i'^heila.

16/3

H.Q, 2nd /irmoured Division (g) -War Diary ^ .
23/3 The enemy advanced and occupied Jil Agheila driving^ m

our patrols. :dr reports large concentrations of
enemy vehicles moving Ea.st at El Agheila., these
inclxidcd a-rmoured cars, tanks artillery and M.T.

G.H.Q. M.E. Intelligence Suramauy . x.
25/3 Mr reports 1000 M.T. at Ran Lanuf 30 movmg east In

Mlaga El Trugh area and 40 dispersed before Bir el
Merdura,

G.H.Q, (g) Cyrenaica War Dia.ry states shortage of Ta.c/R pilots reported by
Cyrena.ica Cesnmand to C.I.G.S,

M05 'War Office Summary of Operations
26/3 Tac/R reports 1000 M.T, in region Ran Lanuf.

G.H.Q. M.E, Intelligence Summary
27/3 Air recce reports 100 M.T, 20 miles west of El

Agheila, huts being erected therms, 20 M.T. seen
north of Joifer. Enemy aircraft on L.G, Misurata
Sultan and En Nofilia. It has been reported from
thoroughly reliable sources 3 German Divisions
between Tripoli and Sicily.

M05 Yfar Office Summary of Operations ^
Strat/R Reports Marada unoccupied.

Intelligence SummaryG.H.Q. M.E.
During afternoon air recce reports 200 M.T. between
Birdie la and Ras Lanuf, 800 between Ras Lrnuf and
Ras Aali, 370 betvroen Ras Aali and Agheila, 50 at
T^hoila and 50 moving south fron there, 40 at
Marten Giof en, 200 irrmoured Fighting Vehicles
Stationary s.t Mersa Brega,

- IvDI Records Document/vt;S/BM/l242
Air Force: at this tnne there were
average of 3 Hurricanes for Tac/R, 5 Blenhonns for
Strat/R and day bombing, 6 "Wellingtons for night
bombing, a few Lysanders for work in safe areas, one
Fighter Squadron to cover Benghazi and one lighter
Squadron for Tobruk.

avadlable dailyReport by Lt. Gen, Neame
31/3
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GSm'L^ EgTElATH OF ERITISH IJiR
TT'FEBHUMrTW '

EXmCT FROM H!;IDFR»3
gTllNGTH.''

Closo Recce

& Multiplo
■purpose

Long Rejige
Recce

Bomber &

Trrjis-port
TotalFighterIfcditerrojiean

Egypt
Libya
Sudan

58535180 70300

1806o120Greece
Crete

601030Malta
Gib.

20

82545270 70440
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1 /iPEBKDIX XXVII

gUBHBER DIRalCTIVE. 5 FEBRU/J^Y 1941f CONDUCT OF
GBK^I/iN TROOPS 'iN JPIEAa^S OF OPBR/iTIONS

The Fuehrer and Supreme Commander
of the Armed Forces.

OKy</WSt./Abt. L (l Op,) Nr.

Fuehrer Headquarters, 5 Feb, 19^1.

TOP SBCRBT

Re? Conduct of German Troops in Italian Theatres of Operations

The German troops fighting shoulder to shoulder v/ith our a-llies in the

Mediterranean must be conscious of their lofty militajq/ and political
mission.

They ha.ve been selected for the purpose of rendering valuable assistance

in both a psychological and a military v/ay, to our allies, who in every
theatre are struggling aga.inst an enemy grea.tly superior in numbers and

who, on account of the limited productive capacity of Italy's v/a.r economy,
are ins\xfficiontly equipped Tivith modem weapons.

Despite their Just recognition of their ovm value and of their accanplish-
ments they must bo free from any offensive arrogance. They are to^eam
the respect and appreciation of our allies solely through their actions,
their exemplary discipline, their courage and military prowess.

Their employment will be regulated by the following principles, as agreed
on with the ItaJian General Staff;

The German troops in Libya (and, if occasion arises, also in

Albania) v/ill bo under the direct tactical command of the Italian
Commanders-in-Chief of these theatres of operation. Otherwise they will
be under the Coramander-in-Chief Army, who is to keep in touch with the
loca.l Italian commanders-in-chief through liaison officers.

1.

They may be committed to ba.ttle only in a.ll-German formations
Exceptions ane permissible only if, in

2,

at least in divisional strength,

the opinion of the German commander, the German unit is directly
threatened before it has been completely assembled, or in the case of
such a crisis as could result in the loss of the entire theatre of opera
tions if not dealt with at once.

it must3. \7hen the German unit is committed according to plan,
be united in the hands of the German commander, and not split up among
the various sectors of the front.

A. Should the German unit receive on assignment whose execution

YTOuld, in the opinion of its commander, lead to  a gra.ve failure and thus
daimgo the reputation of the German troops, the German commander has the
right and duty to request my decision through the Commandcr-in-Chief, iiniy,
notii-ying the German general attached to the Italian High Command in Rome.

The X Air Corps will remain subordina.te to the Commnder-in-
It is to perform its duties,

5.

Chief, ilir Force, Reichsmanschall Goering,
subject to his instructions, in close co-operation with a.ll competent
Italian authorities.

Molf Hitler.signed:

(10003)1'15
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1 .^ENDIX XXy.II.I

KIEm DIRECTIVE, 3 APRIL 1941.* • SONRENBLUME'
FUTURE POLICY FOR GERILiN /PRICA COIgS '

Fuehrer Headquarters
3 Apr. 1941.

Armed Forces High Canmand

nr.I;i!i:V41 g.K Chefs. V.FSt/Abt. L(l Op .)
No,2 of thirteen copies.

TOP SECRET

’’Sonnenblume"

OKH/GonStdH. Op.Abt. (ll b) Nr.516/41 g.K.Chefs of 25 Ivlcjr, 1941.Ref.

The Fuehrer decided the following on 2 Apr,

The prime task of the German /ifrica Corps reme.ins to safeguard_the
positions reached and to tie up as many Briti.sii.XQ£6eg-JaJig£ill.-M-riS£k
as possible.

The resulting attacks with limited objectives must not be extended further
than the few a.vailable forces a.llow before the 15th Panzer Division
arrives,

endangered, which would necessarily be the ca.se in an advance to the
north on Benghazi.

Even after the arrival of the 15th Panzer Division a large-scale
offensive aimed perhaps at Tobrulc should not be launched.

The set tasks in other theatres of the bulk of the XAir Corps as well,
as of the Italian forces, v/hich for the time being cannot be motorised
any further, Virill probably prevent us expanding our objectives prior to
fall 1941.

These plans could be changed only if the bulk of the British axmoured
forces were withdrawn from Cyronaica., in which case new orders will bo
issued.

1.

Under no circumstances should the open right flank be

2.

3. As regards command authority over Italian forces, for the time being
only one additional motorised division (102nd) will be placed under the
German Africa Corps if this is necessary.

New Orders will be issued in case of a later large-scale offensive.

4. The German GeneraJ at the Italian Armed Forces Headquarters is
ordered to procure the approva.1 of the Italian High Command concerning
these directives.

The Chief of Staff, Armed Forces High Command.

signed: Keitel.
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R.A.F. BOI'ffilHG OPSR;iIIONS - ITSSTSEN DBS3RT M-BIL Igiti

HeaA?y bombers, Wellingtons of Nos. 37» 38» 70 and
1^6 Squadrons,

Medium bombers, Blenheims of Nos, 45 and 55 Squadrons,

Aircrri't employed:

Opera.tions against enemy ports

Number of effective sorties

TotalMediumTarget Date Heavy

April
1/2 5Tripoli 5

3/4 4II 4

5/6 1II 1

46/7II 4

7/8 11Benghazi
518/19

19/20
21/22

II 5
1II 1
2II 2

88II 22

522/23
24/25
25/26
26/27
28/29
29/30
30/1 IVla.y

II 5
4II 4
44II

22II

44II

4If 4
44II

58850Grand Total

Between 13 and 25 April the offensive against Tripoli was main-

These Wellingtonstained by No* 148 Squadron detachment at Madta,

Note:

flew a total of thirty-four sorties against the port.
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Bombinp; Operations - Wostem Desert* April (Continued)

Operations agninst Enemy Airfields, Positions. Lines
of Conmunioation

Number of effective
sorties

TotalTarget MediumDate Heavy

April

66lilarble Arch L.G.

M.T. Mersa Brega & Nofilia
M.T» at Mersa Brega
M.T. on Mersa Brega - Jedabya Rd.
M.T. at Jedabya
M.T, Jedabya - Has Lonuf
M.T. at Msus

Marble Arch L.G,

M.T, Convoy Tecasis
Troops at Tocra
M.T. Agheila Road
Jedabya L.G.
M.T. at Mekili

Homs L.G,

M.T. & troops - Mekili
M.T, - Mengar el Teschin
M.T, - Mekili

Capuzzo ares?
M.T, Meldli
M.T. near Bir Belaured

M.T, near El Adem

Tobruk Road

M.T, Tobruk

M.T, - Acroma

M.T. - Gaad el Anar
Gazala

Gazala

L.G. and troops at Msus
M.T, - Acroma

Troops at Tobruk
El Mem

Tobruk

Sollimi area

El Adera

El Adem & Gambut L.G's
Dema

Solium — Tobrulc - Mekili area

Menastir* El iidem, Dema
Tobruk - El Adem enea

M.T, Capuzzo
Doma L.G,

El Mem

1

1/2 1 1

42 4
42 4

53 5

3/4 22

2 24
8 85

25 2

5 1 1

5/6 11
6 9 9
6 5 5

6/7 11

18 187
7 1 1

8 10 10

8/9 22

9 22

9 2 2

10 4 4
10/11 2 2

11 5 5
11 2 2

11 44
11 2 2

11/12
11/12

1 1

11

12 3 3
6 612

12/13 1 1

13 19 19

13 2 2

13 1 1

13/14 4 4
1 1

26 2614

1A/15 4 4
8 815
8 815

15/16
15/16
15/16
15/16

2 2

1 1

M.T. and L.G. Ga.zala 1 1

Solium area

Dema L.G,

M.T, - Acroma & El Adem

2 2

16 5 5
16 17 17
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Opei-ations against Enemy Airfields, Positions, Lines of

CoiTTOUflisaMon Tcoa-tinyLel)

Number of effective

sorties

TotalMediumTarget Date Heavy

April
'16717 11El Adem

El Adem - Bardia Area

Derna L,G.

Capuzzo - Bardia area
Dema tovm

El Adem - Bardia area

M.T. - Acroma

M.T, - Tobruk
Dema L.G,

Bardia area

Tobruk - Gazala ros.d

Tobruk - Bardia road

Gazala L.G*

M.T. - El Adem

M.T. - Acroma

Gazala

Capuzzo area
Dema L.G*

Gazala L.G.

Barce

M.T. near Bomba

Road near Benghazi
Gazala W. L.G.

M.T. - Tobruk

Benghazi area & coastal road
M.T. Bardia - Capuzzo
Dema L.G.

M.T. “ Acroma

M.T. Benghazi area
Dema & Benina L.G ’s
Dema. town

Dema L.G.

Camp at Gazala

1317 13
1 117

5517
17/18 11

101018
118 1

3318
4419
3319
1119
101019

19/20 11

4420
6620

20/21
20/21

11

33
111121
151521
221/22

22/23
22/23

2
11
11

4423
2223

23/24 44
8824
3324
2224
12V25

_i

29/30
i

30/1 May

28

30

1
2+2+

11

4+4+
11

34845 i 303
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DIS^gRIBUTIOAT OF GEEMN AIRCRAFT W SICILY, JiWUAEr - i^BRUARI 1941
o
o  -

Io

2 JAl'JUARI 19^1 1 9 JAItJMY 1 941 22 FEBRUARY 1 941
I\3

GismiA CAJANIACATMIA

II/LG 1
III/LG 1 & Gesch.Stab
II/KG 26
1  (P) 121

II/LG 1
III/LG 1
I (P) 121

3 Ju.88 20 Ju.88

30 Ju.88
2 He.Ill

_9 Ju.88

LG 1 cS: F 121 24 Ju.88
29 Jii.88

17 Ju.88

61 70

TRAPANI TRAPANI TR/iPANI

Stab/St. G.3
l/St. G.1

Il/St. G.2

1 Ju.873 Stukagesch¥/ader Stab Stukageschw,3
l/Stuka 1

Il/Sttika 2

1 Do.17

27 Ju.87
31 Ju.87

5 Ju.87
30 Ju.87
38 Ju.87

CQ

^ Io
59 73

1-3

■ commQQMISQ

Il/KG il/LG 1
II/KG 26
2/KG 4
n/stuica 2

II/KG 26
2/KG 4

1 He.111 1 Ju.88

16 He.111

8 He.111

1 Ju.87

30 He.111

_9 He.111
39

26

PALERMO

III/ZG 26

PAIBHidO

IIl/ZG 2622 Me.110 40 Me.110

GEIA
CASTELVETR.^iN0

7/JG 26
I/NJG 3

14 Me,109
7 Me.110

Il/Stuka 2 1 Ju.87

2t
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APPENDIX XXXI

ESPOET BY BRIGADIER A.P. HARDING AND AIR.COMvIODOEE

L.O. BEOW ON CERTAIN ASPECTS OP THE G.H.Q. M.E.
REPORT ON THE ACTION OP THE 2ND ARMOURED DIVISION

DURING TliE WITHDRAV/AL PROM CIESNAICA, MjAECH-APRIL 1941.
(Reference; A.H.B./IIJ6/78),

1, Brigadier Harding was the -B. G.S. to H. Q. Cyrenaica Conanand, and Air
Commodore Brown was commanding the E.A.P. in Cyrenaica at the time of the
withdrawal.

2, On instructions from the A.O.C.-in-C, and the C.G.S. the report was

examined with a view to determining the extent to which the statements in

paragraphs 3^ 4 and 7 in. Appendix *B* of the G.H.Q,, M,E. report are
justified. These paragraphs read as follows

(3) The false air reports on 3ndApril,about the enemy being at Msus,

The frequent changes of orders and regrouping consequent on

these air reports, which resulted in the disintegration of
formations and. units.

(4)

Lack of Tactical Reconnaissance particularly in the latter

stages.

With regard, to paragraphs (3) and (4), ike air reports concerned are:

(7)

3.

(i) A tactical reconnaissance carried out at 12^JOO hours on 3 April
by a No. 6 (A.C.) Squadron (aircraft) operating from Msus land-

The pilot reported enemy A,P.Vs and M. T, movinging ground,
towards ifeus.

(ii) Strategical reconnaissance carried out by a pilot of No, 55
Squadron, which reported that at 183O hours on 3nd April, 1941^

(Para. 19 of
As a

there v/as a force of 100 tanlcs and M, T. in ifeus,

the G.H.Q. report refers to both these reconnaissances),
result of the first reconnaissance report the Commander 2nd

Armoured Division made a change in plan.

It is agreed that the reports were made, and there is nothing to
disprove that forces were in fact there. The question as to whether

friendly must have been appreciated at the time of
It is not kno’ffn how it was established that the forces

4.

they were enemy or
this report,
reroorted -iirere enemy.

5, The facts surrounding the circumstances leading up to 'the f
reconnaissance have been supplied by Plying Officer Fletcher

irst

and are

as follows:

under command of the 2nd Armoured Division from the
the front south of Agedabia prior to the

The flight was
time that Division took over

German advance.

At the commencement of the enemy advance Squadron Leader R.l. Yr'eld,

Comimnding No. 6 Squadron, was sent forward to command the detached Plight
in view of the impending operations. .

(i) The Plight was ordered by Div, H.Q. to move from Agedabia to
Antelat, which it did at O4OO hours on the 2 April. The ̂ ligh
operated from Antelat on the 2 .April under orders of Div. H.Q
which was then situated at Antelat,

• 9

(1) A pilot of No. 6 Squadron at that time.
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(ii) On the morning of the 3 April the Flight discovered that Div,
H.Q,, had left Antelat during the night without their knowledge,
Sind no information was forthcoming until later regarding the

new position of the H.Q. A reconnaissance was, however,
ordered by Squadron Leader Weld in the ai'ea of Agedabia, and

this reconnaissance reported the movement of forces from

Agedabia N.E. tovfards Antelat. At this time there vrere none

of our own troops, in the Antelat area. In the absence of

orders from Div. H.Q. and in view of the situation, the Flight
moved to Msus at about 0700 hours. On arrival at Msus, the

only troops in the vicinity v/ere a few Free French troops in
the Msus Fort, about two miles north of the landing ground.
These Free French troops were unable to give any information
concerning the position of our own troops in the area, nor were

they able to say where Div. H.Q. was situated. It was not

until noon that a message was received from Div. PI. Q. , giving
their position as just north of Ssc-Sceleidima, about thirty
miles west of Msus,

(iii) At about 1330 hours on the 3 April, a tank recovery party with
unserviceable tanks in tow passed through Msus aerodrome, and

the officer i/c stated that he was the last party of our own
troops to come oack from the Antelat area, and that they were
going further back as they had no idea of the position on the

ground, nor did they know where Div. H.Q. was situated,

(iv) Wo orders were received from Div, H.Q,, for their requirements
in Tactical Recomiaissance, but Squadron Leader Weld ordered a

quick reconnaissance to be carried out along the track between

Msus and Antelat at about 1400 hours. The pilot of this
reconnaissance was Flying Officer Fletcher, On this
reconnaissance he observed a column consisting of  a fejv

armoured cars and beWeen fifty and sixty large Italian lorries

filled with troops. The head of the column was five miles

south of Msus, The personnel in the lorries opened fire on

the reeo-.maissance aircraft. The pilot carried out a lovr-
flying attack on the columns, and on his return to Msus found

that the aerodrome had been evacuated. The pilot observed the

C.O’s car near the Msus fort and dropped his report near the
car, after which he flew his aircraft back to the base aerodrome

at Barce, On arrival at Barce, a report was submitted through
the A.I.L.O. to Force Headquarters. It was subsequently
ascertained from Squadron Leader Weld that he ordered the
evacuation of Msus aerodrome as he had observed the approach of
the column from the ground. The ground party of this Flight
had considerable difficulty in rejoining its Squadron, and

during its retreat it caught up with Div, H.Q., at the Er Regima
Pass east of Benina; this ground party eventually rejoined the

Squadron at Maraua on 5 April,

6. At the time the Msus landing-ground was evacuated the Free French
were still in the Port,

probable that the information concerning the column approaching Msus
reached the Free French from ground observation, or as a result of the

Tactical Recoruiaissance message which was dropped on Officer Commanding
No, 6 Squadron, and, acting on their own initiative, they destroyed the
dump,

is understood that Captain Hore-Ruthven, K.R.R.C., was with the Free

French at Mbus at this time, and a report will be obtained from this

officer, who is in Syria, and forwarded later,

Although we have no confirmation, it seems

The destruction of this dump was not ordered by Command H.Q, It

(l) Attached,
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7. Although it is stated that the first report on this day led the
Commander 2nd Armoured Division to change his plan with the object of
securing the dunp at llsus befoi’e the arrival of the enemy force, considei'-
ations of time and space would have shown that this was impossible, and
it can only be assumed, therefore, that the 3rd Armoured Brigade was
allowed to proceed for other reasons.

8. With regard to the second reconnaissance report the saune day, no
further information is available,

based on the presence of some forces in Msus at the time,
likely that the Free French had evacuated Msus at the time of this report,
i.e, 1830 hours and the 3rd Armoured Brigade did not leave for Msus until
first light bn 4th April,
observed in Ifeus at 183O hours was the enemy, and may have been the force
that later appeared at Mechili,
found Msus XHioccupied on 4 April does not prove that there were no enemy
there on the previous evening, and that the enemy column reported south
of ¥isus might'have halted there on its way to Mechili.

Further, with regard to the Recovery Section mentioned in the

G.H. Q. 14 E. Report as liaving gone through Isus, it vn.ll be seen from
Flying Officer Fletcher’s report that a Recovery Section passed through
Msus before the first reconnaissance v/as carried out,

unable to trace the source of the report that L.R.D,G. might have been
mistaken for an enemy column moving on l&us. The composition of this

unit does not in any way tally with Flying Officer Fletcher’s report of
what he sav/, ibreover Major Mitford who commanded L.R.D, G, states that

this party went through Msus between 163O hours and 1700 hours on 3 April,

10, The above facts show that neither of the two reports can therefore

be clearly classified as ’False Air Reports',

It is agreed that the report was
It seems most

The inference therefore is that the force

The fact that the 3rd Armoured Brigade

9.

¥e have been

The reference to 'Frequent changes of orders and regrouping
There appears to

11.

consequent on these air reports’ is not understood,
have been only one change in orders, namely the diversion of the
3rd Armoured Brigade from the Sceieidima Escarpment to IVIsus,

12, With regard to paragraph 7 of the G.H.Q. Report, i.e, '
Tactical Reconnaissance, particularly in the later stages'^,
appointments as O.C., R.A.F. Gyrenaica, and B.G.S
Command, we v;ere personally responsible for the co-ordination and pro-^
vision of all air reconnaissance both Tactical axid Strategical, Detailed
orders for Tac/R carried out by the detached Flight were the responsi
bility of the 2nd Armoured Division, under whose control the Plight was
operating,

13, During the period prior to the main German advance, the full require
ments of the 2nd Armoured Division for Tac/R could not be met o’rtng to

the shortage of suitable aircraft, and it v/as necessary at times to lend
aircraft from fighter squadrons for the purpose,

14, As a result of representations made by General Neame, the detached
Flight had been made up in strength of aircraft by the time the main
Ger^ advance began. Thereafter all Tactical Reconnaissance were met.
It is agreed, however, that the general standard of efficiency of No, 6
Squadron pilots in Army Co-operation work was not of the high sta.Mard. of
the Amy Go-operation Squadron that had co-operated with Yfestern Desert
Force and XIII Corps during the advance into Cyrenaioa, ^  This was due to
the general inexperience of the terrain over which the pilots were opera
ting as they only took over in March,

Lack of

in our

H.Q. Cyrenaica• 9
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15. With regard to Strategical Reconnaissances, these were provided by
the Bomber Squadron, and all demands from Command H.Q, v/ere met, in
addition to Strategical Reconnaissances required for R,A.R. purposes.

16, There is nothing in the body of the G.H. Q. M.E. Report that supports
It does not corres-the statement made in paragraph 7 of Appendix ' B*,

pond with our knowledge of the facts, and we do not know on whose reports
or" statements it was made.

17. Although not referred to in Appendix 'B', another 'False Air Report'
is referred to in para,29 of the G.H. Q. M.E. Report, which reads as
follows:

'Another False air report occurred on the evening of the 5 April,
when Tactical Reconnaissance reported an enemy move northwards from Msus,
Cyrcom was deceived into ordering an immediate renewal of the general
withdrawal, but on being informed by Divisional H.Q. of the true facts
they withdrew the order,'

18, We have no recollection of this report, and the order to continue
the general withdra'wal was given on receipt of an air report of the
advance of an enemy column of considerable force on the El Charruba,
Subsequent reports from K.R.R.C, patrols stated that this column con
sisted of elements of the 2nd Armoured Division: this led to the cancel

lation of the order for a further general withdrawal that night.

From ground and air reports received the following day it transpired
that this CO liman was in fact elements of the 2nd Armoured Division being
followed by German forces, and orders were given for the general with
drawal to be resumed that night, (6/7th April) in consequence.

19.

Signed: L.O. BROWN
Air Commodore

A.F. H&RDING

Brigadier General Staff

25.7.A1
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ATTACHMENT TO iiEPENDIX XXXI

REPORT BY CAPTAIN THE HON. A.H.P. KORE-RUTHVM 2ND BN. EIPLE

BRIGADE CC^IOBRltlNG THE SITUATION AT MSUS ON 3 April

I v/as Liaison Officer attached to the 1 st Motor Gonrpany of the 1 st
Free French liotor Battalion stationed at Msus on the 3rd'April Our
role was protection from sabotage ̂ d
was in close touch with the 208 S

ing ground just south of I&us.
information from them that an enemy force vfas advancing in the direction
of Msus from Antalat.

demolition, as I only had one weak Infantry compan^j'- on the ground and no
Anti-Tank guns or force capable of repelling an attack by aimnoured forces.
At the time I had no W/T or other communication with Command Headquarters
or Divisional Headquarters except the Long Range Desert Group, v/ho had
arrived at l&us on the evening of the 2nd and who were in W/T contact
using cypher with Corps Commander,

In order to obtain further information prior to assuming the

responsibility of blowing the Dump I asked 208 Det, (1) for a further Air
Reconnaissance in the direction of Antelat to confirm the approach of an
enemy column on Msus,
promising to give me an answer by 1430 hours,
sent a vehicCLe over to the Squadion Landing Ground, which returned at

about 1445 to say that the Landing Ground had been evacuated,
this time a Recovery Section towing broken down tanlcs passed through Msus
and I asked them but they could, give me no information as to the enen^y

except that they thought they vrere in close proximity. Very shortly
after this a Lysander flew low over Msus and dropped a message which I
was unable to recover as it was picked up by someone else.

. organisation of the Msus Duimp,
Squadron Det, operating from a land-

On the morning of the 3 April I received

I

Acting on this report I prepared the Dump for

2,

A Lysander took off for this purpose at 1400 hours
Just after 1430 hours I

At about

In view of the fact thn.t the aerodrome had been evacuated and that
own

3.

the Recovery Section had passed through I assumed that there were no

troops between Msus and Antelat and also assumed that the message dropped
confirmed that the column previously reported had been definitely estab-

My reasons for assumirg that the aircraft messagelished as hostile,

confirmed the approach of a hostile column v/ere:-

(i) That the Landing Ground had already been evacuated and

(ii) That the aircraft made no attenpt to land, which it could have
done in the Msus area had the reconnaissance proved that the

forces originally reported w'ere our own troops.

After consulting Ma-jov Mitford 0,C. long Range Desert Group, who was
the only thing to be done I proceeded to destroy

I should say that

4»

in agreement that it was
the Dump. This was completed by about l600 hours,
the Msus area was finally clear of Free French troops by 1630 hours ̂ id,
when I left at this time, the Long Range Desert Group was preparing to
move out Eastwards,

5, I then went across country to El Abiar where on the morning_of the^
4 Aoril I reoorted to the Headquarters of the 2nd Armoured Division. a.
told the Divisional Commander the full circumstances of the destruction
o? ?he Dump at M.us and again reported this to General Ne^e at « onBoth these officers concurred thab in view oi

disposal, and the lack of possibility of
action was justified.

the morning of the 5th.
the information and forces at my
obtaining more specific instructions, my

A.H.P. Hore-Ruthven

Captain. 2nd Bn, The Rifle Brigade
Signed;

23.7.41.

(l) Narrator's Note. Captain Hore-Ruthven was presumably referring to
No.6 Squadron and detachment, which had recently replaced No,208
Squadron,
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APPE[NDIX Xmi

(1)BRITISH OPEWiTIONAL AIR LOSSES IN THE DESERT

7 Februery - 1Q June 1941

Figliters Medium Bombers iieay:* Bombers

7 February - 30 March

1  Blenlielm Wellington
Wellington

Wellington
Wellington

13 Feb. 1
14 Feb. 1
21 Feb. 1

i  24 Feb. 1

IS Mar.19 Feb.
19 Mar.

2  Hurricanes
1  Hurricane

413

31 March - 14 April

1 Aoril

8 April
1  Blenheim

1  Blenheim

2 Hurricanes
Hurricane

Hurricanes
Hurricanes

Hurricane

Hurricanes

5 April
8 April
9 April
12 April
13 Anril
14 April

1

2

2

1

14 April 1 Wellington4

1212

15 April - 13 June

19 April 1
2o April 1

Wellington
Wellington

Blenheim

Blenheim

Blenheim

Blenheim

Blenheims

Blenheim

15 April
18 April
22 April
23 April
24 April
28 April

12 Hurricanes

Hurricanes

Blenheim

Hurricane

Hurricanes

Hurricane

Hurricanes

Hurricanes

Hurricane

Hurrlcaiie

Hurricane

Hurricanes

Blenheim

Hurricane

Lysaiider
Beaufighter
Hurricane

Hurricane

Hurricanes

19 April
20 April 12

11

1121 April
23 April
25 April
30 April
1 May
3 May
12 May
15 May
16 May

23
11

4
Wellington
Wellington

Wellington

3 M^ 1
4 May 1
30 May 1

1 Maryland
Maryland
Blenheim

Blenheim

Blenheim

Blenheim

Blenheims

Maryland

2 5 May

8 May
10 May
11 May
18 May
IS May
21 Ma5'-
26 Maj^

11
11

11
13
11

521 May
26 May
1 June

2 June

3 June
9 June

1
11 j

1 Ifellington
Wellington

5 June
6 June

!
1

11
1

2

71930 I

In addition the following were lost during operations in support of the evacuation from Crete,

Wellingtons
Wellington
Wellington

24 May 3
29 May 1
31 May 1

Blenlieims

1  Maryland
3  Blenheims
1  Maryland
it Bleniieims

324 May
25 May
29 May
31 May

25 May1  Hurricane

3  Hurricanes
1  Hurricane

1  Hurricane

26 May

27 May

5126

Battleaxe: 14 “ 1o June

Nil14 June
15 June

6  Hurricanes

9  Hurricanes
3  Hurricanes
5  Hurricanes
6  Hurricanes

4  Tomahavte

2  Marylands
1  Maryland

14 June
15 June
16 June

17 June
18 June

333

17Irand Total 84
^or Period

37

<■') A.H.B./IIJI/111
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AFPEI'IDIX XaCCII

GERIL^I OPElU-TION/a. AIR LOSSES IN THE DESERT

7 Fetruary - 18 June 19^1

Fighters Dive-Bombers Bombers Reconnaissance Transport

7 Febiiiagy - 30 March

14 Feb. 14 Feb. 1
18 Feb. 1

1 15 Feb.
16 Feb.

19 Feb.
20 Feb.

21 Feb.

28 Feb.

5 nar.
21 Mar.

T.E. 1

1

2

1

3
1

19 Mar.
30 Mai-’.

11 5 Mar. 3
21 Mar. 1

123 Mar. T.E.
11

6 2112 T.E.

31 March - 14 April

13 April
7 Aoril
8 April
9 April
12 April

1 April 1
3 April 2

5 April 7
6 April 2

12 April 3
14 April 3

11 April
3 April

9 April
14 April

T.E.

T.E.

T.E.

7 April 2
8 April 1
9 April 1

11
12

11 T.E.
1

45185 T.E.

15 liprll - 13 June

19 April
23 Aorll
26 April

4 16 April 1
17 April 3
20 April 2
27 April 5

19 April319 April
21 April

1 S.E.

S.E.

T.E.

S.E.

S.E.

T.E.

11
11

122 April
23 April
25 April
2 Hay
9 May
22 May
26 May
27 May
2 June

3 June

2

130 April
25 May

2

48 May
13 May
29 Maj'

13 T.E.
11 S.E.
11 S.E.

1 S.E.

2 S.E.
11 June

10 June

23 June
10 June

2 T.E.

S.E.

T.E.

111

1

6 1111511 S.E. 9 T.E.

Battleaxe 14 - IS June

14 June 3
15 June 1

116 June 1

17 Juue 1
15 June215 June

16 June

S.E.

S. E.1

4123 S. E.

i

Total
151723 :3114 S.E. 16 T.E.for

period I
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